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The population of the 4f , 5d, and 6s shells of rare-earth atoms in RHx hydrides (R5Ce, Sm,
Yb; x'2 – 3) has been studied by the x-ray line-shift method. The population of the 5d
and 6s shells of Ce and Sm atoms, and the charge on them in metals and hydrides, were
determined from experiment and calculated within the Hartree–Fock–Dirac~Koopmans!
model. The decrease of the charge on Ce and Sm revealed upon transition from the metal to the
hydride argues unambiguously for the anionic~hydride! model. In YbHx with x>2, the
structural transition is accompanied by a strongly pronounced electronic transition from divalent
to a noninteger-valence state@m̄(x52.25– 2.708)52.6660.02#. © 1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!00108-7#
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Macroscopic properties of rare-earth~RE! hydrides have
been studied extensively~see, e.g., Refs. 1–3!. The interest
in these materials is stimulated primarily by their applicati
potential for use as catalysts, in protection against pene
ing radiation, as hydrogen accumulators etc. At the sa
time their microscopic properties, namely, metal valen
conduction-band features, the metal-hydrogen bonding
are known to a lesser extent. Moreover, there is still no c
sensus on the nature of chemical bonding in the hydride

The presently available experimental data permit form
lation of two diametrically opposite models of the meta
hydrogen chemical bonding, namely, protonic, with posit
hydrogen H1, and anionic~hydride! with negatively charged
hydrogen H2. The anion model predicts depletion in ele
trons of the metal in the hydride~compared to the pure
metal!, and the protonic model, conversely, enrichment
electrons.

RE dihydrides have a CaF2-type cubic lattice. Excep-
tions to this rule are EuH2 and YbH2, which crystallize in a
SrH2-type orthorhombic structure. Magnetic, structur
NMR, and other data~see, e.g., Ref. 1! indicate that Ce and
Sm are trivalent in the di- and trihydrides, and Yb is divale
in YbH2. It was found that YbHx undergoes forx>2 a struc-
tural transition from the orthorhombic to cubic phase.4 Be-
cause all RE metals are trivalent in cubic binary hydrid
one could expect that the change in lattice symmetry wo
make possible the Yb2→Yb31 transition. Indeed, photoemis
sion studies suggest that ytterbium in YbH2.6 is in a mixed-
valence state.5 In CeHx , one observes a metal-insulator tra
sition at T5240 K for x.2.7;6 its mechanism can be
connected with rearrangement of the Ce4f shell, as this oc-
1261063-7834/98/40(8)/4/$15.00
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curs in the isomorphic Ceg2Cea transition in metallic
cerium.7 Magnetic data indicate that samarium in the hydri
resides in the 31 state, while heat capacity measurements
interpreted as due to samarium being a mixture of Sm21 and
Sm31 ions.8 Thus determination of the electronic state of t
RE atom in the hydrides of Ce, Sm, and Yb is of spec
interest and could shed light on the character of me
hydrogen chemical bonding.

1. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

It was shown earlier that the electronic structure of e
ments in compounds@population of the outers(p), d, and f
electronic shells# can be studied successfully by the x-ra
line-shift method~see, e.g., Refs. 9 and 10!. Removal from
an atom~or appearance in it! of a valence electron results i
a change~shift! of the x-ray line energy, whose sign an
magnitude, as well as the characteristic dependence of
shift on the line type (Ka1,2, Kb1,3, Kb2,4), i.e., its
‘‘signature,’’ 10 permit identification of the type@s(p),d, f #
of this electron.

This paper reports a measurement of the shifts in theK
x-ray lines of Ce, Sm, and Yb in hydrides relative to refe
ence samples with known electronic structure: CeF3, SmF3,
and YbS. The experimental arrangement and the meas
ment procedure are described in detail elsewhere~see, e.g.,
Refs. 10 and 11!.

The samples of CeHx (x52.06– 2.96), SmHx (x
52 – 2.77), and YbHx (x51.908– 2.708) to be studied wer
prepared by standard technology, namely, by direct reac
of hydrogen with the metal.4 They were characterized b
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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x-ray diffraction and phase analysis, and the concentra
dependences of their lattice parameters were determined
the samples were single phase, with the exception
YbH2.12, which contained a mixture of the orthorhomb
with cubic phase. The Ce and Sm hydrides had fcc struc
with the lattice parameters only weakly dependent on hyd
gen concentration~see Table I!.

1! CeHx , SmHx . The experimental shifts of the Ce an
Sm Ka1 andKb1 lines in hydrides and metals with respe
to trivalent references are listed in Table I, which also co
tains the lattice parametersa(x).

The ratio of the effects for theKa1 andKb1 lines of Ce
and Sm in the hydrides,r 5DEKb1

/DEKa1
, differs substan-

tially from that for RE mixed-valence ionic compounds~ox-
ides, sulfides, chlorides, fluorides etc.!, as well
as intermediate-valence compounds. The value
r 5DEKb1

(Ln~361!12Ln31)/DEKa1
(Ln~361!12Ln31), both

experimental and calculated by the Hartree-Fock mode
positive for all RE elements and lies within the interv
r'2 – 3 (r max52.8660.06, r min52.0360.19 for Ce and Yb,
respectively!.12 For metals and their hydrides,r ,1.

It thus can be maintained that the electronic structure
Ce and Sm in the hydrides under study is metal-like in ch
acter, and that all RE metals, with the exception of Eu a
Yb, are trivalent and have a configuration close to the co
monly accepted 5d6s2.13 As follows also from Table I, the
metal-insulator transition in CeHx (Ttr'240 K) cannot be
explained as due to promotion of the Ce 4f electron, because
the shifts of the CeKb1 line at T5300 and 77 K are prac
tically the same. Note also that our results do not bear out
conclusion of macroscopic heat-capacity studies8 of sa-
marium in SmHx being in mixed-valence stat
(Sm212Sm31); indeed, samarium remains trivalent throug
out thex range investigated.

The electronic structure~population of the 5d and 6s
states! of Ce and Sm in the hydrides was determined fro
experimental values of the x-ray line shifts using Hartre
Fock-type atomic calculations. To choose the mo

TABLE I. Experimental shifts ofKa1 and Kb1 lines of cerium and sa-
marium (DE) in the CeHx and SmHx hydrides and metals~with CeF3 and
SmF3 as references!, and the hydride lattice parametersa.

DE, meV

Ka1 Kb1

x T5300 K T5300 K T577 K a, Å

CeHx

0 5064 24764 •••
2.06 2564 22868 ••• 5.56860.003
2.56 – 6623 12618 5.55260.003
2.70 3465 2866 226622 5.53960.003
2.96 4265 668 2226 9 5.53560.003

SmHx

0 5066 2768
2.0 3365 22614 5.37260.002
2.16 3367 5615 5.36260.002
2.33 4467 50615 5.35460.002
2.77 3666 49615 5.34160.002
n
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~Hartree–Fock–Dirac, Hartree–Fock–Slater, both with to
electronic-shell relaxation and in single-electron approxim
tion by Koopmans’ theorem! which would provide the bes
fit to experiment, the electronic configurations of RE meta
from La through Eu, were determined. We solved t
coupled equations

DEcalc~nd ,ns!
a~b!5DEa~b!,

nd1ns5n,

where DEcalc(nd ,ns)
a(b) is the calculatedKa(b) line shift

approximated by a second-order polynomial,DEa(b) are the
experimental line shifts for RE metals,n52 for Eu, andn
53 in all other cases. The Hartree–Fock–Dirac~Koopmans!
model provides the best fit to experiment. The populationsnd

and ns thus obtained and the correspondingDE(nd ,ns)
a(b)

are given in Fig. 1. We readily see that the RE metal c
figurations coincide satisfactorily with the 5d16s2 configu-
ration for trivalent metals, and with 6s2 for the divalent Eu
(ns'2, nd'1 for RE5Ln–Sm, andns'2, nd'0 for Eu!.
Satisfactory agreement is observed also for the experime
and calculated line shiftsDE.

The calculational procedures@Hartree–Fock–Dirac
~Koopmans!# tested on metals were used to determine
populations of the Ce and Sm 5d and 6s states in the hy-
drides under study. We solved a system of equations, wh
was similar to the above but did not contain any restrict

FIG. 1. ~a! Population of 5d and 6s states,nd and ns , in RE metals;~b!
experimental shifts ofKa1 and Kb1 RE-metal lines~with RF3 taken as
references!—filled symbols; open symbols—calculations made within t
Hartree-Fock-Dirac~Koopmans! model.
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on the total number of electronsn. The results of the calcu
lations are presented graphically in Fig. 2, which shows t
throughout the concentration range covered,x'2 – 3, the
population of the 5d states of Ce and Sm is practically co
stant, namely, the weighted meann̄d50.6260.06 5d-el/
Ce~Sm! atom, whereas that of Ce 6s states falls off mono-
tonically down to zero, andns of Sm is close to zero over th
whole x range studied. Photoelectron spectra of LaHx and
CeHx exhibit a similar depletion of population.14 The density
of states near Fermi level in the hydrides is smaller than
in metals; indeed, it decreases in the dihydrides and pra
cally vanishes in the trihydrides as one goes over from
metallic to semiconducting state.

Figure 2 displays also the dependence of the Ce and
charge state in the hydrides onx: q(x)532@ns(x)
1nd(x)#. In all cases, the charge on the RE atom is positi
Thus formation of CeHx and SmHx involves extension of the
outer 5d and 6s orbitals of the metal toward hydrogen
which argues unambiguously for the validity of the anion
~hydride! model of metal-hydrogen chemical bonding.

2! YbHx . Figure 3 shows the dependence of the Ybx

lattice constants on hydrogen concentration. Forx>2, a
structural transition from the orthorhombic to cubic pha
occurs. This transition is accompanied by a sharp chang
the Yb Ka1 line energy @the weighted meanDEKa1

(x
52.25– 2.708)5236568 meV]. The sign and the anoma
lously large magnitude of the effect~the divalent-ytterbium
compound YbS was used as a reference! argue unambigu-
ously for the 4f character of the transition~the effects due to
removal of 5d and 6s electrons are an order of magnitud
smaller!. The difference between the numbers of Yb 4f elec-
trons in the hydride and in the reference was found

FIG. 2. Population of 5d and 6s states~a and b, respectively! and charge
q ~c! of cerium and samarium vs hydrogen concentration.
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Dn4 f(x)5DE(x)/DE(Yb31-Yb21), whereDE(x) is the ex-
perimental line shift, andDE(Yb31-Yb21) is a calibration
shift corresponding to the shift of the YbKa1 line caused by
the decrease of the 4f -shell population by one. Obviously
enough, the valence of Yb in the sample under stu
m5mref1Dn4 f . The value ofDE(Yb31-Yb21) was mea-
sured for the pair of ionic compounds Yb2O3–YbS and was
found to beDE(Yb2O3–YbS)5256867 meV, and that cal-
culated within the Hartree–Fock–Dirac~Koopmans! model,
DE(Yb31-Yb21)52562 meV. The valence state of Yb i
the cubic phase is practically independent of hydrogen c
centration,m̄(x52.25– 2.708)52.6660.02. The electronic
structure of Yb was found to be fairly stable against variat
in environmental conditions. For instance, coolingT
577 K) or application of external pressure (P'12 kbar)
does not change the Yb valence in either orthorhombic
cubic samples~Fig. 3!.

The heat capacity of YbHx (x52.25, 2.37, 2.41) was
studied at low temperatures.15 The temperature behavior o
Cp /T was found to be typical of that of heavy-fermion sy
tems. The quantityCp /T extrapolated toT;0 yields an
anomalously large value of the electronic heat-capacity
efficient g;860 mJ/mole•K2. The mechanism by which
‘‘heavy’’ electrons appear at Fermi levelEf remains largely
unclear and can be associated with either thef level crossing
the Fermi level~delocalization! or Kondo-type cooperative
processes, where thef level lies comparatively deep below
the Fermi level. In the first case, the number off electrons
will be fractional, and in the second, integer. Our data ar
ing for a noninteger valence of Yb in the cubic phase
YbHx suggest that the heavy-fermion state in YbHx origi-

FIG. 3. ~a! YbHx lattice parametersa,b,c vs composition:1—our data,
2—Ref. 4; ~b! dependence of Yb valence in YbHx vs composition and
external conditions:3—T5300 K, 4—T577 K, 5—P'12 kbar.
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nates apparently from delocalization of the Yb 4f electron.
Note that cerium in heavy-fermion systems resides in an
teger valence state (n4 f'1),16,17 whereas ytterbium~in the
cases where its valence is known, as it is in Ref. 16! has a
noninteger valence; moreover, in uranium-based hea
fermion systems the valence states of U extend over a w
range from U31(5 f 3) to U41(5 f 2).18 This difference indi-
cates the existence of different formation mechanisms of
heavy-fermion state.

We note in conclusion that the sharp electronic transit
from an integer to noninteger valence state, which was fo
to occur in YbHx simultaneously with a structural transition
is a fairly rare~if not unique! phenomenon among rare-ear
systems. All known 4f n24 f n61 electronic transitions are
isostructural~isomorphic!, e.g., theg2a transition in metal-
lic Ce, in SmS, Ce12xThx , Sm12xGdxS etc. ~see, e.g.,
Ref. 19!.

The authors thank O. I. Sumbaev for fruitful discussio
and comments, E. G. Andreev for assistance in experime
and P. L. Sokolova for help in preparing the manuscript.
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Specific features of the electronic structure of cerium and its 4 d and 5 d partners in
CeM2 Laves phases „M5Fe, Co, Ni, Ru, Rh, Os, Pt, Mg, Al …
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The x-ray line shift method has been used to study the electronic state of Ce~the 4f population!
and of its 4d and 5d partners in the CeM2 Laves phases (M5Fe, Co, Ni, Ru, Rh, Os, Pt,
Mg, Al!. It is shown that the valence of Ce in CeM2 decreases monotonically from the limiting
valuem'3.35 tom'3 with decreasing intracrystalline compression of Ce atoms. The
population of the outer 4d and 5d orbitals of Ru, Rh, and Os in the Laves phases has been
found to be larger than that in metals. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~98!00208-1#
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Ce present in CeM2 Laves phases with 3d elements
(M5Fe, Co, Ni! occurs in the intermediate-valence~IV !
state. The valence states in these compounds were d
mined by different experimental techniques~see, e.g., Ref.
1!, as well as in our studies,2,3 which are based on the x-ra
line shift method.4 While cerium can exhibit IV state also i
CeM2 systems with 4d and 5d elements, these systems a
less studied, and quantitative data on the Ce valence in t
are either absent altogether or their accuracy is not h
enough.1

It is generally believed that the IV of Ce in these syste
results from intracrystalline compression of Ce atoms cau
by the differences in the metallic radii of Ceg and of the M
element.1! At the same time attempts at establishing a qu
titative relationship between the IV of Ce and the parame
characterizing the degree of compression of Ce atom
CeM2 phases failed. One of the reasons accounting for
failure lies in that the IV states of Ce determined by differe
experimental methods~XPS, XAS, BIS, EELS etc.! differ
considerably.

The present work uses the x-ray line-shift method
determine the 4f shell population~valence state! of Ce in
Laves phases with 3d, 4d, and 5d elements~as well as with
Mg and Al! CeM2 (M5Fe, Co, Ni, Ru, Rh, Os, Pt, Mg, Al!.
The temperature dependence of Ce valence in some L
phases was also measured (T577– 1000 K).

There are practically no data on the character of che
cal bonding of 4d and 5d elements with Ce and with on
another, i.e., on the change in the outer~valence! 4d and 5d
shell population in Laves phases compared to metals. Thed
and 5d elements~Ru, Rh, Os, Pt! studied by us belong to
transition metals with an almost completely filledd shell. It
is therefore assumed that when a common conduction b
forms in intermetallics, these elements will tend to fill theird
shells at the expense of the electrons of the partner. To ch
this assumption, the shifts of the x-rayK lines of these ele-
ments in Laves phases were measured relative to those o
metals.

The Ce valence (m) in the Laves phases studied w
1261063-7834/98/40(8)/3/$15.00
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derived from the experimental shifts of the CeKb1 line
(DE) in the Laves phase relative to the trivalent Ceg which
served as a reference. The experimental arrangement
measurement procedure were described in detail elsew
~see, e.g., Ref. 4!. It was shown4 that rare-earthK line ener-
gies are most sensitive to the change in the number
4 f electronsn4 f , which determines their valence state~for
instance,uDEKb1

4 f u'1500– 1700 meV for a change ofn4 f by

one, whereas when the number of 6s,6p,5d electrons
changes by one,uDEKb1

6s,6p,5du'20– 80 meV).

The Ce valence in the Laves phase was found from
perimental shiftsDE using the relation

m5mCeg
1Dn4 f531DE/DE~Ce412Ce31!, ~1!

whereDE(Ce412Ce31) is a calibration shift correspondin
to the CeKb1 line shift caused by a change of the number
4 f electrons by one. As the calibration shift we took t
experimental shift of the CeKb1 line for the CeF4–CeF3

pair of ionic compounds, which is21727620 meV~Ref. 4!.
The samples to be studied were prepared by arc mel

and practically single phase, their crystallographic para
eters being close to literature data.6,7

The experimental shifts of the CeKb1 line and of the
valence of Ce in the Laves phases (m) are listed in Table I.
Figure 1 plots these valencesvs the Ce effective radiusr *
characterizing the degree of Ce compression in a La
phase. The realr Ce2Ce separation in a Laves phase cann
serve as a criterion of the degree of compression, becau
is determined not only by compression~the ‘‘dimensional’’
factor!, but also by the Ce-M interaction, which is differe
for different M atoms~the ‘‘chemical’’ factor!. To exclude
the chemical factor, it was proposed8 to take as a measure o
Ce compression in a Laves phase the cerium-metal radiur *
found from the available crystallographic data. The latt
parameteraRM2

for trivalent Laves phases RM2 ~R stands
here for a rare earth! decreases linearly with increasingZ as
a result of compression experienced by lanthanide ato
The lattice parameteraCeM2

for IV Laves phases does not fi
9 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. ExperimentalK line shiftsDE in Ce, Ru, Rh, Os, and Pt, and Ce valencem in CeM2 Laves phases.

Compound mCe

DE, meV

Ce M exp M calc

Kb1 Ka1 Kb1 Ka1 Kb1

CeFe2 3.36 60.01 2624615
CeCo2 3.35 60.01 2599612
CeNi2 3.22 60.01 2383614
CeRu2 3.36 60.01 2621617 12865 1416 8 14 26
CeRh2 3.16 60.01 2275614 11164 114616 7 12
CeOs2 3.35 60.01 2610623 14366 6 •••
CePt2 3.00 60.01 6611 1367 0 •••
CeMg2 3.00060.003 216 6
CeAl2 2.99860.003 46 6

Note: The reference are Ceg and M metals. Mcalc stands for calculations made under the assumption
formation of an IV state involves promotion of a 4f electron into thed band of metal M.
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to this relation and corresponds to that of the Laves phas
a rare earth with a smaller metallic radius. It is this rad
derived from theaRM2

5 f (r R) relation that was proposed8 to
take as an effective radiusr * characterizing the degree of C
compression in a Laves phase. The values ofr * presented in
Fig. 1 were obtained by the above method using the va
of r R from Ref. 9 andaRM2

from Refs. 6 and 7.
As seen from Fig. 1, in the small-compression reg

~large r * ) the Ce valence grows linearly with increasin
compression up to the limiting valuem'3.35, to remain
constant thereafter, despite the continuing increase of c
pression. This dependence of Ce valence onr * can be ex-
plained in terms of the interconfigurational fluctuatio
model.10 In this model, the IV state of Ce is considered a
resonance between the states Ce31 (4 f 1) and Ce41 (4 f 0

1e). The Ce valence can be calculated within this mode

FIG. 1. Ce valencem in CeM2 Laves phases vs effective Ce-met
radiusr * .
of
s

es

-

a

s

m531F11
M3

M4
exp

Eex

kT1G G21

, ~2!

where Eex is the energy difference between the Ce41 and
Ce31 states,G is the Anderson hybridization energy~the
4 f -level width!, andM 3 andM4 are the statistical weights o
the corresponding states.

As intracrystalline compression increases, the 4f level
approaches the Fermi level and, accordingly,Eex decreases,
andm increases. In the limit asEex→0, the valence state is
determined only by the statistical weights of the Ce31 (4 f 1)
and Ce41 (4 f 01e) states and by the final state of the ele
tron e. It was shown11 that in this limit the Ce valence ca
assume the values 3.14, 3.25, and 3.40, depending on w
the 4f electron transfers when the IV state forms. The lim
iting value of the valence,m'3.35, agrees well with the
value mcalc53.40 calculated under the assumption thatEex

'0, and that the 4f electron transfers to thenp(d)3/2 states
of the neighboring Ce or M metal atom.

Figure 2 plots temperature dependencesm(T) for some
of the Laves phases studied. The Ce valence is seen to
crease with increasing temperature, although according
Eq. ~2! m should grow withT for Eex5const. This disagree
ment can be explained by assumingEex to be temperature
dependent~in principle, theory allows this possibility12!. The
solid lines in Fig. 2 are plots ofm(T) calculated using Eq.
~2! under the assumption of the simplest relationEex(T)
5E01bT; it was also assumed that the widthG of the 4f
level does not depend on temperature. Experimental dat
the heat capacity, magnetic susceptibility, and photoemis
spectra suggest that the values ofG for IV systems lie within
the region 100–600 K.13 The curves correspond to the fo
lowing parametersE0 andb ~for G5300 K): 42 K and 1.8
for CeNi2, 170 K and 2.3 for CeRh2, 26 K and 0.4 for
CeCo2, and210 K and 0.6 for CeRu2. The excitation ener-
gies Eex derived from the parametersE0 and b thus found
are in agreement with the values ofEex obtained from the
temperature dependences of magnetic susceptib
measured14 for a broad class of compounds of intermedia
valence cerium.
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Table I presents also the shifts of theKa1 andKb1 lines
of Ru, Rh, Os, and Pt2 in Laves phases relative to the corr
sponding metals. These lines exhibit slight positive shifts
all Laves phases. As we showed earlier,15 positive shifts can
appear either when valence5(6)s(p) electrons are remove
from the M atom, or when valence4(5)d electrons are
added to it.

The conduction band of 4d and 5d metals is derived
from the comparatively narrow 4d,5d and broad 5s,6s sub-
bands. Therefore when the number of electrons in the c
duction band changes~for instance, as a result of formatio
of intermetallic compounds!, the changes in the5(6)s sub-
bands will be small because of the low density ofs states
near the Fermi level. For this reason the positive shifts of
Ka1 andKb1 lines of M elements in Laves phases observ
by us are more likely due to the increasing fraction of thed
and 5d subbands of M elements in the total conduction ba
By comparing the experimental shifts and the shifts cal
lated within the Hartree–Fock model, one can determine
required increase in the number of 4d,5d electrons of ele-
ment M in the Laves phase compared to the M metal.

We obtainedDnd50.3260.04, 0.1260.04, 1.2660.18,
and 0.0460.10 el/atom for CeRu2, CeRh2, CeOs2, and
CePt2, respectively~the quoted errors are statistical!. The
calculation was made under the assumption that the vale
configurations of M metals are 4d75s1, 4d85s1, 5d76s1,
and 5d96s1 for Ru, Rh, Os, and Pt, respectively.3! One ob-
serves a certain correlation between the valence of C
Laves phases andDnd . This suggests that the population
the 4(5)d states increases at the expense of the additio
valence electrons appearing when the IV state forms. T

FIG. 2. Ce valencem in Laves phasesvs temperature. Symbols-experimen
curves-plots of Eq.~2! with the parameters specified in text.
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mechanism alone cannot, however, account for the exp
mental shifts~particularly for CeOs2), which is seen from
Table I presenting theK-line shifts of M metals (DEM calc)
calculated under the assumption that formation of an IV s
promotes a 4f electron to thed band of metal M. An addi-
tional mechanism resulting in an increase ofDEexp could
be redistribution of the valences and d electrons of the M
metal itself~electron promotion from thes to d subband of
metal M!.

The authors are grateful to O. S. Sumbaev for fruit
discussions and to P. L. Sokolova for assistance in prepa
the manuscript.

Support of the Russian Fund for Fundamental Resea
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1!In cubic Laves phases AB2, the ratio of the closest distances betwe
unlike atomsr A2A /r B2B51.2255k0 ~see, e.g., Ref. 5!. Because the ratio
of the radii for pure components,r A /r B5k, differs fromk0 , the A and B
atoms in a Laves phase expand or contract. For CeM2 Laves phases with
IV, k05r Ce2Ce/r M2M,k5r Ceg

/r M , which corresponds to compression o

Ce atoms.
2!For Pt we used the weakerKa2 line, because the energy ofKa1 coincides

to within a few linewidths with that of the WKb3 line excited in the
anticathode of the x-ray tube. The shifts of theKa1 andKa2 lines were
shown15 to differ only insignificantly.

3!The valence configurations of the 4d and 5d metals are known not well
enough. The calculated values depend, however, only weakly on the s
ing valence configurations~variation of the population of the 5s and 6s
orbitals,ns , within a broad range of 0.5 to 1.5 changesDnd by not more
than 15%!.
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The propagation of electromagnetic waves is investigated theoretically in organic layered
conductors with metallic conductivity in magnetic fields strong enough that the characteristic
radius of curvature of a conduction-electron orbit is much smaller than its mean-free
path l . It is shown that when groups of charge carriers with quasi-two- dimensional and quasi-one-
dimensional energy spectra coexist in such a material, the penetration depth of the waves
into it, which is a strong function of the polarization of the waves and the orientation of the
magnetic field, also has an interesting dependence on the magnitude of the magnetic
field and the low-dimensionality parameters of the charge-carrier spectra. This property makes it
possible to recover details of the Fermi surface from the experimental data. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!00308-6#
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Organic conductors usually consist of layered or fi
mentary structures with marked anisotropy in their electri
conductivity. Members of the large family of ion-radic
charge-transfer salts based on tetrathiafulvalene possess
tallic conductivity not only along but also transverse to t
layers. The similarities between these compounds and o
nary metals makes the concept of charged quasiparticles
arbitrary dispersion law an eminently suitable basis for d
cussing their electronic properties. Use of the topologica
simplest model for the Fermi surface of a quasi-tw
dimensional conductor, i.e., a slightly corrugated cylind
has yielded good agreement with experiment in investi
tions of the magnetoresistance and Shubnikov-deH
effect in the organic conductors (BEDT–TTF)2I3 and
(BEDT–TTF)2IBr2.1–6 However, the unusual behavior o
the magnetoresistance in the (BEDT–TTF)2MHg ~SCN!4

family of salts7–15, where M5 ~K, Rb, Tl!, indicates that the
Fermi surface of these layered conductors is more com
cated. One possible topological structure for the electro
energy spectra of this family of organic metals which agr
with the experimentally observed dependence of the re
tance on the magnitude of the magnetic field implies a Fe
surface that includes not only a slightly corrugated cylind
but also two quasi-one-dimensional sheets consisting
slightly corrugated planes in which the charge carrier vel
ity is predominantly within the plane of the layers.16,17High-
frequency phenomena in these conductors suggest stro
that the Fermi surface is a union of quasi-two-dimensio
and quasi-one-dimensional sheets. In what follows we s
discuss the propagation of electromagnetic waves in con
tors whose electronic energy spectra consist of two s
sheets, i.e., one associated with a quasi-two-dimensiona
1271063-7834/98/40(8)/4/$15.00
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one with a quasi-one-dimensional dispersion law for
charge carriers:

«~p!5 (
n50

`

«n~px ,py!cos$anpz /h%, ~1!

«8~p!5 (
n,m,q50

`

Anmq$cos~a1npx /h!

3cos~a2mpy /h!cos~aqpz /h!%. ~2!

We shall assume that the ratio of the numbers of conduc
electrons in each energy band is arbitrary.

In this expression,a is the distance between layers,a1

and a2 are the periods of the crystal lattice in the lay
planes, andh is Planck’s constant. For the quasi- two
dimensional charge carrier spectrum the coefficients in
~1! that multiply the cosines fall off rapidly with increasin
values of the labeln, so that the maximum value on th
Fermi surface is«(p)5«8(p)5«F . The function max$«F

2«0(px ,py)%5h«F is much smaller than the Fermi energy«F ,
i.e., h!1. For the quasi-one-dimensional charge carrier
ergy spectrum the primary contribution to the expression
the dispersion law«8(p) comes from terms withm5q50. If
we assume thatA1005U>«F , while all the remaining coef-
ficientsAnmq equal zero, then the sheet of the Fermi surfa
corresponding to this energy band consists of the two pla
px56(h/a1)arccos(«F /U). Let us include the slight corru
gation of these planes by assuming that two other term
Eq. ~2! are nonzero, namelyA0105h1U!«F and A001

5h2U!«F .
The complete system of equations that describes

propagation of electromagnetic waves in a conducting m
dium consists of the Maxwell equations
2 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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~“3H!52 ivE14p j /c, ~3!

~“3E!5 ivB, B5H14pM , ~4!

and a kinetic equation for the charge-carrier distribut
function

f ~p,r ,t !5 f 0~«!2c~p,r !exp$2 ivt%] f 0~«!/]«,

v]c/]r1~e/c!~v3H!]c/]p1~1/t2 iv!c5evE~r !,
~5!

which allows us to find the relation between the current d
sity and the wave electric fieldE(r ).

In Eq. ~4!, M is the magnetization of the conducto
Because the magnetic susceptibilityx i j 5]Mi /]Bj is usually
vanishingly small in conductors without magnetic ord
there is never a need to distinguish the magnetic fieldH from
the magnetic inductionB except for a few special cases whe
the deHaas–van Alphen effect is so strong that it leads to
formation of diamagnetic domains.18,19 We will assume that
the perturbation of the charge carrier system by the elec
field of electromagnetic wave is so weak that we can lim
ourselves to linear approximation. In the kinetic equation~5!
we have already discarded the termeE]c/]p, which is qua-
dratic in the perturbation. The collision integralWcol$ f % will
be treated in thet approximation, i.e.,Wcol$ f %5( f 02 f )/t
where f 0 is the equilibrium Fermi distribution function fo
the charge carriers andt is their mean free time, which we
assume is the same for both groups of charge carriers. In
approximation the Maxwell equations become linear, and
the time dependence can be assumed to be harmonic, i.e
electromagnetic wave can be regarded as monochrom
with frequencyv. This assumption does not in any wa
compromise the overall character of the problem as po
since its solution when the time dependence of the field
arbitrary consists of a superposition of solutions to the M
well equations with different harmonics. Therefore, we sh
replace the operation of time differentiation of the elect
magnetic fields in Maxwell equations~3! and ~4! by multi-
plication by2 iv. In what follows,t will denote the time for
motion of a charge in a magnetic field according to the eq
tion

dp/dt5~e/c!~v3H!. ~6!

Under anomalous-skin-effect conditions, i.e., when
skin depthd is considerably smaller than the mean-free p
of a charge carrierl , the reflection of carriers from the
sample surfacer s50 is strongly altered, and the kineti
equation must be supplemented by a boundary condition
reflects this scattering of conduction electrons from the s
face:

c~p1 ,r s!5q~p2!c~p2 ,r s!1E ~d3p!W~p,p1!

3$12Q@vx~p!#%c~p,r s!. ~7!

The specular reflection parameter of the sample sur
q(p), i.e., the probability of specular reflection of a condu
tion electron incident on the surfacer s50 with momentum
p2 , is related to the scattering indicatrixW(p,p8) via the
following expression:
-
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q~p2!512E d3pW~p,p1!$12Q@vx~p!#%, ~8!

whereQ(j) is the Heaviside function. The incidentp2 and
reflectedp1 momenta of the electrons are related by t
condition for specular reflection, in which the energy a
projection of the momentum onto the sample surface
conserved. When several groups of charge carriers
present, several channels for specular reflection are poss
Under anomalous skin effect conditions, this leads to an
crease in the penetration depth of an electromagnetic fi
pulse when the applied magnetic field is parallel to t
sample surface20, as predicted by Azbel’21. The multichannel
nature of specular reflection of electrons by the sam
boundary strongly affects the transparency and surface
pedance of a thin sample~since the thicknessL is smaller or
the same order as the mean-free path of a charge carrier!, but
turns out to have little effect on the penetration depth
electromagnetic waves in the conductor bulk~i.e., L@ l ).
Therefore, in the analysis that follows we will not includ
interband transitions of charge carriers as they scatter wi
the sample and at its surface.

The integral term in the boundary condition~7! ensures
that current cannot flow through the conductor surface; ho
ever, at high frequenciesv the solution to the kinetic equa
tion does not depend strongly on this functional. In a ma
netic field parallel to the sample surface and when cha
carrier drift into the sample bulk along open electron orbits
negligible, we can write the equation forc in the following
form:

c~ tH ,pH ,r !5E
l

tH
dt ev~ t,pH!E~r ~ t,pH!2r ~l,pH!!

3exp$n~ t2tH!%1q~l,pH!

3@12q~l,pH!exp$n~2l2T!%#21

3E
l

T2l

dt ev~ t,pH!E~r ~ t,pH!2r ~l,pH!!

3exp$n~ t2tH12l2T!%, ~9!

wheren52 iv11/t, andl is the root of the equation

r ~ t,pH!2r ~l,pH!5E
l

t

v~ t8,pH!dt85r2r s . ~10!

For conduction electrons that do not collide with th
sample surface, we must setl52`.

Let us consider the propagation of electroma
netic waves along thex axis in a magnetic field
H5(0,H sinq,H cosq) parallel to the sample surface.
the sample thickness considerably exceeds not only the m
free path of a charge carrier but also the skin depth, the
sufficient accuracy the distribution of ac electric field in t
sample near the sample surface has the same form as it
in a half-spacex>0 occupied by conductor. According t
Reuter and Sondheimer~see Ref. 22!, we can continue the
electric field as an even function into the region of negat
x and Fourier-transform the current density and electric fie
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j ~k!52E
0

`

dxj ~x!coskx, E~x!52E
0

`

dxE~x!coskx.

~11!

Let us use the solution~9! of the kinetic equation to find
the relation between the Fourier transforms of the curr
density and the ac electric field:

j i~k!5s i j ~k!Ej~k!1E dk8Qi j ~k,k8!Ej~k8!, ~12!

where

s i j ~k!52e3H/c~2ph!3

3E dpHE
0

T

dtv i~ t,pH! È t

dt8v j~ t8,pH!

3exp$n~ t82t !%cosk$x~ t82pH!2x~ t,pH!%

[^e2v i R̂v j&, ~13!

whereT52p/V is the period of the charge-carrier motion
a magnetic field.

The kernelQi j (k,k8) of the integral operator depend
strongly on the state of the sample surface, i.e., on the p
ability that a conduction electron will undergo specular
flection from it. When the reflection of a charge carrier
the sample surface is close to specular, for electrons wi
quasi-two-dimensional energy spectrum under anoma
skin-effect conditions the penetration depth of the elec
field is the smallest parameter of the problem with dime
sions of length. In this case, the second term in Eq.~12! is
the largest term. However, for electrons with a quasi-o
dimensional spectrum including this term leads only to
finement of a numerical factor of order unity in the expre
sion for the surface impedance.

In the Fourier representation, the Maxwell equations
come

$k22v2/c2%Ea~k!24p iv j a~k!/c2522Ea8 ~0!,

a5~y,z!. ~14!

Together with the constitutive equation~12!, these equations
allow us to find the Fourier transform of the ac electric fie
without difficulty, and then to find the electric field distribu
tion in the conductor with the help of an inverse Four
transform.

The electric fieldEx(x) must be determined from th
solution to the Poisson equation

div E54p^c&, ~15!

which reduces asymptotically to the condition of elect
neutrality in conductors with high charge carrier densities

^c&50. ~16!

In a magnetic field strong enough that the diameter of
electron orbit 2r is much smaller than the skin depth, on
the first term in Eq.~12! needs to be retained, and the sk
depth is easily determined from the dispersion equation

det$dab2js̃ab~k!%50, a, b5~y,z!, ~17!
t

b-
-

a
us
c
-

-
-
-

-

r

n

wherej54p iv/(k2c22v2),

s̃ab~k!5sab~k!1sab
~1!~k!2$sax~k!1sax

~1!~k!%

3$sxb~k!1sxb
~1!~k!%/$sxx~k!1sxx

~1!~k!%. ~18!

The contribution tosab(k) from charge carriers with
quasi-one-dimensional energy spectrum is determined pri
rily by the componentsxx

(1)(k). Neglecting small corrections
proportional toh1

2 andh2
2, this quantity has the form

sxx
~1!~k!5

s1

11~kl1!2
, ~19!

where l 15
vxt

12 ivt
, s1 is the contribution of this group o

charge carriers to the electrical conductivity along thex axis
in a uniform electric field, andvx52(Ua1 /h)sin(«F /U).

The magnetic field dependence ofs i j
(1)(k) appears only

in the next higher terms in the expansion in powers of
small parametersh1 andh2:

syy
~1!~k!5(

6

h1
2s1a2

2/2a1
2

11~k6eHa2 cosq/cosh!2l 1
2

, ~20!

szz
~1!~k!5(

6

h2
2s1a2/2a1

2

11~k6eHa sin q/cosh!2l 1
2

, ~21!

and including it does not significantly affect the skin dep
for attenuation of the electromagnetic fields.

In strong magnetic fields, whereg51/Vt!1 andukl1u
@1, with sufficient accuracy the componentss̃az(k) and
s̃zb(k) are found to be the same as for a single group
charge carriers with a quasi-two-dimensional energy sp
trum, i.e.,

s̃zz~k!>szz~k!, s̃yz~k!5s̃zy~k!>syz~k!>szztan q.
~22!

However, the presence of the second group of cha
carriers with a quasi-one-dimensional energy spectrum le
to a considerable change in the asymptotic behavior of
component

s̃yy~k!5szz tan2 q1~kr !2s0
2/s11s0g2, ~23!

wheres0 is theH50 contribution to the electrical conduc
tivity along thex axis from charge carriers with a spectru
of the form ~1!; numerical factors of order unity in the nex
two terms of Eq.~23! are omitted.

Instead of saturating at a value of orders0, which occurs
whens150, the components̃yy(k) decreases with increas
ing magnetic field over a rather wide range of fields, and
electromagnetic wave propagation turns out to be quite
like the case where only one group of charge carriers
present. As a result, organic conductors of the fam
(BEDT–TTF)2MHg ~SCN!4 must exhibit orientation- de-
pendent effects, i.e., a strong dependence of the attenu
depth of the electric fieldsEy(x) and Ez(x) on the orienta-
tion of the magnetic field relative to the layers.23–25 This is
because the integral
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I ~q!5T21E
0

T

dt «1~ t !exp$ iapy~ t !tan q/h%, ~24!

reduces to zero for certain values of the angleq5qc , which
strongly modifies the asymptotic behavior of the compone
szz(k), syz(k), andszy(k). In very strong magnetic fields
where r is the smallest parameter with the dimensions
length, the components̃yy(k)>szztan2q also decreases rap
idly.

Suppose that fors150 we can assume, with sufficien
accuracy, thats̃yz(k) and s̃zy(k) are negligibly small com-
pared to the diagonal components of the matrixs̃ab(k), and
the attenuation lengths of the electric fieldsEy(x) andEz(x)
turn out to be quite different. Then the presence of the s
ond group of charge carriers mixes waves with different
larizations. Forr !d05$c/2pv(s01s1)%1/2, their attenua-
tion lengths have the following form:

d15d0 /h, d25d0 /g, ~25!

i.e., even for samples pure enough thatlh@d0 there is a
wave that attenuates over distances that greatly exceed
mean-free path of the conduction electrons.

Under anomalous-skin-effect conditions, when the p
etration depth of an electromagnetic field is much sma
than the diameter of an electron orbit, the surface impeda
of the conductor is sensitive to the state of its surface, an
the anomalous skin effect limit, where both the penetrat
depthd' of the wave electric fieldEy(x) and the penetration
depthd i of the wave electric fieldEz(x) are much smaller
than r , the charge carrier group with spectrum~2! has prac-
tically no effect on the character of the electromagnetic w
propagation. When reflection of a charge carrier by
sample surface is close to specular, the relation betweend'

andd i has the form

d'5h4/5d i . ~26!

For vt@1 and under cyclotron resonance conditions
charge carrier with the quasi-two-dimensional spectrum i
magnetic field, when the frequency of the waves is a multi
of the rotation frequency, the conduction electrons with
quasi-one-dimensional energy spectrum have only a sl
effect on waves propagating along the direction in wh
they make the most important contribution to the electri
conductivity.

Thus, by investigating the surface impedance of th
organic conductors over a wide range of magnetic fields
have obtained detailed information about the energy spe
of their various groups of charge carriers.
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For a charged particle in a homogeneous magnetic field, we construct stationary squeezed states
which are eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian and the non-Hermitian operatorX̂F5X̂ cosF
1Ŷ sinF, X̂ and Ŷ being the coordinates of the Larmor circle center andF is a complex
parameter. In the family of the squeezed states, the quantum uncertainty in the Larmor
circle position is minimal. The wave functions of the squeezed states in the coordinate
representation are found and their properties are discussed. Besides, for arbitrary gauge of the
vector potential we derive the symmetry operators of translations and rotations. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!00408-0#
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The problem of a charged quantum particle moving o
plane subject to a homogeneous magnetic field is me
various physical contexts, and it has been extensively stu
in the literature and presented in text-books.1 A specific fea-
ture of the problem is that the energy spectrum given
discrete Landau levels is multiply degenerate: the numbe
linearly independent eigenstates belonging to theNth Lan-
dau level is proportional to the area of the plane accessib
the particle. The degeneracy is related to the translatio
invariance: as a classical Larmor circle can be put anywh
in the plane, a suitably defined operator of translationT̂a

5e( i /h) a•P̂, P̂ being the generator of translations, commu
with the Hamiltonian and upon acting on an energy eig
functioncN(r ) produces another eigenstate, shifted in spa
uT̂acN(r )u25ucN(r1a)u2.2,3 Noncollinear translations do
not commute in a magnetic field, and@ P̂x ,P̂y#Þ0. The ex-
istence of two noncommuting Hermitian operators,P̂y , each
of them commuting with the Hamiltonian leads1 to the de-
generacy.

The stationary wave functions corresponding to a deg
erate Landau level may be chosen to be eigenfunction
either P̂x or P̂y ~but not both simultaneously!. The eigenval-

ues of P̂x,y are real, and the translation operatoreiaP̂x ~or

eiaP̂y! applied to the corresponding eigenfunction gives o
an overall phase factor. The modulas remains unchange
the translations, so that the eigenstates must be infinitely
tended in thex ~or y! direction. The wave functions of a
electron in a magnetic field first found by Landau1,4 provide
an example: factorized aseipxx(y), they are eigenfunctions
of P̂x and are infinitely extended in thex direction~strip-like
states!.

As discussed later, in the relation

P̂5
e

c
B3R̂, ~1!
1271063-7834/98/40(8)/7/$15.00
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R̂5(X̂,Ŷ) has the meaning of the operator corresponding
the classical coordinate of the Larmor circle center~the guid-
ing center!; x̂5(c/eB) P̂y and Ŷ52(c/eB) P̂x . The vari-
ableR has simple classical interpretation, and for this reas
it will be used below rather thanP.

Instead ofX̂ or Ŷ ~P̂x or P̂y!, one may choose thei
Hermitian linear combinationX̂F5X̂ cosF1Ŷ sinF with a
real F. The corresponding eigenstates are ‘‘strips’’ the o
entation of which depends on the angleF. A different class
of states can be obtained if the wave function is chosen to
an eigenfunction of thenon-HermitianoperatorX̂F with a
complex ‘‘angle’’ F5F11 iF2 . By virtue of the relation in
Eq. ~1!, the eigenfunctions ofX̂F are also eigenfunctions o
P̂F1p/2 . In the case of a general complexF, eigenvalues of
the non-Hermitian operatorP̂F1p/2 are complex numbers
and the above argument concerning an infinite extension
the state is not applicable; the eigenfunctions turn out to
localized~i.e., the wave function vanishes at infinity!.

In the terminology of quantum optics~for a review see
Ref. 5 and references therein! these states belong to the cla
of squeezed states, generalization of the coherent state
optics the squeezed state is defined as an eigenfunction
non-Hermitian operator, x̂2 il p̂, built of two non-
commuting variables, the coordinate and momentum o
harmonic oscillator~l being the squeeze parameter!. A dis-
tinctive feature of squeezed states is that the quantum un
tainty in the non-commuting variables is as minimal as
lowed by the uncertainty relation~minimum uncertainty
states!. The purpose of the paper is to analyze properties
the squeezed states, eigenfunctions ofX̂F .

Solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation for a charge in
magnetic field corresponding to non-spreading wave pac
with a classical dynamics—the coherent states in the mod
terminology—were first built by Darwin as early as in 19286

More recently, the coherent states in the magnetic field pr
6 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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lem have been extensively studied by Malkin and Man’k7

and Feldman and Kahn8 ~see also Refs. 9–11!. In the coher-
ent states, the quantum uncertainties in theX- and Y-
coordinates of the Larmor center are equal. Various ge
alizations to the squeezed states have been done by Dod
et al.12,13 and Aragone:14 In the general squeezed state, t
uncertainty in one of the coordinates is reduced at the
pense of the other one so that their product remains inta

In the present paper, we considerstationarystates, build-
ing the squeezed states from the energy eigenfunction
longing to a given Landau level. Being stationary, the
states are of different kind than the moving squeezed w
packets of Refs. 12 and 14.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 1, we revi
some general features of the quantum problem of a charg
a magnetic field. In Sec. 2, we define the squeezed states
explicitly find the wave functions in the coordinate represe
tation. In Sec. 3, properties of the squeezed states are
lyzed. In the Appendix, we suggest a method which allo
one to construct symmetry operators for an arbitrary ga
of the vector potential and apply the method to the case
homogeneous magnetic field.

1. GENERAL PROPERTIES

The Hamiltonian of a particle with massm and electric
chargee moving in thex-y plane in a magnetic field reads

Ĥ5
1

2m S p̂2
e

c
AD 2

, ~2!

here the vector potentialA(Ax ,Ay) corresponds to a homo
geneous magnetic field perpendicular to the pla
(curl A )z5B. The choice of signs in some of the belo
formulas depends on the sign ofeB; for definiteness, we
assumeeB.0. In terms of the ladder operators

ĉ5
1

& lvc

~ v̂x1 i v̂y!, ĉ†5
1

& lvc

~ v̂x2 i v̂y!, ~3!

whereĉx,y are the non-commuting components of the velo
ity operator

mv̂5p̂2
e

c
A, @ v̂x ,v̂y#5 i

\2

m2l 2 ~4!

~the cyclotron frequencyvc5ueBu/mc and the magnetic
length l 5A\c/ueBu!, the Hamiltonian Eq.~2! can be conve-
niently written as

Ĥ5\vcS ĉ†ĉ1
1

2D , @ ĉ,ĉ†#51. ~5!

In the presence of a homogeneous magnetic field,
translations in thex-y plane and rotations around thez-axis
remain symmetry elements. The reflection,sv , in a plane
passing through thez axis ~yOz, for definiteness!, reverses
the magnetic field and is not a symmetry transformati
However, the productsT[Tsv of time-reversalT and sv ,
both reversing the field, is a valid symmetry.

It is well-known that the Hamiltonian Eq.~2! may not
commute with the operators associated with the phys
r-
nov

x-
.

e-
e
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e
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symmetries because the vector fieldA(r ) has a lower sym-
metry than the corresponding magnetic field. If this is t
case, the coordinate transformation should be accompa
by a certain gauge transformation which compensates
change inA~r !.3 A procedure of constructing the transform
tion, which is valid for arbitrary gauge of the vector pote
tial, is presented in the Appendix.

As shown in the Appendix, the operators of finite tran
lations,r→r1a, are built of the generator of translations

P̂5p̂2
e

c
A1

e

c
B3r . ~6!

The operatorP̂ commutes with the Hamiltonian Eq.~2! as
manifestation of the translation invariance preserved in a
mogeneous magnetic field. The components ofP̂ obey the
commutation relation

@ P̂x ,P̂y#52 i
e

c
\B. ~7!

Equation~6! is valid in an arbitrary gauge of the vector po
tential A. In case of the symmetric gauge,A51/2(B3r ),
Eq. ~6! gives the expression first found by Zak.2

PresentingP̂ in the form in Eq.~1!, one indeed recog-
nizes inR̂ the center of the Larmor circle~the guiding cen-
ter!,

R̂5 r̂1
mc

eB2 v̂3B, ~8!

an integral of motion known from classical mechanics. T
following commutation relations

@~R̂! l ,~P̂!m#5 i\d lm , ~9!

@X̂,Ŷ#5
l 2

i
~10!

can be readily derived from Eqs.~7! and ~8!.

2. SQUEEZED STATES

From Eq.~10!, the X and Y coordinates of the Larmo
circle center are incompatible quantum variables. Given
commutator Eq.~10!, their variances obey the standard~see
e.g.15! uncertainly relation:

~DX!2~DY!2>
1

4
l 4,

where the variance of a variableA is defined as (DA)2

5^(DÂ)2& with DÂ here and below standing forDÂ5Â
2^Â&. If the uncertainty relation is satisfied with the equa
ity sign, it is said that the system is in a minimum uncertain
state or, in other words, in a coherent or, more generally
a squeezed state.

We construct the stationary squeezed state,uR, N& as a
simultaneous eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian Eq.~2! and
the operatorX̂F ,

X̂F[X̂ cosF1Ŷ sin F, ~11!
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where F is a complex parameterF5F11 iF2 . Under a
f-rotation around thez-axis, F transforms toF→F85F
2f, andX̂F can be also represented as

X̂F5X̂8 coshF21 iŶ8 sinh F2 , ~12!

where X̂85X̂ cosF11Ŷ sinF1 and Ŷ852X̂ sinF1

1Ŷ cosF1 are the Cartesian components of the guiding c
ter R in the principal axes whereF1850.

The stateuR, N& is found from the following system o
equations

ĤuR, N&5\vcS N1
1

2D uR, N&, ~13!

X̂FuR, N&5~X cosF1Y sin F!uR, N&. ~14!

The quantum numbers of a state are the Landau level num
N, and the expectation value of the guiding center positi
R(X,Y); two real parametersX and Y specify the complex
eigenvalueXF .

The operatorX̂F is not Hermitian and the eigenvalu
problem may or may not have solutions among physica
admissible normalizable functions,^R, NuR, N&51. To find
necessary conditions for the existence of physical solutio
we note that Eq.~14! leads to^R, NuDX̂F

† DX̂FuR, N&50,
or, using the representation in Eq.~12! and Eq.~10!,

~DX8!21tanh2 F2~DY8!252 l 2 tanhF2 . ~15!

Observing that the l. h. s. is positive definite, we conclu
that Eq.~14! has normalizable solutions only ifF2,0 ~or,
more generally,eBF2,0!.

The real and imaginary parts of the relatio
^R, Nu(DX̂F)2uR, N&50, give

~DY8!2 tanh2 F25~DX8!2, ~16!

^DX̂8DŶ81DŶ8DX̂8&50, ~17!

~DX8!2~DY8!25
l 2

4
. ~18!

The last relation follows from the first two combined wi
Eq. ~15!. Also,

~DX8!25
l 2

2
utanhF2u, ~DY8!25

l 2

2
ucoth F2u. ~19!

According to Eq.~18!, the eigenfunctions ofX̂F indeed
belong to the class of minimum uncertainly states. From
~17!, one sees that the physical meaning ofF1 is to show the
orientation of the principal axes, along which the quant
fluctuations of the guiding center position are independen
follows from Eq. ~16! that F2 controls the relative uncer
tainty of the projection of the guiding center onto the prin
pal axes.

To find the wave functions of the squeezed states,
first consider the states from the Landau levelN50, uR,0&
and solve the following system of equations

ĉuR,0&50, ~20!

X̂FuR,0&5XFuR,0& ~21!
-

er
,

y

s,

e

.

It

e

~Eq. ~20! is equivalent to Eq.~13! for the ground stateN
50.! To find the explicit form of the wave functions, w
choose the symmetric gauge

A5
1

2
B3r , ~22!

where different directions are treated on equal footing.
In the notations

x̃F5~x2X!cosF1~y2Y!sin F,

ỹF52~x2X!sin F1~y2Y!cosF ~23!

( ỹF5 x̃F1p/2), the operators in Eq.~20! and Eq.~21! take
the form

i
&

l
e2 iFĉ5

]

] x̃F
1 i

]

] ỹF
1

1

2l 2 ~ x̃F1 i ỹF!

1
1

2l 2 ~XF1 iYF!, ~24!

X̂F5 x̃F2 i l 2
]

] ỹF
1XF , ~25!

whereYF52X sinF1Y cosF.
In the coordinate representation, Eqs.~20! and ~21! be-

come a system of linear differential equations of the fi
order for C(r u0, R)5^r uR, 0&. The normalized solution
reads

F~r u0, R!

5CFexpS 2
1

2l 2 ~ x̃F
2 1 i x̃FỹF1 i x̃FYF2 i ỹFXF! D ,

~26!

whereCF is the normalization constant

uCFu25
1

2p l 2 A12exp 2i ~F* 2F!. ~27!

As expected, the function in Eq.~26! is normalizable and Eq
~27! is meaningful, only if ImF,0.

The normalized states for theNth Landau level, eigen-
functions of the Hamiltonian in Eq.~5!, can be now found
from

C~r uN, R!5
1

AN!
~ ĉ†!NC~r u0, R!. ~28!

The calculation can be easily done with the help of t
following identity

ĉ†5e2 iFeLS l\

i&

]

] x̃F
D e2L,

L[
1

2l 2 ~ x̃F
2 2 i x̃FỹF2 i x̃FYF1 i ỹFXF!. ~29!

After some algebra we obtain,
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FIG. 1. The probability density for the stat
N52, utanhF2u50.1, F150 located at the
origin R50.
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C~r uN, R!5CF

~ ie2 iF!N

A2NN!

3expS i
e

2\c
B•~B3r !

2
1

2l 2 x̃F~ x̃F1 i ỹF! DHNS x̃F

l D , ~30!

where HN(j) is the Hermite polynomial, HN(j)
5(21)Nej2

(dNe2j2
)/(djN). In the coordinate representa

tion, this expression gives the wave function of the squee
stateuR, N& centered atR and belonging to theNth Landau
level @in the symmetric gauge Eq.~22!#; the ‘‘rotation
angle’’ F in Eq. ~23! is a complex parameter, ImF,0.

3. PROPERTIES

The basic features of squeezed states can be seen in
1 and 2, where the density and the current are plotted f
typical state:N52, F5 iF2 , utanhF2u50.1. The squeezed
state is localized in the sense that it has a finite extensio
bothx- andy-directions. Qualitatively, the squeezed state i
superposition of classical Larmor orbits of radiusrN

5A2EN /mv2, the centers of which are positioned in th
vicinity of R with a typical deviationDX8 and DY8. From
Eq. ~19!, DX8/DY85utanhF2u,1 so that the state is elon
gated in the direction of the principaly8-axis. WhenF2

tends to zero, the elongation increases and the sque
state asymptotically transforms into a ‘‘strip’’~of length
; l /uF2u!.

The wave function of a squeezed state from theNth
Landau level hasN isolated zeroes in thex-y plane. The
zeroes are at the points on the line Imx̃F50, where the Her-
mite polynomialHH( x̃F / l ) has itsN roots. In the limitF2

→2`, the zeroes gather together at the pointr5R. This
limit, where DX5DY51/2, gives the stationary cohere
state introduced by Malkin and Man’ko,7 the angular mo-
d

igs.
a

in
a

ed

mentum eigenstate with the eigenvalueLz52\N. In the
coherent states, the probability density is rotationally inva
ant.

In quantum optics, squeezed states can be presente
the result of the action of the ‘‘squeezed operator’’ on t
coherent state. Similar to Ref. 12, squeezed of the cylin
cally symmetric coherent states (ImF→2`) is achieved by
applying

Ŝ5expH i

2l 2 r ~X̂8Ŷ81Ŷ8X̂8!J , ~31!

where tanhr5e2F2. In optics there are certain non-linear pr
cesses with the evolution operator in the form ofŜ.16 A
coherent state then evolves into the squeezed state. Fo
case of a particale in a magnetic field, the analogous prob
of preparation of a squeezed state has been considere
Ref. 13.

FIG. 2. The current density for the stateN52, utanhF2u50.1, F150
located at the originR50.
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As discussed in the Appendix, the product of the mir
and time reversal transformations is a valid symmetry e
ment. As a consequence, the distribution of the density
current are mirror symmetric~relative to the principal axes!
as also apparent in Figs. 1–4.

Within a given Landau level, the squeezed states, eig
functions of a non-Hermitian operatorX̂F , are non-
orthogonal. For the states defined in Eq.~30! with the real
positive normalization constantCF Eq. ~27!, the overlap in-
tegral reads

^R;F,NuR8;F8,n8&

5dNN8

~12exp@2i ~F* 2F!#!1/4~12exp@2i ~F8* 2F8!# !1/2

~12exp@2i ~F* 2F8!# !1/2

3expS ie

2\c
B•~R83R!1

i

2l 2

~XF8
8 2XF8!~XF*

8 2XF* !

sin~F82F* !
D

~32!

FIG. 3. Detail of the current density for the stateN52; utanhF2u50.1,
F150 located at the originR50.
r
-
d

n-

(Re(12exp@2i(F*2F8)#)1/2.0). The overlap of the state
differing in the Larmor center positionR or the parameterF
does not depend on the Landau level numberN as it follows
from the Eq.~28! and the commutation relation in Eq.~5!.
Therefore, the overlap integral in Eq.~32! can be calculated
using the Gaussian wave functions forN50 in Eq. ~26!.

Repeating the derivation known in the theory of coher
states of a harmonic oscillator~see e.g. Ref. 5!, one can show
that the set of squeezed states is complete i.e. the clo
relation,

1̂5 (
N50

` E d2R

2p l 2 uR, N&^R, Nu, ~33!

is valid. As in the harmonic oscillator case, the statesuR,N&
with continuously varyingR form an overcomplete se
within the Nth Landau level. Repeating Perelomov
arguments,17 one can show that the subset of states withR’s
on the sites of a periodic lattice is overcomplete if the latt
is too dense~the unit cell areas0,2p l 2! and is not complete
for a too dilute lattice (s0.2p l 2). Whens052p l 2 ~i.e., the
flux through the unit cell equals to the flux quantumhc/e!,
the system of the functions is complete and it remains co
plete even if a single state is removed; it becomes inco
plete, however, if any two states are removed.

In conclusion, stationary squeezed states of a char
particle in a homogeneous magnetic field have been c
structed and analyzed. The distinctive feature of
squeezed states is the minimal quantum uncertainty of
position of the Larmor circle center. The family of th
squeezed states is characterized by the squeezing para
Im F variation of which allows one to transform gradual
strip-like states~infinitely extended in the direction con
trolled by ReF! to eigenfunctions of the angular momentu
with rotationally invariant density distribution. The squeez
states have a rather simple structure: As it follows from E
~30! and~23!, a general squeezed state can be obtained f
e
FIG. 4. The probability density for the stat
N510; utanhF2u50.1,F150 located at the
origin R50.
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a Landau ‘‘strip’’ by a complex angle rotation of the coo
dinates. The simplicity of the construction gives the ho
that the squeezed states may turn out to be useful.
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APPENDIX. SYMMETRIES OPERATORS

The physical symmetry of a system in an external m
netic field is controlled by the symmetry of the vector fie
B~r ! ~among other factors!. However, the Hamiltonian,Ĥ
5ĤA contains the vector potentialA~r ! rather thanB. The
vector field A~r has a lower symmetry and, moreover, t
spatial symmetry ofA~r ! is gauge dependent. For this re
son, the Hamiltonian often does not commute with the
erator corresponding to a physical symmetry element. A
mogeneous magnetic field gives a simple example:
translation invariance is preserved but the vector potentia
alwaysr -dependent. It is well-known3 that the symmetry op-
erator should include a certain gauge transformation wh
compensates the change of theA field generated by the sym
metry transformation.

To build the modified operators on a regular basis,
suggest the following procedure. For any given symme
elementO, it is always possible to find fieldA(O)(r ),
curl A (O)5B, which is invariant relative toO: OA(O)

5A(O). Whatever gauge is chosen forA in Eq. ~2!, the
gauge transformation,ĜO

21ĤAĜO , specified by

ĜO5eij~O!, j~O!~r !5
e

\c E
0

r
dr ~A2A~O!!, ~A1!

changes the vector potential entering the Hamiltonian fr
A to A2¹ rx

(O)5A(O), i.e., ĜO
21ĤAĜO5ĤA(O) . By con-

struction,O does not change the vector fieldA(O)(r ) and,
therefore, the transformed operatorĜO

21ĤAĜO commutes
with O, i.e.

~ĜO
21ĤAĜO!Ô5Ô~ĜO

21ĤAĜO!

or

ĤA~ĜOÔĜO
21!5~ĜOÔĜO

21!ĤA .

Therefore, it is the operator

ÔA5ĜOÔĜO
21, ~A2!

which commutes with the HamiltonianĤA and represents th
symmetry elementO. As such, the operatorOA depends on
the gauge chosen for the vector potentialA in the Hamil-
tonian, but its matrix elements are gauge invariant if
sandwiching functions are gauge transformed in the us
manner.

Equivalently, the symmetry operator in Eq.~A2! can be
written as

ÔA5ei ~x~O!~r !2x~O!~Ô r !!Ô, ~A3!
e

v

-

-

-
-
e
is

h

e
y

e
al

or

ÔA5Ôei ~x~O!~Ô212r !2x~O!~r !!. ~A4!

Below, we analyze only the case of a homogeneo
magnetic field but the method is generally applicable.

In the presence of a homogeneous magnetic field,
translations in thex-y plane and rotations around thez-axis
remain ~continuous! symmetry elements. As the reflectio
sv , in a plane passing through thez axis ~yOz, for definite-
ness!, reverses the magnetic field,sv is not a symmetry ele-
ment. We note here that the product of time-reversalT and
sv , both reversing the field, is a symmetry element. W
denote the product bysT[Tsv .

The transformationO changes the wave function a

c→
O
Ôc, whereÔ denotes the operator associated withO.

For translations and rotations, the form of the operatorÔ is
obvious; in the case ofsT ,

ŝTc~x,y!5c* ~2x,y!, ~A5!

and ŝT is an anti-linear anti-unitary operator. From
Ô21ĤAÔ[ĤOA , the transformed vector fieldOA can be
found. Again, the result is obvious in case of rotations a
translations. UndersT , which is the mirror reflection of the
polar vector fieldA~r ! in combination with time reversa
(A→2A), the vector potential transforms as:ŝTAx(x,y)
5Ax(2x,y), ŝTAy(x,y)52Ay(2x,y).

First, we consider the operator of a finite translationÔ
5T̂a , T̂ac(x,y)5c(x1ax ,y1ay), a being the translation
vector. The vector potential,A(O)[A(a), invariant relative to
the translation alonga, A(a)(r )5A(a)(r1a), can be taken as

A~a!5n~~B3r !•n!, a5uaun, ~A6!

~‘‘Landau gauge’’!. Using Eq.~A3!, the operator of magnetic
translation reads

T̂A
~a!5e~ ie/ch!*21a

2 dr8~A~r8!2A~a!~r8!!2e~ i /h!p̂•a, ~A7!

p̂5(\/ i )¹ being the canonical momentum. As a cons
quence of the physical translational invariance, this opera
commutes with the Hamiltonian Eq.~2! for arbitrary gauge
of the vector potentialA~r !.

Up to terms linear ina, T̂A
(a)511( i /\)a•(p̂2(e/c)A

1(e/c)A(a)) or, using Eq. ~A6!, T̂A
(a)511( i /\)a•(p̂

2(e/c)A1(e/c)B3r ). From here, one reads off the expre
sion for the generator of translationsP̂ and derives Eq.~6!.

This derivation of Eq.~6! links P̂ to the translational
symmetry. The same expression forP̂ can be derived in a
more intuitive manner. First, one considers the operator
the guiding centerR̂, the expression for which in Eq.~8! can
be guessed from the correspondence principle. SinceR is a
classical integral of motion,R̂ must commute with the
Hamiltonian. Now, one definesP̂ by Eq. ~1! and comes im-
mediately to Eq.~6!.

Next we consider rotations i.e.,O5R. The ‘‘bare’’ op-
erator of a rotation around thez-axis is R̂5e1/\(r3p̂)zf, f
being the angle of the rotation. TheR-invariant vector poten-
tial is A(R)5(1/2)B3r . Applying Eq. ~A2!, the symmetry
operator reads:
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R̂A~f!5ei ~e/ch!*0
2dr ~A2A~R!!ei /h~r3p!zfe2 i ~e/ch!*0

2dr ~A2A~R!!.
~A8!

In the limit f→0, R̂A(f)'11( i /\)L̂zf, where the genera
tor of rotationsL̂z is

L̂z5ei ~e/ch!*0
r dr ~A2A~R!!~r3p̂!ze

2 i ~e/ch!*0
2dr ~A2A~R!!.

Simplifying and using the expression forA(R), one gets

L̂z5S r3S p̂2
e

c
AD D

z

1
e

2c
~r3~B3r !!z . ~A9!

For the case of a homogeneous magnetic field, this oper
commutes with the Hamiltonian for arbitrary gauge of t
vector potential and reduces to the usual angular momen
L̂z5r3p̂ when A, B→0. Also, L̂z5L̂z in the symmetric
gaugeA5(1/2)B3r .

The operatorLz can be written in the following identi-
cally equivalent forms

L̂z5
1

2

eB

c
R̂22

mc

eB
Ĥ, ~A10!

L̂z5
1

2

c

eB
P̂22

mc

eB
Ĥ, ~A11!

Ĥ, and the~two-dimensional! vectorsP̂ andR̂ are defined in
Eqs.~2!, ~6!, and~8! respectively. One sees that the integ
of motionLz is, actually, a function of the other conservin
quantitiesP ~or R! and the energyH.

If the axis of thea rotation is shifted from the origin to
the pointR0 , the generator of the rotations denoted asL̂R0,z

reads

L̂R0,z
5

1

2

eB

c
~R̂2R0!22

mc

eB
Ĥ. ~A12!

Note that the vector potential entersLz Eq. ~A9! and the
tor

m

l

generator of translationsP̂ Eq. ~6! only in the gauge covari-
ant combinationp̂2(e/c)A so that their matrix elements ar
gauge invariant.

Finally, we consider the combined mirror and tim
reversal transformation in Eq.~A5!: O5sT . One can check
that ŝT does not change the Hamiltonian in Eq.~2! if the
symmetric gauge Eq.~22! is chosen. Ultimately, this is the
reason for the mirror symmetry in the distribution of th
density and current seen in Figs. 1–4.
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Analysis of quantum interference between elastic and inelastic electron scattering
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A comparative analysis is made of the kinematic and dynamic approaches to describing the
quantum interference that occurs when electrons in a disordered medium are subjected to
simultaneous large-angle elastic scattering and multiple inelastic scattering of long-
wavelength type. It is shown that both the kinematic and dynamic approaches lead to the same
angular dependence of the interference effect, but that the range of variation of the degree
of coherence as the scattering angle changes is found to be a factor of 2 larger for the dynamic
theory than it is for the kinematic description. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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Quantum interference between elastically scattered e
tron waves is the cause of weak localization of conduct
electrons and increased elastic reflection of particles incid
on a disordered medium from the outside. Evidence for
interference is enhancement of scattering within a nar
cone with aperture angleDx;(kl)21!1 ~where k is the
modulus of the electron wave vector andl is the mean free
path of the particle! in the neighborhood of the directly back
ward direction. For some time now, much attention has b
focused on the influence of inelastic scattering of electr
on their transport in disordered media. The existence of
elastic scattering disrupts the quantum interference c
nected with preservation of phase memory by the electro
and is the reason for dissipative processes. It has long b
assumed that the only way that inelastic scattering affects
coherent transport of particles and waves is by giving rise
dissipative processes.

However, it has recently been shown that inelastic sc
tering does not lead to loss of phase memory in certain ca
and can contribute strongly to constructive interference
was found that interference between elastically and inela
cally scattered electron waves can lead to the appearance
new type of weak localization of electrons that scatter w
energies that differ from the energy these particles h
when incident on the disordered medium. In other wor
inelastic scattering can lead to a new coherent effect in
so-called scattering channel.1 In this case the coherence turn
out to arise from electron-wave interference associated w
two possible ways to realize the following process: an el
tron undergoes one inelastic scattering~e.g., the electron can
excite a plasmon or a well-defined atomic transition! fol-
lowed by large-angle scattering, either single or multip
The single inelastic scattering causes an electron to lo
portion of its energy. This loss, which can be a fixed qu
1281063-7834/98/40(8)/5/$15.00
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tity, also implies that the electron is now in the inelas
scattering channel. Because of elastic scattering, an elec
that has lost a fixed energy can then leave the medium
reenter the vacuum by passing through the same surfa
used to enter the medium with its original energy. When t
happens, the flux of electrons with fixed energy loss can
measured.

The study of weak localization of electrons incident on
disordered medium from vacuum and reflected back into
vacuum is of special interest because in this case it is po
bile to work with a flux of monokinetic particles and direct
measure the characteristic angle for primary scattering c
nected with the phenomenon of weak localization. Elect
energies for which quantum transport effects can be ea
detected are in the range of hundreds of electron volts.
spite the relatively high particle energies~compared to the
energy of a conduction electron!, and hence small de Broglie
wavelengths of these particles, the coherence length is fo
to be sizable at these energies, as shown in a numbe
papers,1–5 ensuring that the quantum-transport effect is we
defined.

The new form of weak localization proposed here, i.
weak localization of particles in the inelastic scattering ch
nel, differs from ordinary weak localization~i.e., weak local-
ization in the elastic scattering channel! in one important
respect: there is a characteristic scattering angle for wh
the constructive interference is most strongly marked.
contrast to ordinary weak localization, the constructive int
ference for this new weak localization turns out to be stro
gest at a scattering anglex that differs fromp, and this
difference can be considerable.

The reason why constructive interference is stronges
a scattering angle ofp for ordinary weak localization has
long been appreciated. In Ref. 6, Kanpiezer develope
3 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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simple graphical method to illustrate this fact. Very recen
we developed a similar kinematic approach7 to describing
interference between elastic and inelastic electron scatte
and a corresponding graphical method to treat it. Our ki
matic description implies that the characteristic primary sc
tering angle for constructive interference does not equalp;
instead, it depends in a rather complicated way on the va
of the energy lost, on the initial energy of the incident ele
tron, and on other system parameters. In Ref. 7 we also
cussed the structure of cross-type diagrams, and found
their contribution to the scattering cross section was com
rable to the contribution from ladder-type diagrams. O
treatment focuses on cross-type diagrams in which two
ferent types of lines, i.e., one associated with elastic,
other with inelastic scattering, cross each other. In study
the angular dependence of this new type of localization
need only analyze the structure of the simplest cross-t
diagrams, which include only two interaction events~one
event is an elastic and the other an inelastic interaction!. As
shown in Ref. 2, in an unbounded medium the possibility
multiple elastic collisions does not change the scatter
angle that characterizes this new type of weak localizatio

In Ref. 7 we showed that the coherent part of the sc
tering intensity is the sum of two termsI (x)5I 1(x)
1I 2(x). The first of these has a characteristic mathemat
structure which allows us to construct an easily visualiz
model of the corresponding coherent part of the quan
transport intensity. This model has received the label9kine-
matic.9 Its use for describing the coherent part of a quant
transport makes it possible to understand why the chara
istic scattering angle~associated withI 1) differs from p in
the presence of inelastic processes. The kinematic model
allows us to estimate simply, without calculations, the ran
of scattering angles in which constructive interference
exist. The second termI 2 supplements the first with an ex
pression for the intensity that describes all the coherent s
tering processes. In other words,I 2 supplements the kine
matic description of quantum transport, converting it to
complete dynamic description. The ratioI 2(x)/I 1(x) can be
either larger or smaller than unity. In Ref. 7 we showed
direct calculation of the total intensityI (x) that the angular
features of the intensityI correspond to the predictions of th
kinematic model. However, a detailed analysis of the coh
ent part of the intensityI shows that the absolute value ofI
differs considerably from the value given by that part of t
intensity I 1 corresponding to the kinematic description.

The goal of this paper is to clarify the reason why t
predictions of the kinematic model are correct even in th
cases where the conditions for applicability of this model
violated. To this end we have extended our analysis of
mechanism for the new weak localization. We investigat
case where electrons are transferred to the inelastic scatt
channel by excitation of bulk plasmons, since this is exac
the case whereuI 2(x)u.I 1(x). In contrast to our previous
paper,7 in which we considered the total intensityI 5I 1

1I 2 , here we thoroughly analyze intensitiesI 1 and I 2 indi-
ng
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vidually. When we analyze and compare the expressions
I 1(x) andI 2(x), we find that the part of the scattering cro
section that depends on scattering angle, which correspo
to I 2 , practically coincides with the corresponding depe
dence of the quantityI 1 . Moreover, these portions are equ
in magnitude, so that the presence ofI 2 leads to a doubling
of the angle-dependent part of the coherence scattering c
section while preserving angular features that are presen
the kinematic description.

1. WEAK LOCALIZATION IN THE KINEMATIC
APPROXIMATION

The effect of coherence in inelastic scattering of ele
trons can be characterized by the function

M ~x!5

E dqq2w~q,v!GC~q,v,x!

E dqq2w~q,v!GL~q,v!

, ~1!

which is the degree of coherence. This function depends
the scattering anglex. The quantityw(q,v) in this equation
is the probability for excitation of a plasmon or any oth
long-wavelength excitation with energy\v and momentum
q. The functionsGC and GL correspond to cross-type an
ladder diagrams respectively. According to Ref. 7, they
determined by the equations

GC~q,v,x!

52E dVqRe
1

~E2Ek2q2\v1 iU 8!~E2Ek81q2 iU 8!
,

~2!

GL~q,v!5E dVqH U 1

E2Ek2q2\v1 iU 8
U2

1U 1

E2Ek81q1 iU 8
U2J . ~3!

Herek is the momentum of an electron incident on the d
ordered medium,k8 is the momentum of an electron in it
final state,U8 is the imaginary potential of the medium, an
q is the momentum of a plasmon. Because the plasmons
long-wavelength in character we haveq,qc;vp /vF ,
wherevp is the plasma frequency of the medium andvF is
the Fermi velocity. The integration in Eqs.~2! and ~3! ex-
tends over all directions of the vectorq. The x-dependence
of GC(x) is a consequence of weak localization.

To analyze the mechanism for weak localization w
separate out the contribution toM that corresponds to the
kinematic model. Consider the caseU8/\v!1, where the
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energy lost by an electron in exciting a bulk plasmon grea
exceeds the imaginary potential. The new weak localiza
affects the system most strongly in this limit, and the fun
tion GC(q,v,x) takes the form

Gc~q,v,x!5
2

\2E dVqH p2d~qv2v!d~qv82v!

2P
1

~qv2v!~qv82v!
J . ~4!

Herev andv8 are velocities of an electron in the initial an
final states respectively. The symbolP denotes the principa
value of the integral.

The term containing the product of twod functions de-
scribes that part of the scattering process correspondin
the kinematic approach.7 The principal value of the integra
of the product of Green’s functions supplements this eq
tion, raising its accuracy to a point where it corresponds
the dynamic approach. The portion of the functionM that
corresponds to the kinematic approximation equals

GC~q,v,x!uk.a.5
2p2

\2 E dVqd~qv2v!d~qv82v!

5
2p2u@qvcos~x/2!2v#

\2qvsin~x/2!A~qvcos~x/2!!22v2
. ~5!

Hereu(x)51 for x.0 and 0 forx,0. Substituting Eq.~5!
into Eq. ~1!, and taking into account thatw(q,v)
}q22u(vp /vF2q), we obtain the following expression:

M ~x!uk.a.5
U8

2\sin~x/2!ln~qcv/v!

3E
v/~vcosx/2!

qc dq

qA~qvcosx/2!22v2

5
U8u~qcvcosx/22v!

4\vsinx/2ln~qcv/v!

3H p22sin21F v

qcvcosx/2G J . ~6!

This equation is valid when the inelastic scattering involv
excitation of a bulk plasmon. Hereqc;v/vF is the maxi-
mum possible momentum of the latter.
y
n
-

to

-
o

s

Thus, the kinematic approximation corresponds to
rather simple functionM , which is plotted in Fig. 1 for one
possible set of parametersqcv/v andU8/(\v). It is easy to
see that the angles at which we observe rapid changes in
functionM (x)uk.a. exactly correspond to predictions that fo
low from the kinematic approach outlined in Ref. 7.

2. DYNAMIC CORRECTION TO THE KINEMATIC
DESCRIPTION

The following portion of the functionGC extends the
applicability of the kinematic approach:

GCud.a.5
2

\2
PE dVq

1

~qv2v!~v2qv8!
, ~7!

by supplementing Eq.~5! to make up the complete expre
sion ~4!. Calculation of this integral is a rather tedious pr
cedure. Therefore, we immediately present the final resu

GCud.a.5
2p2u~qv2v/cosx/2!

\2qvsin~x/2!A~qvcosx/2!22v2
1GCud.gr. ~8!

Here the first term on the right side of Eq.~8! coincides with
the functionGCuk.a.. The functionGCud.gr. has a complicated
form and is given in the Appendix. The integral of this fun
tion overq is almost independent of the scattering anglex,
whereas the integral of the first term in Eq.~8! depends
strongly onx. This fact gives us license to treat the functio
GCud.gr. as the source of a certain background whose origi
dynamic and does not contribute significantly to the angu
dependence of the quantum transport.

3. DEGREE OF COHERENCE

From Eqs.~6! and ~8! it follows that the expression fo
the degree of coherenceM can be written in the form

FIG. 1. Degree of coherence in the kinematic approximation. Along
abscissa we plot scattering anglex for an electron withqcv/vp57 and
U8/(\vp)50.1
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M ~x!5
U8

\ sin~x/2!*v/v
2k dqqw~q,v!

3E
0

2k

dqqw~q,v!
u~qvcosx/22v!

A~qvcosx/2!22v2

1Mground52M k.a.1Mground. ~9!

The probability functionw(q,v) is not specified here in or
der to emphasize that many future approaches will be cor
so long as the inelastic scattering is caused by electron in
actions with any long-wavelength elementary excitation,
simply with plasmons.

The dynamic correction to the kinematic approximati
given in Eq.~9! consists of a sumM k.a.(x)1Mground. The
function Mground is determined from the following expres
sion:

Mground5
\U8v

~2p!2E
0

2k

dqqw~q,v!

3E
0

2k

dqq2w~q,v!GCud.gr.~q,v!.

SinceMground does not depend on the scattering ang
we are led to conclude that the dynamic correction to
degree of coherence in the kinematic approximation has
actly the same angular dependence as the kinematic
proach, but because of the dynamic correction the rang
variation of the degree of coherence is increased by exac
factor of 2. The quantityMground is always negative; for this
reasonM is also negative over a wide range of scatter
angles fromxmin(qcv/v) to x5p, wherexmin decreases with
decreasingqcv/v is.

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

From the analysis given above it follows that the kin
matic approach gives very good results when used to e
mate the characteristic angles at which quantum interfere
is most important, even outside its limits of applicability,
long as the inelastic scattering channel is associated
excitations of long-wavelength type. The range of variat
of the quantityM (x) is increased by dynamic effects by
factor of 2. The contribution of the background coherent p
to M (x), which is dynamic in nature, is always negative.

Figure 2 clearly illustrates the relation between the kin
matic and dynamic descriptions of the new type of locali
tion when the inelastic behavior is associated with the g
eration of long-wavelength excitations with relatively lar
values ofqcv/v57 ~i.e., for sufficiently large electron ve
locities!. Because of the coherent dynamic background,
degree of coherence changes sign at a scattering angx
.120°. As the electron energy decreases, all the ang
features of the functionM (x) shift to smaller scattering
angles. In Fig. 3 we show the same three curves as in Fi
but for qcv/v53, which corresponds to decreasing the el
tron energy by a factor of 5.5. In this case, as is clear fr
Fig. 3, the cross section for interference of elastic and ine
ct
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tic scattering is negative over the entire observed range
scattering angles (90,x,180°). In order to compare thes
two examples, the parameterU8/(\v) was kept equal to 0.1
as before, even though the imaginary potential of the m
dium increases with decreasing electron energy.

At relatively small electron energies the linear appro
mation inU8/(\v) used in this paper to describe the angu
dependence of the degree of coherence may inadeq
however, the qualitative features of the functionM (x) dis-
cussed above remain in force. Exact theoretical express
for the quantityM (x) that are correct for any ratioU8/(\v)
are given in our paper Ref. 7.

In conclusion, we should say that this work has practi
value insofar as it identifies a strict correspondence betw

FIG. 2. Degree of coherence corresponding to the dynamic theory.
dynamic description is shown in curve2. Curve1 corresponds to the kine-
matic approximation and is given for comparison. Curve3 describes the
function Mground. Hereqcv/vp57, U8/(\vp)50.1.

FIG. 3. Degree of coherence at low energies.qcv/vp53, U8/(\vp)50.1.
The enumeration of the curves is the same as in Fig. 2.
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the mathematical description and the graphical method
studying weak localization of electrons in the inelastic sc
tering channel. We hope that the theory of this new type
weak localization can serve as a stimulus for observing
effects we predict. Such experiments are feasible at this t
since the probability of seeing an angular dependence of
weak localization is quite large in the channel for excitati
of
t-
f
e
e,
he

of bulk plasmons over a range of electron energies of h
dreds of electron volts, which is the range for which t
parameters for elastic and inelastic electron scattering g
in this paper are realized.

APPENDIX

Form of the functionGCud.gr.:
Gud.gr.5
4pu~qv2v!sign~qv1v/cosx!

\2qvsin~x/2!
H u~qv2v/cosx/2!

Aq2v2cos2x/22v2 FarctanS qv1v1uqvcosx1vu

2sin~x/2!Aq2v2cos2x/22v2D
2arctanS cosx/2Aq2v22v21vsinx/2

Aq2v2cos2x/22v2 D G1
u~v/cosx/22qv !

2Av22q2v2cos2x/2

3F lnUqv1v1uqvcosx1vu22sinx/2Av22q2v2cos2x/2

qv1v1uqvcosx1vu12sinx/2Av22q2v2cos2x/2
U

1 lnUcosx/2Aq2v22v21vsinx/21Av22q2v2cos2x/2

cosx/2Aq2v22v21vsinx/22Av22q2v2cos2x/2
UG J 1

4pu~qv2v!

\2qvsinx/2
H u~v/cosx/22qv !

2Av22q2v2cos2x/2

3F lnUqvsinx/22Av22q2v2cos2x/2

qvsinx/21Av22q2v2cos2x/2
U1 lnUcosx/2Aq2v22v22vsinx/21Av22q2v2cos2x/2

cosx/2Aq2v22v22vsinx/22Av22q2v2cos2x/2
UG

2
u~qv2v/cosx/2!

Aq2v2cos2x/22v2 FarctanS Aq2v2cos2x/22v2

cosx/2Aq2v22v21vsinx/2
D 1arctanSAq2v2cos2x/22v2

qvsinx/2 D G J
1

pu~v2qv !

\2qvsin~x/2!Av22q2v2cos2x/2
F lnU2sinx/2Av22q2v2cos2x/22v1qvcosx

2sinx/2Av22q2v2cos2x/21v2qvcosx
U

1 lnU~qv2vcosx!Av22q2v2cos2x/22vsinx/2~v2qvcosx!

~qv2vcosx!Av22q2v2cos2x/21vsinx/2~v2qvcosx!
U1 lnU2sinx/2Av22q2v2cos2x/21v1qvcosx

2sinx/2Av22q2v2cos2x/22v2qvcosx
U

1 lnUv~v1qvcosx!sinx/22~qv1vcosx!Av22q2v2cos2x/2

v~v1qvcosx!sinx/21~qv1vcosx!Av22q2v2cos2x/2
UG .
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NMR line shift of gallium in GaAs crystals in the temperature range 160–360 K
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The shift in the nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! line of 71Ga isotopes in GaAs crystals is
investigated in the temperature range 160–360 K. It is observed that the position of the
resonance line is temperature-independent. The value of the shift relative to an isolated nucleus
is 440 and 420 ppm for the three samples investigated. The roles of various contributions
to the NMR line shift are discussed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~98!00608-X#
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Single-crystal gallium arsenide~GaAs!, which is one of
the most widely used semiconductor compounds, has o
been studied by nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR!. Despite
this, data on the temperature dependence of the NMR
shift of gallium nuclei in GaAs and its value at room tem
perature are quite contradictory.1–5 In a number of recen
papers devoted to NMR studies of bulk GaAs~for example,
see Refs. 6 and 7!, the shift in the resonance line is no
discussed at all. The value of the shift in a GaAs crysta
room temperature was determined experimentally in Refs
2, and 5. In Ref. 3, Andrianovet al. investigated the NMR
line shift at 4.2, 77, and 300 K, while in Ref. 4 Mastero
et al. investigated the angular dependence of the NMR l
shift and the difference between the shifts at 77 and 300
In Ref. 8 Barret et al. observed NMR in size-quantize
GaAs/AlGaAs structures, and obtained information about
value of the shift by recording the signal from Al0.1Ga0.9As
barriers atT55.1 K without optical pumping. The value
obtained in Refs. 1–3, 5 and 8 for the shift are listed in Ta
I. Room-temperature chemical shifts in A3B5 compounds
were calculated theoretically by Il’inet al. using the Popl
single-electron method.9 It is clear from the table that thes
theoretical calculations give the correct sign of the shift a
a magnitude that agrees with the experimental number
order of magnitude. For comparison, we list values for
chemical shift in the crystal GaSb in the table as well.

In Ref. 3, it was reported that the NMR line shift fo
71Ga nuclei was a weak function of temperature in the ra
from 300 down to 77 K, which agrees with the values list
in Table I. As the temperature decreases from 77 to 4.2 K
observed shift begins to grow significantly, eventually rea
ing a value of approximately 250 ppm. However, the sh
measured by Masterovet al. in Ref. 4 in the temperature
range from 300 to 77 K had a value of;100 ppm. Thus,
there is no agreement regarding the temperature depend
of the NMR line shift of gallium nuclei in single-crysta
GaAs at this time.

In this paper we investigate NMR line shifts for the is
1281063-7834/98/40(8)/2/$15.00
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tope71Ga in three nominally pure GaAs crystals in the te
perature range 160–360 K. Our measurements were m
with an MSL-500 pulse spectrometer manufactur
by Bruker. To observe the NMR signal we used a tw
pulse quadrupole-echo sequence with pulse durationt
51.9 ms and repetition timet50.1 s at a frequency
v05152.487 MHz, which corresponds to the resonance
quency of an isolated nucleus.71Ga nuclei have spin
I 53/2; however, since the GaAs crystal structure~cubic
sphalerite, or zincblende! has cubic symmetry, no quadru
pole splitting of the NMR line is observed. The precision
our thermal stabilization during these measurements wa
worse than 0.5 K. The value of the shift was determin
from the position of the line maximum. The error in dete
mining the shift was 2 ppm, which is related to the fini
width of the line. At room temperature we obtained the fo
lowing values of the shift for the three samples we studi
d5440, 440, and 420 ppm. Within the limits of error in ou
measurement of the line center, we observed no tempera
dependence of the shift in any of the samples~see Fig. 1!.

In semiconductor crystals, the NMR line shift is caus
primarily by the chemical shift, although the Knight shi
may also contribute.10 The main ideas of the theory o
chemical shifts were published by Ramsey in Refs. 11 a
12. According to these papers, this shift consists of two d
tinct terms:

d5d d1d p.

The diamagnetic termd d has the form

d d52
e2

2mc2 K C0U(
i

yi
21zi

2

r i
3 UC0L ,

wheree andm are the charge and mass of an electron,c is
the velocity of light,C0 is the wave function of the ground
state, andr i is the radius vector to thei -th electron.

The paramagnetic term is written as follows:
8 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. NMR line shift of 71Ga nuclei~in ppm!

Compound T, K

Literature citation

@1# @2# @3# @5# @8#
Present
work

@9#
~Theory!

GaAs 160–360 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• 440* •••
440*
420*

GaAs 300 200 270** 433*** 216 ••• 440* 199
440*
420*

GaAs 77 ••• ••• 458*** ••• ••• ••• •••
GaAs 4.2 ••• ••• 705*** ••• ••• ••• •••
Al0.1Ga0.9As 5.1 ••• ••• ••• ••• 230 ••• •••
GaSb 300 280 0 ••• 246 ••• ••• 239

*The measurements were made relative to a nominal frequency of an isolated71Ga nucleus.
** Measurements were made relative to the NMR line for71Ga nuclei in a crystal of GaSb.
*** There is no reference point given in the paper.

Remaining data are presented relative to the position of the NMR line of a gallium nucleus in a standard water solution of Ga~NO3!3.
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DE K C0U(
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3 UC0L ,

whereDE is the average excitation energy of the electro
from the ground state, andl k is the orbital moment of the
k-th electron.

In solids, the chemical shift is determined primarily b
the paramagnetic term.2,13,14The diamagnetic contribution i
by its nature practically temperature independent, since t
mal broadening in the crystal, which in our temperatu
range corresponds to an insignificant 0.4%, can be neglec
The paramagnetic term is primarily determined by V
Vleck paramagnetism. This type of paramagnetism assu
that electrons are excited by the magnetic field to unoccup
shells. Since the difference between the energies of the
cited states and the ground-state energy in GaAs cons

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the chemical shift of the NMR lin
71Ga nuclei in one of the GaAs samples we studied.
s

r-
e
d.

es
d
x-

er-

ably exceeds the thermal energy in our temperature inter
the paramagnetic contribution also turns out to be temp
ture independent.

Thus, in GaAs, only the Knight shift from free carrie
can lead to any appreciable temperature dependence o
NMR line shift. The experimentally observed absence
such a temperature dependence that we report here im
that the contribution of the Knight shift is small, which is i
agreement with earlier papers~see, e.g., Ref. 3!. However, it
is likely that the Knight contribution to the shift is the cau
of the rather small discrepancy between measured value
the shift in the samples we studied.

This paper was partially supported by the Russian Fu
for Fundamental Research~Grant 96-02-19523!.
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Optical spectra and a tail in the density of states of the disordered solid solution
ZnSe12cTec
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A calculational scheme is presented to determine the density of states in the fluctuation tail for
the disordered solid solution ZnSe12cTec at concentrations below the threshold for
percolation over sublattice sites. Zero-phonon absorption and luminescence bands in the region
of the exciton ground state are found using an approach developed earlier. Phonon coupling
is taken into account, and vibronic absorption and luminescence bands are obtained. Experimental
data are shown to be in a good agreement with the calculations. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!00708-4#
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The disordered solid solutions ZnSe12cTec stand apart
from other II-VI compounds, because they are obtaina
within the whole concentration range despite the relativ
large lattice mismatch~lattice constants 5.668 and 6.089
for the Se and Te compounds, respectively!. The interest in
these systems stems from their application potential in qu
tum electronics.

The absorption and luminescence of ZnSe12cTec solid
solutions indicate the formation of fluctuation-induced ta
in the density of states of localized excitons.1–4 The diffuse
band edge suggests that the ZnSe12cTec solid solution is a
system where substitution of Te for Se creates a strong
turbation of the valence-band electronic states, at least fo
concentrationsc<0.30. This conclusion is buttressed also
the fact that for low concentrationsc'0.01 the tail of the
fluctuation states exhibits structural features,1–4 which origi-
nate from localized states of small clusters consisting of
or three Te atoms. As the Te concentration increases and
average level of potential decreases, the perturbation in
duced by each Te atoms decreases too, so that forc>0.35
the fluctuation tail in ZnSe12cTec becomes comparable i
depth to that in CdSe12cSec .1–4

The ZnSe12cTec solid solution differs from a number o
other compounds of this type in a strong electron-phon
interaction, which forc<0.30 gives rise in luminescenc
spectra to structureless features with a halfwid
'0.1 eV.1–4 The increase of the Fro¨hlich coupling withLO
phonons compared to the starting crystals provides supp
ive evidence for the onset of fairly deep exciton localizati
in this concentration interval, which makes possible vibro
transitions assisted by phonons whose vectors occupy a
able part of the Brillouin zone. The decrease in localizat
depth with increasing Te concentration (c.0.3) results also
in a noticeable weakening of Fro¨hlich interaction, which is
accompanied by a narrowing of the luminescence band
1291063-7834/98/40(8)/5/$15.00
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the appearance of a characteristic structure associated
LO phonons.1,3,4

The optical characteristics of the solid solution at t
interband absorption edge are dominated by fluctuati
induced localized states of the valence band-tail. We are
ing to present in this work a general scheme for calculat
of the density of fluctuation states, of the intrinsic lumine
cence band profile, and of absorption spectrum in the reg
of the density-of-states tail for the ZnSe12cTec solid solu-
tion. Because the possibility of optical recombination is lim
ited by the exciton lifetime for transition~tunneling! to lower
localized states in the tail, which is accompanied by phon
emission, in order to describe the luminescence one ha
find the energy distribution of such states which have no
strongly suppressed channels for nonradiative depletion
other words, one has to know the distribution of spatia
isolated localized states. In a general case, this problem i
aspect of quantum percolation theory. Isolated states in
tice models were considered in Refs. 5–8. An analog of s
isolated states is in our case the states forming in poten
wells of tellurium-atom clusters and, accordingly, of com
plexes of such clusters~superclusters!.

Thus calculation of a spectrum of isolated states redu
to finding the distribution of localized tail states among s
perclusters in the continuum model, i.e., to a problem sim
to percolation over overlapping spheres.9–15 By applying the
relations developed in classical percolation theory for ov
lapping spheres, to the calculation of the distribution
states over superclusters, one can establish the position o
zero-phonon luminescence band with respect to the m
mum of the exciton ground-state zero-phonon absorp
band and the mobility edge.

The calculation of the absorption and luminescen
spectra will take into account exciton interaction with bo
optical and acoustic phonons. Within the concentration
0 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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gion of interest here, it is assumed that the electron can
follow adiabatically the fast motion of a localized hole a
interacts by Coulomb law with the hole density distributi
averaged over the fluctuation well. The results obtained
this work are used to describe the luminescence spectr
the ZnSe12cTec solid solution, for which a wealth of experi
mental data is available.1–4

1. LOCALIZED CLUSTER STATES. THE SUM RULE

We shall assume a macroscopic volumeV of the solid
solution consisting ofN lattice sites to be filled in a random
manner by atoms of two species, A and B. The diago
matrix element of a one-band HamiltonianFn takes the value
EA if the site is occupied by atom A, andEB in the opposite
case. We are going to consider in this work the situat
where the atomic concentration of the narrow-gap so
solution component A is less than the critical value for p
colation over the sites of the anion sublattice,c,pc'0.2. In
these conditions, atoms A can form only clusters of fin
size.

If the perturbation introduced by a cluster consisting on
atoms A exceeds the critical level and results in a splitting
a state from the bottom of the virtual-crystal band, then
higher-order clusters will likewise split off such states. In t
low-concentration domain, clusters made up of two and m
Te atoms in ZnSe12cTec split off localized states.1 We shall
assume in zero approximation that the cluster wave funct
do not overlap, and consider the resulting split-state sp
trum. Within such an approach, the medium beyond the c
ter is described in terms of the virtual-crystal approximatio

A. Isolated-cluster approximation

In this approximation, the equation of motion for an
cluster can be written

$I1gvc~v!D%nmwL
D~m…5 0, ~1!

where I is the identity matrix,D5Dndnm is the perturbing
potential at a site,n and m run through the values corre
sponding to the coordinates of the sites occupied by the c
ter, andgvc(v) is a fragment of the single-particle Green
function matrix confined to the cluster volume.

We use next the approach developed in the theory
impurity lattice dynamics16 to obtain the eigenfunctions an
eigenvalues of matrix@gvc(v)D# whose rank is equal to th
cluster size

(
mPCst,¸

@gvc~v!D#n,mFs~m,v!5ls~v!Fs~n,v!, ~2!

where the summation runs over the sites occupied by
cluster. The eigenfunctions thus found form a complete
thonormal system

(
s

Fs~m,v!Fs~n,v!5dnm . ~3!

Using these eigenvalues and eigenfunctions, we can rew
the matrix$I1gvc(v)D%21 in the form
ot
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$I1gvc~v!D%nm
215(

s

Fs~n,v!Fs~m,v!

1 2ls~v!
. ~4!

In this approximation, a localized state splits off if for
least one of thes’s there exists a valuev5v loc.0 that
satisfies the condition

ls~v loc!5 1. ~5!

The first to split off is always the siteless state; it has
deepest localization energy and provides the largest co
bution to optical processes.

The wave functions of the split-off localized states no
malized to unity can be written, accordingly, as

fs~n!5 (
mPCst,¸

Gn,m
vc ~v!Fm

s ~v!

3U (
n,mPCst,¸

Fn
sG

n,m

8vc
~v!Fm

sU21/2

, ~6!

whereG8n,m
vc (v)5

]

]v
G8n,m

vc (v).

The probability for a cluster consisting ofs atoms of
species A and oft atoms B on the periphery to appear is

gstc
s~1 2c! t, ~7!

where gst is the number of clusters which have the sam
number of atoms A and the same number of atoms B fo
ing the perimeter but are realized in different spatial config
rations. Limiting ourselves to siteless states only, we c
write for the averaged density of states

r~v!5(
s

(̧
5 1

gst

(
n

ufn
st,¸u2cs~1 2c! td~v2v loc

st,¸!. ~8!

We have labeled here the eigenfunctions and eigenva
according to the clusters they belong to. The integrated d
sity of states split off from the band bottom of a virtu
crystal calculated per site

N~0!5E
0

EL
r~v!dv5(

st,¸
gstc

s~1 2c! t5(
s

ns~c!,

~9!

where EL is the Lifshits boundary for a solid solution;
coincides with the total number of clusters per site.

To calculate the number of states with localization e
ergy in excess ofv, we have to set the upper limit of inte
gration in Eq.~9! equal to this quantity, and begin summ
tion on the right-hand side with a cluster sizes which gives
rise to a state with localization energyv. In these conditions,
the total number of split-off states will in no case exceed
number of atoms of the narrow-gap component, which
determined by the expression

NA5N(
s51

`

ns~c!s. ~10!

Sums of type~9! converge rapidly within the whole concen
tration interval. Because functionsns(c) are known for many
lattices for at least a few lowest values ofs, the sum rule we
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have obtained can be used to estimate the number of s
split off from the band bottom of the virtual crystal. To giv
an illustration, for a cubic fcc lattice5,6

n1~c!5c~12c!12, n2~c!5 12c2~12c!18,

n3~c!5c3@24 ~12c!231 126~12c!24#. ~11!

Our estimate of the probability of formation of a four-ato
cluster yields

n4~c!' 103c4~12c!30. ~12!

In accordance with the sum rule~9!, these functions can b
employed to estimate the number of states created below
virtual-crystal band minimum. Additional useful informatio
can be obtained if one knows at least approximately the
pendence of localization energy on the number ofA atoms in
the cluster. This would provide an insight into both the ma
nitude and behavior of the integrated density of states
the pattern of density-of-states variation.

B. Approximate description of the r„v… relation

To describe ther(v) relation in the vicinity of the mo-
bility edge and below it, we assume that in zero approxim
tion all states with localization energyv j in excess of some
energy v0 can be considered localized and well isolat
from one another. The value ofv0 measured relative toEG

should be chosen so that the total number of states
energy in excess of this value

N~v0!5E
v0

EL
r~v!dv ~13!

satisfies the condition

N~v0!a3!1 . ~14!

Here a'A\2/2Mv0 determines the characterist
exponential-decay length of the wave function of a sin
quantum well outside it.

The quantityv0 plays the part of the upper boundary
the region within which the theory is valid.v0 and the po-
sition of the mobility edgevME turn out to be of the same
order of magnitude, and they are both larger than the Urb
parameter«U , which determines the exponential decay
the density of localized states for energies abovevME .

To calculate ther(v) relation, we use the effective-mas
approximation and the approach developed in Refs. 17–
To estimate the absolute value of the density of states,
find the coefficient of proportionality by joining the approx
mate value of the integrated density of states with the fu
tion found by means of the sum rule for the interval betwe
the localization energies for clusters withs53 and 4 atoms
of speciesA. The results of these calculations are display
in Fig. 1. The localization energies for clusters withs52
24 were found in the effective mass approximation
spherical potential wells of the corresponding size. This p
cedure gives the density of states presented in Fig. 1
v>v0, and permits extrapolation of this function to the r
gion v<v0.
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C. Zero-phonon absorption and luminescence bands

We shall use for description of the zero-phonon abso
tion band the method developed earlier in Refs. 17 and 1
permits one to describe the 1s exciton band profile in terms
of the model of a localized hole and an electron bound t
by Coulomb interaction~referred to as model II in Refs. 17
and 18! for v>v0, i.e., the main part of the zero-phono
absorption band.

The main parameters of the problem that determine
Urbach slopes areD5uEA2EBu andD/Ecr , with the critical
value of the perturbation potential in the lattice version of t
model related to the electron Green’s function through

Ecr
215Gnn

vc~0!.

Experimental values of the Urbach energy«U(c) were ex-
tracted from absorption coefficient measurements1,3. This
provided a possibility for estimating the parametersD and
D/Ecr , which were found to be'1 eV and'0.8 eV, re-
spectively.

a! Zero-phonon luminescence line. When atoms of two
species are distributed in a random way, the fluctuati
induced potential wells are likewise scattered random
throughout the crystal volume. In a very crude approxim
tion, the states of interest to us here are isolated from
another. This is valid, however, only for states with a su
ciently high localization energy. As one approaches the m
bility edge, a progressively larger part of these states be
to belong not to a single cluster but rather to their comple
~superclusters!.

Following the calculational scheme adopted in Ref. 1
we shall assume that one can specify for each cluste
sphere of radiusRint.a such that, if for a given concentra
tion of localized states within the sphere volume 4pRint

3 /3
there is, on the average, more than one potential well w
localization energy equal to or greater than that in this w
then an exciton will have a possibility of transferring fro
the upper to the lower state of this complex. The quantityRint

cannot exceed the distance between two wells for which

FIG. 1. Calculated~1! density of statesr(v) and ~2! integrated density
of statesN(v) in the fluctuation tail for the ZnSe12cTec solid solution
(c50.15). Filled circles - estimates of the integrated density of states m
by the sum rule.
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time of the phonon-assisted exciton transition between th
is of the order of the exciton radiative lifetime.

The theory of percolation over overlapping spheres9–15

yields a dependence on the number of spheres in the vol
of interest for such characteristics as the average numbe
clusterŝ ns& consisting ofs overlapping spheres per spher
When applied to our problem,^n1& is the number of isolated
localizing potential wells,̂ n2& is that of superclusters mad
up of pair wells, and so on.

Using the well-known expression for^n1&,
9–14 we come

to

^n1~v!&'exp~2@Rint /r ~v!#3![exp$22P~v!%. ~15!

Here

r ~v!5S 3

4p

1

N~v! D
~1/3!

, ~16!

and ^n1(v)&[^n1@N(v)#&.
The concentration of potential wellsN(v) with localiza-

tion energy bounded on one side by the magnitude ofv, and
on the other, by the Lifshits boundaryEL , is determined by
a relation of type~13!. The functionP(v) is the density of
localized excitons in units of the first virial coefficient. I
classical percolation theory, the data obtained by various
thors on the magnitude of the critical densityP(v) for per-
colation over spheres are collected in Ref. 13. These va
are confined in the interval 1.17>P cr

cl<1.40. As seen from
Eqs.~15! and~16!, the valueP(vME) depends in our case o
the parameterRint we have introduced and the integrat
density at percolation thresholdN(vME). We shall use the
results of extrapolation of power expansions in sphere c
centration in the low-concentration domain fors52,3,4
quoted in Ref. 18.

We shall assume that a localized state can either und
radiative recombination or transfer to another state ly
lower in energy by emitting a certain number of phono
Using the classification of localized states according to th
belonging to superclusters of different size, we can main
that the states belonging to single wells can only recomb
States belonging to pair superclusters,s52, can be divided
into two types, viz., one of them~the lower! can only recom-
bine at zero temperature, whereas the other~the upper one! is
capable of decaying to the lower one with emission
phonons.

Obviously enough, the total concentration of states
pable only of recombining can be written

m0~v![m rad~v!5,(
s51

`

ns~v!.. ~17!

Here ns(v) is the number of superclusters consisting os
potential wells with localization energy larger than or equ
to v per well, and the angular brackets denote averag
over all possible realizations of the supercluster of a giv
size.

Within the model considered here,m rad(v) is the frac-
tion of states with the total lifetime equal to the radiati
lifetime

t~0![t rad, ~18!
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which we shall consider independent of localization ener
The other states of a supercluster will have lifetimes limit
by phonon-assisted decays. For example, the upper stat
pair clusters and the second states of larger clusters~the su-
percluster states are labeled in order of decreasing loca
tion energy! will have the only possibility for decay. The
number of decay channels involving phonon emission
creases with increasing state number in the supercluster

By analogy with Eq.~17!, the number of states havings
decay channels can be written

ms~v!5K (
k5s11

`

nk~v!L . ~19!

The sums~17! and ~19! are dominated, with a good enoug
accuracy, by their lower limit,15 i.e., by a few of their leading
terms.

b! Profile of the zero-phonon luminescence ban
Steady-state concentration of occupied states under con
ous and sufficiently weak interband excitation is proportio
to the density of states at the given energy and their lifetim
Because the contribution of each populated state to the s
tral emission density coincides with that to the absorpt
coefficient of the 1s state, we can present the zero-phon
luminescence band in the form

I 1s
0 ~v!;a1s

0 ~v!P~v!t rad, ~20!

where

P~v!5(
s51

`

m~s21!~v!t~s21!/t rad[(
s51

`

P~s21!~v! ~21!

gives the total relative population of states with localizati
energyv, which belong to superclusters of different siz
Recalling the expressions for^ns&,

18 the first two terms in
P(v) yield

I 0~v!;a0~v!t rad@exp$22P~v!%1P~v!

3exp$23.073P~v!%#. ~22!

Superclusters of the minimum size are responsible in
cases for the major contribution, while the higher terms p
vide only small corrections, both in the low-concentrati
domain,N(v)/N(vME)!1, where their number is propor
tional to the concentration powersP(v) growing with super-
cluster size, and in the vicinity of the mobility edge becau
of the additional exponentially small factors.

Electron-phonon coupling affects the shape of abso
tion and luminescence spectra because absorption and
combination are accompanied by emission of both acou
and optical phonons.

To describe the interaction of excitons with bothLO and
LA phonons, we use the approach of Ref. 18. The calcula
of the a1s(v) and I 1s(v) spectra will take into accoun
Fröhlich interaction with longitudinal optical phonons an
deformation and piezoelectric interactions with longitudin
acoustic phonons. The main parameters of the solid solu
needed for the calculation~electron and hole effective
masses, the constants of the deformation potential an
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piezoelectric and Fro¨hlich interactions! will be derived by
linear interpolation between their values for the termin
compounds.

2. RESULTS OF THE CALCULATION AND DISCUSSION

As evident from Eq.~20! for the zero-phonon lumines
cence band, only a relatively small fraction of fluctuati
states lying in the region of small absorption coefficie
dominates the luminescence process. The maximum in
distribution of these radiative states is redshifted with resp
to that of absorption maximum even without taking into a
count the interaction with lattice vibrations, which agre
qualitatively well with available experimental data on diso
dered systems. Interaction with phonons gives rise to a
tional Stokes shifts of the absorption and emission band
opposite directions.

We calculated the luminescence spectrum profile for
ZnSe12cTec solid solution for c50.15. The localized-
exciton wave function was taken as a product of the w
function of a localized hole by the electron Coulomb fun
tion ~model II!. Because in this concentration region the e
citon binding energyEex(c) is substantially smaller than th
localization energy of radiative states, the electron can
follow adiabatically the motion of the hole and interacts w

FIG. 2. Calculated relations:~1! zero-phonon absorption band profil
a1s

0 (v), ~2! the fraction of radiative statesP(v), ~3! zero-phonon lumines-
cence bandI 1s

0 (v), ~4! absorption banda1s(v), and ~5! 1s luminescence
bandI 1s

0 (v) with inclusion of phonon coupling; open circles - luminescen
spectrum of ZnSe12cTec obtained forc50.15 andT52 K.
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its distribution averaged over the fluctuation well, which
actually the postulate of model II.

Figure 2 presents the results of the calculation and
experimental spectrum. A satisfactory fit to experiment
observed when up to 10LO phonon replicas are taken int
account.

We note in conclusion that the above approach to
scribing optical spectra of disordered crystalline systems
be generalized to a two-dimensional case by including
corresponding changes in the consideration of the densit
fluctuation states and in the relations following from perc
lation theory.

A possible version is the case of a three-dimensio
density of states and two-dimensional supercluster statis
provided the solid solution layer is sufficient for accomm
dating three-dimensional fluctuation-induced clusters but
not large enough for three-dimensional superclusters to fo
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In recent years, investigations of the crystal structure
electrical and optical properties of layered compounds
type MX2 ~where M is a metal and X is a chalcogen! have
elicited considerable interest. Many of these compounds p
sess polytypes, which ensures that a whole range of cry
modifications, each having different properties, can exist
a single chemical compound. One such compound is
wide- gap semiconductor SnS2 . At this time, more than ten
polytypes of this compound are known; depending on
structure of the polytype, the width of the bandgap var
over a wide range from 0.81 to 3.38 eV.1 The commonest
polytype of SnS2 has a sequence (AgB)(AgB) of alternating
layers, and is usually denoted by 2H according to its sulfur
layers. However, since its unit cell contains only one m
ecule, it is the simplest structure this compound can h
and, hence, should be denoted by 1H. The width of the
forbidden band of this modification, according to optic
measurements, is 2.18 eV.2

SnS2 crystals are rather strongly photosensitive, a fac
considerable interest since the photosensitivity is presen
the visible region of the spectrum. However, very few pap
have made it their task to study the photoconductivity
these crystals,3–5 and as far as we know no one has inves
gated the photo-EMF. In order to fill in this gap, we me
sured the photoconductivity and photo-EMF of SnS2 crystals
doped during growth with Cu, Au, Zn, Cd, In, Ga, and
impurities. Our measurements were made in the const
current regime, using a monochromator as a light sou
with a photon energy range from 1 to 4 eV. The conta
were made using silver paste. In order to measure the p
toconductivity, they were deposited on one surface a
screened from the light. The photo-EMF was measured
the opposite side of the sample as the immediate vicinity
the contact was illuminated by a fixed beam from the mo
chromator.

Our results are shown in Fig. 1. It is clear from this da
that a well-defined strong maximum is observed in the p
toconductivity spectrum at an energy of about 2.3 eV, wh
was practically the same for all the samples, a weaker pea
an energy of 2.85 eV, which in some samples had the fo
of a shoulder, and a maximum in the neighborhood of 1
eV, which did not appear in all samples. The first feature
obviously connected with the edge of the fundamental
sorption band and corresponds to an indirect optical tra
tion to the absolute minimum of the conduction band. T
peak at energy of 2.85 eV is probably associated with dir
transitions to a higher-lying minimum, which agrees w
1291063-7834/98/40(8)/2/$15.00
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optical data of Ref. 6 indicating the existence of a dire
minimum at an energy of 2.88 eV. Previously, Shibataet al.5

reported seeing this feature in the photoconductivity sp
trum in the form of a shoulder at an energy of 2.8 eV.

As for energies smaller than the width of the forbidd
gap, Patilet al.3 reported a maximum at an energy of 1.4
eV at liquid-nitrogen temperatures, which disappeared
room temperature. In Ref. 4, Nakataet al. observed weak
peaks in the photosensitivity in the energy range from 1.4
1.9 eV, which disappeared in a humid atmosphere, wh
probably means that they are related to the surface. No
sumptions about the nature of the photosensitivity in t
region were advanced. The photoconductivity we obser
in the neighborhood of 1.65 eV was seen in samples w
various impurity contents; however, not all samples with t
same impurity content were photosensitive in this regi
This leads us to conclude that the effect is not associa
with an impurity mechanism. In our opinion, its cause
most likely the presence of layers in the sample with a d
ferent polytype structure. Our previous x-ray investigatio
~see Ref. 7! showed that the majority of SnS2 crystals consist
of intergrowths of two or more polytypes. The next mo
common polytypes after 1H are referred to as 4H and 6H
based on their sulfur layers, with forbidden-gap widths
1.89 and 1.59 eV respectively.1 The presence of thin layer
of these polytypes in some samples could lead to the
served long-wavelength photosensitivity. A broad maximu
in the photo-EMF spectra is also observed in this wavelen
range, whose position almost coincides with the peak in
photoconductivity spectra.

FIG. 1. Spectral dependence of photoconductivity~curve1! and photo-EMF
~curve2! in crystals of 1H SnS2 at room temperature.
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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It is clear from Fig. 1 that the principal maximum of th
photo-EMF spectrum is located at an energy of 2.5 eV. T
origin of this maximum is undoubtedly the same as that
the photoconductivity maximum at an energy of 2.5 eV, i.
indirect transitions of electrons from the valence band to
absolute minimum of the conduction band. The shift of t
maximum to shorter wavelengths is obviously associa
with the fact that the photo-EMF is generated by the sep
tion of electron-hole pairs in a region whose size is the sa
order as the diffusion length from the metallic contact. If t
diffusion length is much smaller than the sample size, th
the photo-EMF maximum will occur in the region of stron
absorption deep in the fundamental absorption band, i.e
shifts towards the short-wavelength spectral region.

We note one interesting feature of the spectral dep
dence of the photo-EMF, which could have practical app
cation. In certain samples, we observe a change in the sig
the photo-EMF in the neighborhood of the principal ma
e
f

.,
e
s
d
a-
e

n

it

n-
-
of

mum as the wavelength of the incident light was varie
Additional research is required in order to explain this effe
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The effect of doping bismuth telluride with tin, on its electrophysical properties, has been
studied. It is shown that the main features in the transport coefficients of Bi2Te3 :Sn can be
explained by the existence of resonant Sn states within the valence band. The existence
of resonant Sn states was confirmed by codoping Bi2Te3 :Sn with the electroactive impurity I.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!00908-3#
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Bismuth telluride is the main component of materia
employed in room-temperature thermoelectric power c
verters. Therefore a search for impurities capable of incre
ing the thermoelectric efficiency of Bi2Te3 and of related
compounds is not only interesting from the scientific sta
point but has potential application as well. Both literatu
and our data suggest tin as a promising impurity in t
respect.1–4 Tight-binding calculations show that Group-I
elements substituting for Te in Bi2Te3 can produce resonan
states within the allowed band.1 Experimental studies2–4 re-
vealed some features in the dependences of electrical
ductivity (s) and Hall (R) coefficients on temperature an
pressure, which can be attributed to the presence of tin
purity states. These features are, however, not so clearly
nounced as the manifestations of the resonant states of G
III impurities in PbTe and other IV-VI semiconductors.5 This
is apparently due to a number of factors, such as the str
anisotropy in the physical properties, the small format
energy of various, including antisite, lattice defects, t
higher carrier concentration~by an order of magnitude,;1
31019 cm23), as well as the complex structure of the ele
tron and hole energy spectra.

The experience gained in investigation of the reson
states originating from Group III elements in IV-V
semiconductors5,6 shows that such levels can be detected
codoping the material with an electroactive impurity, whic
while not creating any levels itself, affects the position of t
chemical potentialm and the filling by electrons of the im
purity states. Such additional impurity for bismuth tellurid
is iodine, which exhibits a strong donor action. The existe
of an impurity band is most clearly revealed by the pinni
of the chemical potential under variation of the impurity co
centration.

The present work reports a study of the thermoelect
galvano- and thermomagnetic properties of Bi2Te3 crystals
doped with Sn, as well as with Sn and a codopant. We u
iodine as the codopant.
1291063-7834/98/40(8)/4/$15.00
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1. EXPERIMENT

The transport coefficients were studied in Czochrals
grown bismuth telluride single crystals. The composition
the samples doped only with tin can be specified by
formula Bi22xSnxTe3 , wherex50, 0.002, 0.005, 0.007, an
0.01 (x50.01 in Bi2Te3 corresponds to the atomic conce
tration of 631019 cm23). Samples codoped with tin an
iodine have the formula Bi22xSnxTe31ySbI3 , where
x50.005 andy50.05, 0.1, and 0.15 wt %.

The high degree of perfection of the crystals was co
firmed by scanning tunneling microscopy, as well as by m
surements of the transverse Nernst-Ettingshausen ef7

(Qe/k0). The Sn and I impurity content was monitored b
chemical and x-ray microprobe analysis. The uniformity
impurity distribution in the samples was estimated fro
measurements of the Seebeck coefficientS at T5300 K.

We measured in single-crystal samples the following
dependent components of the transport tensors:R123 andR321

of the Hall coefficient,S11 of thermopower,s11 of the elec-
trical conductivity, andQ123 of the Nernst-Ettingshausen e
fect. Axis 3 in this notation lies in the direction of the trigo
nal crystal axis. The indices of the coefficients identify,
the order they are given, the following directions: the first
the electric field being measured, the second — the elec
current or temperature gradient, and the third — the m
netic field. The measurements were carried out within
77–420 K temperature range.

Figure 1 displays the dependence of the hole concen
tion (p) on the amount of the impurity introduced (Nimp).
@The hole concentration was determined from the lar
Hall coefficient component R321 using the relation
p5(eR321)

21]. Also shown are data on the doping o
Bi2Te3 with tin and a chlorine impurity introduced in th
form of CdCl2 ,4 as well as with donor~an excess of Te and
I! and acceptor~an excess of Bi and Pb! impurities8–10.
When bismuth telluride is doped with lead or iodine, t
carrier concentration (p or n) increases usually proportiona
to the amount of the impurity introduced, namely, the ele
trical activity of lead is 1.4–1.7 hole, depending on the l
7 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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tice site occupied by the Pb atoms, and that of iodine,9 1.3
–1.4 electron per impurity atom introduced.

By contrast, we observe the hole concentration to v
only weakly with the tin content in Bi2Te3 . For instance, for
tin present in concentrationsNSn5(1.226)31019 cm23 the
hole concentration varied within a narrow interval fro
231018 to 531018 cm23, which argues for9soft9 stabiliza-
tion of the chemical potential.

Figure 1 presents also results obtained by codop
Bi2Te3 with tin and a halogen electroactive impurity intro
duced into Bi2Te3 in the form of a compound (SbI3 in this
work, and CdCl2 in Ref. 4!. We readily see a substantia
difference in doping action between the iodine and chlori4

impurities in Bi2Te3 and Bi2Te3 :Sn. In the latter case, th
variation in the hole concentration is much less pronounc
which confirms stabilization of the hole concentration in S
doped Bi2Te3 samples.

The temperature dependence of the transport coeffici
is shown graphically in Figs. 2–4. We see that the tempe
ture dependences of the Seebeck and Hall coefficient
samples with tin undergo substantial changes compare
those for undoped Bi2Te3 . The temperature dependenc
R(T) of the samples containing Sn change from the ris
pattern typical of Bi2Te3 to the strongly decreasing cours
~see Fig. 2!. The Seebeck coefficient for tin-containin
samples is noticeably larger in the high-temperature reg
One observes simultaneously a considerable falloff of
Hall (Rs) and Nernst (uQe/k0u) hole mobility.

Note that, for low tin concentrations (x50.002 and
0.005!, the presence of tin atoms practically does not aff
the hole concentration. The temperature dependencesR(T),
as well as the magnitude and temperature behavior of
mobility Rs(T) for these compositions, are identical wi
those obtained for undoped Bi2Te3 . It may be conjectured
that because of its higher electronegativity tin, like indium
capable of suppressing the formation of BiTe-type antisite
defects.

Crystals codoped by Sn and I also exhibited feature
the transport coefficients, namely, the falloff ofRi jk(T)
throughout the temperature range studied and a sharp

FIG. 1. Hole and electron concentrations (p,n) in Bi2Te3 at 77 K vs impu-
rity content (Nimp): 1 — this work, dopants: Sn, Sn1 I; 2 — Ref. 4: Sn,
Sn1Cl; 3 — Ref. 8: Bi, Te;4 — Ref. 9: Pb;5 — Ref. 10: SbI3 .
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crease in hole mobility in the cleavage plane,R123s11,
which was determined both from the electrical conductiv
and from the Nernst-Ettingshausen effect (uQ123e/k0u).

2. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The above features in the transport coefficients of t
doped Bi2Te3 samples are similar in many respects to tho

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the Hall mobilityR123s11 . xSn: 1 — 0,
2 — 0.002,3 — 0.005,4 — 0.007,5 — 0.01,6 — 0.0051 0.05 wt.% SbI3 .

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the Hall coefficientR321. Same nota-
tion as in Fig. 2.
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observed5 to occur in Tl-doped lead chalcogenides, and c
also be interpreted in terms of the model of impurity res
nant states. Indeed, stabilization of the carrier concentra
can be related to the existence of Sn impurity states wi
the valence band of Bi2Te3 ~with a density of states propor
tional to Sn content!, the strong temperature dependence
the Hall coefficient — to a temperature-induced shift of t
Sn impurity states, and the abrupt drop of the Hall a
Nernst hole mobilities — to hole resonant scattering into
Sn impurity band. It should be pointed out, however, th
these features are much weaker than those observed i
IV-VI compounds. Therefore additional arguments are
quired to prove the existence of Sn resonant states. Bes
doping of Bi2Te3 , particularly with metals~e.g., with Pb, In,
or Tl!, increases the amount of defects and the nonuniform
of the material. Note that in nonuniform semiconductors
temperature dependences of the transport coefficients~in par-
ticular, of the Hall coefficient! can in certain conditions
simulate the behavior of a homogeneous semiconductor
impurity levels. This pitfall should be borne in mind i
analysis and interpretation of experimental data. We stud7

the effect of inhomogeneities~crystal quality! on the trans-
verse Nernst–Ettingshausen and Hall effects and confir
the high quality of the Czochralski-grown Bi2Te3 :Sn crys-
tals. Thus the specific features in the behavior of transp
coefficients observed experimentally in these crystals can
accounted for by differences in the energy spectra
p Bi2Te3 samples doped with tin and without it, in othe
words, by the existence of Sn impurity resonant states.

The experimental data obtained permitted us to de
mine the band structure parameters, namely, the effec
mass of the density of statesmd* and the band gap«g in
Bi2Te3 :Sn crystals. The method used to determine these

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the Seebeck coefficientS11 . Same no-
tation as in Fig. 2; 7,8 — data from Ref. 4.
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rameters is described in detail elsewhere.3 Note that the val-
ues ofmd* and«g obtained for Bi2Te3 :Sn samples with hole
concentrations outside the region of the sharp mobility fa
off coincide with the literature data available for undop
p-Bi2Te3 .

Estimation of the position of the chemical potential
samples within the stabilization region shows that the
level lies between the valence-band subbands near the
of the additional extremum. Extrapolation of the temperat
dependence of the chemical potentialm(T) to T50 made for
samples with different Sn contents yields for the energy
the impurity states«1'm(0)'0.0220.03 eV.

For low enough temperatures~up to 140 K in our case!
and for degenerate statistics, the four transport coefficie
permit one to determine the density of states in the b
using the relation a`5(k0 /e)(p2/3)(1/n)(k0T)g(m)
5S11e/k01Q123e/(R123s11k0). This is an isotropic quantity
depending only on the chemical potential level. Our es
mates showed an increase in the density of statesg(«) in the
region of Fermi energies of 0.02–0.03 eV for temperatu
close to 100 K~see the inset to Fig. 5!. In our opinion, the
observed bell-shaped profile ofg(«) for Bi2Te3 :Sn argues
for the existence of a band of Sn impurity states n
the edge of the second valence band with a broaden
G;0.01 eV. This value of the broadening of the impuri
states is in accord with the idea of resonant hole scatte
into the Sn band. Indeed, resonant scattering can reduc
fectively the mobility only in samples whose Fermi level lie
within the impurity band, and at temperatures such that

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the coefficient of the transverse Ne
Ettingshausen effectQ123. Same notation as in Fig. 2. Inset shows t
density of statesg(m) for ~1! stoichiometric samples and~2! tin-doped
Bi2Te3 single crystals.
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temperature-induced broadening of the Fermi distribut
function k0T;G. (Bi2Te3 :Sn crystals exhibited a conside
able decrease of mobility near 100 K!.

The effect of carrier resonant scattering on transport
efficients~in particular, on the Seebeck coefficient! was dis-
cussed in considerable detail in a review paper Ref. 6. It
shown6 that resonant scattering has a clearly pronounced
lective character, namely, only carriers with energies clos
the energy of the impurity states undergo strong scatterin
certain relative arrangement of the impurity band, the e
of the valence band, and of the chemical potential level m
result in conditions conducive to strong scattering of carri
with a comparatively low energy («2m,0, 9cold9! and
weak scattering of energetic ones («2m.0, 9hot9!. This
should increase the average energy in the flow and, he
increase the thermopower for a given carrier concentrat
If the decrease in carrier mobility due to resonant scatte
is not too large, the thermoelectric powerS2s may increase.
Note that our experimental data show that doping Bi2Te3

with tin does indeed increase the Seebeck coefficient.
thermopowerS2s and the figure of meritZ increased in two
samples compared to undopedp Bi2Te3 . These samples ex
hibited an increase in thermopower accompanied by a r
tively small decrease in mobility. It may be conjectured th
the Sn impurity band in these samples is filled by holes t
larger extent than in the other crystals due to the formation
native ~antisite! defects.
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To conclude, the results obtained in this work argue
the existence of Sn impurity states within the valence ba
of Bi2Te3 , near the top of the additional extremum. Th
gives us grounds to hope that it will be possible to det
impurity resonant states in solid solutions of the V-VI com
pounds used traditionally in thermoelectric power converte
and to use these states to improve the thermoelectric cha
teristics of Bi2Te3-based materials.
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Photoluminescence of a-Si:H films grown by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor
deposition and doped with erbium from the metallorganic compound Er „HFA…3–DME

V. B. Voronkov, V. G. Golubev, A. V. Medvedev, A. B. Pevtsov, and N. A. Feoktistov
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Using standard low-temperature~,300 °C! plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition~PE
CVD! technology, films ofa Si~Er! : H were obtained that emitted light in the neighborhood of
1.54mm at room temperature. The Er source was the specially synthesized fluorine-
containing metallorganic complex Er~HFA!3•DME „where HFA5CF3C~O!CHC~O!CF3 and
DME5CH3OCH2CH2OCH3…, which possesses a low transition temperature to the gas phase~of
order 100 °C! at working pressures~0.120.5 Torr! for the PE CVD method. Distinctive
features of the photoluminescence spectrum ofa-Si~Er!:H were investigated in the range 0.5
21.7mm for T577 and 300 K. The presence of photoconductivity in the synthesized films is
evidence of their satisfactory electronic quality. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~98!01008-9#
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Materials based on silicon doped with erbium are int
esting primarily because they could be used to make silic
based optoelectronic devices that operate in the wavele
vicinity of 1.5 mm, which coincides with the region of mini
mum loss and dispersion in optical-fiber communicat
lines. Films of amorphous hydrogenated silicon~a Si:H!
doped with erbium exhibit enhanced photoluminesce
~PL! intensity1,2 compared with Si crystals at this wave
length, as well as weak temperature quenching. Two b
methods are used to introduce Er intoa Si:H: 1! ion
implantation3, and 2! magnetron sputtering of a mosaiclik
erbium-silicon target in an atmosphere of silane.1,4 In both
cases, the synthesized films exhibit PL in the neighborh
of 1.54 mm at room temperature. A common deficiency
these methods is the high concentration of intrinsic defect
the resulting films, which makes their future use in fabric
ing optoelectronic devices problematic. Rogerset al.5 and
Andry et al.6 used a modification of the technology o
plasma- enhanced chemical-vapor deposition~PE CVD!,
which is usually used to obtain device-quality films
a-Si:H, to synthesize Si~Er! films. Erbium was introduced
into the film by the metallorganic compounds tris~2, 2, 6,
6-tetramethyl-3, 5-heptanedionato! erbium~III ! ~see Ref. 5!
and tris ~bis trimethyl silyl amido! erbium~III ! ~see Ref. 6!
during PE CVD atT5430 °C under cyclotron-resonanc
conditions, which ensures epitaxial growth of Si. In this ca
PL at a wavelength of 1.54mm was recorded at helium tem
peratures. It is important to note that when an optimally c
sen metallorganic compound is used as the doping com
nent during PE CVD, it is possible to ensure that the erbi
incorporates into the growing film in the form of optical
active erbium complexes previously created in the metal
ganic compound structure.
1301063-7834/98/40(8)/4/$15.00
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In this paper, we used standard low-temperat
(,300 °C) PE CVD technology,7 of the sort normally used
to make device-quality individual layers and multilay
a-Si:H structures for solar cells, to make films ofa Si~Er!:H.
We then investigated their PL at nitrogen and room tempe
tures. The films are doped with erbium directly during dep
sition of thea Si:H from a specially synthesized metallo
ganic complex Er~HFA!3•DME ~where HFA5CF3

C~O!CHC~O!CF3 and DME5CH3OCH2CH2OCH3). The
distinctive features of this compound are its resistance to
action of moisture in the air and its low sublimation tempe
ture: 1002120 °C at pressures of order 0.1 Torr. Expe
ments in which we used the Er~HFA!3•DME complex to
obtain films ofa Si~Er!:H that emit at a wavelength of 1.5
mm are described in the brief publication Ref. 8.

1. PREPARATION OF SAMPLES

We paid particular attention to choosing a metallorga
compound that would make the Er31 ions incorporate into
the film in a chemical environment suitable for converti
them into optically active centers. It was established in Re
9 and 10 that C, O, and F impurities are capable of incre
ing the intensity of 1.54mm emission in silicon doped with
erbium. Among these impurities, the fluorine ion has t
smallest radius, a consequence of which is that a fluo
environment for the erbium leads to less distortion of t
silicon lattice and perhaps to narrowing of the 1.54mm
line.11 Note also that there is an analogous use of hydro
fluoride in the role of a passivator of broken bonds in am
phous silicon films,12 which leads to suppression of nonrad
ative recombination centers. Furthermore, the larger e
tronegativity of fluorine compared to nitrogen and oxyg
leads to a stronger ligand field surrounding the Er31 ion.
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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1302 Phys. Solid State 40 (8), August 1998 Voronkov et al.
These considerations serve as a basis for choosing a fluo
containing metallorganic compound for fabrication expe
ments geared to obtaining emitting films ofa Si~Er!:H.

The most frequently encountered metallorganic co
pounds used to incorporate rare-earth elements into sem
ductor materials areb-diketonate complexes with the for
mula ML3 ~where M is a rare-earth metal and L is (CH3)3

CC~O!CHC~O!C~CH3)3).13,14 A promising way to obtain a
fluoride environment for the erbium atom is to use hexafl
roacetylacetone~HFA! as an acidoligand. However, it is no
possible to obtain unsolvatedb-diketonate complexes o
rare-earth elements with this acidoligand, and the rare-e
hexafluoroacetylacetates are usually isolated in the form
dihydrates M~HFA!3(H2O)2 . When the latter are heated, in
ternal hydrolysis takes place with the formation of nonvo
tile metal-containing products. In order to avoid this, we
placed the two molecules of water by a bidentate ligand,
1, 2-Dimethoxyethane—~DME! ~see Ref. 15!. As a result,
we obtained the more volatile compoundM~HFA!3•DME,
which has reasonable thermally stability but also consid
able vapor pressures at a temperature of 90– 100 °C in
forevacuum. The saturation pressure of the vapor at 127
was 124.0 Pa. In Ref. 16 we described our studies of th
molysis of vapors of this compound, and showed that
temperatures 320– 340 °C it decomposes on a heated
strate to form films of MF3 ~where M5Nd, Eu, Er! without
any noticeable carbon impurity.

In this paper, we used the method of Refs. 15 and 16
synthesize the compound Er~HFA!3•DME ~Fig. 1!, which
was then used in experiments on dopinga-Si:H films with
erbium as they grow.

Amorphous films ofa Si~Er!:H were grown by high-
frequency decomposition of an argon-silane mixture in
glow discharge plasma. The parameters of the fabrica
process were as follows: the content of silane in argon
10%, the pressure was 0.1–0.2 Torr, the frequency was
MHz, the rf power was 0.03–0.1 W/cm2, the substrate tem
perature was 200– 250 °C, and the flux of gas mixture w
5–10 sccm.

The erbium was introduced by sublimation of
Er~HFA!3•DME powder. A charge of 0.1 g of material wa
placed in a boat made of stainless steel at a distance of a
4 cm from the discharge gap, where the substrate was pl
with the growinga-Si:H film. The rate of sublimation was
varied by heating the boat from 25 to 200 °C. As a substr
we used fused quartz and crystalline silicon. The film thic
nesses were determined byin situ laser interferometry to be

FIG. 1. Structure of the Er~HFA!3•DME complex. a—additional ligands fo
dimethoxyethane DME5CH3OCH2CH2OCH3, b—b-diketonate ligands of
hexafluoracetylacetone HFA5CF3C~O!CHC~O!CF3.
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in the range of 2000 to 3000 Å for the different sample
These films were then annealed atT5300 °C under normal
pressure in a flux of pure nitrogen~50 sccm! for 15 minutes.

2. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION

The impurity concentrations in the film,as determined
secondary ion mass spectroscopy~SIMS!, were: for erbium
1019 cm23, for fluorine 231020 cm23, for oxygen
1020 cm23, and for carbon 331020 cm23. The presence of
considerable amounts of carbon in the film shows that
mechanism that disrupts the metallorganic complex in
high-frequency glow- discharge plasma is quite differe
from thermolysis on a heated substrate. In the latter case
already reported, ErF3 films form with very little carbon.
Note that the concentrations of oxygen and fluorine w
roughly an order of magnitude larger than the concentra
of erbium ions in the synthesized sample. Thus, the ratio
impurities is quite sufficient to form octahedral complexe
i.e., complexes where a metal ion is surrounded by
ligands at the vertices of an octahedron. It is this configu
tion that is optimal for obtaining effective luminescen
from an Er31 ion via the radiative transition4I 13/2→4I 15/2.5,6

The width of the optical forbidden gap (Eg) for
a-Si~Er!:H films defined by the method of Tauc, is 2.0–2
eV. The values we obtained exceedsEg for standarda-Si:H,
which is associated with the presence of carbon and oxy
impurities. The dark conductivity of the films did not excee
10210V213cm21. The photoconductivity was at a level o
1027V21

•cm21.
We used an automated KSVU-23 setup in the synch

nous detection regime to measure the photoluminescenc
the films. As a detector we used a cooled germanium ph
diode and a photomultiplier~for measurements in the wave
length range,7000 Å!. The PL was excited by the 4880 Å
line of an Ar1 laser in the power range 5–280 mW.

The PL spectra at room and nitrogen temperatures
shown in Fig. 2. At low temperatures three bands appea
the spectrum. The narrow line~with a width of '7 meV at
half-height! centered aroundl'1.54mm is associated with
the intracenter transition4I 13/2→4I 15/2 of the Er31 ion. At
room temperature the lines are considerably broadened
the short-wavelength side, and their intensity is decrease
roughly a factor of 4.

Our measurements of the integrated PL intensity at
trogen temperatures in the neighborhood of 1.54mm as a
function of excitation power showed that this dependenc
linear up to values of the laser excitation power
'250 mW, and then the signal saturates~Fig. 3!. It is obvi-
ous that in the linear region the excitation of intracenter
minescence of the erbium ions is proportional to the conc
tration of electron-hole pairs.17 Our results are analogous t
the data of Refs. 1 and 3, where they were interpreted
Auger processes in which the energy to excite the erb
centers comes from nonradiative transitions of electr
from the conduction band to defect levels in the amorph
silicon.

The observed ‘‘two-humped’’ structure of the spectru
in the region 0.521.2mm ~Fig. 2! is characteristic of inho-
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mogeneous amorphous hydrogenated films of mixed silic
carbon and silicon-oxygen compounds.18 The broad band
near 1mm comes from well-known ‘‘tail- tail’’ transitions in
undopeda Si:H ~see Ref. 18! The prolongation of the line
into the long- wavelength region is a consequence of
considerable concentration of oxygen in our samples.18 As
we might expect, this line undergoes strong tempera
quenching connected with the thermally activated transit
of nonequilibrium carriers to nonradiating states. The ban
the neighborhood of 0.520.8mm is also associated with ca
bon and oxygen impurities in the film.

Figure 4 shows our measured PL spectra on an expan
scale. The measurements were made under identical ex
tion conditions and recording conditions for two samples
a Si~Er!:H: 1! A sample synthesized according to the me
ods developed in this paper; 2! a sample prepared using

FIG. 2. PL spectra ofa-Si~Er! : H films at nitrogen~1! and room~2! tem-
peratures. The laser excitation power was 40 mW. a—spectra recorded
photomultiplier, b— spectra recorded by a cooled germanium photodio

FIG. 3. Dependence of the integrated PL intensity ofa- Si~Er! : H films in
the neighborhood of 1.54mm on the laser excitation power atT 5 77 K.
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magnetron sputtering technique~Magnetron- Assisted Silane
Decomposition, or MASD! on an erbium-silicon target in an
argon-silane plasma. The PL peak of the second sample
tained using MASD, is centered atl51.537mm, which
matches data from the majority of papers that have dealt w
crystalline and amorphous films of Si~Er!. The short-
wavelength shift~20 Å! of the PL spectrum from that o
sample No. 1, i.e., ana-Si~Er!:H film doped with erbium
from Er~HFA!3•DME, is evidence that the ligand field has
different value compared with the previous case, and he
that the impurity environment for the Er31 ion is different.
For a concrete answer to the question of what the nature
number of impurity centers surrounding the erbium ion a
additional research is required, e.g., the fine structure
x-ray absorption~Extended X-ray Arbsoption Fine Structure
or EXAFS! or Mossbauer spectra.

The authors are grateful to B. T. Melekh for useful d
cussions, A. N. Kuznetsov for providing thea-Si~Er!:H
samples obtained from MASD using a silicon- erbium targ
and to B. Ya. Ber for the SIMS measurements.

This work was carried out with the support of the Ru
sian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project No. 98-02-
17350!.
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This paper discusses the effect of dynamic zero-point and thermal spin-density fluctuations
~SDF! on the electronic spectrum of the nearly-ferromagnetic semiconductor FeSi. It is shown that
near T50° zero-point SDF can lead to so much splitting of the electron states of the
valence and conduction band that a ‘‘gapless’’ ground state arises. As the temperature increases,
the forbidden gap in the spectrum ofd electrons first reappears due to suppression of zero-
point fluctuations and then disappears again, as the amplitude of thermal spin fluctuations
increases. It is these transformations of the electronic spectrum that are the reason for the
anomalous changes in the magnetic susceptibility with temperature observed experimentally.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01108-3#
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1. The nearly-ferromagnetic compound FeSi has com
cated electronic and magnetic properties, whose nature
not been clarified completely and remains a subject for
cussion at this time.1–7 According to the results of band ca
culations of the electron spectrum based on the sin
particle approximation,8 the compound is a semiconduct
with an energy gap between the conduction and vale
bands~both in thes and p spectra and in thed spectrum!
with a width Eg

0'0.12 eV. However, investigations of th
optical conductivity2 show that the width of the forbidde
gap in the d-electron spectrumEg(T) (Eg(0)5Eg

0) de-
creases with increasing temperature and becomes equ
zero for T>Tg'120 K. Moreover, the studies of its elec
tronic and magnetic properties in Ref. 7 indicate that
electronic state of FeSi is ‘‘gapless’’ at low temperatures
well (T,Tg8'5 K), and that there is a regime in which th
magnetic susceptibility (x(T)) increases roughly as a Cur
law. It should also be kept in mind thatx(T)>0 in the
semiconducting phase (5,T,120 K), while for T.Tg it
begins to increase rapidly, leading to the formation o
broad temperature maximum~in the range 500,T
,600 K). ForT.600 K the functionx(T) once more fol-
lows a Curie–Weiss law.1

In Ref. 3 the extreme change in the susceptibility at re
tively high temperatures (T.Tg) was explained qualitatively
by postulating that temperature-induced local magnetic m
ments form. This reflects the existence of itinerantd elec-
trons in the system, which fluctuate in the space of excha
j fields. In this case an analogy can be made between o
tational fluctuations of thej fields and fluctuations of atomi
magnetic moments localized at sites of a crystal lattice~as in,
e.g., magnetic insulators!. Although this hypothesis has bee
confirmed by inelastic neutron-scattering experiments,
approach proposed in Ref. 3 and developed in Ref. 4 d
not explain all the data on electronic properties of FeSi. T
is because the spin-field and charge-field fluctuation am
tudes are determined by using a crude static approxima
which is valid only at high temperatures. For this reason,
theory agrees quantitatively with the observed functionx(T)
1301063-7834/98/40(8)/5/$15.00
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only at temperaturesT.T* '600 K ~see Ref. 1!, for which
the amplitude of the temperature-induced local magnetic m
ments saturates~see Refs. 3 and 4!, and gives only a quali-
tative description of experiments above the temperatureTg .
Moreover, this theorey cannot explain the experimental fa7

that x(T) follows the Curie-Weiss law at low temperature
T,5 K. In the recently published Refs. 2, 5, and 6, the el
tronic and magnetic properties of FeSi are derived by rep
senting the compound as a strongly-correlated Kondo s
tem; however, their approach has not improved the situat
Although there are analogies between the properties of F
and Kondo systems based on rare-earth metals~for example,
CeNiSn, CeBi4Pt, and SmB6), they do not lead to a quanti
tative description of the observed functionx(T), nor the
chain of transformations of the electron spectrum obser
in FeSi.

2. In order to determine the spin fluctuation amplitu
more accurately, we will use the fluctuation-dissipation the
rem, according to which

^m2&5^m2&T1^m2&0

5(
q
E

0

`

Im~x~q,v,T!!@ f B~v/T!1~1/2!#dv, ~1!

wherex(q,v,T) is the generalized dynamic magnetic su
ceptibility, q is the fluctuation quasimomentum, andv is the
fluctuation frequenc. The squared amplitude of thermal s
density fluctuations~SDF! ^m2&T corresponds to the term
with the Bose–Einstein functionf B(v/T), while the term
with the factor 1/2 corresponds to the amplitude of ze
point SDF^m2&0 .

Let us calculatex(q,v,T) within the framework of the
Hubbard model, which includes both band motion of ele
trons and their intra-atomic interaction. The latter leads
only to interelectron correlations but also to spin fluctu
tions.3 In this case we will use the following generating fun
tional Ref. 9 in the interaction representation:
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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F~hq!5K Tt expH U(
q8

@Sq8S2q82~1/4!Nq8N2q8#

1hqS2q1h2qSqJ L
0

. ~2!

HereTt is an operator that orders according to the imagin
time t, T is the temperature in energy units,^ . . . &0 is a
quantum-statistical average with respect to the Hamilton
H0 for band motion of the electrons~see Refs. 3, 9, and 10!,

Sq
z5

1

2(s sNq,s , Sq
15(

k
ak1q,s

1 ak,2s , Sq
25~S2q

1 !1,

Nq5(
s

Nq,s , Nq,s5(
k

ak1q,s
1 ak,s

are the Fourier transforms of the spin-density operatorsSq

and charge-density operatorsNq , q5(q,vn) is a four-
vector,vn52pnT are boson Matsubara frequencies,n is an
integer, andak,s

1 and ak,s are creation and annihilation op
erators of an electron with four-vector quasimoment
k5(k,v2n11) and spins, wherev2n115((2n11)pT) are
fermion Matsubara frequencies.

The derivatives ofF(hq) with respect to the generatin
field vector componentshq ~after reducinghq to zero! give
the following Matsubara spin Green’s functions

xq
a,b~T!5^TtSq

aS2q
b &5T21

]2F~hq!

]hq
a]hq

b
, ~3!

whose analytic continuation to the real axis (vn→v1 iq
with q→0) coincides withx(q,v,T). Recall also that the
thermodynamic potential of this almost ferromagnetic s
tem of d-electrons isV52T ln(F(0)).

We shall calculateF(hq) in the same approximation a
we did the thermodynamic potential for the electronic syst
in Ref. 11; however, we shall not include the spontane
magnetization and we shall include zero-point spin fluct
tions. In this case we use the Stratonovich–Hubbard tra
formation ~see Ref. 3! to reduce our many-body problem t
the study of motion of noninteracting electrons in fluctuati
exchangej and chargeh fields. Then, by analogy with Ref
11, if we perform the quantum-statistical average in Eq.~2!
and sum the resulting series~i.e., resulting from this average!
in the approximation of quasi-uniform electron form facto
in addition to those terms that correspond to the Stoner
plification factor (D0(q,v)) we have

F~hq!5E
0

`E
0

2p

)
q8,g

~drq8,g duq8,g /2p!~dhq8/2p!

3expH 2(
q8

@ ujq82hqu22uhq8u
2

1r q8,g
2

~D0
21~q8!2D0

21~0!!2 ln r q8,g#

1 (
n,s8

F0~ ihn1s8ujnu!J , ~4!

where
y

n

-

s
-
s-

,
-

jq,g5r q,g exp~uq,g!, n5~n,t!,

(
n

~ . . . !5(
n

TE
0

T21

~ . . . !dt,

F0~ ihn1s8ujnu!5 (
v2n11

ln~ iv2n112«s8~k,jn ,hn!1m!,

«s8~k,jn ,hn!5«k1 ihn1s8jn ,

xq
05(

k

f ~«k!2 f ~«k1q!

ivn2«k1«k1q
, ~5!

«k is the energy of ad-electron in the single-particle approx
mation,D0

21(q)5(12Uxq
0), g5x,y,z, s8561 is the spin

quantum number corresponding to a quantization axis c
nected with thej fields that fluctuate in space and tim
f F(«2m) is the Fermi–Dirac function, andm is the chemi-
cal potential determined from the condition of electrical ne
trality ~whereN52]V/]m is the number ofd electrons!. In
order to estimate the functional integrals in Eq.~4!, taking
into account dynamic spin fluctuations, we will use t
saddle-point method in the variabler q,g ,hq

11 taking into ac-
count fluctuations in the modulus of the exchange and cha
fields. When we then integrateF(hq) over uq,g , calculate
the spin correlators Eq.~3!, and analytically continue them to
the real axis, we find an expression for the generalized
namic susceptibility

x~q,v,T!5U21@~D21~«,T!1D0
21~q,v!

1D0
21~0,0!!2121#, ~6!

in which

D21~j,T!512
U

3
x0

i ~j,T!2
2U

3
x0

'~j,T!, ~7!

x0
i ~j,T!52g~m1j!g~m2j!/(

s
g~m1s8j!, ~8!

x0
'~j,T!5

1

2j (
s8

s8E
2`

`

g~«1s8j! f F~«2m!d«, ~9!

where the expressions forx0
i (j,T) and x0

'(«,T) coincide
formally with expressions for the longitudinal and transve
susceptibilities of a ferromagnet in the mean-field appro
mation if we replacej5U^m2&1/2 by UM0 ~whereM0 is the
uniform spontaneous magnetization!. Furthermore, here

g~m!5E
2`

`

g~«!S 2
] f F~«2m!

]« Dd«, ~10!

whereg(«) is the density of single-electrond-states.
Finally, using the relation between the electron dens

of states and the thermodynamic potential~see Ref. 12!, we
find the following expression

g~«,j!5
1

2 (
s

g~«1s8j!, ~11!
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which formally coincides with the expression found earl
in Ref. 10, but which includes the dynamic thermal and ze
point spin fluctuations in accordance with Eq.~1!.

The system of equations~6!–~11! allows us to analyze
the experimental data for the intensity of paramagnetic n
tron scattering:

J~q,v,T!;Imx~q,v,T!. ~12!

as we calculate the effect of spin fluctuations on the elec
density of states and magnetic susceptibilityx(T)
[x(0,0,T).

3. On the one hand, neutron-diffraction studies of pa
magnetic spin-fluctuation excitations in FeSi confirm t
conclusion that the amplitude of temperature-induced lo
magnetic moments saturates aboveT* '600 K;13 on the
other hand, they show the inappropriateness of represen
the exchange fields by orientational fluctuations alone
T,T* .14 The fluctuation representations we develop h
imply that the expression forx(q,v,T) should contain the
longitudinal susceptibilityx0

i as well as the transverse su
ceptibility x0

' . Moreover, according to Ref. 14, the intensi
of neutron scattering by spin fluctuations varies with f
quency according to a Lorentz law and decreases with
creasing temperature from 77 to 600 K by roughly a factor
1.5. In this case the half-width of the Lorentz functio
J(q,v,T) turns out to be smaller than its characteristic va
for a material with local magnetic moments.

The change in intensity can be explained if we take i
account that the Pauli susceptibility, which figures into E
~6! and~7! and determines the exchange amplification fac
D0(q,v), can be approximated by the expression~see, e.g.,
Ref. 3!

x0~q,v!'x0~0, 0!~12aq21~ ibv/uqu!!, ~13!

where the coefficientsa andb depend on the characteristic
of the band structure, while the vectorsk andq are given in
units of the modulus of the Brillouin vectorqB .

However, since detailed information about the electro
spectrum«k of FeSi is not available at this time, the param
etersa andb can be determined only by comparing the e
pression for the scattering intensity Eq.~12!, obtained after
substituting Eqs.~6!–~10! into Eq. ~12! and taking into ac-
count approximation~13!, with the experimental data13,14. In
this case we obtain values ofa>a1>0 and b>b1>10/U
that can be used to successfully describe the observed ch
in the intensity with temperature. In particular, the spec
half-width J(q,v,T) ~i.e., the value of the frequency fo
which J(q,v,T) is decreased by a factor of 2! coincides with
the results of Ref. 14 forT,T* . Moreover, in the range
where the temperature-induced local magnetic moment
plitude saturates, it coincides with the values derived in R
13. Within the context of approximation~13! we obtain ac-
cording to Eq.~1!

^m2&T5b~T2/U !D~j!@D21~j!1a#21, ~14!

while

^m2&05~3/pbU!@12D22~j!a22# ~15!
r
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for D21(j),a and zero otherwise. Then if we set valu
a5a1 and b5b1 in Eqs. ~14! and ~15!, the average SDF
amplitude will contain only the contribution from therma
fluctuations

j5U^m2&T
1/25AUb1TD~j!, ~16!

while the amplitude of zero-point spin fluctuations will equ
zero. When we calculate the temperature dependence o
paramagnetic susceptibilityx(T) within these approxima-
tions, we find that in the temperature rangeT.T* the trans-
verse~orientational! SDF dominate:

x~T!5x0
'~j,T!@12Ux0

'~j,T!#21, ~17!

while for T,T* the contribution associated with longitud
nal spin fluctuations is enhanced, which takes into acco
the termx0

i in Eqs.~6! and~7!. The results of these calcula
tions are given in Fig. 1. ForTg8,T,Tg the quantityx(T)
equals zero, since the chemical potential lies in the ene
gap and the semiconducting phase is realized.

The density of states of the semiconducting phase ca
lated from Eqs.~11! and ~16! is shown in Fig. 2, while the
width of the forbidden gap varies according to the law

Eg~T!5Eg
022j~T!5Eg

022AUb1T. ~18!

The value ofTg obtained from Eq.~18! agrees with the ex-
perimentally measured value1! of the optical conductivity
and temperature dependence of the magnetic susc
bility.1,2 However, these calculations do not predict a gapl
state belowTg8'5 K, which disagrees with the experiment
data7.

There have benn no neutron diffraction studies of s
fluctuations in the ground state of FeSi. Despite this, we
describe them by using a model in which

Eg5Eg
02U^m2&0

1/2'0, ~19!

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the uniform magnetic susceptibilit
FeSi (x(T)[x(0,0,T)) for T.Tg . The crosses denote experimental da
from Ref. 1. The solid curve comes from calculations using Eq.~6! taking
into account the longitudinal and transverse spin fluctuations; the da
curve shows results of calculations using Eq.~17! without including the
contribution associated with the longitudinal spin fluctuations.
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as T→0 K. From this model, we estimate the amplitude
the zero-point fluctuations to bêm2&0

1/250.08 ~in units of
the Bohr magneton!. Assuming also that the zero-point fluc
tuations disappear belowTg8'5 K, we find from Eq.~15! the
valuesa5a250.1 andb5b2530/U. In this case the fol-
lowing approximate relation holds within this model:

x~T!'x0
i ~j,T!F12

1

3
Ux0

i ~j,T!G21

, ~20!

according to which the longitudinal~not transverse! zero-
point spin fluctuations are found to have a decisive influe
on the value of the paramagnetic susceptibility.

Our numerical analysis of Eq.~20! is limited by the pre-
cision of the band calculations from Ref. 8, and is impossi

FIG. 2. Dependence of the electron density of states of FeSi on ener
various temperatures. The dashed line corresponds to the position o
chemical potential. a—model curve of the density of electron states unre
malized by spin fluctuations, constructed from the data of Ref.
b–e—electron density-of-states curves atT50, 50, 100, and 300 K respec
tively.
f

e

e

for T,1 K. However, in the temperature range above 1
~when T.um6j2(Eg

0/2)u) and up to the point where th
zero-point fluctuations disappear~according to our assump
tions, at 5 K! x i decreases with increasing temperature d
to Fermi excitations~see Eqs.~8!, ~10!, and Fig. 2a!. Thus, in
approximate agreement with the experiments of Ref. 7,
results of our numerical calculations based on Eqs.~20! and
~8! can be approximated by the expressions

Ux'C/~T1Q!,

Ux i'C/~T1Q0!, ~21!

whereC'1 K, Q'0.02 K, Q0'0.35 K, andT is the tem-
perature~in K!.

4. Thus, it is clear that the reason for the transformatio
of the electron spectrum in nearly ferromagnetic FeSi, a
possibly the transformations that occur in the strongly cor
lated rare-earth element compounds as well~i.e., those com-
pounds that do not undergo magnetic phase transitions
spite the fact that they are close to these states theoretica!,
is the splitting of the electronic spectra in the fluctuati
exchange fields. The amplitudes of these fields are assoc
both with thermal and zero-point SDF; the values of t
latter can turn out to be quite large in the ground state,
decrease considerably with increasing temperature. M
over, these nearly-ferromagnetic semiconductors exh
both orientational~transverse! and longitudinal spin fluctua-
tions ~i.e., fluctuations of the modulus of the spin dens
vector! over a wide temperature range. Inclusion of the lat
is particularly important at low temperatures, and allows
to achieve not only qualitative but also quantitative agr
ment with experimental data on the temperature depende
of the magnetic susceptibility, the temperature at which
energy gap ‘‘collapses’’ and that at which the electron
phase transitions take place. The picture set forth here of
temperature-induced changes of the density of states od
electrons agrees not only with the functionx(T) but also
with experimental data on the electrical resistivity.15 In par-
ticular, within its framework we can interpret the change
the value of the temperature coefficient of electrical resis
ity as the system passes from the ‘‘gapless’’ state to a se
conductor phase, and also the change in sign of the elect
resistivity atT.250 K, when the dip in the curve forg(«,j)
at «'m disappears~see Fig. 2c–e!.

Of course, this picture of transformations of the ele
tronic structure of FeSi induced by spin fluctuations is
need of further experimental confirmation and refineme
Experimental studies of paramagnon scattering of neutr
and optical conductivity below 5 K would be especially in-
teresting in this context. Moreover, in light of the similari
of the properties of FeSi and strongly correlated compou
based on rare-earth metals, there is a need for further de
opment of analogous spin-fluctuation approaches for th
materials as well. However, this requires that we begin w
more general models that take into account hybridizat
anomalies in the electronic spectra.
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1!When the static approximation of Ref. 10 is used, the computed valu
Tg exceeds the value found from experiment by roughly a factor of 3.
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Optical spectra of triply-charged rare-earth ions in polycrystalline corundum
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Solid samples of polycrystalline corunduma-Al2O3 activated by triply-charged rare-earth ions
RE31 (R5Eu31, Er31, Pr31) were synthesized by the sol-gel technology. Characteristic
narrow-line optical absorption and luminescence spectra produced by intraconfigurational 4f – 4f
transitions in RE31 ions have been measured. RE31 ions have been established to form one
dominant type of optical centers in the corundum matrix, and the energy diagram of Eu31 and Er31

Stark levels in corundum has been determined. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~98!01208-8#
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Although the spectroscopic properties of rare-earth~RE!
ions in dielectric crystals have been studied in numer
works, the latter contain practically no information on t
characteristics of RE ions acting as activators in crystal
corunduma Al2O3. Indeed, while Al31 ions in the corundum
lattice are easily replaced by iron-group 3d ions ~as exem-
plified by ruby a Al2O3:Cr31), incorporation of RE31 ions
which are larger in size into the corundum host is difficult
achieve by traditional high-temperature methods of cry
growth. A recent communication1 reported on doping corun
dum single crystals by Er31 ions by the fast-ion-implantation
technique. The present work~as also Ref. 2! deals with the
first studies of optical spectra of triply charged RE io
(Eu31, Er31, Pr31) in polycrystalline corunduma Al2O3

prepared by the sol-gel technique. It is shown that RE31 ions
embedded in the corundum lattice form a distinct domin
type of centers with a characteristicf – f narrow-line spec-
trum. The energy diagram of the Eu31 and Er31 levels in
corundum has been determined.

1. PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF SAMPLES

a Al2O3 corundum doped with the RE ions Eu31, Er31,
and Pr31 was prepared by the sol-gel technology using
alkoxy method, with the aluminum alkoxides Al~OR!3 used
as the starting materials. The initial stage in preparing Al2O3

by the sol-gel technology consists in forming aggregati
stable colloidal solutions~sols and gels of the aluminum
monohydroxideg AlOOH!, which were obtained by hy
drolysis of Al~OR!3. The stability ofg-AlOOH sols against
aggregation within a broad range of electroly
concentrations3 permits one to introduce precisely monitore
amounts of salts of RE elements, which spread uniform
throughout the sol volume. The sols were aged and de
drated at 80– 100 °C to produce gels and xerogels. Th
processes are accompanied by chemisorption of RE31 ions at
the surface of the colloidal aluminum-monohydroxide p
ticles involving formation of Al-O-RE–type bridging bonds
Note that formation of such bonds by traditional cryst
1311063-7834/98/40(8)/7/$15.00
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growth methods would require much higher temperatur
which are determined by the melting points of the cor
sponding oxides~about 2000 °C).

In the final stage, Al2O3 samples were obtained by firin
the xerogels. At 450 °C, the temperature corresponding
the minimum of the second endothermal feature in the D
curve,4 aluminum monohydroxide looses water to transfo
to g Al2O3, which is the first low-temperature aluminum
oxide modification stable up to 900 °C. The optical a
other physicochemical properties ofg Al2O3 were studied in
samples annealed at 750 °C for an hour. Annealing
750 °C produced a solid transparent highly poro
g Al2O3:RE31 sample made up of nm-scale crystalline pa
ticles which were close in size and had a structurally dis
dered cubic lattice of theg phase of Al2O3. Heatingg Al2O3

above 900 °C converts it to corundum through a series
polymorphic transformationsg→d→u→a-Al2O3.

The phase composition of the samples was monitored
x-ray diffractometry. Figure 1 presents diffraction patterns
aluminum-oxide samples annealed at 1350 °C, which
different concentrationsc ~at. %! of the RE ion (Eu31)
~it is the calculated concentration introduced in the liqu
phase stage of the preparation!. For low Eu31 contents
(c<1 at. %), one observes reflections characteristic of
a-Al2O3 lattice, which indicates that the sample is sing
phase~corundum!. For higher Eu31 concentrations, the dif-
fraction pattern~3–5 in Fig. 1! exhibits, besides the corun
dum signature, reflections characteristic of the EuAlO3 ox-
ide, which implies crystallization of a new phase. We sh
consider subsequently results obtained primarily on sing
phasea-Al2O3 samples with a low RE impurity concentra
tion. These solid, very strong samples are polycrystalline
are made up of closely packed, fairly large~0.1–0.5mm!
corundum crystallites~see Fig. 2 displaying an image of th
a-Al2O3:Er31 sample surface obtained with an atomic-for
microscope!. Because the optically uniaxial corundum cry
tals are misoriented, the polycrystalline sample turns ou
be optically nonuniform and strongly scatters visible light
0 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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2. OPTICAL SPECTRA

The main studies of optical spectra of RE31 ions in poly-
crystalline corundum were carried out on low-concentra
samples with Eu31 (4 f 6) ions, because they have one of t
simplest energy-level and optical-transition diagrams, as w
with Er31 ions (4f 11). Besides RE31 spectra of polycrystal-

FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of aluminum oxide samples anneale
1400 °C and having different concentrations of Eu added during the so
preparation.c ~at. %!: 1—0, 2—0.1,3—1.5,4—5, 5—20. The bars identify
the EuAlO3 reflections.
d

ll

line a Al2O3 corundum which has a regular lattice, we co
sider briefly inhomogeneously broadened spectra of th
ions in high-porosity nanocrystalline samples of a struct
ally disorderedg phase of Al2O3, which are obtained by the
same sol-gel technique but at a lower temperature (750 °
The luminescence and absorption spectra were measure
standard spectroscopic methods at 77 and 5 K.

A. Spectra of Eu 31 ions

1! g Al2O3:Eu31. The luminescence spectra of Eu31 ex-
cited nonselectively via high-lying excited states exhi
clearly inhomogeneously broadened structured bands du
transitions from the lower radiative level of Eu31 5D0 to the
ground-multiplet levels7F0 , 7F1 , 7F2 , 7F3 , and7F4 ~Fig.
3a!. The relative intensity and width of the bands produc
in transitions to the7Fn levels, as well as the observed num
ber of components in the structure of the5D0–7Fn bands
associated with the crystal-field splitting of the lower7Fn

level, are, on the whole, similar to those of Eu31 spectra in
disordered crystals5 and glasses.6 Note that in the case o
g-Al2O3:Eu31 part of the inhomogeneous broadening, whi
is comparatively large for Eu31, is due to structural disorde
on the cation sublattice of the host. The5D0–7Fn decay
kinetics occur on the ms scale and are nonexponential, w
is due to dispersion of the characteristic times in the nonu
form ensemble of Eu31 centers in the disordered host lattic

We have succeeded in observing a certain narrowing
luminescence bands in the region of the transitio
5D0–7F1 , 7F2 , 7F3 , and7F4 ~Fig. 3b! by selective excita-
tion of g Al2O3:Eu31 within the inhomogeneously broadene
profile of the7F0–5D0 transition. The small extent of nar
rowing of these nonresonant fluorescence bands under s
tive resonant excitation argues for the absence of a c
correlation between the energies of the7F0–5D0 and
5D0–7Fn (nÞ0) transitions in Eu31 ions residing in the dis-
orderedg-Al2O3 lattice.

2! a Al2O3:Eu31. a-Al2O3:Eu31 samples prepared b
annealing high-porosityg Al2O3:Eu31 at 1350 °C exhibit
fairly intense Eu31 luminescence, whose spectral and kine
characteristics differ substantially from those of Eu31 in the
nanocrystallineg phase of Al2O3 discussed above. Optica

t
el

FIG. 2. Atomic-force microscope image of the surface of Er-dop
a Al2O3.
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nonselective excitation of Eu31 via its high-lying states with
350–420 nm light reveals narrow (;0.1 nm) emission lines
in the region of transitions from5D0 to levels of the ground
multiplet 7F: 5D0–7F1 ~two lines!, 5D0–7F2 ~three lines!,
5D0–7F3 , and 5D0–7F4 , with no indication of the
5D0–7F0 transition ~Fig. 3c!. In the vicinity of these lines
one observes a weaker, structured background, whose
tive intensity depends on prehistory of thea-Al2O3:Eu31

sample~anneal regime and temperature and Eu concen
tion!. The spectrum of the sample shown in Fig. 3c exhib
also characteristic lines belonging to accidental impurit
Cr31 and Mn41, which coincide in position with the well-
known R lines ~the 2E–4A2 transition! of these ions ob-
served in bulka-Al2O3 corundum crystals. The observatio
of these lines may serve as an additional argument for
crystal lattice of the samples under study belonging to tha
phase of Al2O3.

We studied also the luminescence excitation spectrum
Eu31 by means of a tunable laser. A narrow excitation pe
was found about 584.5 nm, whose position correspond
the expected energy of the7F0–5D0 transition of Eu31. Se-
lective optical excitation of Eu31 ions at the7F0–5D0 en-

FIG. 3. 77 K fluorescence spectra of Eu31 in aluminum oxide in~a,b! g
phase and ~c,d! a phase. a,c—nonresonant excitation atlexc

5350– 420 nm, b—lexc5575 nm, d—lexc5584.5 nm.
la-

a-
s
s

e
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ergy gives rise to the whole narrow-line luminescence sp
trum 5D0–7F1,2,3,4, which is observed also unde
nonselective Eu31 excitation through the high-lying states
but both the background near the Eu31 lines and the lines
that do not belong to Eu31 ~the R lines of Cr31 and Mn41)
are considerably weaker in this case~Fig. 3d!. The practi-
cally close coincidence of the line spectra5D0–7F1,2,3,4 ob-
tained under nonselective excitation in the 350–420-nm
gion with those excited selectively in the7F0–5D0 transition
shows that the luminescence of thea-Al2O3:Eu31 samples is
dominated by one type of Eu31 centers only. Table I present
the energy diagram of the levels of this main Eu31 center,
which is seen in the spectra and was derived from spec
positions of the luminescence lines and of the7F0–5D0 ex-
citation line. Interestingly, one of the5D0–7F1 emission
components~591.3 nm! produced in selective laser excita
tion of the 7F0–5D0 transition~Fig. 3d! is much more nar-
row (,0.01 nm) than the lines obtained under nonreson
excitation, which implies correlation between the positio
of the 5D0 , 7F0 , and 7F1 levels. After termination of the
excitation, thea-Al2O3:Eu31 luminescence decays expone
tially with a characteristic timet52 ms.

The narrow-line spectrum of the luminescence and
strictly exponential decay indicate that the Eu31 ions respon-
sible for the luminescence occupy predominantly one fix
position in the regular crystal lattice which does not ha
structural disorder. It is such a lattice that characterizes
a-Al2O3 phase, to which the samples under study belo
according to the conditions of preparation and to the res
of x-ray diffraction analysis. It may be added that the o
served5D0–7F0,1,2,3,4 line spectrum coincides with none o
the known luminescence spectra of Eu31 ions present in vari-
ous crystalline europium oxides@Eu2O3 ~Ref. 7! and EuAlO3

~Ref. 8!#, phases which can form in small amounts in a
nealed Al2O3:Eu31 samples, particularly at high Eu conce
trations ~Fig. 1!. A luminescence spectrum of the EuAlO3

impurity phase coinciding with the available data8 was ob-
served by us only under selective excitation at a wavelen
that could not excite the main narrow-line spectrum of t
a-Al2O3:Eu31 samples. Thus the narrow-line Eu31 lumines-
cence spectrum observed under both nonselective and s
tive excitation belongs to none of the possible impur
‘‘concentrated phases’’ containing europium. It appe
natural to assign this spectrum to Eu31 ions in a-Al2O3 co-
rundum.

TABLE I. Energies of the Stark sublevels of Eu31 ions in a-Al2O3.

Term Energy, cm21

7F0 0
7F1 202, 458
7F2 898, 943, 1268
7F3 1970, 1991
7F4 3024, 3169, 3209
5D0 17 109
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FIG. 4. Absorption spectrum of Er31 ions in aluminum oxide in~a! g phase and~b! a phase.T577 K.
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B. Spectra of Er 31 ions

1! g Al2O3:Er31. The absorption spectrum of solid high
porosity nanocrystalline samples of theg phase of
Al2O3:1 at. %Er31 exhibited all visible and near-IR trans
tions from the4I 15/2 ground state to the levels4I 13/2,11/2,9/2,
4F9/2,7/2,3/2,

4S3/2, and 2H11/2,9/2 characteristic of Er31 ~Fig.
4a!. The bands corresponding to these transitions are in
mogeneously broadened~the broadening ;200 cm21),
which is due to structural disorder of theg-Al2O3 lattice.

Er31 luminescence ing-Al2O3 samples was observe
under resonant excitation of the4I 15/2–

4F5/2 transition by an
Ar laser at 488.0 nm. We succeeded in detecting her
weak, inhomogeneously broadened, structured luminesc
band4S3/2–4I 15/2 in the green region and a strong structur
IR band peaking at 1.53mm, which corresponds to the wel
known 4I 13/2–

4I 15/2 transition. The observed IR lumines
cence spectrum of our nanocrystallineg-Al2O3:Er31

samples prepared by sol-gel technology turns out to be v
close to the spectrum of Er31 in thin polycrystalline Al2O3

films obtained by magnetron sputtering on oxidized silico9

2! a Al2O3:Er31. TheT577 K absorption spectrum ex
hibits in place of all the above inhomogeneously broade
absorption bands ofg Al2O3:Er31 ~Fig. 4a! close groups of
narrow lines produced in transitions between the Stark s
levels of the lower state,4I 15/2, and the sublevels of the
upper states4I 13/2,11/2,9/2,

4F9/2,7/2,5/2,3/2,
4S3/2 and 2H11/2,9/2

~Fig. 4b!.
The luminescence spectrum ofa-Al2O3:Er31 samples

obtained atT577 K under excitation by a He–Cd laser
441.6 nm of the Er31 upper levels4F3/2 exhibits transitions
from several lower lying states:4S3/2 (4S3/2–

4I 15/2 and
4S3/2–

4I 13/2 transitions!, 4F9/2 (4F9/2–
4I 15/2 transition!, and

4I 13/2 ~the 4I 13/2–
4I 15/2 IR transition, see Fig. 5!. In the cor-

responding spectral regions one observes close group
o-

a
ce

ry

d

b-

of

narrow lines caused by transitions between the Stark sub
els of the upper and lower states.

A comprehensive analysis of the complex line structu
in the absorption and luminescence spectra ofa Al2O3:Er31

FIG. 5. IR luminescence spectrum of Er31 ions in a Al2O3 (4I 13/2–
4I 15/2

transition!. T5300 K.
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measured at 77 and 5 K suggests the existence of a sing
dominant physical type of Er31 center in corundum, which is
responsible for the experimentally-observed line spectra
Er31. Table II presents an energy diagram of the Stark str
ture of Er31 electronic states ina-Al2O3 crystals, within
which one can identify the main lines in the absorption a
luminescence spectra ofa Al2O3:Er31 observed experimen
tally. The diagram is based on measurements of absorp
and luminescence spectra obtained at 5 K. At such a
temperature, only the lowest Stark sublevel is populated
the initial state of the ion, and the energy of the final ele
tronic state is extracted directly from the spectral line po
tions. As follows from Table II, the number of the Sta
sublevels seen in absorption spectra for all Er31 electronic
states2S11LJ is J11/2, which implies crystal-field-induced
lifting of degeneracy to the maximum extent possible for
levels of the Kramers ion Er31 (4 f 11). The Stark-energy

TABLE II. Energies of the Stark sublevels of Er31 ions in a Al2O3.

Term
Number of
components Energy, cm21

4I 15/2 8 0, 51, 168, 218, 267, 382, 437, 514
4F9/2 5 15 260, 15 342, 15 373, 15 396, 15 480
4S3/2 2 18 403, 18 488
2H11/2 6 19 120, 19 164, 19 190, 19 242, 19 275, 19 3
4F7/2 4 20 479, 20 555, 20 619, 20 687
4F5/2 3 22 193, 22 262, 22 227
4F3/2 2 22 528, 22 653
2H9/2 5 24 480, 24 528, 24 667, 24 697, 24 765
of
c-

d

on
w
in
-
i-

e

structure of excited states was found from 5 K absorption
spectra corresponding to transitions from the lowest Sta
split sublevel of the4I 15/2 ground state. The number of ab
sorption lines observed at 5 K and produced in transitions t
the states4I 13/2,11/2,9/2,

4F9/2,7/2,5/2,3/2,
4S3/2, and2H11/2,9/2~7,

6, 5, 5, 4, 3, 2, 2, 6, and 5, respectively! is equal in all cases
to the maximum possible number (J11/2) of the Stark sub-
levels under complete lifting of degeneracy of the final e
cited states~see, e.g., Fig. 6!. The Stark structure of the4I 15/2

ground state was determined from 5 K eight-line experimen-
tal luminescence spectra4S3/2–

4I 15/2 and 4F9/2–
4I 15/2 pro-

duced by transitions from the lowest Stark-split compon

FIG. 6. 5 K absorption spectrum ofa Al2O3 : 1 at. % Er31 obtained in the
region of the4I 15/2-

4F3/2,5/2,7/2transitions.
FIG. 7. Luminescence spectrum ofa Al2O3 : 1 at. %Er31 obtained atT55 K (4S3/2–
4I 15/2 and 4F9/2–

4I 15/2 transitions!. Inset: the Stark structure of the
ground state4I 15/2.
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4S3/2, 4F9/2 to the eight Stark sublevels of4I 15/2. Note that
the experimentala-Al2O3:Er31 spectra produced in thes
and all other transitions exhibit practically all theoretica
possible optical transitions between the Stark sublevels
the various Er31 electronic states, with their particular inten
sities.

Most of the absorption and luminescence lines are n
row, and their width (;0.1 nm) is caused by inhomoge
neous broadening. One observes at the same time a
strong broadening of some lines in the spectra of absorp
(4I 15/2–

4F3/2, Fig. 6! and luminescence~three long-
wavelength lines in the4S3/2–

4I 15/2 spectrum, Fig. 7!. Re-
markably, in both cases the energy spectrum of Er31 contains
below the final levels other states at a distance of ab
500 cm21 ~the4F5/2 level below4F3/2, the Er31 ground level
below the upper4I 15/2 Stark sublevels!. According to Ref.
10, the frequency region of 500 cm21 is characterized by a
high density of phonon states ofa Al2O3. Thus the final
states we have been discussing can relax rapidly in sin
phonon processes with emission of 500 cm21 phonons,
which shortens the lifetime of the states and results in
observed broadening of the spectral transitions involved.

The above line spectra ofa Al2O3:Er31 belonging to one
dominant type of Er31 ions in the corundum lattice are ob
served in pure form in single-phase samples~corundum!
containing Er31 at low concentration (c<1 at. %). At the
same time, the spectra of samples with higher Er concen
tions, as well as of samples which were not annealed to
single-phase state, usually exhibit additional narrow lines
the region of the Er31 transitions. These lines may origina
both from interacting Er31 ions in corundum and from Er31

ions bound in crystalline phases other than corundum i
heterophase sample.

Note also that excitation of Er31 ions in the4I 15/2–
4I 11/2

transition reveals upconverted luminescence due to tra
tions from the higher lying4S3/2 and 4F9/2 levels to the
ground state. The mechanisms responsible for this lumin
cence will be the subject of further studies.

C. Spectra of Pr 31 ions

We observed in the Pr31 luminescence spectrum trans
tions from the two upper states,1D2 and3P0 , to the ground-
multiplet 3H4,5,6 levels under nonselective excitation by lig
of a Hg lamp (l5350– 420 nm). The large number of th
multiplet components and superposition of the1D2–3H4 and
3P0–3H6 transitions makes the spectrum fairly comple
The luminescence spectrum ofg Al2O3:Pr exhibits broad
bands, which is connected with strong inhomogene
broadening due to theg phase being structurally disordere
In the luminescence spectra ofa Al2O3:Pr the structure of
these bands is resolved to reveal fairly narrow lines. By t
ing the laser frequency to the3H4–1D2 transition in
a Al2O3:Pr, one can find the wavelengths at which a disti
narrow-line luminescence spectrum is excited~Fig. 8!. At
helium temperature the spectrum consists of three lines,
two of them forming a stronger doublet (40 cm21). It ap-
pears natural to assign these three lines to transitions f
the lowest Stark sublevel1D2 to the 3H4 sublevels. As the
of
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temperature is raised through liquid nitrogen to room lev
one observes a short-wavelength replica of the doub
which corresponds to transitions from the1D2 sublevel lying
179 cm21 above the lower1D2 sublevel. This line lumines-
cence decays exponentially witht'0.12 ms. The narrow-
line pattern of thea-Al2O3:Pr31 spectra indicates formation
of regular Pr31 centers in corundum.

3. DISCUSSION

The results we obtained show that triply-charged ra
earth ions RE31 ions (4f n) can be incorporated into the crys
tal lattice of corunduma Al2O3 in polycrystalline samples
prepared by sol-gel technology. RE31 ions form in the co-
rundum lattice a characteristic type of optical centers wit
line spectrum typical of this 4f n ion, which is produced in
f – f transitions between the crystal-field-split levels of t
4 f n manifold. The observed small inhomogeneous linewid
is typical of thef – f spectra of RE31 ions embedded in bulk
dielectric crystal hosts. RE31 impurity ions are distributed in
the bulk ofa-Al2O3 crystallites~localization of these ions on
crystallite surface would result in multiplicity of optical cen
ters and in a larger inhomogeneous linewidth!. As for the
local symmetry of the RE31 centers, the conclusion of th
local crystal-field symmetry being noncubic~which directly
follows from the observation of the remaining pure
Kramers-type degeneracy of Er31 levels and of the splitting
of the Eu31 level 7F1) can apparently be refined; namel

FIG. 8. Fluorescence spectra of Pr31 in aluminum oxide obtained at 77 K in
the a phase. a—nonresonant excitation atlexc5441.6 nm, b—lexc

5595.9 nm.
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observation of the doublet~rather than triplet! splitting of the
7F1 level ~the two5D0–7Fn components in Figs. 3c and 3d!
is possibly an indication of an axial character of the cen
symmetry.

The problem of the detailed physical structure~on the
atomic scale! of the RE31 center in the lattice of corundum
a Al2O3 remains open. The extremely large difference b
tween the ionic radii of RE31 ~0.88 Å and 0.95 Å for Er31

and Eu31, respectively! and of the Al31 ion ~0.51 Å! casts
doubt on the applicability of the model of simple isochar
substitution RE31~Al31!, which is valid for the case of co
rundum activation by iron-group ions. At the same time t
RE31~Al31! substitution can, in principle, be accompani
by a substantial rearrangement of the nearest environm
which would provide the space necessary for incorpora
of the larger RE31 ion ~the discussion11 of the model of Y31

centers in Al2O3 included the formation of vacancies in th
oxygen octahedron surrounding the ion!. A study1 of the lo-
cation of implanted Er31 ions in thea-Al2O3 lattice made by
the Rutherford backscattering and channeling techniques
to a conclusion that Er31 localizes in octahedral voids of th
lattice. Although the Er31 luminescence spectra in the I
region (4I 13/2–

4I 15/2) obtained on oura-Al2O3:Er31 samples
and on Er31-implanted corundum single crystals12 are gener-
ally close, their detailed comparison presents difficulties
cause of the different conditions in which they were tak
~spectral resolution!. One has to bear in mind that the cond
tions typical of the sol-gel method, where activation by ra
earths occurs simultaneously with formation of nanopartic
of aluminum oxide at moderate temperatures, are condu
to formation of specific centers with the RE31 ion. To reveal
the detailed structure of these centers, it is planned to
r
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methods~magnetic resonance etc.! sensitive to the atomic
environment of the RE31 ions.
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A theory is proposed to describe holograms in thin photorefractive crystals and the self-
diffraction of two writing laser beams, one of which is periodically modulated in phase. In linear
approximation with respect to the amplitude of the phase modulation, expressions are
derived for the AC component of the intensity of various diffraction orders. Oscillations in the
intensity are observed having a well-defined resonance character connected with excitation
of photorefraction waves, and the frequency position of the resonance peaks is related to the period
of the grating by the dispersion law of these oscillations. The results obtained are in good
agreement with available experimental data. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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Holograms are written in photorefractive crystals v
photoexcitation of electrons, which then form a bulk char
in the crystal. This charge then gives rise to a nonunifo
electric field, which in turn spatially modulates the index
refraction via the electrooptic effect. Writing can take pla
both in the steady-state~static! regime and under nonstation
ary conditions when some one of the parameters~applied
electric field, amplitude and phase of the incident beam, e!
change with time.1 There have been quite detailed studies
effects connected with writing in an AC electric field2,3 or
when the phase of one of the writing beams varies lik
sawtooth.4–7 In the latter case, resonance excitation of tra
eling holographic gratings~i.e., index of refraction gratings!
was observed when the translation velocity of the interf
ence pattern coincides with some characteristic velocity
the hologram.5 In analyzing nonstationary writing mecha
nisms, it is customary to use the concept of photorefrac
waves~refractive index waves! excited by light incident on
the crystal. In the simplest case, the dynamics of these w
coincides with that of trap recharging waves,8,9 although the
dynamics of the system could be otherwise under conditi
where self-diffraction of light caused by the generation
interference patterns in the bulk of the crystal plays an
portant role,10. In such situations, photorefraction waves
not reduce to trap recharging waves.

In this paper we consider hologram writing and se
diffraction of light when one of the waves is periodical
phase-modulated. This regime is of considerable pract
interest, because it can be used to record phase-modu
optical beams with almost arbitrary wave fronts.11 In this
paper we focus most of our attention on the range of l
spatial frequencies, where diffusion of charge carriers can
neglected and the primary mechanism for holographic w
ing is drift of electrons in an applied electric field. Analys
shows that in this case resonance excitation of photoref
tive waves is possible if the frequency of the phase mod
tion and the period of the interference pattern satisfy
wave dispersion relation. We will refer to this phenomen
as photorefractive resonance and investigate it both in
1311063-7834/98/40(8)/9/$15.00
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linear and nonlinear writing regimes. We use the term ‘‘li
ear writing regime’’ if a sinusoidal interference pattern lea
to a strictly sinusoidal shape for the spatial variation of t
refractive index. The case where a sinusoidal interfere
pattern leads to a nonsinusoidal~although still periodic! spa-
tial variation of the refractive index will be referred to as th
‘‘nonlinear’’ regime of hologram writing. The nonlinear re
gime at low spatial frequencies is currently of great intere
because in this case even a rather thick crystal can be tre
as a thin hologram, i.e., diffraction from it is not subject
the Bragg boundaries. Therefore, it is possible to obse
diffraction from gratings that consist of higher spatial ha
monics of the original hologram. Our theoretical results a
in very good agreement with available experimental data

1. BASIC EQUATIONS

When two coherent beams are incident on a crystal,
of which is periodically modulated in phase~Fig. 1!, the
resulting interference pattern oscillates about an equilibri
position and the rate of generation of photoelectronsg(x,t)
in the conduction band has the form

g~x,t !5WI~x,t !5g0$11mcos~kx1Q cosVt !%. ~1!

Here the incident light intensityI (x,t)5I 0$11m3cos(kx
1Q cosVt)%, where I 0 is the total intensity,Q and V are
the amplitude and frequency of the phase modulati
k52p/L is the wave vector of the interference patte
(L is the spatial period of the interference patter!,
W5ba/P0 , b is the quantum yield of the photoconductiv
ity, a is the coefficient of light absorption,P0 is the energy
of a photon of writing light, andg05WI0 .

The induced internal electric fieldE(x,t) is determined
by a system of nonlinear differential equations.12 The first of
these is the equation of continuity:

]r~x, t !

]t
52

] j ~x, t !

]x
, ~2!

wherer is the charge density,j is the current density, and
7 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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j ~x, t !5emn~x,t !@E01E~x, t !#1eD
]n~x, t !

]x
. ~3!

Here n(x,t) is the concentration of photoelectrons, andm
and D are their mobility and diffusion coefficient@m
5eD/(kBT)#. The quantityE0 is the applied external elec
tric field, andE(x,t) is the induced internal electric field.

The charge density and field are related via the Pois
equation

]E~x, t !

]x
5

4p

«
r~x, t !. ~4!

Here« is the static dielectric permittivity. In what follows i
will be convenient to eliminate the charge density from E
~2! and ~4!. After integrating over coordinates we obtain a
equation for the current

«

4p

]E~x, t !

]t
1 j ~x, t !5 j 0~ t !. ~5!

Here j 0(t) is the total current through the external circu
which is determined below.

These equations must be supplemented by a balanc
lation for the bound charge densityN(x,t) ~donors ionized
by light!. Here we need to specify a model for the recom
nation. In this paper we use the simplest model

]N~x, t !

]t
5g~x, t !2

n~x, t !

t
, ~6!

wheret is the lifetime of the photoelectrons. Note that th
model for the recombination imposes serious limitations
the final results obtained. On one hand, it assumes the p
ence of a high concentration of unoccupied locations at tr
ping centersNA , so that the recombination takes the simp
form n/t. On the other hand, it does not take into acco
the depletion of donor centers. A more complete mode
recombination is discussed in Ref. 12. The model we
here is applicable to a situation where the external app

FIG. 1. Sketch illustrating the propagation directions of the writing bea
and diffraction orders. The complex amplitudes of the beams in the plan
the crystal have the formAS5AS0exp(ikSx), AR5AR0exp(ikRx1iQcosVt).
a—a thin photorefractive crystal.
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field E0 ~and the diffusion fieldED , see below! are much
smaller than the maximum possible amplitude of the inter
field Eq5eNA /«k, whereNA is the concentration of unoc
cupied trapping sites~i.e., the concentration of compensate
traps!.1,12

In the model used here, the concentration of bou
chargeN can easily be eliminated from the problem by su
stituting Eq.~6! into the continuity equation~2!, which takes
the form

]n~x, t !

]t
5g~x, t !2

n~x, t !

t
1

1

e

] j ~x, t !

]x
. ~7!

Thus, the problem of determining the internal field reduc
to solving the system of two equations~5! and ~7! for the
quantities E(x, t) and the concentration of free electron
n(x, t). However, the Poisson Eq.~4! determines only the
concentration of bound charge and therefore is not of inte
to us.

The last quantity to determine is the current through
external circuitj 0(t) using the condition

E
0

L

E~x, t !dx50, ~8!

whereL is the length of the sample.
As before, the system of equations~5! and ~7! is too

complicated for an analytic investigation, and requires so
sort of simplifying assumptions. The first of these is that t
balance equation for the photoelectron density can be tre
within a quasistatic approximation, which in Eq.~7! amounts
to neglecting the term]n/]t. The quasistatic approximatio
is valid if Vmt!1, whereVm is the maximum characteristi
frequency of the problem, and applies to almost all case
practical interest~see Ref. 1!.

The second approximation we will use in this paper is
assume that the amplitude of oscillations in the gratingQ is
small ~see Eq. 1!, and look for a solution to the system~5!
and ~7! to linear accuracy inQ. That is, we will discuss
contributions to the grating oscillations at the fundamen
frequencyV only, ignoring effects at multiples of this fre
quency and other accompanying phenomena. In particu
this approximation lets us write relation~1! in the form

g~x,t !>g0$11mcoskx2mQ sinkxcosVt%

[g~0!~x!1dg~x,t !,

dg~x,t !52g0mQ sinkxcosVt

52
1

2
g0mQ@sin~kx1Vt !1sin~kx2Vt !#. ~9!

In steady state, the approximate solution to the system
Eqs.~5! and~7! that is linear inQ can be written as the sum
of a time-independent contribution and a small oscillato
correction:

E~x, t !5E~0!~x!1RedE~x!exp~ iVt !,

n~x, t !5n~0!~x!1Redn~x!exp~ iVt !,

j ~x, t !5 j ~0!~x!1Red j ~x!exp~ iVt !,

s
of
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j 0~ t !5 j 0
~0!1Red j 0exp~ iVt !. ~10!

The system of nonlinear equations for the dc compon
is easily solved becausej (0)(x)5J0

(0) , which does not de-
pend on coordinates. Thenn(0)(x)5tg(0)(x) and

j 0
~0!5emn~0!~x!@E01E~0!~x!#1eD

dn~0!~x!

dx
. ~11!

The value of the currentj 0
(0) is determined from Eq.~11!

using condition~8!, which takes the following form when
periodic boundary conditions are used:

E
0

2p/k

E~0!~x!dx50. ~12!

Then Eqs.~11! and ~12! and some simple transformation
give

j 0
~0!5emtg0A12m2E0 , ~13!

E~0!~x!1E05E0

A12m2

11mcoskx
1ED

msinkx

11mcoskx
, ~14!

whereED5Dk/m5kkBT/e is the diffusion field.
We now can address the primary problem, i.e., find

the oscillatory corrections to the internal electric fielddE(x)
@see Eq.~10!#. The equations for this quantity are now ord
nary linear differential equations, and hence rather simpl
solve.

2. OSCILLATORY PART OF THE INTERNAL ELECTRIC
FIELD

We obtain the following equations for the correctionsdn
anddE from Eq.~10! that are linear inQ from Eqs.~3!, ~5!,
and ~7!:

dn

t
1 iV

«

4pe

ddE

dx
52g0mQ sinkx,

d j 02 iV
«

4p
dE5emn~0!dE1emdn~E01E~0!!1eD

ddn

dx
.

~15!

By eliminatingdn from these and converting to the dime
sionless coordinatez5kx, we obtain the desired equation fo
the quantitydE:

~11mcosz1 iv!dE2 ivkL0S 11
E~0!

E0
D dE82 iv~kLD!2

3dE95
4p

«
tMd j 01mQ~E01E~0!!sinz1mEDQ cosz.

~16!

Here the dash denotes differentiation with respect toz. We
have introduced the diffusion and drift lengthsLD5ADt and
L05mEot, and also a dimensionless frequencyv5VtM .
The quantitytM

2154pemn0 /«54pemg0t/« has the sense
of a Maxwell relaxation time for the uniform generation ra
g0 .

The second order differential equation~16! ~which is of
Hill type! can be solved by assuming the periodicity con
nt

g

to

-

tion dE(z)5dE(z12p). Then according to Eq.~12!, the
current d j 0 is determined from the condition that the ze
Fourier component of the fielddE(z) reduce to zero.

In obtaining an analytic solution to Eq.~16! we will limit
ourselves to the case where diffusion processes are unim
tant, settingLD50, ED50. This approximation is applicable
for sufficient small values of the spatial wave vector K. As
result, taking Eq.~14! into account we obtain a first-orde
equation

~11mcosz!~11mcosz1 iv!dE2 ivddE8

5mQE0A12m2@sinz1A~11mcosz!#. ~17!

Here d5kL0A12m2. The constant A54ptM

3d j 0 /«E0mA12m2 is proportional to the currentd j 0 and
also can be determined from the condition that the zero F
rier component of the internal field reduce to zero.

The overall solution~Eq. 17! has the form

dE~z!5exp@lz1x~z!#

3H C1E
0

z

dz8w~z8!exp@2lz82x~z8!#J , ~18!

where

l5~11 iv1m2/2!~ ivd!21,

x~z!5~ ivd!21msinz~21 iv1mcosz!,

w~z!52
mA12m2QE0

ivd
@sinz1A~11mcosz!#. ~19!

The constant of integrationC in Eq. ~18! is determined from
the condition of periodicity of the solution to Eq.~12!:

C52~12e22pl!21E
0

2p

dzw~z!exp@2lz2x~z!#.

~20!

In studying diffraction we are interested in the Fourier co
ponents of the field:

dEp5
1

2pE0

2p

dzdE~z!exp~2 ipz!. ~21!

To determine them we expand the following function in
Fourier series:

expx~z!5 (
p52`

`

r pexp~ ipz!,

r p5
1

2pE0

2p

dzexpH 2 ipz1
m

ivd
sinz~21 iv1mcosz!J .

~22!

Expanding Eq.~18! in a Fourier series and using the defin
tion of the constantC Eq. ~20! and the expansion Eq.~22!,
we obtain after some algebraic transformations
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dEp5
mA12m2QE0

2i (
p852`

`
r p81p

11 iv2p8vd1m2/2

3@r p8112r p8211A~2r p81mrp8111mrp821!#.

~23!

In this case we have used the relationx(z)52x(2z).
We now can explicitly determine the constantA from

the condition Eq.~12! that dE050:

A52 (
p52`

`
r p~r p112r p21!

~11 iv2pvd1m2/2!

3H (
p52`

`
r p~2r p1mrp111mrp21!

11 iv2pvd1m2/2
J 21

. ~24!

Further studies of the Fourier components of the field
general form require numerical calculations. We can obta
simple analytic result in the limit of small illumination con
trasts, wherem!1. In this case

r p5dp,02m
21 iv

2vd
~dp,12dp,21!1

m2

4vd

3H F ~21 iv!2

2vd
21Gdp,21F ~21 iv!2

2vd
11Gdp,22J 1 . . . .

This implies that the first of the set of Fourier components
the field has the form

dE152
1

2
miQE0

1

11 iv1vd
, ~25!

dE25
1

4
m2iQE0

21 iv

~11 iv1vd!~11 iv12vd!
. ~26!

The Fourier components with negativep can be found from
the relationdEp(v)5dE2p* (2v). At weak contrasts, the
Fourier components of the field fall off rapidly, because
this casedEp}mupu.

Another important limiting case is that of high freque
cies. In the limitv→` we can carry out the summation o
the series in Eq.~23!. Here we present only the final result o
this summation, omitting the details of the calculation:

dEp5
pmA12m2QE0

2i p21vd sinh~p/d!
I p1 i /dS m

d D
3F I 12 i /dS m

d D1I 212 i /dS m

d D G , ~27!

whereI n(x) is a modified Bessel function with complex in
dex. Thus, in the high-frequency regime all the Fourier co
ponents of the field fall off as 1/v for any modulation of the
illumination. From this expression it is not difficult to find a
expression fordEp under conditions of strong contras
where m→1, i.e., d→0 in the region of high frequencies
which is correct for anyp:

dEp5~21!pQE0v21tanha exp~2upua!, ~27a!

where cosha5m21. Note that this expression is correct fo
d!1, i.e., not only for strong contrast but also for suf
n
a

f

-

ciently weak fieldsE0 and arbitrary values ofm. In particu-
lar, it agrees with Eqs.~25! and ~26! for m!1 when
a5 ln(2/m)@1. An important property of the fielddEp at
high contrast is the slow decrease of its amplitude with
creasingp. On the other hand, the Fourier components
this limit are real and antisymmetric under the replacem
v→2v. This implies that, in the absence of diffusion, the
are no oscillations. At high contrast, however, the hig
frequency asymptotic behavior of the diffraction peaks
changed~see below!.

As for the limit v→0, we can obtain it easily from Eq
~16! by the direct substitutionv50. The exact result, which
is also correct in the presence of diffusion, has the form

dEpU
v50

5 ipQEp
~0! , ~28!

whereEp
(0) is the Fourier component of the stationary fie

Eq. ~14!, and

Ep
~0!5S 2m

11A12m2D p

~E01 iED!. ~29!

In Eq. ~29! we havep.0; for p,0 we must use the rela
tions Ep

(0)5E2p
(0)* and E0

(0)50. It is interesting to note tha
Eq. ~28! is correct not only for the model under discussi
here, where the steady-state Fourier components are d
mined from Eq.~29!, but in the most general case as well.
fact, for V50 according to Eq.~1! we have a relation be
tween the exact steady-state solutionE(z) for arbitrary val-
ues ofQ and the solution forQ50: E(z)5E(0)(z1Q). For
the Fourier components this implies thatEp5Ep

(0)exp(ipQ),
which in turn implies Eq.~28! to linear approximation inQ.

Now let us discuss the characteristics of the diffrac
light.

3. DIFFRACTION BY AN OSCILLATING GRATING

Let us consider diffraction of light by a thin hologram
written by two beamsAS and AR , whereAS5AS0exp(ikSx)
and AR5AR0exp(ikRx1iQ cosVt). The hologram is consid-
ered to be thin if its thicknessh satisfies the condition
h!L2n0 /l, wheren0 is the refractive index of the light. Fo
a thin hologram we can introduce a transmission coeffici
T(x,t)5exp@iw(x,t)# such that the light amplitudeAout di-
rectly behind the hologram is related to the amplitude of
incident light Ain by the expressionAout(x,t)5T(x,t)
3Ain(x,t). In our casew(x,t)5QE(x,t) is the phase ad-
vance of the beam passing through the hologram due
modulation of the index of refraction, whereQ is a param-
eter that depends on the electrooptic properties of the cry
In crystals with point groups 23 and 43̄m cut, for instance,
along^110&, when the wave vector of the grating is directe
along the@001# axis and the polarization of the incident ligh
is parallel to the@11̄0# axis, we haveQ5pr 41n0

3h/l, where
r 41 is the electrooptic coefficient. Note that form!1 and
Q50 the diffraction efficiency of the hologram is related
Q by the expressionh5(QE1

(0))2, where E1
(0) is the first

Fourier component of the stationary field Eq.~29!.
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Let us expandT(x,t) in a Fourier series in spatia
harmonics, taking into account thatE(x,t)5E(0)(z)
1RedE(z)exp(iVt) @see Eq.~10!# ~we have switched to the
dimensionless coordinatez5kx). Limiting ourselves to lin-
ear approximation indE(z) ~i.e., in Q), we obtain

T~x, t !5 (
p52`

`

~Bp1 ibp!exp~ ipz!,

Bp5
1

2pE0

2p

dzexp~2 ipz1 iQE~0!~z!!,

bp5
Q

2pE0

2p

dzexp~2 ipz1 iQE~0!~z!!Re@dE~z!eiVt#.

~30!

Taking into account that the diffraction efficiencyh!1, we
can limit ourselves in Eq.~30! to the lowest approximation in
Q. As a result we have

Bp5dp,01 iQEp
~0! , ~31!

bp~ t !5
Q

2
dEp~v!eiVt1

Q

2
dEp~2v!e2 iVt. ~32!

The Fourier componentsEp
(0) and dEp were determined in

the previous section. The expressions~31! and~32! describe
first-order diffraction of light by phase gratings with spat
harmonicspk. All the higher orders of diffraction for any
individual grating can be neglected, since we are limiti
ourselves to small diffraction efficiencies.

Now let us find the amplitude and intensity of the lig
diffracted by these gratings. We note that in enumerating
diffraction order a certain ambiguity arises. For example,
zero order for beamAR coincides with the minus first-orde
for beamAS , and conversely. Let us use the convention
labeling the observed diffraction beams with an indexp that
corresponds to the first diffraction order of beamAR by the
grating with wave vectorpk. Accordingly the relation be-
tween kR and kS is defined to bekS5kR2k, wherek.0.
Assuming as before thatQ!1, we will write the expression
for the amplitude of the beam with labelp in the form

Ap5@AR0~Bp1 iQBp cosVt1 ibp~ t !!

1AS0~Bp111 ibp11~ t !!#exp@ i ~kR1pk!x#.

Accordingly we have for the intensity

I p~ t !5uApu25uAR0~Bp1 iQBp cosVt

1 ibp~ t !!1AS0~Bp111 ibp11~ t !!u2.

Omitting the contribution to Eq.~30! that is quadratic inQ,
we obtain the oscillatory part of the light intensity in thep-th
diffracted beam in the form:

dI p~ t !52 Re$ iQcosVtAS0AR0Bp11* Bp1 i ~AR0Bp*

1AS0Bp11* !~AR0bp~ t !1AS0bp11~ t !!%. ~33!

The Bragg peaks withp50, 21 are proportional to the
first power of this parameter for smallQ, whereas the re-
e
e

f

maining peaks are proportional toQ2. Therefore we first
investigate the casep50 separately. Using Eqs.~31! and
~32!, we obtain from Eq.~33!

dI 05AS0AR0QRe$@2QE1
~0!1 idE1~v!1 idE1

3~2v!#cosVt2@dE1~v!2dE1~2v!#sinVt%.

~34!

As we noted above, asV→` the quantitydEp reduces to
zero. Therefore, at high frequencies the functiondI 1(v)
reaches a plateau. According to Eq.~29!,

dI 0U
V→`

522QQAS0AR0

mE0

11A12m2
cosVt. ~35!

However, in the limitV→0 according to Eqs.~34! and~28!,
the quantitydI 0 reduces to zero.

In the previous section, we obtained expressions for
quantity dE1 for arbitrary frequency but weak modulatio
@see Eq.~25!#; therefore we can write the total functio
dI 0(v) for m!1 as follows:

dI 052AS0AR0QmE0Qv

3
A11v2~31d4!1v4~11d2!2~322d2!1v6~11d2!4

112v2~12d2!1v4~11d2!2

3cos~Vt1w0!, ~36!

where the phase is given by the relation

tanw05
11v2~11d2!

v@12d21v2~11d2!2#
. ~37!

The peak withp521 is determined by the relationdI 21

52dI 0 .
For peaks withpÞ0,21, we find from~33!

dI p5QRe~AR0Ep
~0!* 1AS0Ep11

~0!* !~AR0bp1AS0bp11!.
~38!

In obtaining Eq.~38! we take into account that according
Eq. ~29! the quantityEp

(0)Ep11
(0)* is real. This implies that as

V→` the intensitydI p for pÞ0,21 reduces to zero asv21

@see Eq.~27!# and that the high-frequency plateau charact
istic of Bragg peaks is absent.

This result is closely related to the fact that in this pap
we have neglected all effects connected with the finite c
centration of acceptorsNA , and hence with finite values o
the field Eq ~see Sec. 1!. In most cases this is correct; fo
example, in Bi12SiO20 the field Eq reaches values of orde
100 kV/cm with a grating periodD;10mm ~see Ref. 13!
and increases still more with increasingL. However, in
other materials, for example, in Bi12TiO20, the field Eq is
approximately an order of magnitude smaller~or at least is
several times smaller14! and it is important to include it.
There is reason to assume that including the fieldEq can lead
to the appearance of a phase differenceD5arctan(E0 /Eq)
between harmonics of the constant field, i.e., ImEp

(0)Ep8
(0)*

Þ0. As a result, an additional contribution to the express
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~40! for the intensity of peaks withpÞ0,21 appears, whose
amplitude does not depend on the frequencyV and is given
by the expression@see Eq.~33!#

dI p522Q2QAS0AR0 cosVt Im Ep
~0!Ep11

~0!* . ~39!

In the limit V→` the quantitiesbp reduce to zero, and Eq
~39! describes the high-frequency plateau for non-Bra
peaks. This implies that measurements of the high-freque
plateau yield information about the value of the fieldEq . As
for the static limitV→0, according to Eqs.~32! and~28! in
this case we havebp5 ipQEp

(0)cosVt. Substituting this
value ofbp into Eq.~33! gives the resultdI puv5050 for any
form of the Fourier componentsEp

(0) .
Furthermore, whenEq is included, a shift appears in th

static field grating and the componentsEp
(0) become complex

quantities even in the absence of diffusion. Equation~38!
predicts a contribution to the intensity of the peaks tha
proportional to Imbp that differs strongly from the contribu
tion proportional to Rebp , which describes the intensity i
the limit Eq→`. Thus, there are some new experimen
possibilities for recording effects connected with the fie
Eq , and hence measuring this quantity~and with it the con-
centration of acceptorsNA).

Note also that in the limit of strong contrast and hi
frequencies, when relation~27a! is valid, the quantitybp is
pure imaginary. Therefore, in the absence of diffusion, wh
the Fourier components of the static fieldEp

(0) are real, for
strong contrast the high-frequency asymptotic behavior
longer varies asv21 as is the case for weak contrast.

We now return to the case of weak contrast, assum
thatEq→`. In the limit of weak modulationm!1, Eq.~38!
simplifies, becauseEp

(0) ,bp}mp and fall off rapidly asp
increases. Without including the diffusion contribution
Ep

(0) we have forp>1 that

dI p5Q2~22!2pmpAR0
2 E0Cpcos~Vt1wp!, ~40!

where the amplitudeCp and phasewp are defined by the
relations

Cp5$@Re~dEp~v!1dEp~2v!!#2

1@ Im~dEp~v!2dEp~2v!!#2%1/2,

tanwp5
Im~dEp~v!2dEp~2v!!

Re~dEp~v!1dEp~2v!!
. ~41!

In what follows we shall discuss the peaks withp>1. The
expressions for peaks withp<22 can be obtained from th
relationdI 2p215(AS0 /AR0)2dI p . From Eq.~41!, taking Eq.
~25! into account we have for the peak withp51

C15mQE0

vd

A112v2~12d2!1v4~11d2!2
,

tanw15
12v2~11d2!

2v
. ~42!

Figure 2 shows the computed relations fordI 0 anddI 1 based
on Eqs.~36! and ~42!.

Note that in obtaining expression~34! for the intensity of
the Bragg peak withp50 we have omitted terms propo
g
cy

s

l

n

o

g

tional to Q2. However, a situation is possible where th
contribution plays a dominant role. This will happen for th
case of anisotropic diffraction if we place a polarization an
lyzer at the output directed along an axis orthogonal to
polarization of light incident on the crystal. Since the bea
diffracted in first order have a polarization direction perpe
dicular to the polarization of the incident beam for anis
tropic diffraction, there will be no interference between t
diffracted and undiffracted beams. This happens, e.g., fo
external field along the@11̄0# axis and light polarization
parallel to the@001# axis in crystals of classes 23 and 43̄m.
In this case we can find the ac component of the signaldI 0

proportional toQ2 from Eq. ~38! obtained above for the
non-Bragg peaks by settingp51:

dI 05QAR0
2 ReE~0!* b1 . ~43!

This implies that in this situation the peak withp50 is given
by the same expressions as the peak withp51 @see Eqs.
~40!–~42!# with the substitutionAS0

2 →AR0
2 .

For the peak withp52 the corresponding expression
have the very awkward forms

C2
25F3m2QE0vd

D~d!D~2d! G
2

@42~3140d2!v22~19150d2

FIG. 2. Dependence of signalsdI 1 (a) anddI 0 (b) ~in relative units! on
frequencyV/2p, tM5331024 s. d52 ~1! and 0.2~2!.
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2132d4!v41~41110d21309d42160d6!v6

1~301200d21303d42200d6164d8!v8

1~171100d21279d41360d62240d8!v10

1~11d2!2~114d2!2v12#,

tanw25@22v2~1110d2!2v4~4115d228d4!

2v6~11d2!~114d2!#v21@12v2~215d2!

2v4~315d224d4!#21, ~44!

where

D~d!5112v2~12d2!1v4~11d2!2.

These complicated relations simplify considerably in t
physically most interesting limiting case wherev!1 butvd
is arbitrary:

C2>
6m2QE0vd

u12v2d2uu124v2d2u
, tanw2>

2

v
. ~45!

The expression for C2 has poles at frequenciesv
5d21,(2d)21 (V5(kL0tM)21, (2kL0tM)21). The corre-
sponding expressions for peaks withp50,1,21,22 have
poles at only one frequencyv5d21 @see Eqs.~36! and~42!#.
The existence of this pole structure asv→0 but for finite
values ofvd is quite evident from the general expressi
~23!, where we see a pole at arbitrary values ofm at the
pointsv5(11m2/2)/pd, wherep is an integer. Rather tha
discuss the physical nature of these resonance peaks, we
our attention to one more feature of the interference patt

Up to now we have discussed the case where the rela
between intensities of beamsR andS and the contrastm is
unrefined. If there is no additional illumination in the expe
ment, the intensitiesAS0 andAR0 are related to the modula
tion depthm by the expressionm52AR0AS0 /(AR0

2 1AS0
2 ),

i.e.,

AR0

AS0
5

16A12m2

m
. ~46!

Using Eqs.~46! and ~29!, we transform relation~38! for the
diffraction peaks withpÞ0,21 to the form

dI p5Q2AS0
2 ReEp11

~0!* S 12
16A12m2

11A12m2D
3S bp111

16A12m2

m
bpD . ~47!

The plus sign is chosen forAR0.AS0 and the minus sign in
the opposite case. From this it follows that when there is
additional illumination the oscillatory part of the non-Brag
diffraction maxima with positivep is completely quenched i
AR0.AS0 ~i.e., only peaks with negativep oscillate!. Con-
versely, forAR0,AS0 the oscillatory parts of the non-Brag
peaks with negativep are completely quenched.
urn
n.
on

o

4. PHOTOREFRACTIVE WAVES AND THE RESONANCE
CHARACTER OF DIFFRACTION

We now turn to elucidating the physical reason, allud
in the previous section, why the diffraction is resonant
character whend@1 ~i.e., kL0@1). For this we will con-
sider a photoconductor described by Eqs.~3!, ~5! and ~7!
under conditions of uniform illumination,g(x,t)5g0 . In
this case the system of equations has a trivial solut
n(x,t)5g0t[n(0), j (x,t)5 j 05emn(0)E0 , E(x,t)50. We
consider small corrections to this solution:n(x,t)5n(0)

1dn(x,t), j (x,t)5 j 01d j (x,t). As a result we obtain the
linearized system of equations

«

4p

]E

]t
1em~n~0!dE1dnE0!1eD

]dn

]x
50,

]dn

]t
52

dn

t
2

«

4pe

]2E

]x]t
. ~48!

Making the substitutionsE(x,t)5E exp(iqx2int), dn(x,t)
5h exp(iqx2int), we obtain the relation

1

ntM
~12 intM !~12 int!5qL01 i ~qLD!2. ~49!

In the low-frequency limitnt!1, ntM!1, neglecting diffu-
sion (LD→0) we obtain the dispersion relation of the eige
modes of oscillation of the system~electron density and elec
tric field!:

n5~qL0tM !215
4pen~0!

q«E0t
. ~50!

The lifetime of these oscillations can be long if a number
conditions hold:nt!1, ntM!1, and the wave vector lies in
the interval (mE0t)215L0

21!q! eE0/kBT . Characteristic
oscillations of this kind in the electric charge were first d
cussed in semiconductors in Refs. 8 and 9, where they
ceived the name trap recharging oscillations. In photorefr
tive crystals waves of charge are transformed into wave
dielectric permittivity via the mechanism of the Pockels e
fect. As we have already shown above. such oscillations
be thought of as photorefractive waves.

Up to now we have discussed spatially uniform med
only. When a hologram has been written, the medium is
longer spatially uniform, but rather is modulated periodica
such thatn(0)5n(0)(kx) and n(0)(kx)5n(0)(kx12p). In
this case, when the inequalities listed above are fulfilled
~48! takes the form

n~0!~kx!dE1dnE050,
dn

t
52

«

4pe

]2E

]x]t
.

Substituting a solution of the formE(x,t)5E(x)exp(2int),
dn(x,t)5h(x)exp(2int) into these equations, we obtain

n
dE

dx
5

4p ien~0!~kx!

«E0t
E.

From this equation, using the condition of periodicity
space for the fieldE(x) we obtain the dispersion relation
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n5
2e

lk«E0tE0

2p

dzn~0!~z!5
4pen0

~0!

lk«E0t
[

n0

l
, ~51!

where l 51,2,3. . . , andn0
(0)5n05g0t is the zero Fourier

component of the photoelectron density~see, also, Sec. 1!.
Relation~51! is the discrete analog to the dispersion equat
~50!. It shows that the spectrum of photorefractive waves
a periodically modulated medium is discrete in charac
‘‘photorefractons’’ propagate with wave vectorsk and fre-
quency n5n0 / l . In this case the intrinsic modes are n
longer plane waves, but are modulated spatially in phase.
small values ofm, Bragg peaks (p50,21) are generated
from scattering by one photorefracton withl 51, and a reso-
nance occurs forV5n0 . The diffraction peaks withp51,
22 are generated from scattering by one photorefracton w
l 52 ~resonance atV5n0/2) or by a photorefracton withl
51 ~resonance atV5n0), etc. In this case we should kee
in mind that the law of conservation of momentum holds
a periodic system up to discrete values ofpk, p50,61,
62, . . . , i.e., here we must speak of a law of conservation
quasimomentum or of umklapp processes. For strong c
trast (m close to unity! we must take into account the pa
ticipation of the entire discrete set of photorefractons in g
erating any one diffraction peak, a consequence of whic
that the frequency dependence of all the diffraction peak
multipolar in character at a set of frequenciesV5n0 / l ,
wherel is an integer. It is this pole structure that is exhibit
by the general relation~23! when we make the replaceme
iv→0 in the denominator, which corresponds to the con
tion mentioned above for existence of the photorefract
v5VtM5ntM!1. However, for arbitrary values ofm, as
follows from Eq.~23!, the resonance is somewhat shifted a
occurs atV5(11m2/2)n0 / l .

In conclusion, we emphasize once more that, beca
these photorefractive waves are attenuated, sharp reson
of the diffraction peaks are observed only at sufficien
strong electric fieldsE0 , where the conditionkemE0t@1
holds. This simultaneously imposes a bound from above
the period of spatial modulation at a fixed electric fieldE0 .
On the other hand, in avoiding attenuation of photorefract
due to diffusion the period of modulation should not be
small thatk!eE0 /(kBT).

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS OBTAINED

In this paper we have set up a theory for phenomena
occur in a photorefractive crystal illuminated by two bea
of coherent light, one of which is periodically modulated
phase at a frequencyV. We have established that the stea
holographic grating in the refractive index is accompan
by a dynamic~oscillating! grating. For the approximation
made in this paper~neglect of diffusion and the contributio
from the field Eq) the stationary grating is unshifted wit
respect to the interference pattern.

The oscillatory grating has two components. One
them is unshifted with respect to the steady-state grating
is described by the real part ofbp , while the other is shifted
by an angle ofp/2 @the imaginary part ofbp , see Eq.~32!#.
The amplitude of the unshifted component has a maximum
n
n
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a frequencyV r5n0 @see Eq.~51!# in the linear writing re-
gime. The height and width of this maximum~i.e., the qual-
ity of the resonance! are determined by the product of th
grating wave vector and the drift lengthkL0 . In the nonlin-
ear regime the theory predicts a series of maxima at frequ
ciesV r5n0 / l for sufficiently large values of the paramet
kL0 , wherel is an integer@see Eq.~51!#.

The appearance of this resonance is associated with
citation of photorefractive waves in the photorefractive m
dium when the period of the holographic grating and t
period of the phase modulation of the writing beam coinc
with the corresponding period and frequency of the photo
fractive waves. Therefore, the phenomena mentioned ab
can be described as photorefractive resonance. Experim
tally this effect was observed in Ref. 15, and probably
Ref. 16. A comparison shows that the theory is in go
agreement with experiment.

The shifted component also oscillates in time, but t
character of its frequency dependence is different from t
of the unshifted component. Here the amplitude of osci
tion does not reduce to zero forV→0 @see Eqs.~28! and
~32!#, although for sufficiently high values ofkL0 we also
may observe a maximum atV5V r . As V→` the ampli-
tudes of both components~shifted and unshifted! reduce to
zero. The shifted component determines the frequency
pendence of the Bragg orders of diffraction Eq.~34!.

The processes that occur during diffraction of light c
be described qualitatively in the following way. The prima
process consists of diffraction by the static grating. Mo
over, diffraction takes place by the unshifted and shift
components of the oscillatory grating. When two beams
cident on the crystal diffract into the same direction, seve
beams propagate which interfere among themselves.
pending on the index of the diffraction order we can separ
out some dominant diffraction beam. As we already me
tioned above, in directionsp51,22, for example, diffraction
from the static and unshifted oscillating components is
corded, while forp50,21 it is record from the static and
shifted components of the hologram. It is interesting to n
that for V→0 signals from the static and shifted oscillato
hologram compensate each other exactly, and the ac si
reduces to zero. This phenomenon is well known.17 It is very
important for practical applications, because it ensures
property of adaptivity, i.e., suppression of parasitic lo
frequency phase fluctuations.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fu
damental Research~Grants Nos. 96-02-16848a and 98-02-
18254!.
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Space-time resolved optical spectroscopy of barium fluoride
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Space-time-resolved spectroscopy is used to study the spectral–kinetic characteristics of transient
absorption and rapidly decaying luminescence in a BaF2 crystal bombarded by an accelerated
electron beam of nanosecond duration. Creation of spatially-inhomogeneous primary products of
radiolysis is observed, and an interrelationship between these products and the intrinsic
properties of the BaF2 crystal is established. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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Under the action of ionizing radiation in nominally pu
fluorite crystals at temperatures not higher than room te
perature, autolocalized excitons~AE! are created, which are
usually represented as different configurations of closely
rangedF,H pairs.1–4 Their spectra are usually divided int
an electron component and a hole component of absorp
by autolocalized excitons.1 However, this division is very
arbitrary since absorption in the series CaF2 , SrF2 , BaF2

grows noticeably in the spectral region lying between th
components. The natural luminescence of fluorites is lin
with radiative transitions from singlet and triplet states
autolocalized excitons.1 Singlet luminescence is not observe
in BaF2, but, as in some alkali-halide crystals,5 a rapidly
decaying luminescence~RDL! (t,1 ns) is observed in the
ultraviolet. The RDL yield in BaF2 is significantly higher
than in CaF2 and SrF2 . The authors of Ref. 6 ascribe RDL t
core–valence transitions, and the authors of Ref. 5 ascrib
to singlet luminescence of autolocalized excitons with
unrelaxed hole nucleus. The efficiency of creation of clos
arrangedF, H pairs, and also the RDL yield, depend on t
temperature and excitation density.1–7 Below we shall show
that these characteristics are determined in significant m
sure by the prehistory of the crystal.

The aim of the present paper is to examine trans
absorption and rapidly decaying luminescence in nomin
pure BaF2 crystals by space-time-resolved pulsed spectr
copy.

1. EXPERIMENT

The method of pulsed spectroscopy was described
Ref. 8, and a precision measurement technique was
cussed in Ref. 4. The maximum energy of the accelera
electrons was 0.28 MeV, the duration of the~current! pulse
at half-height was 12 ns, and the temporal resolution w
7 ns. Crystals, grown by the Stockbarger method at the S
Optical Institute~GOI! in St. Petersburg, were cleaved fro
one block in the form of wafers with dimensions 838
30.5 mm with allowance for the direction of growth. A se
ment of the surface of the sample,;3.75 mm2 in area, was
irradiated by a stopped-down beam. The energy density~0.2
J•cm22) was measured calorimetrically, with a standard d
1321063-7834/98/40(8)/4/$15.00
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viation over the irradiated surface of65%. The repetition
rate of the pulsed electron beam was;1023 Hz. In the
present work we used the usual measurement geom
~sample oriented at some angle to the propagation direc
of the electron beam8! and also the geometry with norma
incidence of the electron beam. The transient absorp
spectra and RDL spectra were recorded over the entire
etration depth of the electrons in the sample (;250mm) and
over the entire irradiated surface (;3.75 mm2) as well as
from microzones of dimensions 25338mm. The distribu-
tion of the luminescence light sum~the spectral region 300
2400 nm was culled out with the help of light filters! was
recorded from the focal plane, located at a depth
;100mm from the irradiated surface. This was done pho
graphically with the help of an MPD-1 microscope usin
fine-grain photographic film of the type ‘‘Mikrat.’’ Photom
etry of the images was performed on an MF-2 microphoto
eter with resolution;0.330.5mm.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1~curve1! shows the transient absorption spe
trum of a BaF2 crystal cleaved from the lower part of th
block, measured using the usual experimental sche
~sample oriented at an angle of 55° to the propagation di
tion of the electron beam!. The characteristic form of the
spectrum is in qualitative agreement with the data of Ref
Relaxation of the induced absorption is described by an
ponential law with several time constants. The time const
250650 ns describes;95% of the falloff of the optical den-
sity in the region of the electron component. The spec
distribution of the temporal components isolated by grap
cal analysis of the relaxation kinetics of the absorption
fixed photon energies without allowance for the complica
structure of the spectrum is shown in Fig. 1 by curves2–4.

The intensity distribution of the induced absorptio
along an arbitrary coordinate (x) in the sample surface wa
measured in perpendicular geometry 10 ns after termina
of the electron pulse, at a fixed wavelength~1.90 eV! with a
spatial resolution of 25338mm. Results are plotted in Fig
2a. The distribution of the luminescence light sum along
6 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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arbitrary direction in the irradiated surface, measured fr
darkening of the photographic film with resolution;0.3
30.5mm, is shown in Fig. 2b.

Curves2 and 3 of Fig. 3 show the transient absorptio
spectra of a BaF2 crystal cleaved from the upper part of th
block, measured in perpendicular geometry from arbitra
chosen microzones but of the same area as above. Cu1
plots the transient absorption spectrum measured in the s
geometry but from an area of;3.75 mm2. RDL spectra
measured in perpendicular geometry from the same mi
zones as the absorption are shown in Fig. 4 by curves2 and

FIG. 1. Spectrum of transient absorption of a BaF2 crystal, measured a
295 K 10 ns after termination of the electron pulse~1!, and spectral distri-
bution of the temporal components~2–4! in the relaxation of the induced
absorption:2 — 60 ns,3 — 250650 ns,4 — 400650 ns. Sample situated
at an angle of 55° to the direction of incidence of the electron beam.

FIG. 2. Spatial distribution of the intensity of the induced absorption~a! and
the light sum of the luminescence~b! along an arbitrary coordinatex on the
irradiated surface of the BaF2 crystal at 295 K. a — measured in perpen
dicular geometry 10 ns after termination of a 1.90 eV pulse with resolu
25338mm; b — transparency of the photographic filmT, measured with
resolution 0.330.5mm. Photograph of crystal in its own light~spectral
region 3002400 nm extracted using light filters! taken in the focal plane,
located at a depth of;100mm from the irradiated surface.
y
e
me

o-

3. The distance between the microzones was;430mm. For
comparison, Fig. 4 also shows the RDL spectrum~curve1!
measured in the usual geometry from an irradiated surfac
area;3.75 mm2. The RDL intensity of the microzones i

n

FIG. 3. Spectra of the transient absorption of a BaF2 crystal, measured in
perpendicular geometry at 295 K 10 ns after termination of pulse.1 —
from the irradiated surface~area 3.75 mm2), 2, 3 — from microzones of
identical area (25338mm), separated by a distance of;430mm.

FIG. 4. Spectra of rapidly decaying luminescence of a BaF2 crystal, mea-
sured at 295 K.1 — in a geometry in which the sample is situated at
angle of 55° to the direction of incidence of the electron beam,2, 3— in the
perpendicular geometry from the same microzones from which the indu
absorption was measured~see curves2 and3 in Fig. 3!.
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roughly three orders of magnitude lower than that of
entire irradiated surface. Analysis of the data obtained
veals the following regularities: first, a complex structure
observed in the spectra of both the rapidly decaying lumin
cence and the transient absorption; second, the inten
spectral composition of the transient absorption and rap
decaying luminescence, and also the distribution of the lu
nescence light sum depend to a significant extent on the
ordinates of the irradiated surface.

3. DISCUSSION

Violation of the condition of dispersed creation of a
tolocalized excitons is usually linked with the appearance
additional channels of discharge of the electronic excitati
in a defective lattice. In this case, the efficiency of creat
of autolocalized excitons in unaffected segments of the
tice is diminished.9 It is well known10 that homologous cat
ion impurities can enter into BaF2 crystals in high concen
trations. Spectral analysis of our samples directly dem
strates the presence of calcium and strontium impurities.
sides this, a qualitative agreement of the spectral distr
tions of the components with time constants 60 ns and
650 ns in BaF2 ~curves2 and4 in Fig. 1! with the distribu-
tions of the electron and hole components of the au
localized-exciton absorption in SrF2 and CaF2 is observed.1,4

Application of the Alentsev–Fock method11 to the analysis
of the structure of the transient absorption spectra in fluor
has also revealed agreement of the spectral positions o
maxima of the band series in these crystals~a detailed analy-
sis will be given in a separate paper!. Consequently, we can
assume the formation of CaF2 and SrF2 phase inclusions in
BaF2 .

The radically inhomogeneous variation in space of
intensity of the selective bands@Figs. 2a and 3# in the region
of the electron component of autolocalized-exciton abso
tion (;1.90 eV) suggests a significant influence of the
trinsic structure of the BaF2 crystal on the distribution of the
autolocalized excitons over configurations.~It is usually
assumed1,5 that creation of autolocalized excitons takes pla
in an unaffected BaF2 lattice.! The data presented in Fig.
~curves2 and3! also show that the efficiency of defect cr
ation in the phase inclusions is also a function of the co
dinates. A clear spatial correlation is observed here betw
the processes of defect creation in the host matrix and in
phase inclusions@Figs. 2a and 3#. Since localization of elec-
tronic excitations occurs at the stage of free electrons
holes and is very sensitive to changes in the crystal-lat
potential,12 it may be assumed that creation of autolocaliz
excitons in the BaF2 lattice takes place in the vicinity of a
defect. This probably also explains the spatially inhomo
neous variation of the efficiency of creation of autolocaliz
excitons and their distribution over configurations.

It was concluded above, on the basis of integra
spectral–kinetic measurements~Fig. 1!, that homologous
cation impurities in BaF2 form phase inclusions. Spatiall
resolved measurements@Figs. 2a and 3# suggest the possibil
ity of forming a buffer layer, i.e., a transitional region fro
the CaF2 or SrF2 phase to the BaF2 lattice. First, the distri-
e
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bution of temporal components in the relaxation of the tra
sient absorption in BaF2 ~curves2 and4 in Fig. 1! is some-
what broadened in comparison with the spectral distribut
of the components of the autolocalized-exciton absorption
nominally pure crystals of CaF2 and SrF2 . Second, the effi-
ciency of creation of autolocalized excitons both in a nom
nally pure crystal and in its phase inclusions should b
function of the crystal temperature and the excitation dens
However, the intensity of the induced absorption in the
gion 2.224 eV in BaF2 ~curve3 in Fig. 3! exceeds its value
in SrF2 and CaF2 crystals by nearly a factor of three und
identical irradiation conditions. Consequently it may be a
sumed that a homologous impurity does not form a p
phase since there exists an efficient channel for discharg
electronic excitations.

Spatially inhomogeneous creation of primary defects
BaF2 also can be inferred from an examination of the dis
bution of the light sum of the natural luminescence. It
usually assumed1,5 that it arises from the same energy sta
of the autolocalized excitons as the absorption. As follo
from the data plotted in Fig. 2b, the distribution of the lig
sum over the irradiated surface presents a complex pict
Relatively narrow (;10mm) regions appear against th
background of large fragments~up to 100mm) with roughly
the same distribution of the luminescence light sum. Opti
micro-inhomogeneities in the BaF2 crystal are also clearly
visible from the effects of birefringence on local strain fiel
in crossed polarizers. Such inhomogeneities are also foun
other fluorite crystals.13

Recently it was shown14 that optical pre-excitation of
autolocalized excitons in the region of the electronic com
nents, synchronous with electron bombardment, is accom
nied both in CaF2 and in BaF2 by spectrally selective
changes in the intensity of the rapidly decaying lumine
cence, which clearly contradicts the model of core–vale
transitions. Since the creation of primary defects in Ba2

exhibits a clear dependence on the intrinsic structure of
crystal, interest has been shown in tracking changes in
intensity and the spectrum of the rapidly decaying lumin
cence on the basis of space-time resolved measurem
~Fig. 4!. A comparison of the data displayed in Figs. 3 and
provides unambiguous evidence of a spatial correlation
tween the processes of creation of primary defects and e
tation of the rapidly decaying luminescence. The drama
spatial inhomogeneity of occurrence of these processes
gests that their efficiency is determined to a significant
gree by the intrinsic structure of the lattice. The data o
tained in the present work indicate the presence o
developed defect structure of BaF2 crystals and are in good
agreement with the results of Ref. 10. Since the level
intrinsic defects in CaF2 and SrF2 is significantly lower than
in BaF2 ~Ref. 10!, a dramatic difference is observed in th
RDL yields in these matrices.

To sum up, the results of this study can be considered
alternative arguments for the RDL model not only within t
framework of the model of core–valence transitions,6 but
also as forms of ‘‘hot’’ luminescence of autolocalize
excitons.5 In conjunction with data on the sublinear dens
dependence of the efficiency of creation both of closely
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ranged ~autolocalized! excitons and of spatially separate
F, H pairs,3,5,7 the results obtained here suggest a direct l
between the processes of creating primary defects and
intrinsic properties of crystals having the fluorite structu
Spatially-resolved pulsed spectroscopy is an informa
method for investigating the primary products of radioly
in real crystals.
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A new method for calculating the energy spectra of compressed insulators based on the cluster
expansion is proposed. The dependence on the compression of the spectra of both the
conduction band and the valence bands is uniquely determined by the values of the overlap
integrals of the orbitals of pairs of isolated atoms. The overlap integrals and the matrices defined
by them are calculated numerically for inert-gas crystals and their properties and values are
analyzed for different lattice constants. Numerical calculations of the bands of the compressed
crystal in the various proposed models are carried out and discussed for neon. ©1998
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Contemporary theoretical studies of the properties of
sulators under pressure generally take two different ta
The first approach—the quantum-chemical approach~c.f.,
Ref. 1 for crystals of inert gases!—considers an individua
atom in a crystal and calculates the total energy of the c
tal. The second approach proceeds to calculate the b
structure. Here we are looking at calculations within t
framework of density functional theory,2–4 the method of
Green’s functions,5,6 and methods using the muffin-tin~MT!
approximation~PPV, KKR, LMTO, etc.!.7,8 A general fea-
ture of the above-enumerated methods is the use of spe
approximations for the crystal potential, whose applicabi
to compressed crystals is unclear.

In order to avoid uncontrollable approximations in t
calculation of bands under pressure, it is necessary that
tain conditions be fulfilled: 1! to calculate the energy spec
trum of occupied states methods can be used that are b
on localized orbitals~LO! while to calculate the conductio
bands the most acceptable method is the modified9–11 GPW
method;12 2! in the GPW method it is necessary to descr
the states of the filled bands using the Wannier functions
the crystal; 3! it is necessary to have a sufficiently accura
orthogonalization of the localized basis orbitals with ea
other and with the GPW.

The second and third requirements in Refs. 9–11 w
satisfied approximately—to first order in the overlap in
grals

Sab
lm 5^ laumb& ~1!

of the atomic orbitalswa(r2 l)5u la&. The valence bands
were calculated in Ref. 9 quite roughly although it should
noted that their pressure dependence was apparently f
fully reproduced.9–11 This has to do, first, with the fact tha
Refs. 9–11 constructed a theory without any adjustable
rameters or any of the traditional approximations~the Xa
1331063-7834/98/40(8)/9/$15.00
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approximation, the local pseudopotential approximati
etc.!. The insulator–metal transition atDV/V050.7760.02
was predicted within the framework of this theory.

A further development of this theory, satisfying th
above-enumerated points, is the application of Lo¨wdin’s ex-
act orthogonalization13–15of the basis linear orbitals~LO! in
combination with the cluster expansion~CE!.14–16 The ne-
cessity of using the cluster expansion~instead of first order
in the overlap integrals! is due to the fact that for large com
pressions the overlap integrals become quite large. Eve
its lowest order the cluster expansion contains a sum ov
definite subsequence of the series in overlap integrals16,17

and thereby removes the restrictionuSu!1, which is basic to
the theory.9–11,18

In the present work we restrict the discussion to id
crystals of inert gases under high pressures. The insula
metal transition~metallization! in inert-gas crystals~IGC!
has been predicted, detected, and investigated, along
structural phase transitions.19–21 The most accessible iner
gas for experiment is xenon. Metallization of Xe takes pla
in the hcc phase at 1.5 Mbar~molar volume nm

510.2 cm3/mol).20 According to Ref. 21, Xe also transition
to the metallic state in the hcc structure at 1.32 Mbar (nm

510.5 cm3/mol).
To calculate the conduction bands of an insulator un

pressure, we propose to use the CEOPW method. Howe
in contrast to Refs. 9–11, here we approximate the Wan
functions of the occupied states by linear combinations
orthogonalized~according to the prescription of Lo¨wdin13!
atomic orbitals and use the cluster expansion to calcu
them.

The main idea of the present work is that the effect
potential needed to calculate the band characteristics
thermodynamic properties is defined by just the overlap
tegralsS of the orbitals of an isolated atom. We also inve
0 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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tigate the behavior ofS and the bands with decrease of t
interatomic distanced ~in the instance of inert-gas crystals!.

1. BASIS AND CLUSTER EXPANSION

Let us start from a consideration of the filled states in
crystal.16,17 For a system of noninteracting atoms a natu
set of one-electron wave functions consists of the functi
of filled Hartree–Fock electron states in the atomula&. Herel
ranges over all lattice sites~cells! of the crystal from 1 toN.
The orbital numbera varies from 1 toZ/2 (Z is the number
of electrons in an atom of the crystal; for simplicity we co
sider only monoatomic crystals!, i.e., a is in fact the setnl
consisting of the principal quantum number and the orb
quantum number.

We introduce atomic orbitalsu la&CE which have been
orthogonalized according to Lo¨wdin’s prescription,13 and the
matricesP andP, which we will need in what follows,

u la&CE5(
mb

~T21/2!ba
ml umb&5u la&2(

mb
P ba

ml umb&,

P5I 2T21/2, P5I 2T21 ~2!

(P is the single-particle density matrix of the crystal!. The
metric matrixTba

ml , by definition, is equal to

Tba
ml 5H ^ laumb&, lÞm,

d lmdab , l5m,
T5I 1S, S5S1. ~3!

The matrixT is defined in the space of atomic orbitals ce
tered on the lattice sites,14,15,22and I is the unit matrix.

To find the matricesP and P it is advisable to use the
cluster expansion. This expansion for the density matrix~i.e.,
for P) was suggested in Ref. 14~see also Refs. 15 and 22!,
and for the matrixP, in Refs. 16 and 17. The sense of th
cluster expansion is conveniently elucidated in instance
some of its lowest orders~for details of the general theory
see Refs. 16 and 17!. The first order for the quantityA con-
tains two-particle clusters~the 2C approximation!

A~2!5 (
l,m

A@ l,m#, ~4!

whereA@ l,m# is a two-particle cluster. Each term in expa
sion ~4! takes exact account of the overlap of orbitals with
the corresponding two-particle cluster. One set of such c
ters runs over the entire crystal. The second order~the three-
particle cluster approximation! has the form

A~3!5 (
l,m,n

$A@ l,m,n#2A@ l,m#2A@m,n#2A@ l,n#%.

~5!

Each of the terms in Eq.~5! contains the exact contributio
of a pairwise overlap within the three-particle cluster af
subtraction of all possible exact contributions of two-parti
clusters contained in the given three-particle cluster. T
terms of all subsequent orders of the cluster expansion h
an analogous structure, so that

A5A~2!1A~3!1...1A~N!,
e
l
s

l

-

f

s-

r

e
ve

and all terms except forA(N)A@ l1 ...lN# mutually cancel and
only A5A(N) remains~for more details, see Refs. 14 an
22!. The advantage of the cluster expansion is that it is p
sible to cut it off at a small number of terms, thereby avo
ing the necessity of calculating with theT matrix of order
L3L (L is the dimension of the crystal!.

In the present work we restrict the discussion to the
proximation of two-particle clusters. In the interesting ca
of calculating the band structure

A5HP; A@m,n#5I 2T@m,n#21/2,

P; A@m,n#5I 2T@m,n#21,
~6!

T@m,n#ab
ll8 5H Sab

ll8 ; l and l8@m,n#,

d ll8dab ; l and/or l8@m,n#.
~7!

Thus, when using the two-particle cluster approximati
the problem of Lo¨wdin orthogonalization of the atomic or
bitals of the entire crystal reduces to the analogous prob
for the corresponding two-atom clusters.

2. BAND STRUCTURE

The single-particle Schro¨dinger equation~the Hartree–
Fock equation! of a band electron with Bloch functionck is

F T̂1(
l

Vne
l 12E r~r 8ur 8!dr 8

ur2r 8u GCkv~r !

2E r~r 8ur 8!ck~r 8!dr 8
ur2r 8u

5«kckv . ~8!

In the Hartree–Fock method the density matrixr(r ur 8)
itself in Eq. ~8! depends on the unknown functionsckv .
However, usually~see Ref. 12! all the terms on the left-hand
side, except for the kinetic energy operatorT̂5(\2/2m)¹2,
are denoted as the potentialVl acting identically on any elec
tron and satisfying the main Ansatz of the band calculatio

V~r !5(
l

V~r2 l!. ~9!

This approach is used in the CELO method16 discussed
below. A more flexible scheme is the one in which the on
electron potentialV(r ) is constructed differently for the oc
cupied~valence bands! and free~conduction band! states. Let
us consider just this situation, assuming that in the insula
the occupied states are described in the basis of local
orbitals u la&CE, and the conduction band can be describ
within the framework of the GPW method.

The wave function of the filled electron states in t
crystal in the single-particle approach is the Sla
determinant15 with columns ~rows! consisting of one-
electron functions: Bloch or Wannier. The spatial part of th
determinant is formed in our case of Bloch functions of t
valence electronsukv& ~k is the wave vector, andv is the
number of the filled band!, constructed according to th
usual rules12 from the orthogonal basisu la&CE, i.e.,

ukv&5N21/2(
la

Cav exp~ ikl !u la&CE, ~10!
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whereCav are variational parameters subject to determi
tion.

The HamiltonianH of the problem is

H5(
i

hi1(
i , j

vC~r i2r j !, hi5Ti1Vi , ~11!

whereTi andVi are the kinetic energy operator and the on
electron potential acting on thei th electron due to the nucle
andvC(r )5e2/r .

Performing a series of obvious transformations, we
duce the secular equation for finding the energyEkv and the
wave functionsCav of the valence bands to the followin
form:

(
b

@Vab~k;$C%!1dab~«b2Ekv !#Cbv50; ~12!

for Vab50 this equation gives the energy levels of an is
lated atom«b . In Eqs. ~12! the one-electron potentialVab

vanishes forSab
lm 50. System of equations~12! is equally

suitable for any method whose basis is a set of locali
orbitals. It is suitable for the Hartree–Fock~HF! approach,
the hole bands approach, and the LCAO approach~see Ref.
23!. In the CEHF approach the potentialVab has the form

Vab~k;C!5«aSab~k!1N21(
l,n

exp@ ik~ l2n!#

3H (
mÞn

^ lauva
munb&1~V~1!@P# !ab

ln

1~V~2!@P;C# !ab
ln J , ~13!

where

Sab~k!5(
hÞ0

Sab
h0 exp@ ikh#, ~14!

va is the self-consistent potential of the neutral atom, a
Sab

h0 is given by formula~1!. The terms of the crystal poten
tial Vab(k;C) in Eqs. ~12! are derived in the Appendix. In
the calculation of the hole bands18 it is necessary to se
V(2)50 in Eqs.~13!, and in the CELO and LCAO methods
also some of the terms involvingV(1) ~see Appendix!. The
potential V(1) is a function of the matrixP and vanishes
whenP50 ~or S50). It has the form

V~1!@P#5Vh
~1!@P#1Vee

~1!@P#. ~15!

Expressions forVh
(1) andVee

(1) are given in the Appendix. The
potentialV(2) depends on the overlap of basis functions
rectly throughP and implicitly through the variational pa
rametersCav ~see Appendix!. The potentialV(2) is a direct
consequence of the nonlinearity of the Hartree–Fock eq
tions.

Let us now consider the conduction bands and brie
describe the CEOPW method.16,17 The test functions of the
conduction bandsukc& are constructed from the orthogona
ized waves

uk&CEOPW5S 12(
k8v

uk8v&^k8vu D uk& ~16!
-

-

-

-

d

d

-

a-

y

as

ukc&5(
g

ag~k!uk1g&CEOPW, ~17!

whereag(k) are variational parameters andukv& are func-
tions of the filled bands~10!.

The secular equation for finding the spectrumEkc and
functionsag(k) has the form

(
g8

H F \2

2m
~k1g!22EkcGdgg81VC~g82g!1Vex

3~k1g8,k1g!1VPK~k1g8;k1g!J ag8~k!50. ~18!

HereVC , Vex, andVPK are the form-factors of the Coulom
and exchange potentials, and the Phillips–Kleinman pot
tial. Expressions for these quantities in the cluster appro
are derived and discussed in detail in Ref. 16. In the pres
work we discuss only their dependence on the overlap in
grals.

The coefficients of Eq.~18! depend on the overlap inte
grals through the so-called lattice Fourier transform of theP
andP matrices. In general form

Aab~k!5(
h

Aab
h0 exp~ ikh!, ~19!

A5S,P,P and a,b51s,2s,2px,2py,2pz for Ne, which is
discussed below. The matricesAab(k) can be expressed in
terms of the basis overlap integralsAab

h0
„h5&(0,0,1)…

Aab
h0 H Sab

Pab

Pab

J 5As ,Ap ,Ans,2p ,Ans,ms,

where n51,2, As5A2pz,2pz
, Ap5A2px ,2px

, and Ans,2p

52A2p,ns . The quantitiesAab(k) in Eq. ~19! in the nearest-
neighbor approximation are equal to
1! s-s overlap

Ans,ms~k!5gss~k!Ans,ms, ~20a!

2! s-p overlap,n51,2, a5x,y,z

Ans,2pa
~k!52A2pa ,ns~k!5ga

sp~k!Ans,2p , ~20b!

3! p-p overlap

A2pa,2pb
~k!5A2pb,2pa

~k!5gab
s ~k!As1gab

p ~k!Ap .
~20c!

The quantitiesgab(k) depend only on the structure of th
crystal and the orbital quantum number

gab~k!5(
h

n~ab!exp~ ikh!. ~21!

Heren(ab)51,21,0 depending on the specific value ofh.
We will not give here specific expressions forgab(k).

3. OVERLAP OF ATOMIC ORBITALS

From Eq. ~13! ~also see Appendix! it follows that the
crystal potentialVab(k;$C%) acting on the valence electro
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is defined by the overlap of the electron wave functions
the atoms of the crystal. The cluster expansion~to any order!
operates only by means of the pairwise overlap integrals
terms of which the single-particle basis~2! is introduced.
The Coulomb and exchange potentials in expression~13!
also depend on the overlap of orbitals of neighboring ato
and can also be written in terms of theSab

lm ~Refs. 8 and 22!.
As for the potential acting on the extra electron~in the con-
duction band!, the dependence of all its terms onSab

lm is
explicit.16 In this Section we consider the behavior ofSab

lm ,
and also the matricesP and P, as functions of the inter-
atomic distance~which imitates the external pressure in
cubic crystal!.

Figures 1 and 2 plot the dependence of the basis ove
integral S on the interatomic distanced ~or compressionu
5DV/V0 , where V is the volume! ~the z axis is directed
toward the nearest neighbor! for Ne and Kr~having 10 and
36 electrons per atom, respectively!. In the calculations we
used atomic functions from the tables of Clementi a
Rosetti.26

A general property of lnuSu, as expected, is its growt

FIG. 1. Overlap integrals of neon nearest-neighbors plotted versus com
sion u5DV/V0 ~lower axis! and distanced (d055.96230 a.u., Ref. 24,
upper axis! of the following orbital pairs:1—2p2p(s), 2—2s2p, 3—
2p2p(p), 4—2s2s, 5—1s2p, 6—1s2s, 7—1s1s. In this and in the fol-
lowing figures the arrow indicates the calculated value of the metalliza
compression.1 The hash-marks of the lower axis are at the same position
those of the upper axis and show the compression values correspond
the given distances.
f

in

s

ap

d

with decrease ofd. The linearity of lnuSu;(d02d) holds up
quite well, especially for the high-energy states and not
large compressions. The structure ofS(d) in neon~Fig. 1! is
extraordinarily simple whereas in krypton~Fig. 2! the depen-
dence of lnuSu with participation of the inner shells is nonlin
ear and even nonmonotonic. Deviation of the curve lnuSu
5f(d) from a straight line is due to the fact that nonmono
nicity begins to show up for significant compressions as w
as the presence of zeros of the radial atomic functions. T
also explains the nonmonotonicity of the largestS for d in
the metallization range (u;0.7– 0.8). Another peculiarity is
the substantially greater rate of growth of the curve lnuSu for
overlap of thed states@Fig. 2b#.

From Fig. 3 it can be seen that Ne stands apart from
series of inert-gas crystals. For it the deviationsd are equal to
;1% whereas for Ar, Kr, and Xe the deviations grou
around 10%. Compressions corresponding to the insula
metal transition for the four inert-gas crystals lie in the inte
val uc50.7– 0.8~Fig. 3 plots calculated values ofuc from
Ref. 1; for Neuc coincides with our value9–11,27!.

Dependences of the first fewSab(k), Eq. ~19!, are plot-
ted in Fig. 4. The curves forPab(k) and Pab(k) have a
similar form. It can be seen@Fig. 4a# that all theSab(k)
(a,b51s,2s,2px ,2py ,2pz) have the same order of magn
tude although theSab

h0 differ among themselves by one orde
This is as it is becauseSab

h0 is multiplied byg ~Fig. 4!, but the
contribution ofSs to Sab(k) is 2–4 times greater than that o
Sp @Fig. 4b#. This explains why addition ofSp has not sig-
nificant effect on the result for the conduction bands~Table
I!. At the same time, addition of the remaining overlap in
grals (s-s ands-p overlaps! changes the band structure.

Among all the basis overlap integrals the largest for
the cryocrystals isSs . In Refs. 9 and 11 only it was take
into account. However, the smallness of the remaining ov
lap integrals relative toSs still does not allow us to conclude
that they can be neglected. The quantitiesgab(k), Eq. ~20!,
can alter the magnitude of the contributions from theSab .
For example,Sp is considerably smaller thanSs ; however,
gp(k) is two times larger thangs at theG point, so that the
contributions of these two integrals toS(k) turn out to be of
the same order. The situation is the same on theGX line, so
that takingSp into account noticeably ‘‘smooths out’’ the
curve of the overlapS2py,2py

(k) on this line, etc. From this
reason we calculated bands with different sets of over
integralsS ~Table I!.

In the preceding Sections we showed how to take i
account the entire series of overlap integralsS by introducing
the matricesP andP. We will now show what quantitative
effect the cluster expansion has for the case of neon.
though in neon the nondiagonal blocks, for example, the m
tricesP@0l#ab

0l , are equal toSab
0l (u50.75) with good accu-

racy (;1%) ~Fig. 3!, the contributions of the diagona
blocks turn out to be on the order of;25%. For this reason
the curvesPab(k) are shifted relative to the curveSab(k) by
a constant offset equal to

Pab~k!2Sab~k!5(
h

P@h0#ab
00 ,

es-

n
as

to
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FIG. 2. The largest overlap integralsS
in Kr (d057.547080 a.u., Ref. 25!.
a—overlap of thes andp orbitals:1—
4p4p(s), 2—4s4p, 3—4p4p(p),
4—4s4s, 5—3s4p, 6—3p4p(p),
7—2s4p, 8—3s4s, 9—1s4p, 10—
2s4s, 11—1s4s, 12—3s3p, 13—
3s2p, 14—3p3p(s), 15—2s3p,
16—3p3p(p), 17—2s4p, 18—
1s2p, 19—2s2s, 20—1s2s;
b—overlap of the d orbitals: 1—
3dz24p, 2—3dxz4p, 3—3dz24s, 4—
3dz23dz2, 5—3dz23p, 6—3dxz3dxz ,
7—3dxz3p, 8—3dxy3dxy , 9—
3dz22p, 10—3dxz2p.
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Figure 5 shows the cluster contributions, i.e., the dev

tions of the elements of the matrixP from the corresponding
values ofS. What distinguishes the matricesP andP quali-
tatively from the overlap integralsS is that their diagonal
elements are not equal to zero~Fig. 5!. It is clear that for
neon these differences~as was already noted! are insignifi-
cant up to the transition pressures, but for other, heavier c
tals they are important.

4. DISCUSSION

From the band-structure theory that we have just c
structed~see Secs. 2 and 3 and Ref. 16! it follows that the
bands of an insulator depend only on the quantitiesSab

lm ~1!.
Any external forces that do not alter the structure of the w
functions of an electron in the atoms making up the crys
act on the crystal only by varying the distancesl2m and
through overlap of the atomic orbitals. In this sense the qu
tities Sab

lm are the only correction parameters of the theory.
these only the ones that are for nearest neighbors~e.g., in Ne!
are important, and only for the tops of the valence ban
Thus, the set of quantitiesSab

lm uniquely determines all the
properties of insulators: both their electron spectra~through
the matricesP and P) and the adiabatic potential~through
the matrixP, Refs. 15 and 29!. The problem of calculating
the properties of insulators can be broken down into t
steps: calculation of the setSab

lm and calculation for given
Sab

lm of the spectra, thermodynamics, and kinetics.
Table I displays the results of calculations for the botto

of the conduction band of neon. The calculations were ba
on the GPW method in various models. In all the models,
-

s-

-

e
l

n-
f

s.

o

ed
r

the energies of the occupied states we used the energie
the isolated atoms.26 In this way we excluded the effect o
approximations on the valence band.

Table II displays results of calculations for the tops
the valence bands and the bottoms of the conduction ba
of compressed neon in various models of the valence ba
To calculate the conduction bands, as in Table I, we used
GPW method, but, like for the hole bands, we calculated

FIG. 3. Differenced5u(P20.5S)/Su•100% of the largest elementsPnp,np
(s)

of the matrixP from their first order in the overlap integrals as a function
interatomic distanced and compressionu for Ne ~1!, Ar ~2!, Kr ~3!, and
Xe ~4!.
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FIG. 4. Lattice Fourier transforms of the
nearest-neighbor overlap integrals in fc
neon on theG2L line. Compression
u50.6. a—maximum nonzero overlap
integrals (aÞb5x,y,z): 1—S2s;2s ,
2—S2s;2pa

52S2pa ;2s , 3—S2pa ;2pb

5S2pb ;2pa
, 4—S2pa ;2pa

; b—contribu-
tions of Ss andSp to S2px ;2px

~1 and2!

and toS2px ;2py
~3 and4!.
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filled bands in the LCAO approximation12 and the CELO
approximation16 ~see Sec. 2 and the Appendix!.

The main result following from Tables I and II is tha
metallization under pressure appears as a result of vanis
of the indirect gapE(Xn)2E(G15) or E(Ln)2E(G15). For
an uncompressed crystal the presence or absence of orth
nalization of the atomic functions does not play a role. D

TABLE I. Conductivity bands of compressed neon near the fundame
gap in different models.

BZ Point Model

DV/V0

0.0 0.6 0.7 0.75 0.8

1 2.55 9.31 14.09 18.86 24.66
2 2.56 9.49 14.34 18.49 25.02

G1 3 2.56 9.55 14.42 18.55 25.07
4 2.54 7.31 14.61 18.69 25.53
5 2.54 8.30 16.38 18.96 25.44
1 8.35 17.57 20.99 21.46 25.35
2 8.16 17.80 20.44 17.15 25.82

Ln 3 8.13 16.50 15.02 7.11 29.50
4 8.13 16.89 16.81 11.77 1.33
5 8.13 17.32 19.24 17.36 8.22
1 9.25 15.94 15.47 3.36 28.90
2 9.25 16.06 13.48 1.08 29.02

Xn 3 9.25 16.04 13.01 0.49 29.33
4 9.26 16.47 19.55 21.29 14.37
5 9.26 16.32 19.16 21.10 21.16

2p level, calculation 223.13, Ref. 26
2p level, experiment 221.5, Ref. 28

Note: Energies given in eV.G1 , Ln , andXn are the lowest points of the
conduction band in the models:1—without orthogonalization of the atomic
functions,2—with orthogonalization of the atomic functions to first order
Ss , 3—to first order inSs andSp , 4—all S taken into account to first order
5—CEOPW.
ng

go-
-

ferences between the models show up starting atu50.6. The
most sensitive bands to overlap of the atomic functions
the bands at theX andL points.

Table II reveals the influence of the different models
the valence bands and the conduction bands. An increas
the energy of any of the valence bands lowers the energ

al

FIG. 5. Largest elements of the nondiagonal~1,2! and diagonal~4,5! blocks
of the matrixP in Xe as functions of the corresponding overlap integralS.
Curve3—dependence onS of the first order of the power-series expansio
of S of the elements of the nondiagonal blocks of the matrixP. 1—
uP05pl5p

(s) u, 2—uP05sl5su, 4—uPl5pl5p
(s) u, 5—uPl5sl5su. Arrows indicate the values

of S at the metallization point.1
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TABLE II. Band structure of compressed neon near the fundamental gap in different models.

Band BZ Point Model

DV/V0

0.0 0.6 0.7 0.75 0.8

a 223.00 222.55 222.24 222.01 221.78
Ekv G15 b 222.99 222.52 222.26 222.14 222.22

c 220.43 214.90 27.70 3.64

a 2.56 9.54 14.38 18.51 25.04
2 b 2.56 9.54 14.37 18.51 25.04

c 2.56 9.49 14.34 18.49

G1 a 2.54 8.79 12.86 20.93 25.46
5 b 2.54 8.78 11.04 19.21 25.46

c 2.54 8.30 16.38 18.96

a 8.16 17.81 20.78 18.63 2.58
2 b 8.16 17.81 19.78 16.45 0.81

c 7.63 12.82 29.71 288.89

Ekc Ln a 8.13 17.38 19.54 18.17 10.43
5 b 8.13 17.11 18.44 15.53 4.24

c 7.60 12.25 24.44 258.80

a 9.25 16.01 10.61 23.37 13.50
2 b 9.25 16.10 16.28 8.25 1.35

c 9.25 15.01 24.16 240.18

Xn a 9.26 16.31 19.15 21.08 23.56
5 b 9.26 16.33 19.18 21.12 23.63

c 9.26 16.31 3.83 244.80

E(Ln)2E(G15)
2 c 28.06 27.72 22.01 292.53
5 c 28.03 27.15 3.26 262.64

E(Xn)2E(G15)
2
5

c
c

29.68
29.69

29.91
31.21

4.16
11.53

243.82
248.44

Note:Energies are given in eV. The numerals2 and5 denote models for calculating the conduction bandsEkc

~see Table I!, the letters denote models for calculating the valence bandsEkv : a—LCAO, Ref. 12;b—CELO,
Ref. 16;c—Ref. 18~hole bands!.
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the lowest conduction band at the corresponding point in
Brillouin zone, and vice versa. This is most clearly visible
model c, where a strong increase in the energy of thep
bands~for the energies of the 1s and 2s bands unchanged!
leads to decrease in the energies of the conduction ban
the L and X points, significantly lowering the metallizatio
pressure.

The lower part of Table II gives the values of the ind
rect gaps. The insulator–metal transition appears at thL
point at a compression of;0.69 or;0.71 in models2 and
5, respectively. The insignificant lowering of the transitio
pressure in comparison with the results of Refs. 9–11 is
mainly to a refinement ofEkv in the Phillips–Kleinman po-
tential. Taking all orders inS into account is not so importan
in Ne. Thus, the insulator–metal transition pressure in
was predicted in Refs. 9–11 quite accurately. It cor
sponded to a pressure of 562 Mbar ~Ref. 9!. As follows
from Ref. 30, pressures of;6 Mbar have already bee
reached, which is quite close to the insulator–metal tra
tion pressure in Ne.

The band structure for different compressions and m
allization were taken into account in Ref. 4 for Ar and K
and in Ref. 3 for Xe~see also Ref. 2!. All these studies
employed density functional theory in the local density a
proximation to calculate four tops of valence bands and b
e

at

e

e
-

i-

t-

-
t-

toms of conduction bands. The remaining filled states w
taken to be fixed in comparison with the states of the isola
atom and were included in the core. Collapse of the indir
gaps was obtained. However, the local density approxim
tion always underestimates the band gap.2

To wrap up, let us dwell briefly on the generalization
the cluster approach. The appearance in the theory of o
pairwise overlap integralsSab

lm is a consequence of th
single-particle nature of the basis. In systems where tw
electron states are important, three-particle clusters and
corresponding overlap integralsSabg

lmn will play an important
role.

In conclusion we would like to express our gratitude
I. V. Abarenkov for his constant interest in this work and f
valuable discussions.
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APPENDIX

The self-consistent potentialva
m of a neutral atomm is

equal to

va
m5ven

m 1vC
m1vex

m ,
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where

ven
m 5ven~r2m!5Ze2/ur2mu,

vC
m5vC~r2m!52(

g
^mguvC~r2r 8!umg&,

vex
mu f &52(

g
^mguvC~r2r 8!u f &umg&. ~A1!

The potentialsV(1) and V(2) in expression~13! have a
large number of terms, and to write them all down it is a
vantageous to use the graphical representation. We intro
the elements from which we will construct the effective p
tential Vab(k;$C%) of system~12!

~A2!

whereh5\2/2m D1(
m

ven
m .

Let us consider the potentialV(1) in Eq. ~13!. First of all,
we note that whereasVh

(1) in Eq. ~15! has the simple form

Vh
~1!@P#52$Ph1hP%1PhP, ~A3!

or graphically

~A4!

~P and h are matrices!, the Coulomb potentialVee
(1) is a

fourth-degree polynomial in the matrixP. We represent it in
the form

@Vee
~1!#ab

ln 5(
mg

@2Uaggb
lmmn 2Uagbg

lmnm #. ~A5!

For U the graphical representation

~A6!

is valid, where
-
ce

-

Uxyzs→H Uaggb
lmmn — in the Coulomb term,

Uagbg
lmnm — in the exchange term.

~A7!

It is no trouble to write out an analytical expression forV(1).
The potential~A6! corresponds to calculation of the va

lence bands using the Hartree–Fock method. The CE
approximation16 obtains if in the potential~A6! we retain
only diagrams 3, 4, and 5. Taking only diagrams 1 and 4 i
account gives the potential used for the hole bands.18

The second term in expression~13! is a correction to the
self-consistent procedure and has the form

$V~2!@P;$C%#% la;nb5N21(
q

(
mj

(
gs

exp@2 iq~m2 j !#

3F(
v

nl

Cdv* ~q!Cgv~q!2ddgG
3@2Ũadgb

lmjn 2Ũadbg
lmnj #, ~A8!

where

~A9!

the termUadgb
lmjn on the right in Eq.~A9! is given by diagrams

~A6!, and the indexv numbers the filled bands.
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Effect of annealing on the dielectric permittivity of strontium titanate films in the
SrTiO3 /Al2O3 structure
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and A. V. Zemtsov
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The paper reports an experimental study of the structure of a strontium titanate film on a
sapphire substrate and of the dielectric properties of capacitors based on a SrTiO3 /Pt/Al2O3

multilayer system before and after a high-temperature anneal. The macro- and
microstructure of SrTiO3 films and its variation induced by the annealing have been investigated.
The temperature and field dependences of the dielectric permittivity of strontium titanate
films have been determined, and their comparison with similar data for single crystals carried out.
The mechanisms by which annealing can affect the capacitor capacitance and the properties
of SrTiO3 films are discussed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01608-6#
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The crystal structure of strontium titanate films (SrTiO3 ,
STO! prepared by different techniques on dielectric su
strates is, as a rule, preferentially oriented with respect to
substrate surface@~100!,~110!,~111!#. The temperature de
pendence of the capacitance of structures based on
films differs radically from the relation calculated using da
for a single crystal. One of possible reasons for this diff
ence may be the small size of film grains and the presenc
them of growth-induced and thermal strains.

High-temperature annealing is a widely accepted tech
logical operation to improve the film characteristics.1–4 Its
effect on the structure and stoichiometric composition
STO films deposited by magnetron sputtering on Al2O3 sub-
strates was studied in considerable detail.1,2 The problems of
the dielectric permittivity of STO films («) and of the
anneal-induced changes in the dielectric characteristic
films in the multilayer SrTiO3 /Al2O3 system remain, how-
ever, open. This work discusses technique for determin
the dielectric permittivity and analyzes the mechanisms
which high-temperature annealing affects the properties
strontium titanate films.

1. EXPERIMENT

STO films were prepared by rf magnetron sputtering o
stoichiometric target in an 0.7 O210.3 Ar ambient at a pres
sure P>4 Pa. The substrate plates measuring 12.0312.0
30.5 mm were cut from single-crystal sapphire (r cut!.
Platinum ~Pt! electrodes with a gaps52.524.0mm were
produced by photolithography on the plate surface. The s
strate temperature was maintained constant during the
deposition (T5700 °C). On reaching an STO film thicknes
h50.8mm, the deposition was completed, and the syst
was cooled to room temperature at a rate of;10 deg/min.
After x-ray diffraction and dielectric measurements, t
multilayer system SrTiO3 /Pt ~planar capacitor electrodes!/
1331063-7834/98/40(8)/5/$15.00
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Al2O3 was annealed in air atT51050 °C for two hours.
After this, the electrophysical properties were measu
again.

X-ray diffraction using a ‘‘Geigerflex’’ instrument
showed the crystal structure of STO films to have~100! pre-
ferred orientation with respect to the Al2O3 surface both be-
fore and after the anneal. Similar results were obtained
Ref. 2. Recrystallization enhances the~300! higher-order re-
flection. Essentially, annealing also changes substantially
~100! interplanar spacing froma50.3938 nm to 0.3900 nm
which brings it closer to the single-crystal lattice consta
(a050.3902 nm). This is accompanied by a decrease of
halfwidth of the ~200! diffraction maximum from 1.0 to
0.45°. Estimation of the crystallite dimension along the n
mal to the film made from the halfwidth of this maximum
yields 10 nm before, and 50 nm after the anneal.

Electron microscope images of the surface of an
nealed film exhibit a mosaic pattern. No such pattern w
observed before the anneal. The visible grain dimension d
not exceed 0.3mm. Note also that the thickness of the ST
film decreased after the high-temperature anneal by 30–4

X-ray and electron microscope studies suggest that S
films grown on sapphire substrates have a fine-grained
crostructure. Annealing makes the crystallites larger wh
not affecting their preferred orientation relative to the su
strate, and reduces the growth-induced deformation of
STO unit cell.

The design of the planar capacitors under study show
Fig. 1 permits one to study the dielectric properties of t
same area of a film before and after a high-temperature
neal. The capacitance was measured at a frequencyf 51
MHz by the four-probe technique with an E 7-12 impedan
meter. Figure 2 displays the temperature dependences o
total capacitance,C(0,T), under zero bias (Ui50) before
and after a high-temperature anneal. The inset shows f
ments of the temperature dependence of the capacitanc
the same capacitor forUi.0, which reveal the presence o
9 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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an extremum and its shift in temperature with increas
voltage. We readily see that annealing increases the de
tive dC(0,T)/dT nearT580 K and reduces noticeably th
capacitance throughout the temperature range covered~78–
290 K!. The voltage-capacitance characteristicsC(U,Ti)
~Fig. 3! were obtained at two temperatures (Ti578 and 290
K!. Annealing reduces theC(0,Ti)/C(200 V,Ti) ratio at 78
K to a greater extent than that measured at room tempera
We analyze below the mechanism by which annealing m
affect the dielectric properties of a film.

2. MODEL CONCEPTS

The interelectrode space in a planar capacitor is filled
a many-layered material. The capacitance can in this cas
calculated by the method of partial capacitances5

C5(
i 51

N

Ci . ~1!

Each termCi in Eq. ~1! characterizes the electric-fiel
energy in the bulk of the material with dielectric permittivi
« i and can be calculated by conformal mapping. Let us s
plify Eq. ~1! by retaining the termsC1[CP andC2 associ-
ated with the volume of the STO film (C2) and with the

FIG. 1. Schematic design of the planar capacitor under study. Dimens
2.031.030.5 mm,h50.8mm, s5(361)mm, w5300mm.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the total planar-capacitor capaci
under zero bias,C(0,T), ~1! before and~2! after annealing of the SrTiO3
film. Inset shows a capacitancevs temperature plot for two bias voltage
U(V): ~a! 80 and~b! 90.
g
a-

re.
y

y
be

-

other parts of the space~substrate1 surrounding air,CP).
Only the termC2 can be expected to be strongly temperatu
dependent.

The Curie function,f (T)5a/(T2TC* ), is usually em-
ployed in describing the temperature dependence of the
electric permittivity of ferroelectrics. Figure 4 presents t
results of testing the experimental data onCj (Tj )2CP for
fitting this relation. In both cases~before and after annealing!
there are intervals within which theC2(T) relations are well
described by this function. Annealing changes the para
eters of this function. For the characteristic temperatureTC*

s:

ce

FIG. 3. Voltage-capacitance characteristics of a planar capacitor using~1!
unannealed and~2! annealed SrTiO3 film for two temperaturesT~K!: ~a! 78
and ~b! 290.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the inverse capacitance of a p
capacitor based on~1! unannealed and~2! annealed SrTiO3 film with no bias
applied.
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these changes are anomalous and range from280 to
140 K. The latter is probably connected with a change
the spatial nonuniformity of dielectric permittivity within th
volume of the SrTiO3 film due to its recrystallization. Con
nection of the capacitances in series

~C2!215~CF!211~CN!21 ~2!

is the simplest model taking this nonuniformity into accou
Note that Eq.~2! loses the pictorial simplicity of a capacito
design with ferroelectric (CF) or nonferroelectric (CN) fill-
ing, and one will have to invoke methods for determiningCF

andCN which do not require the knowledge of geometric
dimensions of the capacitor.

We assume that only theCF(T) component is tempera
ture dependent, whereas the other two (CP ,CN) do not de-
pend on temperature. TheCF(T) dependence originates from
the ferroelectric properties of the strontium titanate film:

CF~T!5«0«~T!FF , ~3!

where FF is the form factor. In the paraphase region, t
dielectric permittivity of a ferroelectric obeys the Curie la

«~T!5CC /~T2TC!. ~4!

ComponentCF(T) and the capacitance of the series conn
tion of CN andCF follow a similar behavior but with differ-
ent parametersCC andTC . The total capacitance of the ca
pacitor can in this case be written

C~T!5CP1S T2TC

A
1

1

CN
D 21

, ~5!

whereA5«0CCFF is a parameter of the function.
By analyzing the temperature dependence of the der

tive dC/dT one can determine the parametersA and
(TC /A11/CN) and, accordingly, the magnitude of comp
nent CP .6 For the capacitors we studiedCP lies within
0.1020.18 pF. Calculation ofCP based on the geometri
dimensions of a planar capacitor yields the same values

To determine componentCN , we shall use one more
property of ferroelectrics having a second-order phase t
sition. Application of an electric field shifts the maximum
the «(Ei ,T) dependence to higher temperatures. The p
posed method is based on a connection between the di
tric permittivities at the maximum with the field on
«(Ei ,Tm), and without it,«(0,Tm), measured at the sam
temperature. The corresponding expression can be d
mined by using the relation connecting the electric fieldE
with polarizationP:

E5
1

«0«~0,T!
P1bP32gP5, ~6!

where «0 is the dielectric constant,b and g are constants
determining the dielectric nonlinearity, and«(0,T) is the
small-signal dielectric permittivity. Differentiating Eq.~6!
with respect to polarization yields the following relation f
the dielectric permittivity«(E,T) of a ferroelectric in a static
electric field:

1

«0«~E,T!
5

1

«0«~0,T!
1

b

3
P22

g

5
P4. ~7!
n

.

l

-

a-

n-

-
ec-

er-

For E5const(T), the temperature derivative of th
right-hand side of Eq.~6! is zero. The temperature derivativ
of the right-hand side of Eq.~7!, taken at the temperatur
T5Tm corresponding to the maximum of the temperatu
dependence«(Ei ,T), is likewise zero. Solving jointly the
two equations yields the following relation

1

«0«~Ei , Tmi!
2

2

«0«~0,Tmi!

5
10g

36b2 S 3

«0«~Ei ,Tmi!
2

4

«0«~0,Tmi!
D 2

. ~8!

If the third terms on the right-hand side of Eqs.~6! and ~7!
are small corrections, then Eq.~8! gives for the
«(0,Tmi)/«(Ei , Tmi) ratio a value of two. Experimental dat
obtained7 on single-crystal SrTiO3 support this result.

Equality ~8! can be recast in terms of integrated capa
tor characteristics

S 1

C2~Ui , Tmi!
2

2

C2~0,Tmi!
1

1

CN
D

5KS 3

C2~Ui , Tmi!
2

4

C2~0,Tmi!
1

1

CN
D 2

, ~9!

where C2(Ui ,Tmi)5C(Ui ,Tmi)2CP is the partial capaci-
tance characterizing the electric-field energy in a ferroel
tric film, and

K5
10gFF

36b2
. ~10!

Equality ~9! contains two unknowns,CN and K. Figure 5
plots the rootsCN of Eq. ~9! for different K. The CN(K)
relations calculated for three experimental values
C(Ui , Tmi) and C(0,Tmi) are seen to intersect at a poi
whose coordinates give the values ofCN and K we have
been looking for.

High-temperature annealing of the multilayer structu
SrTiO3 /Pt ~planar capacitor electrodes!/Al 2O3 increases
componentCN from one to 45 pF while affecting constantK
to a much lesser extent.

FIG. 5. Calculated dependence of componentCN on generalized constantK
for three values ofC(Ui ,Tm): 1 — 0.467 pF~75 V and 85 K!, 2 — 0.459
pF ~80 V and 88 K!, 3 — 0.451 pF~85 V and 90 K!.
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By our model, the total capacitance of a planar capac
based on a SrTiO3 /Al2O3 multilayer structure depends non
linearly on the dielectric permittivity« of a strontium titanate
film

«5
1

«0FF
S 1

C2CP
2

1

CN
D 21

. ~11!

The form factorFF needed to determine« can be found from

FF5
1

«0CC

d

dT S 1

C2CP
D . ~12!

The derivative on the right-hand side of Eq.~12! is deter-
mined by fitting function~5! to the experimental data o
C(T) for temperaturesT>180 K, and the Curie constantCC

is a true constant of strontium titanate,8 which is not affected
by external conditions:CC58.93104 K.

Figure 6 shows temperature dependences of the die
tric permittivity of the strontium titanate film before and aft
the high-temperature anneal. The anneal affects the pe
tivity only for T,180 K and shifts the low-temperatur
boundary of the region within which the Curie relation
valid ~Fig. 6! from T5180 to 150 K and brings it closer t
the boundary temperature for the single crystalT
5100 K). No noticeable effect of annealing on the Cu
temperature (TC53963 K) was found.

The capability of a ferroelectric to change its dielect
permittivity under application of an external electric field
characterized by dielectric nonlinearity constants of the fi
(b), second (g), and higher orders@see Eq.~7!#. Two of
them (b and g) enter the generalized constantK defined
earlier. Assuming the first-order nonlinearity consta
for single-crystal and film strontium titanate to be the sa
(b58.93109 m5/C2 F!,9 the numerical value ofg will lie
within the interval (0.821.3)31010 m9/C4 F and coincide
with the data quoted in Ref. 10.

It may be expected that componentsCP andCN are only
weakly affected by an external field compared to the fer
electric componentCF . In this approximation, the measure
C(U) characteristics and the values ofCP and CN permit
one to find the field dependence of the dielectric permittiv

FIG. 6. Temperature behavior of the dielectric permittivity of a strontiu
titanate film in a multilayer structure~1! before and ~2! after high-
temperature anneal. Straight lines are fits on the linear portions of the
perature dependence of inverse dielectric permittivity.
r

c-

it-

t

s
e

-

of SrTiO3 film ~Fig. 7!. The electric fieldE was calculated
using Eqs.~6! and ~7!. It has the meaning of the effectiv
strength of a field, which is uniform in the ferroelectric an
is responsible for the observed changes in the dielectric
mittivity. Annealing does not affect the«(E) behavior at
room temperature~Fig. 7!. At low temperatures, in particu
lar, at T578 K, it brings about an increase of th
«(0)/«(35 MV/m) from 4.7 to 5.8~Fig. 7!.

Figure 8 plots the effective electric field in a strontiu
titanate film,E, vs the real potential difference of the bia
field between the planar-capacitor electrodes. Except for
initial portion of the relation, the field increases linearly wi
potential difference~Fig. 8!, and its derivativedU/dE
55.5mm, as expected, is slightly larger than the electro
gap widths5(3.061.0)mm. This gives us grounds to be
lieve that the«(E) relations displayed in Fig. 7 do not con
tain serious errors.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

There is a considerable scatter among literature data
the dielectric permittivity of SrTiO3 films. For instance, for
T5300 K they extend from«590 to 350.10–13 In many

m-
FIG. 7. Dielectric permittivity of a strontium titanate film vs effectiv
electric-field strength atT5290 K. ~1! annealed film,~2! unannealed film.

FIG. 8. Effective electric-field strength in a strontium titanate film~1! before
and ~2! after anneal vs real potential difference between the capacitor e
trodes atT5290 K.
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cases they have the meaning of effective values, i.e.,
were derived from the capacitance of a capacitor and its g
metrical dimensions. The film being polycrystalline, its d
electric permittivity is not uniform over the volume. Th
main reason for the nonuniformity is probably connec
with the manifestation of boundary conditions for the pol
ization vector within a single crystallite.14

Film recrystallization during a high-temperature ann
reduces the number of grains in the active planar-capac
region. Within the model discussed here, grain growth in s
gives rise to an increase of componentCN . The anneal-
induced thinning of the STO film reduces the form factorFF

entering the expression for the capacitanceCF . Equation~3!
shows that this results in a decrease of the absolute valu
CF .

In the high-temperature region (T.180 K), single-
crystal and film strontium titanate are indistinguishable in
dielectric permittivity and its temperature dependence. D
ferences are observed to occur at low temperatures. Ann
ing brings noticeably closer the dielectric properties
single-crystal and film SrTiO3 for T,180 K, which reveals
one more mechanism of its effect, namely, a decrease
mechanical strainsu.

Mechanical action affects considerably the dielect
permittivity of a ferroelectric.8 Taking strain into account in
the Ginzburg-Devonshire expansion yields, in the first
proximation, the electrostriction correction to the sma
signal dielectric permittivity«(0,T,0):

«21~0,T, u!5«21~0,T, 0!1«0Gu, ~13!

where G are the electrostriction tensor components. F
SrTiO3 , the first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~13! falls
off monotonically with decreasing temperature. In this ca
«(0,T, u) and «(0,T, 0) may be indistinguishable in th
high-temperature region, to become different again up
deep cooling. The annealing of the SrTiO3 /Al2O3 multilayer
structure and its subsequent slow cooling to room temp
ture results in a reduction of growth-induced strains in
film. The latter, according to Eq.~13!, increases the dielectri
permittivity only in the low-temperature region~Fig. 6!. This
is responsible also for the apparent increase of the diele
nonlinearity of a strontium titanate film atT578 K observed
to occur~Fig. 7! after annealing.
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Investigators showed that the fine-grained structure
SrTiO3 films prepared by magnetron sputtering invalida
the assumption that the capacitance of a planar capacit
linearly related to the dielectric permittivity of a strontium
titanate film. The proposed method for treating experimen
data permits one to determine the temperature and field
pendences of dielectric permittivity of a SrTiO3 film. They
coincide in a number of respects with similar relations o
tained for a single crystal. High-temperature annealing o
multilayer structure increases the grain size in the film a
reduces mechanical strain in the lattice. Accordingly, the
electric permittivity of SrTiO3 films increases in the low-
temperature domain.

The authors thank O. G. Vendik for fruitful discussion
and valuable criticisms.
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Heating of slip lines and bands as a quasi-athermic mechanism of plastic deformation
of crystals at low temperatures

G. A. Malygin and O. V. Klyavin
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We discuss theoretically a mechanism of violation of the Arrhenius law for the rate of plastic
deformation, on the one hand, and of the appearance of plateau-like segments in the
temperature dependence of the thermal-activation parameters, on the other, during deformation of
crystals at low (,10 K) temperatures, which is associated with heating of the crystal by
slip lines and bands. Via a self-consistent solution of the heat-conduction equation with allowance
for variation of its coefficients and the rate of plastic deformation with temperature it is
found that both a stable and an unstable regime~in the thermal sense! of propagation of slip lines
and expansion of slip bands are possible depending on the ratio between the heating level
and the level of strain hardening of the strain localization sites. The first regime is associated with
the appearance of quasi-athermic plateaus in the temperature dependences of the thermally-
activation parameters, and the second one leads to an instability~stepped! in the plastic
deformation that is characteristic at low temperatures. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01708-0#
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The mechanism for the appearance of anomalous
teaus in the temperature dependence of the fluidity limits
their rate coefficients1–4 and the violation of the Arrhenius
law for the plastic deformation rate1,2 during deformation of
crystals at low temperatures (,20 K) have been the subjec
of recent discussion.5–10 As was noted in Refs. 7–10, th
widely discussed idea of quantum athermicity as the rea
for the appearance of plateau-like segments in these cu
finds itself in contradiction to the absence of similar se
ments in the temperature curves of the shear stresse
strains below the fluidity limit10 and with the existence in th
temperature interval where these plateaus are located
stepped, discontinuous deformation.1,4,7 Since the latter is
due to a thermal instability of the plastic deformation of t
crystals at low temperatures,9–13 both these facts are ev
dence of the absence of a noticeable influence of athe
quantum fluctuations~zero oscillations2,3 and dislocation
tunneling1,4! on the surmounting by the dislocations of ba
riers having short radius of action, and preservation in
investigated temperature interval (.0.5 K) of the thermal-
activation nature of the motion of the dislocations. This st
of affairs is also indicated by the fact that when the tempe
ture is raised abruptly the creep rate of the crystals inve
gated in Ref. 14 at 1.324.2 K experiences discontinuou
growth. In light of this contradiction, a quasi-atherm
mechanism was considered in Ref. 9 for the appearanc
plateaus and violation of the Arrhenius law for the plas
deformation rate, where this mechanism is associated
heating of strain localization sites~slip lines and bands! by
the energy dissipated upon the motion of the dislocatio
Local thermal excitation of the crystal above the temperat
1341063-7834/98/40(8)/6/$15.00
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of the cooling medium causes the thermal component of
flow stresses to drop, as a result of which a quasi-ather
segment arises in the temperature dependence of t
stresses. Direct evidence of heating of the strain localiza
sites is provided by the formation of helium bubbles at t
exit sites of the slip lines and bands at the surface of crys
deformed at 2.224.2 K ~Refs. 10 and 15!.

The estimates made in Refs. 9 and 16 show that su
ciently dense groups of dislocations~with a linear density of
106 m21) moving with high speed (1022103 m•s21) can
cause local lattice heating of appreciable intensity. Evide
of the existence of such dislocation groups during lo
temperature deformation of metallic crystals is provided,
example, by data17 on the formation of electric pulses o
microsecond duration as a result of entrainment of electr
by the dislocations. The appearance of such groups of di
cations at low temperatures is promoted by the high sens
ity of the dislocation speedV to fluctuations of the effective
stressest* at these temperatures (] ln V/] ln t* )'1032104.
For comparison, at moderate temperatures it is on the o
of 1–10.

This circumstance can explain, in particular, the m
crostepped, discrete character of the creep curves of p
crystalline copper at 1.424.2 K ~Ref. 18!. Small-to-moderate
fluctuations of the local stresses, leading to the formation
dynamic slip lines as a result of activation of one or mo
Frank–Read sources, cause an abrupt growth of the defo
tion. The finite magnitude of each such deformation jum
and the logarithmic character on the whole of the cre
curve18 indicate that as a consequence of strain hardening
speed of dislocations in such dynamic slip lines and ba
4 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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falls after the deformation jump to values characteristic
thermally activated motion of the dislocations. Since the f
mation of dynamic slip lines and bands at low temperatu
is accompanied by their heating, a plateau-like, qua
athermic segment appears in the temperature dependen
the logarithmic creep coefficient: one more characteri
anomaly of low-temperature crystal plasticity.19

Thus, the question of the thermal regime in which plas
deformation of crystals at low and superlow temperatu
develops locally is of fundamental significance for this te
perature interval.

The goal of the present paper is to analyze in de
heating of crystals by dynamic slip lines and bands w
allowance for the fact that during their formation, stra
hardening lowers the dislocation speed while heating of
crystal by the dislocations increases it. The relationship
tween these two factors~heating and hardening! determines
whether plastic deformation of the crystals at the level
individual slip lines and bands develops stably or unstab
in the thermal sense. In the case when strain hardening
dominates, quasi-athermic segments appear in the temp
ture dependences of the thermal-activation parameters
Arrhenius’s law for the plastic deformation rate is seen to
violated. On the other hand, when heating predominates
deformation diagrams acquire stepped discontinuities un
certain conditions.

Taking the above-said into account, Sec. 1 describe
model of dynamic slip lines~bands!. Section 2 carries out a
self-consistent calculation of the local temperature distri
tion and the dislocation speed distribution in this model. S
tion 3 discusses the obtained results and compares them
experiment.

1. MODEL OF DYNAMIC SLIP LINES

As experiment shows, plastic deformation of a crys
begins with activation of dislocation sources in the bulk
on the surface of the deformed crystal. As they move alo
the slip plane, the dislocations multiply by double transve
slipping,10 as a result of which the slip line is converted in
an expanding slip band. Another consequence of multipl
tion of dislocations is strain hardening, as a result of wh
the dislocation speed in the band drops to values chara
istic of thermally activated plastic deformation. Only disl
cations in the tip~‘‘nose’’ ! of an unfinished slip line and on
the edge of an expanding slip band continue to propag
with high, dynamic speeds.

At present there is no generally accepted theoret
model for the evolution of the dislocation density distrib
tion in a forming slip band, starting from the formation sta
of a planar accumulation of dislocations upon activation o
dislocation source of Frank–Read type. In the present w
we describe this evolution by the expression

r~r ,z,t !5rnF12exp
r 2ut1 l

l GF12exp
z2uzt1w

w G ,
~1a!

r50, n5n0 , ut.r .ut2 l , uzt.z.uzt2w.
~1b!
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Herer is the dislocation density in the strain hardened, q
sistatic part of the slip line~band!, n is the linear density of
dislocations at the tip~nose! and on the edge of the slip band
equal ton0; l andw are respectively the length of the nos
and the width of the active edge of the band, both of wh
depend on microscopic parameters of the processes of d
cation multiplication and diffusion,20 u anduz are the length-
ening and expanding speeds of the bands,t is time reckoned
from commencement of activation of a circular dislocati
source at the pointr 50, z50 in cylindrical coordinates, and
rn is the maximum dislocation density in the strain-harden
part of the slip band. Expression~1! was obtained with the
help of a self-similar solution of the equations20 describing
the evolution of the dislocation density at the initial stage
deformation, when dislocation annihilation is still abse
The expression inside the first set of brackets in Eq.~1a!
describes the evolution of the dislocation density associa
with lengthening of the band, and the second describes
evolution associated with its expansion.

Figure 1a depicts the dislocation distributions as d
scribed by Eq.~1a! in the initial slip plane of the dislocation
~thez50 plane! for different ratios of the total length of the
slip line L52Rm52ut to the length of its nosel . Since the
speed of unilateral expansion of the slip banduz5(w/ l )u, its
total width wm5(w/ l )Rm and, consequently,wm /w5Rm / l .
This means that the dislocation density distribution ov
width ~thickness! of the slip bands~along thez axis! has a
form analogous to the curves in Fig. 1a. Figure 1b shows
shape of the band~half of it is shown! in the case when the
ratio of the length of the nose to the total length of the s
line, equal to the ratio of the width of its dynamic part to i
total width, is equal to 0.1 (l /Rm5w/wm50.1).

Since the dislocation speeds within the limits of the s
band vary over a wide range, the expression for the dislo

FIG. 1. Density distribution of dislocations~a! along a slip band~b! for
different ratios of the length of its dynamic partl to its overall length
l /Rm51.0 ~1!, 0.4 ~2!, 0.1 ~3!, and 0 ~4!. The hatched region is the
deformation-hardened part of the band forl /Rm50.1.
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tion speedV should contain both a thermal-activation and
above-barrier (u) component

V5uS 11
u

us
exp

H~t* !

kT D 21

. ~2!

Here H(t* ) is the activation energy,t* 5t2tm wheret*
and t are respectively the effective stress and the app
stress,tm5abmr1/2, a is the interdislocation interaction
constant,b is the Burgers vector,m is the shear modulus,T
is temperature,k is Boltzmann’s constant, andus is the pre-
exponential factor in the expression for the thermally a
vated dislocation speed.

Curves 1–4 in Fig. 2a illustrate the distribution o
dislocation speeds along a slip band in thez50 plane
for H(t* )5Hc@12(t* /tc)

q#p and different ratios betwee
its static and dynamic parts~Fig. 1a!. The calcula-
tion was done for the following parameter value
t/tc50.975, abmrn

1/2/tc50.2, tm* /tc5(t2abmrn
1/2)/tc

50.775, ab50.15 nm, H(tm* )/kT5 ln(us/V)525, u/us

50.1, andrn51012 m22, which corresponds to formation o
a slip line ~band! for motion of dislocations in the Peierl
relief in a metallic crystal (tc /m51023, p51, q55/4) at
low deformation temperatures.21 Heretc is the Peierls stres
at T50.

FIG. 2. Distribution of the dislocation speed~a! and temperature~b! along a
slip band in the absence of heating~1–4! and for heating (18248) of the
crystal by dislocations for different ratios of the lengths of its dynamic a
deformation-hardened parts@see Fig. 1a#.
d

-

:

It is clear from the calculated curves in Fig. 2a that w
growth of the dislocation densityr and expansion of the
region of deformation hardening (Rm21)/Rm the dislocation
speed in the slip plane varies from purely dynamic~curve1!
to primarily thermally activated~curve3! to completely ther-
mally activated~curve 4!. The last variant corresponds t
escape of the slip plane to the boundary~surface! of the
crystal. Only dislocations in a layer of thicknessw at the
edgez5wm of the slip band continue to propagate with d
namic speedsu.

2. HEATING OF THE CRYSTAL BY A SLIP BAND

The local thermal regime in which formation of a sl
band takes place is defined by the equation of heat con
tion

c
]T

]t
5¹~¸¹T!2 f

h

d
~T2T0!1bt«̇. ~3!

Here t is time, c is the heat capacity,̧ andh are the coef-
ficients of bulk thermal conductivity and surface heat tra
fer, d is the characteristic transverse dimension of the crys
f andb are coefficients of the order of unity which depen
respectively, on the shape of the cross section of the cry
and the degree of conversion of the work of plastic deform
tion into heat,«̇5brmV is the plastic deformation rate,rm is
the density of mobile dislocations, andT0 is the temperature
of the cooling medium.

Since formation of dynamic slip lines occurs durin
times of the order of a few microseconds,14,17 and the relax-
ation time of heat escaping from the crystal to the cool
medium th5cd/ f h, as estimates and experiment show,17 is
of the order of several milliseconds, local heating of the cr
tal by such a band will depend only on the relaxation rate
heat in the bulk of the crystal. In this case, solution of Eq.~3!
in cylindrical coordinates for a forming slip band, as d
scribed in Sec. 1, has the form22 (DT5T2T0)

DT~r ,z,t !5
bt«̇m

8c E
0

t dt8

@pa~ t2t8!#3/2 E0

ut8
2phdh

3E
0

uzt8
U~h,j,t8!G~r ,z,tuh,j,t8!dj,

G~r ,z,tuh,j,t8!5I 0F rh

2a~ t2t8!
GexpF2

r 21h21~z2j!2

4a~ t2t8!
G ,

~4!

where U5V/u is the dimensionless dislocation spee
«̇m5brmu is the maximum plastic deformation rate in th
band,rm'n0 /w is the mean density of mobile dislocation
in the band,ut8 and uzt8 are intermediate values of th
length and width of the band,I 0(x) is the zeroth-order Besse
function with imaginary argument, anda5¸/c is the thermal
diffusion coefficient.

The solution~4! of Eq. ~3! assumes that the level of loca
heating of the crystalDT/T0 is sufficiently small and has no
noticeable influence on the dislocation speed~2! or the heat
capacity of the crystal and its thermal conductivity or t

d
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coefficient of surface heat transfer. In most crystals at l
temperatures these quantities vary according to a power
c5cmTn, ¸5¸mTm, h5hmTr . Here cm , ¸m , and hm are
coefficients that depend respectively on the mechanism
heat storage and heat conduction, and on the state o
cooling medium. In reality, the level of heating of the crys
DT can substantially exceed the medium temperatureT0. For
this reason, Eq.~3! is in general nonlinear. If the exponentsn
and m in the power laws forc and ¸ are equal, then it is

possible by making the substitutionT5T0c
1

n11 to reduce
Eq. ~3! to the form

c~T0!
]c

]t
5¸~T0!¹2c2~n11!

2h~T0!

f d
c

r 11
n11 ~12c2

1
n11!

1~n11!T0
21bt«̇~c! ~5!

with constant values ofc and¸. Solving Eq.~5! in the ab-
sence of surface heat transfer (h50), we obtain

T5T0@11~n11!T0
21DT~r ,z,t,T!#

1
n11. ~6a!

It is obvious that forDT/T0!1 solution ~6a! goes over to
solution ~4!. For n51 it describes heating of a slip band
metallic crystals with the electronic contribution to the he
capacity predominant while forn53 it describes heating in
crystals where the phonon mechanism of heat storage
heat conduction predominates.

Since the dislocation speedU(r ,z,t,T) in expressions
~5! and ~6a! vary substantially as a result of heating, w
solved Eq.~6a! self-consistently by the method of iteration
Results of solution of Eq.~6a! are plotted in Fig. 2b for
n51 and the above-indicated~Fig. 1! values of the ratio
ml5 l /Rm of the length of the dynamic part of the slip ban
to its total length. The value of the relative heating found
this way can be written as a function of the parameters22 to

DT~r ,z,t,T0!/T05
2bt«̇mw

p1/2uc~T0!T0

3VS r

Rm
,

z

wm
,mr ,mz ,ml D . ~6b!

The parametersmr5Rm/2R0, R052a/u ~Ref. 22!, and
mz5mr(w/ l )2 determine the degree of heat localization a
the nature of the dependence of the level of heating on
length 2Rm and width~thickness! wm of the slip band and on
the ratio between the length of the band and its dynamic
l . As can be seen from Fig. 2b, as the length of the dyna
~deformation-unhardened! part of the band grows, its heatin
temperature also grows. The results plotted in Fig. 2b w
obtained for the following parameter values:mr50.2,
R052.5 mm, w/ l 51022, mz5231025, a50.25 m2

•s21,
u523102 m•s21. They correspond to actual parameters
slip lines and bands at the initial stage of deformation
metallic crystals (2Rm52 mm, wm510mm, w51 mm,
rn5rm51012 m22) at low temperatures (t'20 MPa, b
50.6, c5geT0'23102 J•m23

•K21, T0'2 K), wherege

is the coefficient of the electronic specific heat.
w:
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3. DISCUSSION

It follows from the calculated results@Fig. 2b# that heat-
ing of a slip band can be significant both for the case whe
is of a purely dynamic character~curve1, T/T053.7) and in
the strain-hardened state~curve4, T/T051.6). The distribu-
tion of dislocation speeds in such heated slip bands is il
trated by curves18248 in Fig. 2a. In comparison with the
case of no heating~curves1–4! the dislocation speeds in
heated bands are several orders higher. For weak or mod
deformation hardening~curves2 and 3! the quasistatic re-
gions of the bands acquire a dynamic or almost dyna
character~curves28 and38).

This means that thermally activated motion of disloc
tions in such slip bands is unstable in the thermal sen
Because of intense heating of regions of the crystal ne
boring the band, this motion can initiate the generation
new dynamic slip lines and bands. Such a correlat
avalanche-like growth of plastic deformation in a bound
volume of the crystal can lead to a jump in the deformi
stress if the growth time of the thermal flare-up is longer th
the relaxation time of heat escaping from the crystal due
surface heat transfer and longer than the relaxation time
the deforming stress, which depends on the rigidity and
namic characteristics of the loading apparatus. These
circumstances, as is well known, define the criterion of th
mal instability of low-temperature plastic deformation.8,13 In
Ref. 17 it was established that from 10 to 20 individual s
lines participate in each such avalanche-like growth of de
mation.

If the conditions for avalanche-like development of pla
tic deformation are absent, then on the macroscopic le
deformation develops stably. On the microscopic level, a
consequence of the discreteness and cooperative natu
deformation and the associated heating of individual s
lines and bands typical of the dislocation mechanism, de
mation takes place at some effective temperatureT* greater
than the temperature of the cooling mediumT0. Taking ex-
pressions~6a! and~6b! into account, we can write down th
following expression for the effective temperature:

T* 5T0@11~Q/T0!n11#
1

n11 ~7a!

or

T* 5Q@11~T0 /Q!n11#
1

n11, ~7b!

where

Q5F ~n11!
2bt«̇m

p1/2ucm

VS r

Rm
,

z

wm
,mr ,mz ,ml D G

1
n11

.

~7c!

As calculation shows@Fig. 2b#, heating of slip lines and
bands has a fairly uniform character over both the length
width ~thickness! of the band; therefore it may be assum
that the temperatureQ has a constant value in the volum
occupied by the band.

It follows from Eq. ~7b! that asT0→0 the heating tem-
perature of the bandT*→Q. The characteristic temperatur
Q of appearance of quasi-athermic effects depends on
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length L52Rm and widthwm of the slip band, and in the
case of strain hardening, on the length of the dynamic pa
the band,l . SinceV; l in expression~7c! for l /2R0,1 and
V; l 1/2 for l /2R0.1, at the very initial stage of deformatio
~in the optical elasticity limit10!, when the length of the slip
lines amounts to a few tens of microns, the level of heatin
too small to have a noticeable effect on the dislocation spe
This may explain the absence of a plateau-like segmen
the temperature dependence of the optical fluidity limit
LiF crystals.10 But when the length of the lines becom
comparable with the transverse dimensions of the crys
then heating, as was shown above, has a substantial influ
on the dislocation speed and, consequently, on the the
component of the flow stresses, which results in the app
ance of plateau-like segments in the temperature depend
of the fluidity limit of the crystal.10 Note that by virtue of the
nonlinear nature of the equation of heat conduction the t
peratureQ of the appearance of quasi-athermic effects~7c!
depends not too strongly on the whole on the length

width of the slip bands:Q;( lwm)
1

n11. Estimates based o
formula ~7c! show that for values of the thermal, dynam
and deformational parameters typical for low temperatu
Q51210 K. For high-strength alloys it can be substantia
greater.

For purely electronic (n51) and purely phonon-
mediated (n53) mechanisms of heat storage and heat c
duction, according to formula~7b! we have the following
functional forms of the dependence of the effective tempe
ture T* on the temperature of the cooling mediumT0:

T* 5Q@11~T0 /Q!2#1/2, ~8a!

T* 5Q@11~T0 /Q!4#1/4. ~8b!

The form of these dependences is illustrated by curves2 and
3 in Fig. 3. As a consequence of its greater nonlinearity,
effective temperature of heating,T* , in crystals with a pre-
dominantly phonon mechanism of heat storage and heat

FIG. 3. Effective temperatureT* as a function of temperature of the coolin
mediumT0 in the absence of heating~1! and for heating of the crystal by
dislocations by the phonon~2! and electron~3! mechanisms respectively o
heat storage and heat conduction.
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duction ~e.g., in alkali-halide crystals! varies more abruptly
with the temperatureT0 of the cooling medium than is the
case for metals. To illustrate the quasi-athermic effects fo
predominantly phonon mechanism of heat storage, Fig
plots the temperature dependence of the critical sh
stressest* and the corresponding rate sensitivity coefficie
]t* /] ln «̇ in the absence of heating~curves1 and2! and in
the presence of heating~curves18 and 28) of the slip lines
and bands. The calculation was based on the following r
tions:

t* 5tc@12~T/Tc!
1/q#1/p, Tc5

Hc

k ln~n/ «̇ !
, ~9a!

]~t* /tc!

] ln «̇
'

1

pq ln~n/ «̇ !
S T

Tc
D 1/q

, ~9b!

which follow from the expression for the rate of thermal
activated plastic deformation~2!, where n is the pre-
exponential factor in the Arrhenius formula for this rat
Curves 1 and 2 illustrate the nature of these curves f
p51, q55/4 ~the Peierls relief!, ln(n/«̇)525 and T5T0,
while curves18 and 28 illustrate the nature of these curve
for Q/Tc5231022 andT5T* ~8b!.

The appearance of quasi-athermic segments in the t
perature curves of the critical shear stresses and their
coefficients strongly depresses the values of the r
H/kT0ln(n/«̇) at temperaturesT0,Q for the experimentally
determined activation energy of the plastic deformations,
it leads to a violation of the Arrhenius law for the plast
deformation rate, according to which the value of the in
cated ratio should be strictly equal to unity. This state
affairs serves as a basis for concluding that the devia
from this law and the apparent athermicity of deformation
temperatures belowQ are due to the coming into play o
athermic quantum mechanisms by which dislocations ov
come local barriers.2–4

According to Ref. 2, if the effective temperatureT* de-
pends onT0, then the ratio

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the critical shear stresses (1,18) and
their rate coefficients (2,28) in the absence of heating~1,2! and for heating
(18,28) of the crystal by slip lines for predominance of the phonon mec
nism of heat storage.
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H

kT0 ln~n/ «̇ !
5S T0

T*
D ]T*

]T0
~10!

depends only on the nature of the dependence of the effe
temperatureT* on the temperature of the cooling medium
T0. Thus, in the case of local heating~7! we have

H

kT0 ln~n/ «̇ !
5

~T0 /Q!n11

11~T0 /Q!n11
. ~11!

Curves1 and2 in Fig. 5 illustrate the functional dependenc
~11! for predominance of the phonon term (n53) and elec-
tronic term (n51) in the specific heat. Experimental da
indicating the violation of the Arrhenius law for the rate
thermally activated plastic deformation in crystals of K
~Ref. 1! anda iron2 plotted in this figure are found to be i
quite good agreement with the theoretical curves. They c
firm a more abrupt deviation from the Arrhenius la
H/kT0 ln(n/«̇)51 in the alkali-halide crystal KBr (n53,
Q52.7 K) in comparison witha Fe (n51, Q56.6 K).

Thus, our results demonstrate that local heating of
crystal by moving dislocations, because of its substan
magnitude at low deformation temperatures, complicates
thermal-activation analysis of the mechanisms of plastic
formation of crystals at temperatures,20 K. Therefore, re-
vealing the influence of quantum effects on the surmoun
by dislocations of barriers having short radius of acti
against the background of this heating becomes essen
impossible. The athermic plateaus in the temperature de
dence of the thermal-activation parameters observed at
peraturesT,20 K, as was shown above~see also Refs. 9
and 23!, are linked with thermal effects, as is the instabil
~jumplike discontinuity! of the plastic deformation that i
characteristic at low temperatures and grows as the defo
tion temperature is decreased.24,25

In this regard, it bears mention that in comparison
long-range internal stresses from accumulations of same-
dislocations as a possible cause of avalanche-like growt
plastic deformation and jumps in the deforming stress at
temperatures,26 local heating possesses a greater time lag
longer range of action, which facilitates spatial correlati
and temporal synchronization17 of the dislocation ava-
lanches. Due to the small time lag of the internal stresses
work of the dislocation sources initiated by them termina
rapidly as a result of strain hardening~Fig. 2a! while dislo-

FIG. 5. Violation of the Arrhenius law for the plastic deformation rate
KBr ~Ref. 1! ~I! anda Fe ~Ref. 2! ~II !. The theoretical curves were calcu
lated according to Eq.~11! for n53 ~1! and 1~2!.
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cation heating of the crystal makes it possible, as was sh
above, to overcome this hardening and thus hastens the
velopment of the thermal instability of low-temperature pla
tic deformation of crystals.

Weakening and disappearance of the influence of th
mal effects on the thermal-activation characteristics m
sured at low temperatures can be achieved by thinning
crystal-foils to cross sections with transverse dimension
the order of 10220mm. In this case, as estimates show, t
relaxation time of heat escaping into3He and 4He
th5cd/2h'1025 s becomes comparable to the heating tim
of the crystal by a dynamic slip line of lengthL'1
22 mm, t5L2/4a, as it propagates across a wide face of t
crystal.
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Vortex states in antiferromagnetic crystals
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It is shown that axially symmetric two-dimensional nonuniform states can exist in easy-axis and
cubic antiferromagnets lacking inversion symmetry, in the form of two-dimensional
spatially modulated structures~magnetic vortex lattices! and isolated two-dimensional structures
~vortices!. The structure and equilibrium dimensions of the lattices and vortices have been
determined by numerical solution of differential equations. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~98!01808-5#
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It is known that in acentric magnets there can exist s
cific, symmetry-induced exchange-relativistic interactio
which enter the energy of the system in the form of ter
linear in the first spatial derivatives.

These invariants were used1 to account for the thermo
dynamic stability of spiral structures in magnets lacking
inversion center. In contrast to the wide-spread excha
spirals,2,3 the modulated structures considered in Ref. 1 ha
large period and a fixed direction ofM rotation ~chirality!.

Such modulated structures have by now been discov
in a number of cubic helical magnets4–13 and other noncen
trosymmetric crystals,14–18in magnetic superlattices,19,20and
a number of other systems2,3. Theoretical studies of spira
structures associated with the Dzyaloshinsky interac
were carried out.21–28

It has been shown, using a simple model representa
that inversionless magnets can support, besides
dimensional modulated structures~spirals!, a system of iso-
lated vortices as well.29 The size of these vortices is propo
tional to the Dzyaloshinsky interaction energy, i.e., su
vortices should collapse in a regular magnet. It was a
shown that, in the region where modulated structures e
vortex states are thermodynamically stable within a cer
field interval. The vortex and spiral structures in easy-a
ferro- and antiferromagnets were studied.29,30

A systematic theoretical study of isolated and interact
vortices in easy-axis ferromagnets lacking inversion symm
try was carried out.31,32 The equilibrium parameters of iso
lated vortices and vortex lattices, and the boundaries of
istence of localized states and modulated phases w
determined by numerical solution of differential equation
as well as by analytical techniques. The force of interact
between two isolated vortex lines was calculated.33 Studies
were also made of vortex states in cubic helimagnets,34 and
of the effect of basal-plane anisotropy on vortex-st
stability35.

This work explores specific features of vortex states
easy-axis and cubic antiferromagnets lacking inversion s
metry.
1351063-7834/98/40(8)/7/$15.00
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1. EASY-AXIS ANTIFERROMAGNETS

For a two-sublattice antiferromagnet with Dzyaloshins
interaction, the nonequilibrium thermodynamic potential c
be written to terms quadratic in components of the total m
netization vectorm5(M11M2)/2M0 and of the antiferro-
magnetism vectorl5(M12M2)/2M0 ~hereM i is the mag-
netization of thei th sublattice,M05uM i u) in the form

W5E wdV5E @A~] l /]xi !
21A8~] l /]xi !

21w02wd#dV,

~1!

where A,A8 are nonuniform-exchange constants,w0 is the
uniform part of energy, andwd contains invariants linear in
the first spatial derivatives.

We write the uniform part of energy,w0, for the antifer-
romagnets under study in the following standard form36,37

w05M0
2@2lm222Hm/M02b l z

2#, ~2!

wherel is the intersublattice exchange-interaction consta
b is the second-order uniaxial-anisotropy constant, andH is
the magnetic field. Usuallyl@b. We shall also limit our-
selves to the case of low temperatures, where one may
sumem21 l 251, ml50.37

For b.0, Z is the easy-magnetization axis. It is we
known ~see, e.g., Ref. 37!, that in this case forHz5Hs f

5M0A2lb and Hx5Hy50 a first-order phase transitio
takes place from the antiferromagnetic (liZ) to spin-flop
( l'Z) phase. Limiting ourselves to the (HiZ) case and
minimizing Eq.~1! in m, we obtain

m5h
Hs f

2lM0
, ~3!

where h5H/Hs f . In the vicinity of the spin-flop transi-
tion m! l , becauseHs f5M0A2lb!2lM0. Assuming now
u l u51, we come to the following expression forw0:29

w05w0
01M0

2bu12b2usin2~u2u0!, ~4!

where
0 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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w0
05bM0

2 , u050 , h,1 ,

w0
05bM0

2h2, u05p/2 , h.1 .

Here u is the angle betweenl and OZ, h25H2/
2blM0

2, andw0
0 is the ground-state energy density.

The expressions forwd for easy-axis antiferromagnet
were derived in Ref. 29~in them! l approximation!. In par-
ticular, for antiferromagnets belonging to the crystal
graphic classesCnv andDn the expressions forwd have the
form

wd5DM0
2S l z

] l x

x
2 l x

] l z

x
1 l z

] l y

y
2 l y

] l z

y D for Cnv , ~5!

wd5DM0
2S l z

] l x

y
2 l x

] l z

y
1 l z

] l y

x
2 l y

] l z

x D
1D8M0

2S l x

] l y

z
2 l y

] l x

z D for Dn . ~6!

The last term in Eq.~6! may result in formation of
modulated structures propagating along the easy axisZ. Be-
cause we consider here only states uniform alongZ, we shall
assumeD8 to be identically zero. The case ofCn symmetry,
wherew0

0 is a linear combination of Eqs.~5! and ~6!, does
not yield qualitatively new results and therefore will be d
regarded subsequently.

The presence of such invariants in the thermodyna
potential was shown to entail invariably formation of no
uniform states in the vicinity of the spin-flop transition.29

The stability boundaries of such states can be determine
considering the energy of a plane domain wall separa
states with opposite directions ofl ~the 180° domain wall!.
Calculations revealed29 that nonuniform spatially modulate
states in antiferromagnets are thermodynamically stable

h1,h,h2 , where h1,2
2 517n2, n25

pD2

16Ab
. ~7!

Note that, because coefficientD in Eqs.~2! and~3! is of the
exchange-relativistic origin (D;AAb),38 the lower critical
field h1 may vanish for some crystals, i.e. for such cryst
spatially modulated structures will become energetica
preferable starting withH50. At the same time the uppe
critical field will always be lower than the exchange fiel
(h2!2lM0 /Hs f). This relates, for instance, to the inve
sionless rhombohedral easy-axis antiferromagnet BiF2

@space groupC3v
6 , Néel temperatureTN5673 K ~Ref. 39!#.

In zero and weak fields it exhibits a modulated structure. I
fairly high field, a magnetic-field-induced transition from
helical, spatially modulated to a uniform antiferromagne
phase was observed to occur, which was accompanied
strong variation of electrical polarization.40

Let us turn now to an analysis of two-dimensional sp
tially modulated states. Consider an isolated vortex with
axis directed alongZ; at vortex center the antiferromag
netism vectorl is parallel to the applied magnetic fieldH.
Introduce spherical coordinates for vectorl, and cylindrical
ones, for the spatial variables

l5~sinu cosc, sinu sinc, cosu!,
-

ic

by
g

r

s
y

a

a

-
e

r5~r cosw, r sinw, z!.

Written in these variables, Eqs.~2! and ~3! will assume the
following form for Cnv symmetry

wd5cos~w2c!F]u

]r
1

1

r
sinu cosu

]c

]w G
1sin~w2c!Fsinu cosu

]c

]r
2

1

r

]u

]w G , ~8!

and forDn symmetry:

wd5sin~w2c!F]u

]r
1

1

r
sinu cosu

]c

]w G
1cos~w2c!Fsinu cosu

]c

]r
2

1

r

]u

]w G . ~9!

Thus the energy of a two-sublattice antiferromagnet w
Dzyaloshinsky interaction can be presented as

E5
W2W0

0

2pLAM0
2

5E F S du

dr D 2

1
sin2u

r2
22pS du

dr
1

sinucosu

r D
14p2

Ab

D2
u12h2usin2~u2u0!Grdr, ~10!

r5r /r 0 , r 05
2pA

D
. ~11!

HereL is vortex length along theZ axis, andr 0 is the period
of the spiral structure forh51.

Euler’s equation for functional~1! reads

d2u

dr2
1

1

r

du

dr
2

sin2u

2r2
12p

sin2u

r

2cos 2u02p2
Ab

D2
u12h2usin 2u50. ~12!

The solutions to Eq.~10! subject to the boundary condition

u~0!50 , u~R!5p ~13!

describe an axial structure~vortex! of radius R. Equation
~10! does not lend itself to analytic solution, and therefo
numerical methods were invoked. The character of the s
tions depends essentially on the applied magnetic fi
namely, on whetherh lies within or outside the@h1 ,h2#
interval.

For h1,h,h2 , the boundary problem under study h
solutions only for finite radiiR, and for h,h1 or h.h2 ,
both for finiteR and forR5`. Note that in the second cas
(h¹@h1 ,h2#) none of the finite-radius solutions correspon
to the minimum in energy density~see below!, in other
words, such solutions are unstable.

We shall conveniently use in place ofh in what follows
the parameter
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B* 52cos 2u0

4

p
AAb

D2
u12h2u. ~14!

For h5h1,2, B* 571, for h,h1 , B* ,21, and for
h.h2 , B* .1.

Consider the solutions for each of these cases in m
detail.

1! h1,h,h2(21,B* ,1). Since everywhere within
this region the domain-wall energy is negative,29 the struc-
tures formed in these conditions will have the maximum p
sible distribution of inhomogeneity in the bulk of the samp
The spiral1 may serve as an example of such a state. Ano
example is the magnetic-vortex lattice, whose thermo
namic stability was proven for inversionless magnets wit
a certain magnetic-field range.32

As already mentioned, the stabilization of tw
dimensional modulated structures is connected with the p
ence in the magnet energy of invariants linear in the fi
spatial derivatives. These terms lower the energy of the
tem only for a certain direction of change of the order p
rameters. In particular, in the case of a uniaxial antiferrom
net with Dzyaloshinsky interaction the sign of parameterD
@see Eq.~2!# determines the energetically favorable directi
of rotation of vectorl. Therefore from the various axial
structure lattices present in antiferromagnets only those
which the given direction of antiferromagnetism vector ro
tion is preserved are capable of reducing the energy of
system. This condition is obviously upheld in lattices whe
vector l is parallel toOZ at cell center, and antiparallel to
at the cell boundary. We shall call such structuresp lattices.

The equilibrium states of two-dimensional lattices in a
tiferromagnets are determined by solving coupled differ
tial equations foru(x,y) andC(x,y) which minimize func-
tional ~1!. This problem is difficult to solve even b
numerical techniques. The problem can, however, be con
erably simplified by invoking the circular-cell approx
mation32,41. Within this approximation, a unit cell of the lat
tice with hexagonal~or square! cross section is replaced by
circular cylinder of the same volume. Accordingly, th
boundary conditions forp lattices are replaced by those fo
circular ones, i.e., by Eq.~11!.

Application of this approximation to the calculation o
the equilibrium lattice structure restores the axial symme
and reduces the problem to integration of Eq.~10! subject to
boundary conditions~11!, with subsequent minimization of

F5
E

pR2
~15!

in R @the energyE is given by Eq.~10!#.
Calculations showed that throughout the regionh1,h

,h2 (21,B* ,1) the energy density~15! has a minimum
at finite cell dimensionsR. Figure 1 displays the equilibrium
cell dimensions and the period of the helical structure
functions of parameterB* @Eq. ~14!#. Within a broad range
21,B* ,1, equilibrium lattice periods depend only weak
on the field, but start to increase without limit asB* ap-
proaches61 ~i.e., ash→h1,2). Figures 2–5 plot the evolu
tion of equilibrium cell structures with increasing magne
re
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field in p lattices. In the vicinity of the lower critical fieldh1

(B* '21), the nonuniformities in the distribution ofl in p
lattices become localized within a narrow transition regio
This can be easily understood if one recalls that, in a m
netic field h,1 (B* ,0), states withu5p/2 possess a
higher energy than those withu50, p. In p lattices, the

FIG. 1. Periods of~a! spiral structure and~b! vortex latticevsparameterB* .

FIG. 2. Equilibrium structures of unit cells of the magnetic-vortex lattice
B* : ~a! 20.91, ~b! 20.93, ~c! 20.95, ~d! 20.97, ~e! 20.98, and
~f! 20.99.
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FIG. 3. Equilibrium structures of unit cells of the magnetic-vortex lattice
B* : ~a! 0, ~b! 20.5, ~c! 20.7, ~d! 20.8, ~e! 20.85, and~f! 20.9.

FIG. 4. Equilibrium structures of unit cells of the magnetic-vortex lattice
B* : ~a! 0, ~b! 0.5, ~c! 0.7, ~d! 0.8, ~e! 0.85, and~f! 0.9.
u5p/2 states are realized inside the cells. It is in the reg
of states close top/2 that nonuniformities are localized i
the lattices.

In the opposite limiting case, i.e., close to the upper cr
cal fieldh2 (B* '1), nonuniformities in the distribution ofl
in p lattices are localized both at cell boundaries~where
u'p) and at cell center~whereu'0). This is due to the
fact that for h.1 (B* .0) states withu5p/2 possess a
lower energy than those withu50, p.

Throughout the region where modulated structures e
the energy density ofp lattices is higher than that of th
helical state~Fig. 6!. Hence the one-dimensional spatial
modulated state is here thermodynamically stable. In
presence of linear defects, however, magnetic vortex latt
can form. There is a report of observation of a magne
vortex lattice in BiFeO3.42

Similar to a helical structure, a magnetic-vortex latti
transfers to a uniform state through unlimited growth of t
period of the system withh→h1,2 (B*→61). Obviously
enough, the energies of all modulated structures beco
equal ath5h1,2.

2! h,h1(B* ,21). The form of the solution depend
in this case substantially on

a5
du

dr U
r50

. ~16!

Figure 7 shows phase patterns for several values of par
eter a. If a is greater than some critical valuea(h), the
solutionsu(r) describe structures with finite radii and a no

FIG. 5. Equilibrium structures of unit cells of the magnetic-vortex lattice
B* : ~a! 0.91, ~b! 0.93, ~c! 0.95, ~d! 0.97, ~e! 0.98, ~f! 0.99, and~g! 0.999.
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zero derivative at finite points for boundary conditions~11!.
In the phase plane~Fig. 7!, to these solutions correspon
portions of the trajectories terminating at the pole 3p/2.
There are no such solutions fora,a0 . As already men-
tioned, all these solutions are unstable. Finally, ata5a0 lo-
calized solutions for boundary conditions~11! describing
isolated vortices in the bulk of an antiferromagnet are re
ized. The phase pattern of this solution has a separatrix c
acter. Figure 8 displays profiles of localized solutions fo
number of fields belowh1 (B* ,21). As one moves away
from h1 ~as h decreases!, vortex localization becomes in
creasingly stronger. As one approachesh1 , the vortices ex-
pand, a narrow transition region begins to form in them
tween the core withu50 and the outer region withu5p,
i.e., a9domain wall9, until for h.h1 (B* .21) no localized
axial structures exist any more in the antiferromagnet.

3! h.h2 (B* .1). In contrast to theh,h1 case, the
phase patterns of the solutions displayed in Fig. 9 have p
at the points (p,n),n50,1,2, . . . , whereas the separatrix so
lutions terminate at point (p/2,0). Thus forh2,h(B* .1)
we have localized solutions for the boundary conditio
u(`)5p/2. In other words, forh.h2 there can exist in an
antiferromagnet vortices withliZ at vortex center, and with
l'OZ for r→`. Note that in this case theu50 state at
vortex center is not energetically preferable. The vortex p
files for h.h2 are displayed in Fig. 10.

Thus inversionless uniaxial antiferromagnets can sup
two-dimensional, spatially modulated structures~magnetic
vortices! as metastable states. Forh,h1 , localized vortices
with u50 can exist at vortex center, and withu5p, off the

FIG. 6. Dependence of the energy density of~a! magnetic-vortex lattice and
~b! spiral structure on parameterB* .
l-
ar-
a

-

es

s

-

rt

FIG. 7. Phase patterns ofu(r) solutions forh,h1 (B* ,21).

FIG. 8. Isolated magnetic vortices forB* : ~a! 21.5, ~b! 21.03, ~c!
21.01, ~d! 21.003,~e! 21.002, and~f! 21.001.
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FIG. 9. Phase patterns ofu(r) solutions forh.h2 (B* .1).

FIG. 10. Isolated magnetic vortices forB* : ~a! 5.0, ~b! 2.0, ~c! 1.5, and
~d! 1.01.
center. Ash approachesh1 , the vortices expand, a narrow
transition region between the core withu50 and the outer
region with u5p ~9domain wall9! begins to form~Fig. 8!,
until at h5h1 localized axial structures in the antiferroma
net vanish, and a magnetic-vortex lattice appears. Forh close
to h1 , there exists a narrow transition region between thu
50 and u5p states~Fig. 2!. As the field increases, th
vortex profiles become smoother~Figs. 3 and 4!, and ath
'0.720.9 a shelf appears nearu5p/2 ~Fig. 5!. As h→h2,
the cells grow rapidly in size, until ath5h2 localized solu-
tions ~isolated vortices! set in again. In contrast to theh
,h1 case, however, forh.h2 we haveu(`)5p/2.

2. CUBIC ANTIFERROMAGNETS

As already pointed out, modulated structures can e
not only in uniaxial but in cubic inversionless antiferroma
nets as well.

For cubic antiferromagnets, the nonequilibrium therm
dynamic potential coincides with~1! to within terms qua-
dratic in the components of vectorsm and l, but the expres-
sions for w0 and wd are here somewhat different. For th
crystallographic classesO andT the expressions forwd can
be written

wd5DM0
2I rotI . ~17!

The uniform part of the energy for the cubic antiferroma
nets under study can be presented in the form

w05M0
2@2lm222Hm/M0#. ~18!

Note that in this case any nonzero magnetic field orients
magnetic moments in such a way thatH' l. Limiting our-
selves to theH'Z case, it can be shown that

w052
H2

2l
sin2u, ~19!

where, as before,u is the angle betweenl and theOZ axis.
Transforming now to spherical coordinates for vectorl,

and to cylindrical coordinates for the spatial variables, a
looking for axially symmetric solutions of the typ
u5u(r), c5c(w), Eq. ~16! can be written

wd5Dsin~c2w!S ]u

]r
1

sinucosu

r

]c

]w D . ~20!

Similar to the way this was done in Ref. 32, one can obt

c5w6p/2 . ~21!

Thus the energy density of a cubic two-sublattice antifer
magnet~crystallographic classesT andO) can be presented
in the form

«

AM0
2

5
1

pR2E0

RF S du

dr D 2

1
sin2u

r2
22pS du

dr
1

sinucosu

r D
2

p4

4
h2sin2uGdr, ~22!

where

r5r /r 0 , r 052pA/D, ~23!
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h5H/Hc , hcp
2Al/2. ~24!

Note that Eq.~22! coincides to within an insignificant con
stant with Eq.~10! for u05p/2, which means that a cubi
magnet behaves in a magnetic field as a uniaxial antife
magnet in fields above the spin-flop transition point, name
for H,Hc a vortex lattice can exist, with the energy dens
of the helical state being always~within the region of exis-
tence of nonuniform structures! less than that of the vorte
lattice. The cell radius grows rapidly withH approaching
Hc , so thatR→` for H→Hc ~Fig. 1!. For H.Hc , isolated
vortices withliH can occur at vortex center, and those w
l'H, far away from the center.

To conclude, we have shown that easy-axis and cu
antiferromagnets which lack inversion symmetry can supp
both two-dimensional spatially modulated structur
~magnetic-vortex lattices! and isolated two-dimensiona
structures~vortices!.

Throughout the region where modulated structures oc
in easy-axis and cubic antiferromagnets, there can exist,
sides the one-dimensional modulated structure~spiral!, also a
two-dimensional spatially modulated structure~magnetic-
vortex lattice! representing a metastable state.

In strong magnetic fields, easy-axis and cubic antifer
magnets lacking inversion symmetry can support locali
axial structures, namely, isolated magnetic vortices withu
50 at vortex center and withu5p/2 far away from the
center.

In weak magnetic fields, isolated magnetic vortices w
u50 at vortex center and withu5p far away from vortex
center can occur in easy-axis antiferromagnets.
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Nuclear magnetic relaxation in ferrimagnetic Y 3Fe52xSixO12 films
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The effect of silicon impurities on the damping of spin-echo signals from the57Fe nuclei of
tetrahedral Fe31 ions in epitaxial yttrium-iron-garnet films was investigated. It was found that for
silicon concentrations 0.015<x<0.037 the damping of the spin echo is a two-component
process, which made it possible to separate nuclei into two types, differing by both the longitudinal
and transverse magnetic relaxation times. For silicon concentrations 0.044<x<0.073 the
decay of the echo can be described by one exponential and all nuclei in the sample have the same
transverse relaxation times and the same longitudinal relaxation times. The experimental
results are interpreted on the basis of the supposition that impurity ‘‘macromolecules’’ form around
the Si41 ions. The relaxation times of the iron nuclei in a ‘‘macromolecule’’ are much
shorter than the relaxation times of iron nuclei belonging to the matrix ions. The radius of a
‘‘macromolecule’’ is estimated on the basis of percolation theory. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01908-X#
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Yttrium iron garnet~YIG! is a ‘‘classic’’ ferrimagnet,
the dissipative properties of whose electronic subsys
have been well studied.1 At the same time, the nuclear relax
ation processes~both intrinsic and extrinsic! have not been
adequately studied. In Refs. 2 and 3 attempts were mad
investigate the intrinsic nuclear relaxation mechanisms,
which purpose YIG samples enriched with the magnetic i
tope57Fe were specially synthesized. In Ref. 2, in an inv
tigation of epitaxial YIG films enriched with the magnet
isotope up to 100% it was observed experimentally that
creasing the concentration of magnetic nuclei decreases
the longitudinal and the transverse nuclear magnetic re
ation times at temperatureT577 K. This signifies that the
nuclear-nuclear interactions are dominant and are respon
for nuclear relaxation in specially undoped YIG films.

Our objective in the present work is to investigate e
trinsic nuclear magnetic relaxation processes associated
the influence of impurities with strong spin-orbit couplin
which give rise to an efficient relaxation channel in the el
tronic system of YIG.1 Such a channel can be produced
ther by directly introducing the appropriated or f impurity
ions or by introducing heterovalent diamagnetic impuriti
which lead to the appearance of iron ions having vale
differing from the main valence. We used the latter meth
and chose as the dopant Si41 ions, whose effect on the mag
netic properties of YIG is well known.4

1. EXPERIMENT

YIG films with different silicon content were synthe
sized for the investigations: Y3Fe52xSixO12 (x50.015,
0.026, 0.037, 0.044, and 0.073!. The films were grown by
liquid-phase epitaxy on gadolinium-gallium garnet substra
1351063-7834/98/40(8)/3/$15.00
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oriented in the~111! plane. To increase the amplitude of th
nuclear spin-echo signal the charge used for synthesis o
samples was enriched to 50% with the magnetic isot
57Fe.

The spin-echo signals from the57Fe nuclei of the Fe31

ions occupying magnetically-isotropic tetrahedral positio
in the structure of the garnet were investigated experim
tally. The relaxation properties of the echo signals were
vestigated at temperatureT577 K in the absence of an ex
ternal magnetic field. The nuclear spin echo signals exc
in such polydomain samples probably belong to the nucle
iron ions located in domain walls.5 Despite the enrichmen
with the magnetic isotope, the ratio of the amplitude of t
echo signal to the noise amplitude was low, and it was
main source of errors in the experimental results.

The NMR spectra were obtained by registering the f
quency dependence of the amplitude of a double-pulse e
signal. The NMR spectra for nuclei of tetrahedrally coord
nated iron ions in silicon-doped YIG films were identical
the NMR spectra in both film2 and bulk3,5 YIG samples hav-
ing no impurities and consisted of a single, inhomogeneou
broadened spectral line at frequency 64.35 MHz.

A double-pulse sequence 90° –t –180° –t was used to
determine the transverse magnetic relaxation time. The tr
verse magnetic relaxation timeT2 characterizes the exponen
tial decay of the amplitude of the double-pulse spin-ec
signal:

V~t!5V~0!exp$22t/T2%, ~1!

where V is the amplitude of the echo signal andt is the
duration of the time interval between the exciting pulses.

Figure 1a shows the numerical values obtained for t
transverse magnetic relaxation times by fitting the express
7 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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~1! to the experimentally observed decay of the double-pu
echo signals. For low silicon concentrations (0.015<x
<0.037) the experimentally observed decay of the ech
described by two exponentials~1! with different relaxation
times. For high silicon concentrations (x>0.044) the com-
ponent with the short relaxation time vanishes. In silico
doped YIG films the value ofT2 for the component with the
long relaxation time does not depend on the dopant con
tration.

A triple-pulse sequence 90° –t –90° –T– 90° –t was
used to measure the longitudinal relaxation timeT1.6 For low
silicon concentrations the experimental decay of the trip
pulse echo signal likewise separated into two exponen
curves with two longitudinal relaxation times~see Fig. 1b!.
A further increase of the impurity concentration resulted
an echo decay described by a single exponential. The lo
tudinal relaxation time increased but remained less than
longitudinal relaxation time for the undoped sample.

2. DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To analyze the experimental results we shall consider
valence of ions in silicon-doped YIG. The Si41 ions replac-
ing the tetrahedral Fe31 ions in the garnet lattice lead to th
appearance of excess electrons. Following the well-kno
models of the electronic structure of Y3Fe5O12Si,4 we shall
assume that the excess electron is delocalized in a re
near a Si41 impurity ion. The delocalization region, includ

FIG. 1. Transverse~a! and longitudinal~b! magnetic relaxation times versu
the silicon concentration.
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ing the octa- and tetrahedral iron ions closest to the Si41 ion,
comprise a magnetic impurity ‘‘macromolecule.’’ We sha
assume that the excess electron is localized on a definite
ion, transforming it into a Fe21 ion, only for some time
interval and that it is capable of migrating from one iron io
of the ‘‘macromolecule’’ to another under the action of the
modynamic fluctuations. Therefore the assumption of a
grating excess electron is equivalent to the assumption of
appearance of a dynamic defect — an iron ion with a l
valence, migrating in a certain region near the Si41ion. In
contrast to the main Fe31 ions, the magnetic Fe21 ions pos-
sess a strong spin-orbit coupling, which is the reason w
they have the dominant effect on the electronic1 and ~in ac-
cordance with Ref. 5! nuclear relaxation.

At a low silicon concentration, when the regions of d
localization of the excess electrons belonging to differ
silicon ions do not overlap, there exist two types of iron ion
Ions of the first type belong to impurity ‘‘macromolecules
and participate in ‘‘intramolecular’’ electronic exchang
Fe31↔Fe21. If n is the number of such ions, then an inte
mediate valence state Fe(321/n)1 is realized for ions of the
first type as a result of time-averaging. Ions of the seco
type lie outside the ‘‘macromolecules’’ and are ordinar
trivalent iron ions. Such a division of iron ions into two type
makes it possible to analyze the experimental results
nuclear magnetic relaxation.

At low concentrations of silicon impurity ions the exis
tence of two relaxation times~see Fig. 1! attests to the exis-
tence of two types of nuclei. Nuclei of the first type ha
shorter relaxation times andT1'T2. It is known7 that such a
ratio between the longitudinal and transverse relaxat
times occurs when nuclear relaxation is due to fluctuation
both the longitudinal and transverse components of the lo
magnetic fields at the nuclei and the correlation timetc of
these fluctuations is much shorter than the reciprocal of
magnetic resonance frequencyv0 (tc!v0

21). Thermody-
namic transitions of iron ions from a trivalent into a divale
state and back are a source of fluctuations of the local m
netic fields at the nuclei belonging to these ions, and th
lead to the appearance of a rapidly decaying componen
the nuclear echo.

It follows from the estimates given below for the radiu
of a ‘‘macromolecule’’ that the numbern of ions in a mac-
romolecule is at least 10. Assuming the localization time o
migrating electron on an iron ion is the same for all ions,
find that the lifetime of an ion in the Fe31 state is at least an
order of magnitude longer than the lifetime of this ion in t
Fe21 state, and the difference of the resonance frequencie
the nuclei belonging to iron ions with intermediate valen
and nuclei belonging to Fe31 ions is so small that it canno
be resolved in the NMR spectra. Therefore nuclei of the fi
type are located directly in the regions of delocalization
the excess electrons.

Nuclei of the second type are located outside the regi
of delocalization of the excess electrons. From the standp
of the analysis of nuclear magnetic relaxation processes,
main feature of the regions of delocalization of excess e
trons is the presence of Fe21 ions there, on account of which
these regions can be regarded as magnetic ‘‘macrom
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ecules’’ with strong spin-orbit coupling. We shall assum
that the effect of ‘‘macromolecules’’ on the relaxation
nuclei of the second type is similar to the effect of param
netic impurities on the nuclear magnetic relaxation in d
magnetic solids.7 On account of the conventional magne
dipole-dipole interactions7 and/or interactions via ‘‘virtual’’
magnons,5 the Fe21 ions interact with nuclei of the secon
type, which are located in a certain region close to but
coinciding with the region of delocalization of an exce
electron. On account of the strong interactions between
clei in YIG films enriched with the magnetic isotope,2 the
spin temperature becomes equalized in the subsystem o
type-II nuclei and the longitudinal relaxation time turns o
to be the same for all of these nuclei. Moreover, the impu
magnetic ‘‘macromolecules’’ have the effect that the rela
ation times of type-II nuclei are shorter than in undoped Y
~see Fig. 1!.

It should be noted that the secular part of the nucle
nuclear interactions is suppressed because of the small
ance of the resonance frequencies of nuclei belonging
Fe31 ions and ions with an intermediate valence. On acco
of this the equalization of the spin temperature between
subsystems of nuclei of the two types is suppressed, an
low silicon concentrations nuclei of two types with differe
relaxation times are observed.

At high silicon concentrations (x>0.044) the regions of
delocalization of the excess electrons supplied by differ
Si41 ions overlap, and the excess electrons form an impu
band. These electrons give rise to fluctuations of the lo
magnetic fields at the nuclei and are responsible for the
laxation of the longitudinal component of the nuclear ma
netization.

The existence of a transition from isolated regions
delocalization of excess electrons to an impurity band ma
it possible to estimate the effective radiusR of a ‘‘macro-
molecule’’ on the basis of percolation theory. Following R
8, we have for the effective radiusR the expression

R5S 3Bc

4pND 1/3

, ~2!

whereN is the threshold volume density of the regions
which merging of the regions occurs andBc is a dimension-
less parameter which represents the average number of b
per site in the percolation theory. An estimate for the thre
old concentration of silicon impurities 0.037<xc<0.044 fol-
lows from the results of the NMR experiment. Since a cu
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unit cell of the crystal structure of YIG with cell paramet
a0'12.37310210 m contains eight formula units,9 the
threshold volume density of ‘‘macromolecules’’ for whic
an impurity band forms lies in the range 1.5631026<N
<1.8631026 m23. The numerical values obtained for th
parameterBc for the ‘‘sphere problem’’ by different method
are presented in, for example, Ref. 8 and lie in the ran
2.4<Bc<3.0. Substituting the values given forN and Bc

into the expression~2!, we obtain an estimate for the radiu
of the impurity ‘‘macromolecules’’ 14.6310210<R<16.6
310210 m.

In summary, in this paper it was shown that a tw
component nuclear echo, which can be attributed to the p
ence of two types of nuclei belonging to iron ions inside a
outside impurity ‘‘macromolecules,’’ is observed in silicon
doped YIG films. The increase in the longitudinal relaxati
time at above-threshold impurity density is due to the form
tion of an impurity band. An estimate of the radius of a
impurity macromolecule shows that it is somewhat grea
than the cell parameter of YIG.

In closing, we note that the known mechanisms
nuclear relaxation in solids give a qualitative explanation
the experimental data. Quantitative investigations require
tailed information about both the electronic and magne
structures of silicon-doped YIG films. This information ca
not be obtained solely from NMR experiments.

This work was supported in part by the Soros Intern
tional Program~Grant No. SPU062005!.
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Structure and stability of 0° domain walls localized at defects in a „001…-crystal plate
with combined anisotropy
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An analysis is made of the conditions of formation and the stability region of static-soliton–type
magnetic nonuniformities in a~001!-crystal plate with combined anisotropy. It is shown
that if demagnetizing fields in the plate are taken into account, static solitons can localize at certain
defects for appropriate parameters of the material. The soliton stability region was found to
be bounded by two extreme values of the material parameters, namely, those at which the soliton
is unstable against collapse and at which it expands. It was also found that the soliton
stability region differs considerably from that predicted theoretically in the model disregarding
the finite size of the sample and the presence of defects. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7834~98!02008-5#
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Two types of anisotropy of different nature were o
served to form under certain conditions in some magn
materials, such as ferrite-garnet single-crystal plates, nam
induced uniaxial and natural crystallographic~cubic!.1 This
combined anisotropy affects substantially the magnetic pr
erties of these crystals and, in particular, influences the
mation and topological features of their domain structure2,3

Studies show that the equilibrium orientations of the mag
tization vectorM in domains and the possible magnetic no
uniformities in the plate depend essentially on the orienta
of its surface, as well as on the relative magnitude of
induced-uniaxial and cubic anisotropies. It was shown4 that
within the region of values of̧ 5K1 /Ku (K1 and Ku are,
respectively, the induced-uniaxial and cubic-anisotropy c
stants! where the unstable state of vectorM ~the hard-
magnetization axis! becomes stable~or, more accurately
metastable! waists appear in the domain-wall~DW! struc-
ture, which act as nuclei of a new phase and initiate re
rangement of the domain structure of the sample. On
other hand, the existence of a metastable axis in the
rotation plane may give rise to magnetic nonuniformities o
particular type, viz. 0° domain walls or static soliton
Landau-Lifshits equations yield solutions corresponding
0° domain walls for all three types of crystals,~001!, ~011!,
and ~111!; for a ~001! plate they can be written

tan u56a coshj, w50,p, w05pn/2, nPZ,

a5~¸21!21/2, j5by/D0 , b5~¸21!1/2, ~1!

whereu andw are the polar and azimuthal angles of vec
M , w0 is the angle defining domain-wall orientation relati
to the crystallographic axes,D05AA/Ku is the wall width in
a uniaxial crystal,3 A is an exchange parameter, andy is the
coordinate along which the magnet is nonuniform. These
lutions are actually magnetic nonuniformities which, in co
trast to domain walls~i.e., topological solitons5!, separate
domains with the same orientation of vectorM (M i@100# or
M i@010#) and, similar to dynamic solitons, are bell shape
1361063-7834/98/40(8)/4/$15.00
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They exist in two types, which differ in the direction o
deflection of vectorM from the ~001! plane and are charac
terized by energyEs , effective widthDs , and amplitudeus

~i.e., maximum deflection angle of vectorM from the uni-
form state! as follows4

Es5KuLDD0$@¸a2/~b~a211!!2a2b22/b#/Aa211

1@¸/~b~a211!!1b#%,

Ds52D0$@p22arctanA112a2#A11a21 ln@~A11a2

1A112a2!/a#%/b, ~2!

us5arctan~a!2~p/2!, E054AAKu.

For ¸→1 we obtain Es→0, Ds→`, and us→0, which
means that the soliton expands and disappears. At the s
time for Ku→0 (¸→`) the soliton expands without limit to
transform into two 90° DW’s propagating away from on
another~with Es→2AA/Ku, Ds→`, andus→6p/2).

A study of the second variation in energy made to det
mine the stability region for solutions of type~1! showed that
solitons are not stable formations.5 At the same time an
analysis of experimental6,7 and theoretical8,9 investigations
suggests that magnetic nonuniformities of this type can fo
in magnetic materials under certain conditions. It is at
search for such conditions for a~001! plate that our study is
aimed. The choice of this crystal was motivated by the s
plicity and informativeness of the case under study, as w
as by its being poorly investigated.

1. MODEL OF THE STATIC SOLITON

Consider an infinite plane-parallel plate of thicknessD
with combined anisotropy. We select a coordinate fra
with the axisOZi@001# perpendicular to the plate plane, an
with OXi@100#. Then for the energy of magnetic nonunifo
0 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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mities in a ~001! plate, including the nonuniform exchang
interaction, combined anisotropy, and DW magnetostatic
ergies, we shall obtain

E5E
V
$A@~du/dy!21sin2u~dw/dy!2#1Ku sin2u

1K1@sin4u sin2~w2w0!cos2~w2w0!

1sin2u cos2u#12pMs
2~sin u sin w

2sin um sin wm!2%dV, ~3!

whereum andwm are the angles determining the direction
M in domains,Ms is the saturation magnetization, andV is
the plate volume.

In the region wherȩ .1, Euler’s equations minimizing
~3! contain solutions of type~1!, which are known10 to be
unstable. This results from the fact that Eq.~3! does not
include the factors responsible for the break-up of the sam
into domains. One of them is the presence in the plate
demagnetizing fields, whose contribution to energy~3! for
Bloch domain walls can be written11

Ems5Ms
2LE

2`

` E
2`

`

cosu~y!cosu~y8!

3 ln@11D2/~y2y8!2#dydy8, ~4!

whereL is the dimension of the plate along theOX axis ~in
the limit, L→`). Because for static solitonsu varies within
the interval 0,u,p/2, which corresponds to the plus sig
in Eq. ~1!, or p/2,u,p @the minus sign in Eq.~1!#, we
obtain Ems.0, so that magnetostatic energy~4! provides a
positive contribution to the total energy~2!. This means that
inclusion of demagnetizing fields in the case under study
always tend to decrease the soliton dimensions, which
determined by the quantitiesus andDs .

The presence of defects in a sample is another fa
affecting domain-structure formation. As a result of its inc
sion, the material parameters (A,Ku ,K1 ,Ms) become coor-
dinate dependent.8,12 We shall assume in this case that on
Ku andK1 are functions ofy

Ku~y!5H Ku , for uyu. l /2,

Ku1DKu , for uyu< l /2,

K1~y!5H K1 , for uyu. l /2 .

K12DK1 , for uyu< l /2 .
~5!

The defect chosen in this way is obviously a model re
resentation of real defects in crystals and may be consid
as a planar magnetic inclusion. A similar situation may ar
in the presence of chemical or structural nonuniformities
other types~dislocations, misorientations etc.!, which like-
wise perturb the translational symmetry of the crystal a
can give rise to local changes in induced-uniaxial and cu
anisotropy constants.13,14

As this will be shown later, taking into account the
two factors is justified in an analysis of static-soliton stab
ity, while making at the same time practically unsolvable t
corresponding Euler’s equations describing the magnet
tion distribution in a~001! plate. Therefore we shall solv
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this problem by variational analysis and assume that th
factors do not affect significantly the topology of the sta
soliton and can only change its parameters. As a trial fu
tion u5u(y) we shall take the relation describing the vari
tion of vectorM in a static soliton of the type~1!, wherea
andb will be assumed to be variational parameters. Tak
into account the finiteness of the sample and the nonuni
mity of the induced-uniaxial and cubic-anisotropy constan
the energy of a static soliton can now be written

«s5~Es1Ems!/KuLDD01~D¸u2D¸1a2/~a211!/2!

3 ln$@Aa2112tanh~b~ l /22j!/D0!#

3@Aa2112tanh~b~ l /22j!/D0!#

3@ tanh~b~ l /21j!/D0!1Aa211#21

3@ tanh~b~ l /22j!/D0!1Aa211#21%/~2bAa211!

2D¸1a2$tanh~b~ l /21j!/D0!/

@a2112tanh2~b~ l /21j!/D0!#

1tanh~b~ l /22j!/D0!/@a2112tanh2~b~ l /22j!/D0!#%/

~2b~a211!!, ~6!

whereD¸15DKu /Ku , D¸15DK1 /Ku , and j is a param-
eter defining the soliton position relative to defect center

We thus see that the above model of the static soli
describes more adequately the real situation in cryst
which makes it realistic compared to the idealized ca
treated in Refs. 5 and 10.

2. STABLE STATES OF THE STATIC SOLITON

To determine the structure and stability region of t
static soliton, one obviously has to minimize the energyE in
variational parameters, with subsequent solution of the eq
tions thus obtained fora and b. These equations are, how
ever, very cumbersome and cannot be solved in known fu
tions, and therefore one has to invoke numerical methods
this case one uses the method of minimization of Hook a
Jeeves15.

An analysis of the results obtained by numerical mi
mization shows that the static soliton as a localized state
vector M is stable and can exist in certain regions of t
values of material and defect parameters. As follows fr
Fig. 1, the static soliton is localized at defect center. Its d
placement away from defect center gives rise to consider
forces of quasi-elastic nature, which deform the soliton a
make it shrink. These forces depend considerably on both
displacementj and parameteŗ , and result in the collapse o
the soliton at defect edges. The critical value of the am
tude falls off rapidly with increasinģ practically to zero
~curve3 in Fig. 1b!. Note that the soliton always decreases
size with increasinģ , which is in accord with Eqs.~2!.

The parameters of the static soliton are determined
considerable extent by those of the defect. As evident fr
Fig. 2a, the soliton width is directly proportional to the d
fect dimensionl , and forl→` it grows without limit, while
us→0, i.e., the soliton spreads out. This can be accounted
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by the fact that thel→` situation corresponds to the absen
of the defect, and in this case the soliton is known10 to be an
unstable formation. On the other hand, there is a minim
value of l below which the soliton becomes unstable a
collapses. The existence of a lower boundary forl means that
in order for a stable soliton to form the defect has to poss
a certain minimum energy depending both onl and on the
quantitiesD¸1 and D¸u . Indeed, Figs. 3 and 4 show th
existence in this case of threshold values ofD¸1 andD¸u at
which the soliton collapses. These critical values may lie
the negative region as well~curve3 in Figs. 3 and 4!. This
implies that stable states are possible also if one of th
parameters does not ‘‘feel’’ a defect. In this case, howev
the values of the other parameter will be confined to
positive region. In the case where one of the defects is
sent, the critical values ofD¸u andD¸1 determine obviously
the minimum energy of the other, ‘‘existing’’ defect, whic

FIG. 1. ~a! Energy,~b! amplitude, and~c! energy of soliton vs displacemen
of its center from defect center for the following material parametersQ
51.5,D050.15,l 54.5,D510,D¸u521, D¸152.7.¸: 1 — 1.7,2 — 2.0,
3 — 2.3.

FIG. 2. Soliton parameters vs defect widthl . Notation of curves and value
of the material parameters same as in Fig. 1.
ss
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se
r,
e
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is necessary for the soliton to nucleate. If both defects
present~both in cubic and induced-uniaxial anisotropies!, the
minimum energy is determined by their combined contrib
tion.

The influence of demagnetizing fields in the plate on
soliton stability region is dominated by contribution~4! to
the total energy~3!, which is inversely proportional to theQ
factor. As seen from Fig. 5, taking into account the finitene
of the sample reduces the region of soliton stability. He
likewise exists a threshold value ofQ at which the soliton
becomes unstable against collapse. On the other hand
Q→` ~demagnetizing fields become negligible, for instan
at the compensation point! the soliton parameters approac
asymptotically some values which can be obtained with
taking into account magnetostatic effects. This may serve
one more argument for the validity of the approach used
the numerical minimization of energy~6!, because numerica
solution of expression~4! representing a double integral ove
an infinite region of an integrand which contains a logari
mic singularity at the liney5y8 meets with certain difficul-
ties.

The curves relating the soliton parameters to plate thi
ness~Fig. 6! exhibit an interesting feature, namely, an extr
mum in D. This can be attributed to the fact that the ener
of soliton interaction with a defect decreases with increas
thickness following a linear law, whereas the magnetost
energy increases~quadratically for smallD). Accordingly,
the first factor tends to increase the soliton dimensio
(us ,Ds), and the second, to reduce them. At the value ofD
where the soliton reaches the maximum dimensions, the
factors cancel. At the same time the values ofD at whichus

andDs attain a maximum, andE, a minimum, do not coin-

FIG. 3. Soliton size vs cubic-anisotropy defect parameterD¸1 for the fol-
lowing material parameters:Q50.5, D050.15, D510, l 55, D¸u51,
j50. Notation of curves same as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 4. Soliton size vs induced-uniaxial anisotropy defect parameterD¸u .
Notation of curves and material parameters same as in Fig. 3~except for
D¸152.9).
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cide. This is due to the fact thatus depends on one varia
tional parameter only (a), while Ds andEs , on two param-
eters (a andb), and that their functional dependences ona
andb are different@see Eq.~2!#. We see also from Fig. 6 tha
the soliton width grows with increasingD0 @in accordance
with expression~2! for Ds#, whereasus decreases. This ca
be assigned to the effect of magnetostatic stray fields incr
ing with increasing DW width. The latter factor upsets t
soliton equilibrium conditions, which, in its turn, gives ris
to a decrease of the soliton amplitude.

To conclude, our studies show that a static soliton c
exist as a stable formation only for certain types of defe
which provide a negative contribution to the energy, a

FIG. 5. Soliton parameters vsQ factor of material. Notation of curves an
material parameters same as in Fig. 1~except forl 53.4).

FIG. 6. Soliton parameters vs plate thickness.Q51.5, l 54.5, D¸u521,
D¸152.7, j50, and¸52. D0: 1 — 0.15,2 — 0.35,3 — 0.55.
s-

n
s,
d

within certain regions of material parameters. The up
boundary of stability~if it does exist at all! originates from
the spreading of the soliton and was predicted already by
idealized model4,10. The regions of soliton stability calcu
lated in the above papers~for instance, in parameteŗ) differ
considerably from our results. The lower boundary of solit
stability, connected with soliton collapse, determines
minimum defect energy required for a soliton to nucleate.
connection with this the following comment appears app
priate: first, the lower boundary of stability has not be
found before despite repeated studies of the interaction o
DW’s with defects in crystals~see, e.g., Refs. 8 and 9!. This
situation can be attributed to the neglect of demagnetiz
fields in the plate. Second, one can draw a certain ana
with the theory16 of magnetic bubbles, by which the regio
of bubble-domain existence is bounded by the collapse fie
and the elliptical instability. This suggests that magnetic n
uniformities of the solitary type obey some general relatio
Third, the presence of a defect in a magnet, which was c
sidered earlier as affecting adversely the statics and dyn
ics of magnetic nonuniformities, is in this case a necess
prerequisite to the existence of solitons. This, in its tu
suggests possible application potential of the latter.
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Magnetic state of nickel-zinc ferrites at high zinc concentrations
Yu. G. Chukalkin and A. E. Teplykh
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Neutron diffraction and magnetic methods are used to investigate ferrites from the system
ZnxFe12x @Ni12xFe11x#O4. In these investigations, no diffraction effects were observed that
would indicate ordered positions for the perpendicular projections of spins at 4.2 K over
the entire ferrimagnetic range of concentrationsx. However, the high-field magnetic susceptibility
and intense small-angle scattering of neutrons observed at helium temperatures in samples
with x.0.45 are evidence of local angular structures with effective sizes of 1–10 nm. The
temperatures at which these local angular structures are disrupted are determined. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!02108-X#
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It is known that the replacement of nickel ions by ions
zinc in the ferrite system ZnxFe12x @Ni12xFe11x]O4 leads to
a gradual change in the ferrimagnetic ordering until the m
terial is antiferromagnetic.1 At high zinc concentrations
(x.0.4), the magnetic state of these ferrites is observe
deviate from Ne´el ferrimagnetic ordering due to competitio
between the inter- and intrasublattice negative-exchange
teractions. This phenomenon has been a subject of discus
for many years. Based on neutron diffraction data, Sa
Murthy et al.2 and Vologinet al.3 have asserted that there
some sort of long-range ordering in the perpendicular pro
tions of the spins. This picture is rejected by the authors
Refs. 4–6, who argue that an explanation of the data ba
on the concept of a disordered angular structure is physic
more justifiable . To resolve this argument, we have und
taken a detailed study of the nickel-zinc ferrites using n
tron diffraction and magnetic methods.

We synthesized polycrystalline samples with zinc co
centrationsx50, 0.15, 0.30, 0.45, 0.60, 0.68, 0.75, 0.90, a
1.0 the usual ceramic technique. Our neutron diffract
studies were carried out at 4.2 K using a multidetector d
fractometer at a wavelength ofl50.181 nm. The magneti
zation of the samples was measured using a vibrational m
netometer in magnetic fields up to 1.63106 A/m. The
dynamic susceptibilityxac at a frequency of 60 Hz was mea
sured using a mutual inductance bridge.

In Fig. 1 we observe that the concentration depende
of the magnetic momentnB begins to depart slightly from
the linear increase predicted by the collinear theory of N´el
~the dashed line in Fig. 1! at x50.45. For zinc concentra
tions greater than 0.6nB is observed to decrease rapidly. E
trapolatingnB to zero shows that the magnetic moment va
ishes atx;0.8. It is this concentration interval that is of th
most interest. Our neutron diffraction studies of samples
4.2 K did not reveal any diffraction effects that would ind
cate ordering of the positions of the perpendicular spin p
jections. However, at low temperatures, the high-field s
ceptibility of ferrimagnetic samples withx50.60, 0.68, and
0.75 showed clear signs of a noncollinear magnetic struct
An intense small-angle scattering~curve2 in Fig. 1! was also
1361063-7834/98/40(8)/2/$15.00
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characteristic for these samples, indicating the presenc
magnetic inhomogeneities with respect to thez projection of
the magnetic moments. These observations argue in favo
a local angular structure. Based on values of the quasi
mentum transfersq54psinQ/l ~whereQ is the scattering
angle! at which the small angle scattering is observed,
estimate that the effective sizes of the magnetic inhomo
neities were 1–10 nm.

Analysis of the data from Refs. 5 and 6 leads us
expect that these local angular structures transform into
linear ferrimagnetic ordering as the temperature increa
Since frozen-in noncollinear spin configurations with the
effective dimensions will be an obstacle to domain walls
low temperatures, measurement of the dynamic susceptib
is a convenient way to observe them and study their poss
evolution. Figure 2 shows that there is a large falloff inxac at

FIG. 1. Concentration dependence of the magnetic moment~1! and small-
angle neutron scattering cross section (q50.79 nm21) at 4.2 K ~2!.
4 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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low temperatures for the samples withx50.45, 0.60, and
0.75, most obviously for the two last compounds. The te
peratures at which this falloff begins were 33, 57, and 67
for samples withx50.45, 0.60 and 0.75 respectively. Belo
these temperatures we also observed irreversibility of
static magnetization, which is characteristic of interact

FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of the dynamic susceptibility for sam
with x50.45 ~1!, 0.60 ~2!, and 0.75~3!.
-

e
g

ferri- and antiferromagnetic phases.7 Taken as a whole, thes
data suggest that these temperatures correspond to disru
of the local angular structures.

The ferrites with zinc contentsx50.90 and 1.0 were no
ferrimagnetic. Distinctive features of antiferromagnetic o
dering in zinc ferrite (x51.0) were discussed in detail in ou
previous Ref. 8. Our neutron-diffraction data indicated
long-range magnetic order of any kind in the sample w
x50.90, only short-range antiferromagnetic order.

The authors are grateful to Prof. B. N. Goshchitski� for
useful discussions.
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Study of the magnetic properties of ferrites in the CuGa xAlxFe222xO4 system having a
frustrated magnetic structure

L. G. Antoshina and E. N. Kukudzhanova
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This paper reports a first preparation of samples of the CuGaxAl xFe222xO4 system (x50.0, 0.1,
0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7! and a study of temperature dependences of their spontaneous
magnetizationss , coercive forceHc , and of the longitudinal,l i , and transverse,l' ,
magnetostriction. Our experimental data have established that compositions withx.0.4
undergo two magnetic phase transitions, namely, from the paramagnetic to cluster spin-glass state
at the Curie temperatureTC , and another transformation, atTtr,TC , from the cluster spin
glass to a frustrated magnetic structure. It was found that the coercive force of ferrites with a
frustrated magnetic structure is an order of magnitude lower than that of ferrimagnetically
ordered ferrites. The behavior of the magnetostriction of frustrated ferrites was studied. Such
ferrites were found to exhibit a considerable positive magnetostriction of the paraprocess
lpara. It was shown that the magnetostriction of spin-glass ferrites is lower by nearly an order of
magnitude. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!02208-4#
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Considerable attention has been focused recently on
study of magnetic properties of materials capable of tak
on both the frustrated magnetic and the spin-glass structu1

There are many publications dealing with investigation
the magnetic properties of dilute alloys, both experimen
and theoretical, while studies of strongly diluted ferrites a
relatively scarce. Because ferrites with frustrated magn
structure possess novel magnetic characteristics, experim
tal investigation in this area appears to be very import
both for development of new magnetic materials for poss
applications and from the standpoint of further theoreti
progress in the physics of ferrites. Of particular interest
studies performed in the vicinity of magnetic phase tran
tions, because the magnetic properties of frustrated mate
become manifest in different ways than they do in nondil
magnetic substances.

A frustrated magnetic structure and the spin-glass s
in ferrites having the spinel structure can be obtained both
diluting the ferrites with nonmagnetic ions and by introdu
ing magnetic ions with a strong negative exchangeBB
interaction.2 This results in enhanced competition betwe
the exchangeAB and BB interactions, and magnetic orde
rather than extending throughout the sample, sets in in
lated, spontaneously magnetized regions. If such isola
magnetized regions maintain long-range magnetic order,
structure is called frustrated, and if they are comparativ
small and short-range ordered, the magnetic structure i
the cluster spin-glass type.

This work studies the magnetic properties of copp
containing spinel ferrites as a function of dilution by no
magnetic ions Ga31 and Al31. Substitution of nonmagnetic
for magnetic ions on theA andB sublattices in materials o
such composition increases the role of negative intrasub
tice BB andAA coupling compared to negative intersubla
1361063-7834/98/40(8)/4/$15.00
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tice AB interactions. This gives rise to enhanced competit
between negative intra- and intersublattice interactio
which, in its turn, favors the onset of the spin-glass state
of a frustrated magnetic structure.

We chose as subjects for study samples of
CuGaxAl xFe222xO4 system withx50.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4
0.5, 0.6, and 0.7. The choice of these compositions w
based on a theoretical calculation3 of the diagram of mag-
netic ordering~ferrimagnetic, antiferromagnetic, parama
netic, and spin glass! in spinel ferrites as a function o
nonmagnetic-ion content in theA and B sublattices of the
ferrites. Because Ga31 ions tend to occupy tetrahedral lattic
positions, and Al31 ions, octahedral positions of the spin
structure, we prepared ferrites having spinel structure, wh
nonmagnetic ions substitute for the magnetic ones simu
neously on theA andB sublattices.

The samples were prepared by ceramic technology.
first anneal was carried out at 750 °C for 20 h, and the s
ond, at 900 °C for 20 h, with subsequent slow cooling. Bo
anneals were made in air. The measurements of magne
tion s and of the coercive forceHc were performed by the
ballistic method in fields of up to 10 kOe within the 80–65
K temperature range. The relative error of magnetizat
measurements was approximately 3%. Magnetostriction
measured by means of strain gauges in magnetic fields o
to 12 kOe within the temperature range of 80–650 K. T
relative magnetostriction measurement error was less
3%.

These studies showed that spontaneous magnetizatioss

and the coercive forceHc in x,0.4 compositions vanish a
the Curie pointTC . In samples withx.0.4, the coercive
force becomes zero atTC , and spontaneous magnetizatio
drops sharply at a lower temperatureTtr . For illustration,
Fig. 1 presentsss(T) andHc(T) curves for the composition
6 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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with x50.7. We readily see thatss decreases nearly linearl
with increasing temperature within a broad temperat
range, 80–170 K. Extrapolation of the linear portion of t
ss(T) relation to zero magnetization permitted us to det
mine the transition temperatureTtr521565 K, whereas the
coercive force remains fairly large at this temperature a
vanishes only atTC527065 K.

It was shown theoretically4,5 that if a magnetic com-
pound has a paramagnetism–spin-glass transition, then
ther cooling should give rise to a second phase transi
from spin glass to a mixed magnetic phase~magnetic phase
1 spin glass!. It should be pointed out that theory3 allows the
onset of a spin-glass state in spinel ferrites withx.0.4 hav-
ing the same amounts of nonmagnetic ions on theA andB
sublattices. Based on our experimental results and on
conclusions drawn in Refs. 3–5, we put forward a sugges
that samples withx.0.4 undergo atTC a transition from the
paramagnetic to cluster spin-glass state, and atTtr , from the
cluster spin glass to a mixed magnetic phase. We observ
similar behavior of magnetization and of the coercive fo
in a study of the CuFe22xCrxO4 system on samples with
high Cr31 concentration.2 In these chromite ferrites, the frus
trated magnetic structure and the cluster spin glass form
result of competition between the intersublattice negativeAB
and negative, both direct and indirect, intrasublatticeBB in-
teractions.

Extrapolation of thess(T) relation toT50 yielded for
all compositions the values ofss0 with an error not above
5%. Figure 2 shows (ss /ss0)(T/TC) plots for samples with
x50.0, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7. We see that while for the samp
with x50.0 and 0.3 the (ss /ss0)(T/TC) curves areQ type
by Néel, for x50.5 and 0.7 these relations follow an anom
lous behavior, namely, within a considerable temperature
terval the spontaneous magnetizations decrease linearly
increasing temperature to drop noticeably belowTC . Our
studies of the residual magnetizations r in samples withx
50.5, 0.6, and 0.7 showed that it does not reverse s

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of~1! spontaneous magnetizationss and
~2! coercive forceHc for a x50.7 ferrite.
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throughout the temperature interval covered, so that the
served sharp decrease ofss at T5Ttr is not connected in any
way with the compensation temperature.

We calculated the magnetic momentsn0 exp for all the
CuGaxAl xFe222xO4 samples using the values ofss0. Figure
3 displaysHc(x) relations~for T580 K) andn0 exp(x), as
well asTC(x) andTtr(x) for this compound. We see that fo
compositions withx50.020.4 the magnetic momentn0 exp

is approximately equal to 1.1mB , which is in accord with

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of relative spontaneous magnetizatio
~1! CuFe2O4, ~2! CuGa0.3Al0.3Fe1.4O4, ~3! CuGa0.5Al0.5FeO4 , and ~4!
CuGa0.7Al0.7Fe0.6O4.

FIG. 3. ~1! Coercive forceHc ~for T580 K), ~2! magnetic momentn0 exp,
~3! Curie temperatureTC , and~4! transition temperatureTtr vscomposition
for samples of the CuGaxAl xFe222xO4 system.
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n0 calc calculated under the assumption that Ga31 ions oc-
cupyA sites, and Al31 ions,B sites in the spinel lattice, an
that starting withx>0.5, n0 exp decreases considerably wit
increasingx. We believe that such a behavior of the ma
netic momentn0 exp also may be considered as supporti
our assumption of the formation of a frustrated magne
structure in ferrites withx>0.5. The Curie temperatureTC

and the transition temperatureTtr ~for compositions where
such a transition takes place! decrease monotonically with
increasingx for samples of this system.

It was established that the coercive force decrea
strongly with increasingx up to x50.4, after which the de-
crease slows down. The value ofHc for frustrated ferrites
(x.0.4) is considerably smaller than that for ferrimagne
cally ordered ferrites. For instance, at 293 K thex50.5 com-
position hasHc531 Oe, whereas forx50.2, Hc5315 Oe.
This suggests a conclusion that the onset of a frustrated m
netic structure results in a decrease of the ferrite magn
anisotropy. Thus we have experimentally established
possibility of preparing magnetic materials with a low coe
cive force by creating in them a frustrated magne
structure.6

It was found that the magnetization isothermss(H) of
all samples do not saturate. In order to learn whether thi
due to the paraprocess or some other reason, we studie
behavior of the longitudinal,l i , and transverse,l' , mag-
netostriction. It is known that within the region of technic
magnetization the magnetostrictionsl i and l' are aniso-
tropic, whereas in the region of the paraprocess they beh
isotropically. Measurements of the longitudinal,l i , and
transverse, l' , magnetostrictions made on a
CuGaxAl xFe222xO4 samples revealed that thel i(T) and
l'(T) relations and thel i(H) andl'(H) isotherms behave
differently in thex,0.4 andx.0.4 compositions. For illus-
tration, Fig. 4 presents isotherms of the longitudinal,l i , and
transverse,l' , magnetostrictions obtained for ax50.7
composition. We see that thel i(H) andl'(H) relations are
isotropic throughout the temperature region studied alre
in magnetic fieldsH.1 kOe, i.e., one observes here a su
stantial positive magnetostriction of the paraprocesslpara.
This implies that the role of technical magnetization in th
sample is insignificant. As evident from Fig. 5, thex50.3
sample also exhibits considerable magnetostriction of
paraprocess at low temperatures, which decreases stro
with increasing temperature, to practically vanish atT
5293 K. Magnetostriction behaves in this way usually
noncollinear ferrimagnets in the low-temperature doma
The paraprocess sets in as a result of noncollinear ferrim
netic ordering setting in in these materials. The results
tained suggest that introduction of nonmagnetic ions into
x50.3 sample induced formation of a noncollinear ferrima
netic structure at low temperatures.

We used the experimental values of thel i andl' mag-
netostriction ~in a field H512 kOe) to calculate for al
samples the volume,v, and anisotropic,l t , magnetostric-
tion as a function of temperature. The volume magnetost
tion was calculated using the relationv5l i12l' , and the
anisotropic one, froml t5l i2l' . As seen from Fig. 6 pre
senting the results of measurements made on thex50.7
-
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composition, thel i andl' magnetostrictions have positiv
sign and are approximately equal in magnitude, nam
magnetostrictionl t is negative and very small, and magn
tostrictionv, by contrast, is positive and fairly large. In th
spin-glass state, however, i.e., forT.215 K, the magneto-
strictions l i , l' , and v decrease by nearly an order o
magnitude.

For comparison, Fig. 7 presents temperature dep
dencesl i(T), l'(T), v(T), andl t(T) for a x50.3 ferrite

FIG. 4. Isotherms of~1–3! longitudinal magnetostrictionl i and ~18–38!
transverse magnetostrictionl' for a x50.7 ferrite obtained at different
temperaturesT~K!: 1, 18 — 89.5,2, 28 — 143,3, 38 — 245.5.

FIG. 5. Isotherms of~1–3! longitudinal magnetostrictionl i and ~18–38!
transverse magnetostrictionl' for a x50.3 ferrite obtained at different
temperaturesT~K!: 1, 18 — 82, 2, 28 — 147,3, 38 — 294.
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with ferrimagnetic ordering. We readily see that these re
tions behave differently from those for ax50.7 ferrite. For
instance, in the sample withx50.3 the volume magnetostric
tion v is nearly three times smaller and reverses sign
'230 K from positive to negative, whereasl t is almost an
order of magnitude larger.

We believe that the strong paraprocess in the sam
with frustrated magnetic structure (x.0.4) is caused by the
alignment of the magnetic moments of individual, sponta
ously magnetized regions with the field, and the small m
nitude of their anisotropic magnetostrictionl t is connected
with a small magnetic anisotropy.

Of particular interest is the observation of practica
identical temperature and field dependences of the longit
nal, l i , and transverse,l' , magnetostrictions in sample
with frustrated magnetic structure (x50.520.7). This im-

FIG. 6. Temperature dependences of~1! longitudinall i , ~2! transversel' ,
~3! volumev, and~4! anisotropic,l t , magnetostrictions obtained in a fiel
H512 kOe for ax50.7 ferrite.
-

t

es

-
-

i-

plies that application of a field extends a sample nearly to
same degree both along and across its direction withi
broad temperature range. We have observed such a beh
of thel i(T), l'(T), l i(H), andl'(H) relations for the first
time. We believe that this phenomenon originates from
presence of a frustrated magnetic structure, and it is diffic
to account for within the current theories describing mag
tostriction of ferrites.

Thus we have prepared for the first time samples of
CuGaxAl xFe222xO4 system, and studied the behavior of the
magnetization, coercive force, and magnetostriction. It
been established that, depending on the content of nonm
netic ions, this system can exhibit ferrimagnetic orderin
frustrated magnetic structure, or the cluster spin-glass st

Our studies of frustrated ferrites showed them to poss
a number of anomalous magnetic properties, which m
prove to be useful for further progress in the theory of f
rites as well as for practical applications in the developm
of new magnetic materials.

The authors are grateful to A. N. Goryaga for valuab
criticisms.
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The effect of an external magnetic field on the characteristics of domain walls was studied in a
four-sublattice antiferromagnet La2CuO4. It was shown that a transition of domain-wall
structure from one type into other types is possible for certain values of the fields. The critical
fields of the transition were determined. The phase diagram of the stability of different
types of domain walls was constructed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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Metal-oxide compounds, the class of compounds
which antiferromagnetic La2CuO4 belongs, are now being
widely investigated both theoretically and experimenta
For a certain variation of its chemical composition, La2CuO4

exhibits high-temperature superconductivity, in studyi
whose nature a great deal of attention is devoted to the m
netic properties. This crystal possesses a tetragonal la
with one ‘‘octahedral molecule’’ CuO6

1,2 and is a four-
sublattice weakly-collinear antiferromagnet with Ne´el tem-
peratureTN'325 K.3 In this crystal it is possible to distin
guish CuO2 planes where all interactions are much stron
than the corresponding interplanar interactions. This circu
stance makes it possible to introduce dimensionless fe
magnetismmj and antiferromagnetisml j ( j 51,2) vectors
within the CuO2 layers.2,4

The structure of domain walls in the four-sublattice a
tiferromagnet La2CuO4 was studied theoretically in Ref. 4
Four types of domain walls~DWs!, differing by the spin-
rotation law in different sublattices, were found. The con
tions for stability were determined in Ref. 5 , and the drift
velocity of these DWs in an ac magnetic field was measu
in Ref. 6 . The effect of an external magnetic field on D
structure in four-sublattice antiferromagnets has not been
vestigated. It is known that a magnetic field induces sp
reorientational transitions in the interior of a La2CuO4

crystal.7 Similar transitions can also occur in a domain wa
A transition of one type of DW into another with a differe
spin-rotation plane has been observed in zero field in r
earth orthoferrites8 and in a nonzero field in collinear ant
ferromagnets with orthorhombic symmetry.9,10 Such struc-
tural rearrangements of domain walls can be interpreted
phase transitions occurring in the walls.8 Spin-reorientational
transitions induced in DWs by an external magnetic fi
have been investigated theoretically only in a two-latt
model.11,12

The present paper is devoted to the investigation of
effect of an external magnetic field on the characteristics
1371063-7834/98/40(8)/3/$15.00
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180° domain walls and on the spin-reorientational transitio
in DWs in the four-sublattice antiferromagnet La2CuO4.

1. STRUCTURE OF A DOMAIN WALL IN A MAGNETIC
FIELD

To study the structure of DWs we proceed from the f
lowing form of the free energy:2,6

W52M0E H (
j 51

2 F1

2
Hemj

21HD@mjl j #x

1
1

2
~HAZl jz

2 2HAYl jy
2 !2Hmj1

1

4
aM0~] l j /]xi !

2G
1he8l 1l 22ha8~ l 1xl 2x2 l 1yl 2y!J dr. ~1!

Here the Cartesianz axis is parallel to the directionC4 and
perpendicular to the CuO2 planes,M0 is the saturation mag
netization of the sublattices,He and he8 describe, respec
tively, the uniform intra- and interplane~primed! exchange
interaction,HD is the Dzyaloshinski� field, HAZ andHAY are,
respectively, the tetragonal and orthorhombic anisotro
fields,ha8 is the interplanar anisotropy field,a is the nonuni-
form exchange constant,H is the external magnetic field, an
xi5x, y, z.

In a uniform state with no external magnetic field a
b152(HAZ1HAY)/M0.0, b252(HAY1HD

2 He
21)/M0.0,

dy52(he81ha8)/M0.0 the vectorsl 1 and l 2 are collinear to
the y axis and antiparallel to one another.4,5 In what follows
we shall consider the case where the external magnetic
intensity, lying in the CuO2 plane, is perpendicular to th
vectorl j , i.e.,Hi x. For H!He the equilibrium direction of
l j does not change in the uniform state,mj remaining much
less thanl j . It is convenient to describe the DW structure
a spherical coordinate system (l j

2'1) l j5(21) j 11

3(sinuj coswj , cosuj , sinuj sinwj). Proceeding from Eq.~1!,
it is possible to derive a system of four equations in t
0 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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variablesu j andw j which admits two special classes of s
lutions. One class (w15w250) corresponds to rotation o
the vectorsl j in CuO2, i.e., thexy plane. The second class o
solutions (w15w25p/2) corresponds to rotation of the ve
tors l j in thexz plane. In the zero-field case, to each class
solutions there are associated two types of DWs, differing
the spin-rotation law. Spin rotation in a domain wall c
occur with and without destruction of the antiparallelism
the antiferromagnetism vectorsl j . Calculations show that an
external magnetic field does not change the zero-field di
bution law of l j .5 Only the DW thickness and energy ca
change. Under conditions of spin rotation with antiparall
ism preserved the anglesu j vary according to the law

u15u252 tan21@exp~px/xp!#, ~2!

where p51A for w15w250 and p52A in the casew1

5w25p/2. The dependence of the DW thickness on
external field in such a case is determined by the express

x1A5p~a/~b21x'H2/M0
21dy2dx!!1/2,

x2A5p~a/~b11dy2dz!!1/2, ~3!

where dx52(he82ha8)/M0 , dz52he8/M0 , x'52M0 /He .
For H50 the DWs described by Eq.~2!, i.e., with indexA,
were termed acoustic.4

In two domain walls inwhich the antiparallelism ofl j

(u152u2) is destroyed the exchange energy increases; s
DWs (1E, 2E) were termed exchange walls.4 The distribu-
tion of u1 in them also is determined by an expression of
form ~2!, except that in this case, as calculations show,
DW thicknesses equal

x1E5p~a/~b21x'H2/M0
21dy1dx!!1/2,

x2E5p~a/~b11dy1dz!!1/2. ~4!

One can see from Eqs.~3! and~4! that the thicknesses o
the 1A and 1E ~with spin rotation in thexy plane! domain
walls decrease as the magnetic field intensity increa
while the thicknesses of the 2A and 2E walls ~with spin
rotation in theyz plane! do not depend on the field.

The energy of a 180° DW is inversely proportional to
thickness, i.e.,Ep54pM0

2a/xp (p51A, 1E, 2A, 2E).
Analysis shows that the energies of two domain walls (1A,
1E) in which the spins rotate in the CuO2 plane increase a
the magnetic-field intensity increases. In the case of the
other types of DWs (2A, 2E), in which the spins turn in a
plane parallel to theC4 axis and perpendicular to the dire
tion of the external magnetic field, the surface energy o
wall does not depend on the field.

A resulting magnetization equal toMx54M0H/He ap-
pears along the magnetic field in the entire sample. The o
components of the magnetization in the case of all dom
walls except DW-2E equals zero. In the interior of a DW-
E wall there exists a magnetization along they axis, equal to
M y5(4M0HD /He)cosh21(px/x2E). This circumstance ap
parently can be used to observe DW-2E. Such a domain
wall should move in a magnetic-field gradient.
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2. SPIN-REORIENTATIONAL TRANSITIONS IN A DOMAIN
WALL

We now proceed to the question of the stability of d
ferent types of DWs and phase transitions which are indu
in a domain wall by an external magnetic field. Domain-w
stability can be determined by analyzing the second varia
of the energy~1!.

Let us analyze the condition for the stability of one
the four types of DWs, for example 1A. Analysis shows that
such a wall is stable if

b12b2~H !1dx2dz>0, ~5!

b12b2~H !1dx1dz>0, ~6!

s2~b2~H !2dx2dy!/~b2~H !2dx1dy!>0, ~7!

where

b2~H !5b21x'~H/M0!2, s5~A114D1A21!/2,

D1A52b2~H !/~b2~H !2dx1dy!. ~8!

The equalities in Eqs.~5!–~7! correspond to lines of in-
stability of DWs. Similar conditions can also be obtained f
the other types of domain walls. Figures 1 and 2 show
regions of stability of different DWs in thedxdz plane. Fig-
ures 1 and 2 correspond to the casesH,Hk and H.Hk ,
respectively, where

Hk5M0@~b12b2!/x'#1/25~HeHAZ2HD
2 !1/2. ~9!

In the fieldH5Hk there exists in thedxdz plane a fourth
point ~the point to which the regions of stability of the fou
types of DWs converge! which arises when the triple point
C andF merge withO in Fig. 1 (C1 andF1 with O in Fig.
2!. The existence of triple and quadruple points attests to
fact that, from the thermodynamic standpoint~the Gibbs
phase rule!, a DW in the four-sublattice antiferromagne
La2CuO4 is a multicomponent heterogeneous mediu

FIG. 1. Phase diagrams of domain-wall stability in fieldsH,Hk . Two
types of DWs — 1A and 1E — are stable in the region bounded by th
dashed lines.
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where the intra- and interplanar anisotropies as well as
interplanar exchange interaction play the role of the com
nents.

When the inequality~5! breaks down, DW-1A become
unstable and transform into DW-2A ~the lineAC in Fig. 1,
A1C1 in Fig, 2!. The transition field equals

H15HkS 11
dx2dz

b12b2
D 1/2

. ~10!

In the case when the inequality~6! breaks down a tran
sition of DW-1A into DW-2E occurs~the lineFD in Fig. 1,
C1D1 in Fig. 2!. The field H2 of such a transition can b
represented in the form

H25HkS 11
dx1dz

b12b2
D 1/2

. ~11!

We note that the field of the transition of DW-1E into
DW-2A ~DW-2E) can be obtained by replacing inH1(H2)
the parameterdx by 2dx .

Such rearrangements of DW structure can be regarde
a peculiar kind of spin-reorientational transition occurri
only in a domain wall. As shown in the case of rare-ea
orthoferrites,11 such transitions can occur by menas of fir
and second-order phase transitions. It should be noted tha
determine the character of the phase transition in the cas
the types of rearrangement of DW structure which were st
ied above, it is necessary to include in Eq.~1! terms which
are proportional to the fourth power of the componentsl j .
The values of the phase-transition fields withHAZ@he8ha8 are
close toHk . Estimates in the case of the antiferromagn
La2CuO4, according to the data of Ref. 13 , show thatHk

'53103 Oe, while the values of the phase-transition fie
should lie in the interval 1032104 Oe.

Let us now consider the transition of DW-1A into
DW-1E. For H,Hk this transition occurs by menas of
first-order phase transition~the line CF in Fig. 1! with dx

50. In the caseH.Hk the situation changes sharply and t
transition of DW-1A into DW-1E can occur via DW-2A
(dz.0) or DW-2E (dz,0) ~see Fig. 2!. Finally, let us ana-
lyze the transition of DW-2A into DW-2E. ForH,Hk such
a transition can occur only via DW-1A (dx.0) or DW-1E

FIG. 2. Phase diagrams of domain-wall stability in fieldsH.Hk . Two
types of DWs — 2A and 2E — are stable in the region bounded by th
dashed lines.
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(dx,0). In the caseH.Hk a rearrangement of the DW-2A
structure into DW-2E occurs as a first-order phase transiti
~the lineF1C1 in Fig. 2! with dz50. Thus, the character o
the phase transitions can change at the critical fieldHk cor-
responding to the quadruple point in thedxdz plane.

We call attention to the possibility of observing a ma
netic phase transition in a domain wall. The rearrangem
of DW structure can be observed by investigating the dep
dence of the susceptibility of a sample on the external m
netic field. As shown in the case of orthoferrites,11 the sus-
ceptibility should increase asH approaches the phase
transition fields. A phase transition in a DW of a colline
antiferromagnet has been observed experimentally by su
method.12

In summary, our investigations show that as the intens
of the external magnetic field increases, at certain criti
values DWs with spin rotation in the CuO2 plane become
unstable. A rearrangement of the DW structure, which can
regarded as a peculiar kind of spin-reorientational transiti
occurs. The character of these transitions can change
certain field, equal to the field at which a quadruple po
exists, i.e. a point where the regions of stability of the fo
types of DWs converge. Above the phase-transition fie
DWs with spin rotation in a plane parallel to theC4 axis and
perpendicular to the magnetic field become stable. As a
sult, as the intensity of the external magnetic field paralle
the CuO2 plane and perpendicular to the direction of t
antiferromagnetism vectors in domains increases, the reg
of stability of of DW-1A and DW-1E in the dxdz plane
become narrower, while the regions of stability of DW-2A
and DW-2E become wider.

This work was supported by a grant from MOPO of t
Russian Federation in the field of fundamental natural s
ence.
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The magnetic phase diagrams of a two-sublattice ferrimagnet with a magnetically unstable
subsystem are calculated taking account of the susceptibility. Analytic expressions are obtained for
the phase-transition fields and critical values of the parameters of the ferrimagnet. The
evolution of the magnetic phase diagrams as the susceptibility of the unstable sublattice increases
is analyzed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!02408-3#
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In the last few years a great deal of attention has b
devoted to the experimental and theoretical study of fe
magnets in which one of the magnetic sublattices is magn
cally unstable, i.e., in a magnetic field it undergoes a me
magnetic transition from a weakly to a strongly magne
state. Magnetic phase diagrams~MPDs! and therefore also
the magnetization curves of such ferrimagnets are m
more complicated and interesting than in the case of ordin
ferrimagnets with stable sublattices, since in them, toge
with second-order phase transitions into a noncollin
phase, metamagnetic transitions arise in the unstable
system and interference of the two types of transitions
possible. In Ref. 1 all possible MPDs were calculated and
possible types of magnetization curves of these ferrimag
were presented, but the theoretical investigation negle
the magnetic susceptibilities. Meanwhile, the importance
taking the susceptibility into account follows at least fro
the well-known fact that even in a simple ferrimagnet, d
pending on the susceptibility in the collinear phase, differ
MPDs are formed: A noncollinear phase either arises or d
not arise. The existing quite extensive experimental data
intermetallic compounds YR~CoAl!2 of the Laves phase
type, whose itinerantd subsystem is magnetically unstab
and can serve as an example of the class of ferrimag
under study, likewise shows the necessity of taking into
count the susceptibility of the unstable subsystem. The m
netization curves of the compounds YR~CoAl!2 with differ-
ent rare earths~REs! and different aluminum concentratio
have been measured in fields up to 100 T. They have a
diverse form.2–4 Specifically, for Tm compounds two meta
magnetic transitions separated by a noncollinear phase
observed on the magnetization curve.5 To interpret all of
these experimental data we have developed a nume
method in which the properties of the unstable sublattice
described by means of an experimental magnetization c
of the base~no RE! compound Y~CoAl!2 . This approach
made it possible to interpret very successfully the magn
properties of the compounds under study.1–5 However, an
1371063-7834/98/40(8)/4/$15.00
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analytical study is required in order to answer the questi
of whether taking the susceptibility into account leads to
appearance of new MPDs, as compared with those prese
in Ref. 1, and how the phase-transition fields and criti
values of the parameters of a ferrimagnet depend on the
ceptibility. The present paper is devoted to such a study

1. MODEL

Let us consider a two-sublattice ferrimagnet, one m
netic subsystem of which undergoes a metamagnetic tra
tion in a field Hm from a weakly magnetic state (w) with
spontaneous magnetizationm and magnetic susceptibilityxw

into a strongly magnetic state (s) with magnetizationM at
the point of the metamagnetic transition and magnetic s
ceptibility xs . This magnetic subsystem is in an effectiv
field as a result of the presence of a negative exchange in
action, characterized by the exchange parameterl12, Heff

5H1l12M2 , whereM2 is the magnetic moment of the se
ond sublattice,

M15H m1xwHeff , Heff,Hm ,

M1xw~Heff2Hm!, Heff.Hm .
~1!

For simplicity the second magnetic subsystem is charac
ized by a magnetic momentM2 of constant magnitude, sinc
our numerical calculations showed that for low temperatu
this is a good approximation. We shall solve this problem
the basis of the molecular-field theory.

The thermodynamic potential of the ferrimagnet und
study can be written in the form

G5F2H~M11M2!1lM1M2 ,

l5ul12u, l12,0. ~2!

HereF is the thermodynamic potential of the unstable su
system in an effective field and is different for weakly a
3 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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strongly magnetic states. Using the thermodynamic rela
F5*0

M1Heff(M1)dM1 and the magnetization curve of th
unstable sublattice~1!, we obtain

Fw5xwHeff
2 /25~M12m!2/2xw ,

Fs52xwHm
2 /21Hm~M2m!1xs~Heff

2 2Hm
2 !/2

52xwHm
2 /21Hm~M2m!1~M12M !2/2xs . ~3!

In the noncollinear phases the quantityM1 and the charac-
teristic energy of the unstable sublattice, determined by
equal these values in the corresponding ferrimagnetic ph
in the phase-transition fields, since, as is well known,6 in the
molecular-field approximation the magnetic moments of
sublattices in the noncollinear phase do not depend on
magnitude of the field.

Let us now determine the contribution of the susceptib
ity of the unstable sublattice to the formation of magne
phase diagrams. Following the nomenclature introduced
Ref. 1, we list all possible states of the ferrimagnet un
study: AW — ferrimagnetic weak phase, AS — ferrima
netic strong phase, FW — ferromagnetic weak phase, FS
ferromagnetic strong phase, NW — noncollinear we
phase, and NS — noncollinear strong phase. We shall de
mine the existence regions of these phases and the fi
giving rise to transitions between them in the molecular-fi
approximation, analyzing the signs and the magnitudes of
effective fields acting on the sublattice and choosing
phase with the minimum value of the equilibrium thermod
namic potential. In Ref. 1 the MPDs are presented in
coordinates~magnetic fieldH, concentrationt of the atoms
of the stable subsystem!. By varying the concentrationt, i.e.,
the magnetic momentM2 of the stable subsystem it is po
sible to vary the effective field acting on the unstable s
system and to realize different sections of the MPDs. D
pending on the magnitude of the exchange interaction, f
MPDs differing substantially with respect to their topolog
were obtained in these coordinates. In analyzing the MP
taking the susceptibility into account, the following que
tions must be answered: Are the main types of MPDs
same as before? How do the exhange parameter criteria
classifying MPDs change? How do the phase-transit
fields and the critical values oft ~or M2) depend on the
susceptibilitiesxw andxs? In our analysis we shall adhere
the terminology of Ref. 1, where the fieldHm of the meta-
magnetic transition, the spontaneous magnetizationm in the
weak phase, and the magnetizationM in the strong phase a
the point of the metamagnetic transition are the fixed par
eters of the unstable subsystem.

2. MAGNETIC PHASE DIAGRAMS TAKING ACCOUNT OF
THE SUSCEPTIBILITY

Depending on the strength of the exchange interact
MPDs are characterized by a different sequence of in
states~for H50) asM2 increases. For this reason, as done
Ref. 1, we shall classify the MPDs using the exchange
rameterl as the criterion, and we shall examine the effect
the susceptibility separately for each characteristic interva
l.
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1! Weak exchange.In the case of weak interaction
where

l,Hm /M , ~4!

the MPD has the form shown in Fig. 1. The fields of t
metamagnetic transitions FW↔ FS (Hm1) and AW↔ AS
(Hm2) do not depend on the susceptibilities and equal,
before,

Hm15Hm1lM2 , Hm25lM22Hm . ~5!

The fields of the second-order phase transitions AW↔ NW
(H1w) and NW↔ FW (H2w) depend onxw as follows:

H1w5lU m

12lxw
2M2U,

H2w5lU m

12lxw
1M2U. ~6!

The compensation pointM2w with respect to the weakly
magnetic state likewise depends onxw and equals

M2w5
m

12lxw
. ~7!

One can see from Eqs.~5!–~7! that asxw increases,M2w

approaches

M2m5Hm /l, ~8!

H2w approachesHm1 , while H1w approachesHm2 . For the
susceptibility xw5(1/l)2(m/Hm) these points and lines
would coincide, but this cannot happen, sincexw is limited
by the condition of the existence of a jump in magnetizat
on the initial metamagnetic curve of the unstable sublatti

xw,xx
cr5~M2m!/Hm . ~9!

The critical fields withxw
cr are shown in Fig. 1 by dot-dashe

lines. One can see that the MPDs and the magnetiza

FIG. 1. Magnetic phase diagram of a ferrimagnet with an unstable s
system in the case of weak exchangel,Hm /H. The first- and second-orde
phase transitions are shown by the dashed and solid lines, respectively1 —
Hm1 , 2 — H2w , 3 — H1w , 4 — Hm2 . The second-order phase transition
for large values of the susceptibilities are shown by the dot-dashed line
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curves taking account of the susceptibility for weak e
change are qualitatively the same as when exchange is
glected, only the values of the critical fields change. On
count of the more stringent restriction~9!, the situation
xw.1/l is not realized at all and NW always appear wh
mÞ0.

2! Intermediate exchange.If l satisfies the condition

Hm

M
,l,

Hm

m1xwHm
, ~10!

which corresponds to the situation of an intermediate
change interaction, atH50 there appears a compensati
point for the strongly magnetic state

M2s5
M2xsHm

12lxs
. ~11!

The MPD becomes much more complicated, having a dif
ent form depending on the sign of the expression

l
~M2xsHm!2

12lxs
2l

m2

12lxw
22Hm~M2m!1~xw1xs!Hm

2 ,

~12!

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1, for the case of intermediate exchangel
.Hm /H, expression~12! is negative!. 5 — H2s , 6 — H1s , 9 — Hm4 ,
10 — Hm6 , 11 — Hm7 . The first-order phase transitions for large values
the susceptibilities are shown by the dotted lines. The rest of the notati
the same as in Fig. 1.
-
e-
-

-

r-

and is shown in Fig. 2 for the case when this combination
parameters of the ferrimagnet is negative and in Fig. 3 for
positive case.

Only the fields of the second-order phase transitions
↔ NS (H1s) and NS↔ FS (H2s) depend onxs :

H1s5lUM22
M2xsHm

12lxs
U,

H2s5lUM21
M2xsHm

12lxs
U. ~13!

All other critical fields and critical points, which are ne
compared with MPDs for weak exchange, depend on bothxs

andxw . In the fields of first-order phase transitions FW↔
AS (Hm3), AS↔ AW (Hm4), NW ↔ AS (Hm5), AW ↔
NS (Hm6), and FW↔ NS (Hm7) the orientation of the
magnetic moments of both sublattices relative to the exte
field changes. This distinguishes them from the metam
netic transitions in the fieldsHm1 and Hm2 ~5!, where only
the magnitude of the magnetic moment of the unstable s
lattice changes, while the orientation of the magnetic m
ments does not change,

is

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2, for the case of intermediate exchange~the expres-
sion ~12! is positive,l,Hm(m1xwHw)). 7 — Hm3 , 8 — Hm5 .
Hm35Hm1
~2Hm2lM2lm!M21xsHm~Hm2lM2!1xw~l2M2

22Hm
2 22lM2Hm!/2

M2m22M21xwlM22xs~Hm2lM2!
,

Hm45
~Hm2lM2!~M2m!2xs~Hm1lM2!2/22xw~Hm

2 2l2M2
2!/2

M1m22M21xwlM21xs~Hm1lM2!
,

Hm55lS M2xsHm

12lxs
2M2D2H l

12lxs
F22Hm~M2m!1l

~M2xsHm!2

12lxs
2

lm2

12lxw
1~xw1xs!Hm

2 G J 1/2

, ~14!
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Hm65lS M21
m

12lxw
D

1H l

12lxw
F2Hm~M2m!2l

~M2xsHm!2

12lxs

1
lm2

12lxw
2~xw1xs!Hm

2 G J 1/2

,

Hm75lS M22
m

12lxw
D

2H l

12lxw
F2Hm~M2m!2l

~M2xsHm!2

12lxs

1
lm2

12lxw
2~xw1xs!Hm

2 G J 1/2

.

The expressions forHm3 and Hm4 were written out for the
conditionxw,1/l, (M2m)/Hm , xs,1/l.

The critical values ofM2 in the diagrams presented i
Figs. 2 and 3 equal

M2u
6 5

1

2 S M2xsHm

12lxs
1

m

12lxw
D

6
1

2l H l

12lxw
U2Hm~M2m!2l

~M2xsHm!2

12lxs

1
lm2

12lxw
2~xw1xs!Hm

2 UJ 1/2

,

M2d5
1

2 S M2xsHm

12lxs
2

m

12lxw
D

2
1

2l H l

12lxw
U2Hm~M2m!2l

~M2xsHm!2

12lxs

1
lm2

12lxw
2~xw1xs!Hm

2 UJ 1/2

. ~15!

The motion of the critical fields asxw andxs increase is
shown in Figs. 2 and 3~dot-dashed lines for second-ord
phase transitions and dotted lines for first-order phase t
sitions!. Thus, for a fixed value of the exchange parame
l.Hm /H, when the MPD has the form shown in Fig.
taking account of the susceptibilitiesxm and xs with ad-
equate magnitudes leads to collapse of the linesH2w , Hm6 ,
and H1w ,Hm7 and to the appearance of a lineHm5 ; the
phase diagram has the form shown in Fig. 3. This occur
the moment when the expression~12! changes sign. When i
equals zero, the fieldHm35Hm , while the fieldHm4 is de-
scribed by the equationM25M2m . We note that such equa
tions are obtained from an analysis of the complete exp
sions forHm3 andHm4 ; only the main terms are presented
Eq. ~14!. We underscore once again that a change in the
of the expression~12! and the transition from the MPD
shown in Fig. 2 to the MPD shown in Fig. 3 are possib
both as a result of an increase inxw and as a result of an
increase inxs . Further growth ofxw and xs leads to a de-
crease in the regions of existence of NW, FW and AW~be-
tweenM2w andM2m), as shown in Fig. 3, but these region
n-
r

at

s-

n

can vanish only if the exchange interaction increases, but
on account of the susceptibilityxw , which for intermediate
exchange~see Eq. ~10!! is limited by the relationxw

,(1/l)2(m/Hm).
3! Strong exchange.For l.Hm /(m1xwHm), which

corresponds to the situation of strong exchange, the reg
NW, FW, and AW~betweenM2w andM2m) in Fig. 3 vanish,
and a line of the phase transition AW↔ AS (Hm2) appears.
The rest of the MPD has the same form as that shown in
3, with the same evolution of the states asxs increases.

In summary, taking account of the susceptibility of th
unstable sublattice of a two-sublattice ferrimagnet does
change the form of the magnetic phase diagrams calcul
neglecting it, ifxs,1/l. Moreover, the division into situa
tions of weak, intermediate, and strong exchange interac
is virtually independent of the susceptibility. This is unde
standable, since the spectrum of the initial states of the
rimagnet does not depend on the susceptibility for differ
values of the magnetic momentM2 of the stable sublattice
which determines the gradation of the exchange-interac
strengths. However, in the case of intermediate exchange
particular MPD~presented in Figs. 2 or 3! that will materi-
alize does depend very strongly on the susceptibilities.
addition, a transition from one MPD to another with a fixe
value of the exchange parameterl is possible as a result o
an increase in bothxw andxs . Both susceptibilities strongly
limit the existence region of MPDs which is presented in F
2. A large value ofxs qualitatively changes the MPD,
noncollinear phase does not arise, and magnetization rev
of the ferrimagnet occurs as a result ofxs . We note that
taking account of the smearing of the metamagnetic tra
tion over some interval of fields, which could be due to, f
example, the nonuniformity of the sample, leads to a sin
result — all metamagnetic transitions in which the orien
tion of the unstable sublattice relative to the external fi
does not change are broadened over the same interva
fields. As our numerical calculations showed,1–5 the nonlin-
earity of the magnetization curve of the unstable subsys
results in corresponding nonlinearities in the magnetizat
curves of a ferrimagnet in collinear phases.
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Relation between relaxation losses in domain-wall motion and ferromagnetic resonance
in garnet films
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Domain-wall mobility has been studied in garnet films having perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
and a narrow FMR line. An analysis of the obtained and published experimental data
shows that for the value of the Landau-Lifshits reduced damping parameter derived from FMR
measurements,LFMR.2.431029 Oe2

•s, the domain-wall mobility is inversely
proportional toLFMR, which is in agreement with classical theory. ForLFMR,2.431029 Oe2

•s,
the mobility decreases with decreasingLFMR. Possible reasons for this behavior are
discussed. An empirical expression relating the losses entailed in domain motion to FMR-related
losses for smallLFMR is proposed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~98!02508-8#
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The damping parameter entering the Landau-Lifsh
equation of magnetization motion is contained both in
expression for the FMR linewidth and in the relation for t
domain-wall mobility, which offers two ways of its determ
nation. The correspondence between the damping param
derived from mobility and FMR measurements is a probl
discussed repeatedly in the literature. The parameters
tained by the two ways were compared first in a study
single-crystal magnetite and nickel ferrite,1 and, later, for
manganese ferrite.2 While the values extracted from the mo
bility data differed somewhat from those found from FM
measurements, they were of the same order of magnit
The domain-wall mobilitym determined in YIG single crys
tals exhibiting a very narrow FMR line turned out to be mo
than two orders of magnitude smaller than that obtained fr
FMR data.3 A similar large discrepancy was observed also
YIG crystals doped slightly with Yb31 above 100 K.4 The
damping parameters found from domain-wall resonance
FMR measurements were observed to agree for a numb
rare-earth garnets, with YIG again being an exception.5 An
attempt made in Ref. 6 to explain the measurements on
failed.7 It was shown that a moving domain wall in YIG ma
contain a large number of vertical Bloch lines, which mo
along the wall when a drive field is applied. While this effe
provided a partial explanation for the observed relativ
small wall mobility, it was found that a wall not containin
vertical Bloch lines at all has a mobility almost seven tim
smaller than expected based on FMR measurements.
experimental data derived for ferrite-garnet films were lik
wise contradictory. For instance, Refs. 8 and 9 and so
other studies quoted agreement between the damping pa
eters extracted from FMR and domain-wall mobility me
surements. On the other hand, other publications10–12 main-
tained that the damping parameters found from mobi
1371063-7834/98/40(8)/6/$15.00
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measurements exceed noticeably those following from F
data. A theoretical study13 suggested that motion of a doma
wall entails, besides the conventional relativistic losses ch
acteristic of uniform precession, additional losses caused
the so-called exchange relaxation. It was also suggested14,15

that there should exist in materials having a narrow FM
line a substantial additional contribution to the losses, wh
is associated with the perturbation of the modulus of
magnetization vector by a change in the effective field in
moving domain wall, with subsequent relaxation of this p
turbation. An idea was put forward14 that the various contri-
butions to relaxation in garnet films having perpendicu
magnetic anisotropy can be separated by analyzing dat
the dependence of wall mobility on the strength of the
plane dc magnetic fieldHp applied parallel to the wall. An
attempt at such a separation of the contributions to losse
films with a narrow FMR line was made.16–18 In Ref. 16 it
was unsuccessful, and Ref. 18 quoted qualitative disag
ment between the experimental results and predictions
theory14 on the dependence of wall mobility on fieldHp .
One observed also a quantitative disagreement between
mobilities derived forHp50 and those calculated from th
relations proposed in Ref. 14. The question of the relat
between the relaxation losses due to domain wall motion
those due to FMR remained unclear.

To find this relation, a study has been made of doma
wall mobility in films with different characteristics, in par
ticular, with different but small FMR linewidths. The mea
surements were performed on~111! oriented YBiFeGa
samples, and their characteristics, found by standard t
niques, are listed in Table I~samples 3 and 4!. When deter-
mining the damping parameter, the contribution due to
inhomogeneous broadening of the FMR line was exclud
The wall dynamics were studied by the well-known meth
7 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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of bubble domain translation. The domains were in stateS0

with two vertical Bloch lines of negative sign, and therefo
they moved along the gradient¹H of a pulsed drive field
Hg5r¹H, where r is the bubble-domain radius. The di
tance traversed by a domain driven by anHg field pulse was
measured by a high-speed image-recording technique, w
Rhodamine 6G dye laser pumped by an ILGI-503 puls
nitrogen laser serving as a source of pulsed illumination. T
receiver was a TV camera with a high-sensitivity vidicon a
the image thus obtained could be stored and displayed on
monitor screen. The measurements were carried out und
dc field Hp applied in the film plane and oriented perpe
dicular to the direction of bubble-domain displacement. I
known that application ofHp increases the field at whic
steady-state wall motion breaks down, and therefore star
with a certainHp one can observe the initial portion of th
dependenceV(Hg) of the wall velocity onHg pulse ampli-
tude and, hence, measure the mobility. Besides, the fieldHp

stabilizes theS0-domain wall structure, because it maintai
vertical Bloch lines at the opposite ends of the diameter p
pendicular to the bubble-domain translation and prevents
vertical Bloch lines from displacing along the wall when t
domain is in motion.

The V(Hg) dependences were studied within a bro
range of in-plane fields for the films under investigation:
sample 3, the fieldHp was varied from 0.17 to 0.34HA , and
for sample 4, from 0.13 to 0.35HA , whereHA is the anisot-
ropy field. The initial portions of these plots were used
determine the wall mobilitiesm in different fieldsHp , with
Fig. 1 presenting the data obtained for film 3. Let us comp
them with theory. Several expressions relating the wall m
bility to field Hp can be found in literature. We shall use he
a general expression14
a
d
e

he
r a

s

g

r-
e

r

e
-

m5m0H F12S Hp

HA
D 2G1/2

2
Hp

HA
arccos

Hp

HA
J 21

. ~1!

Herem0 is the mobility in a fieldHp50,

m05a21Dg, ~2!

whereD is a wall-thickness parameter,g is the gyromagnetic
ratio, anda is the Gilbert damping parameter found fro
measurements of either FMR (aFMR) or wall mobility
(aDW). In weak fieldsHp!HA , Eq. ~1! reduces to the well-
known expression

m5m0S 11
pHp

2HA
D . ~3!

The experimental data plotted in Fig. 1 were appro
mated, as in Ref. 18, with Eq.~1!, with the mobility at the
field Hp50, m05m01, used as a fitting parameter. The r
sults of the fitting are shown in Fig. 1 with a solid line t
yield m015240 m•s21

•Oe21. SubstitutingaFMR into Eq. ~2!
yields for the mobilitym05mFMR5340 m•s21

•Oe21 ~it is
also shown in Fig. 1!, which is substantially in excess of th
experimental value. Consider whether this discrepancy
be explained in terms of an additional mechanism14,15 re-
sponsible for energy losses suffered in wall motion. The m
bility in the presence of a fieldHp can be written14

m215aFMRFgDI S Hp

HA
D G21

1axFgDFS Hp

HA
D G21

, ~4!

whereI (Hp /HA) is the expression in braces in Eq.~1!, and
the damping parameterax takes into account the additiona
contribution to the losses@the expression forF(Hp /HA) will
be considered later#. For Hp50 we obtain I (Hp /HA)
5F(Hp /HA)51, so that
8
8

9
8

8

8

8

8

n Ref.

e large
TABLE I. Sample characteristics.

Sample
No. System 4pM , G K, 103 erg•cm23 D, 1025 cm g, 107 Oe21

•s21 aFMR aDW Ref.

1 YBiGa 157 10.6 0.35 1.82 0.0012 0.007 1
2 YBiGa 156 38.5 0.2 1.67 0.002 0.0056 1
3 YBiGa 320 27.3 0.28 1.84 0.0015 0.0021
4 YBiGa 236 32.4 0.23 1.67 0.0034 0.0032
5 YGdGa 105 0.66 1.15 1.72 0.0088* 0.0088 9
6 YEuTmGa 184 22.6 0.26 1.1 0.026 0.06 1
7 EuLuGa 440 82 0.17 1.12 0.028 0.041
8 YEuGa 160 9.03 0.44 1.21 0.03 0.0345** 20
9 EuLuCaGe 510 58 0.21 1.32 0.034 0.03
10 YGdTmGa 149 8.8 0.48 1.27 0.035 0.032** 21,22
11 EuLuAl 440 78 0.15 1.12 0.035 0.032 8
12 YSmLuCaGe 340 17 0.37 1.86 0.07 0.076
13 YSmCaGe 139 4.88 0.72 1.81 0.08 0.096** 21,22
14 YEuYbCaGe 265 12.6 0.42 1.5 0.12 0.11*** 23
15 YSmLuCaGe 370 26 0.31 1.82 0.12 0.125
16 YEuYbCaGe 262 12.4 0.4 1.5 0.12 0.137*** 23
17 YSmLuCaGe 400 32 0.31 1.86 0.14 0.137

Notes:The value ofaDW for sample 6 was derived from Fig. 5 in Ref. 19, that for sample 8—from Fig. 2 in Ref. 20, that for sample 10—from Fig. 3 i
21, that for sample 13—from Fig. 1 in Ref. 21, and that for samples 14 and 16—from Fig. 2 in Ref. 23.

* FMR measurements were performed for two dc field orientations, parallel and perpendicular to the film plane, with their average taken foraFMR .
** The mobility was determined in low fieldsHp ; the specified values ofaDW were derived from the mobility forHp calculated using Eq.~1!.
*** The measurements were carried out onS51 magnetic bubbles, but the gyrotropic effect may be disregarded in finding the mobility because of th

values ofaFMR and small domain-deflection angles.
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a5aDW5aFMR1ax , ~5!

m05Dg~aFMR1ax!21. ~6!

Two possible limiting cases were considered.15 In the first of
them, where impurity-induced relaxation processes do
nate,

ax5ax85
32

15aFMR
S xHA

M D 2

, ~7!

where 4pM is the saturation magnetization, andx is the
longitudinal susceptibility in the region of the paraproce
described by the expression16

x5
kTM2

32p~KA3!1/2. ~8!

Herek is the Boltzmann constant, andT is the temperature
We shall denote the mobility calculated using Eqs.~6! and
~7! by m02. For small in-plane fieldsHp!HA and for
domain-wall velocitiesV,Vc50.5pDgHp ~Vc is the maxi-
mum velocity of steady-state wall motion in fieldsHp

@8M ), the functionF(Hp /HA) on the right-hand side o
Eq. ~4! can be written

FS Hp

HA
D511

75pHp

64HA
. ~9!

For higher fieldsHp the form of this function has not bee
established.

In the second limiting case, where intrinsic relaxati
processes are dominant,

ax5ax952.5ax8 . ~10!

The mobility calculated from Eqs.~6!, ~7!, and~10! will be
denoted bym03. The expression forF(Hp /HA) in Eq. ~4!
becomes in this case too cumbersome@see Eq.~7! in Ref. 9#
to be presented here.

Assuming impurity-induced relaxation to be domina
and that the field Hp50, calculations yield m02

5128 m•s21
•Oe21 for film 3. If, however, intrinsic relax-

ation is assumed to be dominant, calculations will g
m03565 m•s21

•Oe21. Both these values are smaller than t
experimentally measured mobility~see Fig. 1!.

FIG. 1. Domain-wall mobility vs in-plane dc field for film 1 from Table
~1! experimental data, solid line—approximation with Eq.~1! using the
mobility at Hp50,m01 ~2! as a fitting parameter. Mobilities calculated fo
Hp50: ~3! mFMR , ~4! m02 , ~5! m03 .
i-

s

,

Figure 2 presents the experimental dependence of
mobility on the in-plane dc field and compares it with th
results of calculations. For conveniency of comparison,
reduced mobilitym/m0i ( i 51,2,3) is plotted herevs the
ratio Hp /HA . Curve1 is a plot of Eq.~1!, and filled circles
refer to the ratios of experimental values of the mobility
m01. For both cases including the additional loss mechan
calculations were made using Eq.~4!, and their results are
presented by curves2 and3. We readily see that the exper
mental dependence of wall mobility on the in-plane field
substantially weaker than this follows from theory.14,15 This
supports the conclusion drawn in Ref. 18 that the dep
dence of mobility on the fieldHp is best of all described by
Eq. ~1!.

The experimental relationshipm(HP /HA) for film 4 was
determined in the same way as that for film 3. The results
the measurements were likewise approximated by Eq.~1!,
and mobility m01 used in this case as a fitting parame
was found to be 120 m•s21

•Oe21, which coincides with
the value calculated using Eq.~2! with a5aFMR/mFMR

5113 m•s21
•Oe21. For this reason no analysis similar t

that described above was performed for sample 2.
For films 3 and 4, as well as for films 1 and 2 studi

earlier,18 the values of mobilitym01 extracted from experi-
mental data were substituted into Eq.~2! to yield the damp-
ing parametersaDW , which are presented in Table I.

Let us discuss now the results of this work and of R
18 in combination with the other available data. There ar
number of studies of domain-wall dynamics made on gar
films of different compositions with perpendicular magne
anisotropy, where one can find information both on expe
mental values ofm and on the damping parameters deriv
from FMR measurements made on the same films. We u
for the analysis the results obtained in measurements8,9,19–23

carried out either by high-speed photography or us
domain-wall resonance in low fields, and containing info
mation on the magnetic characteristics of the samples.
parameters of the films studied in Refs. 8, 9, 19–23 are gi
in Table I ~samples 5–17!.

FIG. 2. Reduced domain-wall mobilitym/m0i , wherei 51,2,3,vs the ratio
of in-plane dc field to the uniaxial-anisotropy field for film 1 from Table
1—plot of Eq. ~1!, filled circles—ratios of experimental mobilities tom01 ;
2—calculation using Eqs.~4!, ~6!, ~7!, and ~9!; 3—calculation using Eqs.
~4!, ~6!, and ~10!. The functionF(Hp /HA) was calculated using Eq.~7!
from Ref. 9.
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Figure 3 compares the Gilbert damping paramet
found from FMR and mobility measurements for films 5–
from Table I. In Fig. 4,aFMR and aDW are compared for
samples having a narrow resonance line, both studied in
work and quoted in Ref. 18, for a YIG sample from Ref.
and for film 5; also given are thea parameters calculated fo
these samples using Eqs.~5! and~7!. We readily see that for
aFMR.331023 the figures derived from FMR linewidth an
domain-wall mobility coincide. The point obtained fo
sample 6 obviously does not fit into the pattern, which
apparently associated with some features of the methodo
used. The same applies possibly also to the above-menti
data quoted in Refs. 10–12, because their values ofaFMR are
too large and belong rather to the region in Fig. 3, wh
both methods yield the same damping parameters.

FIG. 3. Relation between the Gilbert damping parameteraDW andaFMR for
films 5–17 from Table I. Figures at the points are film numbers~see
Table I!.

FIG. 4. Plot of the Gilbert damping parameteraDW vs aFMR for samples
with a relatively narrow FMR line.1—films 1–5 from Table I,2—YIG
sample from Ref. 7~the valuesaFMR59.431025 and aDW56.231024

were derived from data of this work on wall mobility and parameters of
material!, 3,4—calculation ofaDW using Eqs.~5! and ~7!.
s

is
,

s
gy
ed

e

As seen from Fig. 4, samples with a narrow FMR lin
exhibit noticeable differences between theaFMR and aDW

parameters, but their values do not appear to be in any r
tion to one another. Interestingly, a relation between
losses connected with the wall motion and with FMR can
revealed if one describes the losses in terms of the so-ca
reduced Landau-Lifshits damping parameterL. As is well
known, fora!1

L5aMg21, ~11!

m05L21MD. ~12!

ParameterL can also be expressed through the Land
Lifshits damping parameterl asL5l/g2. An essential dif-
ference between these damping parameters can be seen
their relation to the magnetic characteristics of the samp
It was established24 that the ratioa/g does not depend ong,
i.e., a}g. A comparison of FMR linewidthDHFMR with
4pM measured25 on different samples showed that a d
crease of 4pM by an order of magnitude entails an increa
of DHFMR, likewise by an order of magnitude, which im
plies thata21g}M . A nearly sevenfold variation of 4pM
achieved by properly varying the film composition did n
produce a noticeable effect ong, and the damping paramete
derived from domain-wall resonance measurements,l
5agM , remained constant.26 A study27 of the relation be-
tween DHFMR and magnetization, which was varied b
changing the film composition, led to the conclusion that
quantityL does not depend on 4pM , g, or frequency.

We also studied the effect of magnetization on FM
linewidth on YEuFeGa and YSmFeGa films~these studies
are partially quoted in Ref. 28!. The magnetization was var
ied by high-temperature anneal of the films in oxygen, w
their subsequent quenching. By properly varying the ann
temperatureTann, one could change the magnitude of 4pM
and, thus, observe the variation ofDHFMR in the same
sample. The FMR linewidth decreased with increasing m
netization, and this effect was found to be reversible. Fo
YEuFeGa film, a change of 4pM from 125 to 195 G re-
sulted in a change ofa from 0.044 to 0.03, and that ofg,
from 1.193107 to 1.343107 Oe21

•s21. The parameterL
did not change and was;0.3631027 Oe2

•s. The results
obtained for the YSmFeGa films are as follows: in sample
a change inTann from 925 to 1190 °C increased 4pM from
175 to 250 G, withaFMR decreasing from 0.23 to 0.145, an
L;1.7131027 Oe2

•s. In another sample, a change ofTann

from 890 to 1150 °C increased 4pM from 157 to 212 G.
Here aFMR decreased from 0.245 to 0.16, withL;1.74
31027 Oe2

•s.
One can thus conclude that the Gilbert damping para

eter a}gM 21, and the reduced damping parameterL de-
pends neither onM nor ong, at any rate within a very broad
range of film characteristics. Therefore this parameter can
used to advantage in comparing losses in films with differ
magnetizations andg. Obviously enough, for comparativel
large losses, whenaFMR5aDW , transition toLFMR andLDW

will result only in a diagonal displacement of the correspon
ing points in Figs. 3 and 4 with respect to one another.~This

e
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is the case forLFMR.2.431029 Oe2
•s). As we shall show

later on, the situation foraDW.aFMR is different.
The experimental values ofm01 obtained for films 1–5

~Table I! and the YIG sample7 were used to calculate th
reduced wall mobilitiesm01/MD. Figure 5 plots this mobil-
ity as a function ofLFMR. We also calculated the theoretic
dependence of reduced mobility onLFMR using Eq.~12! for
L5LFMR, i.e., for the case where the losses in wall moti
are taken into account completely by the damping param
derived from FMR measurements. A portion of this relatio
which is naturally a section of a hyperbola, is shown in F
5 with a dashed line. The mobility data for films havin
small values of parameterLFMR suggest that as the dampin
parameter decreases the wall mobility first grows asLFMR

21 ,
as long as this parameter is greater than;2.4
31029 Oe2

•s. As LFMR is reduced still more, the exper
mental values of the wall mobility decrease.

Consider possible reasons for this decrease in mobi
A general theory of motion of one-dimensional wall dev
oped in Ref. 29 shows that the mean wall velocity^V&
>(a1a21)21DgH, and that as long as the damping loss
are small,a→0,

^V&.aDgH. ~13!

In the absence of losses, the mean velocity of translatio
wall motion is zero.29 At first glance it might seem that ou
data are in agreement with these conclusions; it should
pointed out, however, that Eq.~13! was derived for the cas
of nonsteady-state wall motion, and the experimental data
wall mobility exceed by several orders of magnitude the v
ues obtained from Eq.~13!. A similar expression~^V&
}aBH, where coefficientB includes a number of film char
acteristics! was obtained also in a theory developed for
two-dimensional wall.30 It also related to the region o
nonsteady-state motion, where periodic nucleation, displa
ment, and annihilation of Bloch lines take place in the wa

FIG. 5. Reduced domain-wall mobility forHp50 vs reduced Landau-
Lifshits damping parameterLFMR . 1–5—samples 1–5 from Table I,6—
YIG film from Ref. 7, dashed line—calculation using Eq.~12! for
L5LFMR .
er
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In this case, theoretical estimates of mobility are likew
smaller by nearly three orders of magnitude than the exp
mental data.

One can also attempt to explain the decrease in mob
for smallLFMR by assuming the losses suffered by a movi
wall to differ from those induced by FMR. The experiment
data on mobilitym01 can be used to calculate by means
Eq. ~12! the LDW parameters for the YIG sample and film
1–5. Figure 6 relates these parameters to the correspon
values ofLFMR. Assuming that for very smallLFMR the wall
mobility may be considered proportional to this parame
~see Fig. 5!, and taking into account that when FMR-induce
losses increase,LDW5LFMR, the relation connecting thes
parameters can be expressed by a simple formula

LDW5LFMR1
C

LFMR
~14!

~the curve in Fig. 6!, whereC is a fitting parameter equal to
3310218 Oe4

•s2. Relation ~14! resembles Eq.~5! written
taking into account Eq.~7!. Therefore Fig. 6 shows also th
damping parameters calculated by means of Eqs.~5!, ~7!,
and ~11!, i.e., for the case where theory15 predicts impurity-
induced relaxation to be dominant.~In the second case con
sidered in the theory, the values ofLDW are about twice
larger, and therefore they are not shown in Fig. 6.! Some of
the calculated parameters are seen to be close to thos
rived from mobility measurements. One apparently sho
not expect a close agreement between these values, if fo
other reason than the approximations made when deriv
Eq. ~8!. Thus the decrease of mobility for smallLFMR could
be attributed, in principle, to the operation in this region
an additional effective damping-loss mechanism, of the ty

FIG. 6. Plot of reduced Landau-Lifshits damping parameterLDW vsLFMR .
1—YIG sample from Ref. 7;1–5—films 1–5 from Table I~film number
increases from left to right with increasingLFMR); solid line—fitting with
Eq. ~14!; 3,4—calculation ofLDW using Eq.~11! and taking into account
Eqs. ~5! and ~7! ~3—the YIG film from Ref. 7, and4—films 1–5 from
Ref. 4!.
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proposed in Ref. 15. As shown in this work and in Ref. 1
however, the experimental dependence of the wall mob
on the in-plane dc field is weaker than this follows from t
theory of Refs. 14 and 15.

Thus when the reduced Landau-Lifshits damping para
eterLFMR derived from FMR measurements is smaller th
some small critical threshold the domain-wall mobili
grows with increasingLFMR. The same conclusion follow
also from the general theory of wall motion, but for
nonsteady-state mode, and the theoretical mobility obtai
here is found to be several orders of magnitude smaller t
the experimental value. Another possible explanation for
effect involves the onset of a damping-loss mechan
which acts in parallel to that operative under uniform prec
sion. The theory proposing a mechanism of this kind p
dicts, however, a dependence of wall mobility on in-plane
field differing from the relation following from experimen
When theDFMR parameter is in excess of the threshold, m
bility and FMR measurements yield the same damping
rameters. Hence the damping losses observed in this re
originate from the same mechanism as those caused
FMR. In these conditions, the wall mobility is described
the classical relation, by which mobility decreases with
creasing damping parameter inversely proportional to the
ter.
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Critical dynamics of disordered magnets in the three-loop approximation
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A field-theoretic description of the critical dynamics of magnetic systems with frozen
nonmagnetic impurities is given. The values of the dynamical critical exponent in the three-loop
approximation are obtained directly for three-dimensional systems using the Pade´–Borel
summation technique. A comparison is made with the values of the dynamical exponent for
homogeneous systems calculated in the four-loop approximation as well as with the
values obtained by Monte Carlo methods. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~98!02608-2#
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It is well known that phase transitions in homogeneo
magnets change only for Ising magnets when randomly
tributed frozen impurities are introduced into the system1

The «-expansion method makes it possible to calculate
critical exponents for dilute magnets.2 However, the
asymptotic convergence of the«-expansion series in thi
case is even weaker than for homogeneous magnets.3 The
renormalization-group approach to the description of dis
dered magnets used in Refs. 4 and 5 directly for thr
dimensional systems, made it possible to obtain the value
the static critical exponents in the four-loop approximatio
However, calculations to such accuracy are lacking for
description of the critical dynamics of disordered system
This is due to the rapid growth of the volume of the calc
lations even in the lowest orders of perturbation theory.

In the present paper a field-theoretic description is c
structed for the critical dynamics of disordered magnets
rectly for d53 in the three-loop approximation. The mod
considered is a classic spin system with nonmagnetic im
rity atoms frozen at the lattice sites. The model is descri
by the Hamiltonian

H5
1

2 (
i j

Ji j pipjSi•Sj ,

where Si is a n-component spin variable,Ji j are the ex-
change translationally-invariant short-range ferromagn
interaction constants,pi is a random variable described b
the distribution function

P~pi !5pd~pi21!1~12p!d~pi !

with p512c, wherec is the concentration of nonmagnet
impurity atoms. Spin-phonon interaction effects lead in
general case to nonconservation of the total spin of the
tem. Taking them into account, a thermodynamically equi
lent Ginzburg–Landau–Wilson model determined by the f
lowing effective Hamiltonian can be introduced to descr
the critical behavior of spin impurity systems

H@w,V#5E ddxH 1

2
@ u¹wu21r 0w21V~x!w2#1

g0

4!
w4J ,

~1!
1381063-7834/98/40(8)/6/$15.00
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s-
.
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wherew(x,t) is an-component order parameter,V(x) is the
potential of the random impurity field,r 0;T2T0c(p), T0c

is the critical temperature, determined in the mean-fi
theory, of a disordered magnet,g0 is a positive constant, and
d is the dimension of the system. We prescribe the impu
potential by a Gaussian distribution

PV5AV expF2~8d0!21E ddxV2~x!G ,
where AV is a normalization constant andd0 is a positive
constant, proportional to the impurity concentration and
squared impurity potential.

The dynamic behavior of the magnet near the criti
temperature, taking account of the spin-lattice relaxation,
be described by a Langevin-type kinetic equation for
order parameter

]w

]t
52l0

dH

dw
1h1l0h, ~2!

wherel0 is the kinetic constant,h(x,t) is a Gaussian ran
dom force characterizing the effect of a heat reservoir a
prescribed by the distribution function

Ph5Ah expF2~4l0!21E ddxdth2~x,t !G
with normalization constantAh , andh(t) is an external field
thermodynamically conjugate to the order parameter. T
time correlation functionG(x,t) of the order parameter is
determined by solving Eq.~2! with H@w,V#, given by Eq.
~1!, for w@h,h,V# and then averaging over the Gaussian ra
dom fieldh by means ofPh and over the random impurity
potentialV(x) by means ofPV and singling out the part o
the solution that is linear inh(0), i.e.,

G~x,t !5
d

dh~0!
@^w~x,t !&# impU

h50

,

3 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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where

@^w~x,t !&# imp5B21E D$h%D$V%w~x,t !PhPV ,

B5E D$h%D$V%PhPV .

The application of the standard renormalization-group te
nique to this dynamical problem encounters substantial
ficulties. However, for homogeneous systems in the abse
of the disorder introduced by the presence of impurities
has been shown6 that the critical dynamical model based o
Langevin-type equations is completely equivalent to
standard Lagrangian system7 with the Lagrangian

L5E ddxdtH l0
21w21 iw* S l0

21 ]w

]t
1

dH

dw D J .

Here the correlation functionG(x,t) of the order paramete
for a homogeneous system is determined as

G~x,t !5^w~0,0!w~x,t !&

5V21E D$w%D$w* %w~0,0!w~x,t !

3exp~2L@w,w* # !,

where

V5E D$w%D$w* %exp~2L@w,w* # !.

A generalization of this field-theoretic approach and det
of its application to the critical dynamics of disordered ma
nets with frozen point impurities and extended defects
expounded in Ref. 8. In Ref. 8 a procedure for obtaining
replica Lagrangian averaged over the impurities,
generating-functional formalism for coupled Green’s fun
tions, and the diagrammatic rules which eliminate the con
bution of closed loops from the Green’s functions in all o
ders are presented.

Instead of the correlation function it is more convenie
to study its vertex part, which can be represented in
Feynman diagram formalism in the three-loop approximat
in the form

G~2!~k,v;r 0 ,g0 ,d0 ,l0!

5r 01k22
iv

l0
24d0D12

n12

18
g0

2D2

1
4~n12!

3
g0d0D3216d0

2~D41D5!

1
~n12!~n18!

108
g0

3S (
i 56

8

Di D 2
2~n12!2

9
g0

2d0S (
i 59

18

Di D
1

16~n12!

3
g0d0

2S (
i 519

31

Di D 264d0
3S (

i 532

39

Di D . ~3!

The diagrams corresponding toDi are presented in Fig. 1
The Feynman diagrams contain ad-dimensional integration
over the momenta and are characterized near the cri
-
f-
ce
it

e

s
-
e

e
-
i-

t
e
n

al

point in the limit with the cutoff parameterL→` by an
ultraviolet divergence at large momentak with pole-type sin-
gularities. These poles are eliminated by using a dimensio
regularization scheme, involving the introduction of reno
malized quantities.9 We shall determine the renormalized o
der parameter asw5Z21/2w0 . Then the renormalized verte
functions will have the generalized form

GR
~m!~k,v;r ,g,d,l,m!5Zm/2G~m!~k,v;r 0 ,g0 ,d0 ,l0!

~4!

with the renormalized coupling constantsg andd, tempera-
ture r , and kinetic coefficientl

g05m42dZgg, d05m42dZdd,

r 05m2Zrr , l0
215m2Zll21. ~5!

The scaling parameterm is introduced to make the quantitie
dimensionless. In Eq.~4! G (2) corresponds to the reciproca
of the correlation functionG(k,v) of the order parameter
while G (4) corresponds to the four-tail vertex functionsGg

(4)

and Gd
(4) for the coupling constantsg and d, respectively.

The Z factors are determined from the requirement that
renormalized vertex functions be regular, which is expres
in the normalization conditions

Z
]G~2!~k!

]k2 U
k250

51, Z2Gg
~4!uki505m42dg,

Z2Gd
~4!uki505m42dg, Z

]G~2!~k,v!

]~2 iv!
U

k2,v50

5l21. ~6!

We carried out this regularization procedure for the ver
functions in the three-loop approximation. For this purpo
we present the values of the vertex functions, appearing
the normalization conditions, in the form

Gg
~4!uki505g0 (

i , j 50

3

Ai j g0
i d0

j ,

Gd
~4!uki505d0 (

i , j 50

3

Bi j g0
i d0

j ,

]G~2!

]k2 U
k250

5 (
i , j 50

3

Ci j g0
i d0

j ,

]G~2!

]~2 iv/l!
U

k50,v50

5 (
i , j 50

3

Di j g0
i do

j , ~7!

where the coefficients are sums of the corresponding
grams or their derivatives at zero external momenta and
quencies. Thus, the numerical values of the derivatives of
diagrams~see Fig. 1! Di85]Di /](2 iv/l)uk50,v50 , gener-
ating the coefficientsDi j and obtained by using the subtra
tion scheme of Ref. 10, are presented in Table I, wh
J5*ddq/(q211)25(Sd /2)G(d/2)G(22d/2) is a one-loop
integral with Sd52pd/2/(2p)dG(d/2), and G(x) is the
gamma function. We write the expansion for the quantit
g0 , d0 , Z, and Zl in terms of the renormalized couplin
constantsg andd in the form
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FIG. 1. Diagrammatic representation of con
tributions to the vertex functionG2(k,v)
5G21(k,v) in the three-loop approxima-
tion. The line a corresponds toG0(k,v)
5(r 01k22 iv/l0)21, the line b corre-
sponds to G0(k,v)52l21((r 01k2)2

1(v/l0))21, the vertex c corresponds to
g0 , and the vertex d tod0d(v).
-
c

ex

g05g (

i , j 50

3

ai j g
id j , d05d (

i , j 50

3

bi j g
id j ,

Z5 (
i , j 50

3

ci j g
id j , Zl5 (

i , j 50

3

di j g
id j , ~8!

where the unknownsai j , bi j , ci j , anddi j are expressed in
terms ofAi j , Bi j , Ci j , andDi j by means of the normaliza
tion conditions. The next step in the field-theoretic approa
 h

is to determine the scaling functionsbg(g,d), bd(g,d),
g r(g,d), gw(g,d), and gl(g,d), which give the
renormalization-group differential equation for the vert
functions:

Fm ]

]m
1bg

]

]g
1bd

]

]d
2g r r

]

]r
1gll

]

]l
2

m

2
gwG

3G~m!~k,v;r ,g,d,l,m!50.
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TABLE I. Values of the derivatives of the diagrams displayed in Fig. 1,Di85]Di /](2 iv/l)uk50,v50 .

D18/J 21.000000 D148 /J3 20.032279 D278 /J3 20.666667
D28/J

2 20.130768 D158 /J3 0.061515 D288 /J3 0.584625
D38/J

2 20.666667 D168 /J3 0.004666 D298 /J3 20.092766
D48/J

2 22.000000 D178 /J3 20.333557 D308 /J3 20.074202
D58/J

2 21.000000 D188 /J3 0.042034 D318 /J3 20.194407
D68/J

3 20.104778 D198 /J3 22.053736 D328 /J3 22.053736
D78/J

3 20.032835 D208 /J3 22.053736 D338 /J3 22.053736
D88/J

3 20.032835 D218 /J3 21.142275 D348 /J3 21.000000
D98/J

3 20.519431 D228 /J3 20.396553 D358 /J3 0.666667
D108 /J3 20.519431 D238 /J3 21.142275 D368 /J3 0.666667
D118 /J3 20.276601 D248 /J3 20.396553 D378 /J3 22.053736
D128 /J3 20.468697 D258 /J3 20.396553 D388 /J3 20.074202
D138 /J3 20.032279 D268 /J3 0.226932 D398 /J3 0.000000
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In the following discussion of the dynamical behavi
we shall require only the functionsbg and bd and the dy-
namical scaling functiongg , determined by the relations

42d1bg

] ln gZg

]g
1bd

] ln gZg

]d
50,

42d1bg

] ln dZd

]g
1bd

] ln dZd

]d
50,

gl5bg

] ln Zl

]g
1bd

] ln Zl

]d
. ~9!

The explicit form of the functionsbg andbd in the four-loop
approximation was obtained in Ref. 5, where the coupl
constantsn and u were introduced, which are related tog
and d as n5(n18)Jg/6 and u5216Jd. Prescribing the
functionsb andgl in the form

bn5n (
i , j 50

3

b i j
~v !n iuj , bu5u (

i , j 50

3

b i j
~u!n iuj ,

gl5 (
i , j 50

3

g i j
i uj , ~10!

we present in Table II the values of the coefficients in E
~10! for the three-dimensional Ising model (n51). The na-
ture of the critical point for each value ofn and d is com-
pletely determined by the stable fixed point for the coupl
constants (n* ,u* ), which is determined from the require
ment that theb function vanish, i.e.,

TABLE II. Values of the coefficients in the expressions for the scal
functions.

( i , j ) b i , j
(u) b i , j

(v) g i , j

~0,0! 21 1 0
~1,0! 1 3/2 20.25
~0,1! 2/3 1 0
~2,0! 295/216 2185/216 0.053240
~1,1! 250/81 2104/81 0.030862
~0,2! 292/729 2308/729 0.008400
~3,0! 0.389922 0.916667 20.049995
~2,1! 0.857363 2.132996 20.152964
~1,2! 0.467388 1.478058 20.041167
~0,3! 0.090448 0.351069 20.012642
g

.

bn~n* ,u* !50, bu~n* ,u* !50.

The quantitiesn* and u* are of order 42d, so that the
series expansions of the scaling functions withd53 in pow-
ers of n and u are asymptotically convergent. The Pade´–
Borel method has found wide application for summi
them.11 Numerical analysis of the equations for determini
the fixed points and the conditions under which they
stable shows that in contrast to the«-expansion withd53
the accidental degeneracy of the fixed points withn51 does
not arise. Only two of the four fixed points are of interest: t
fixed point for homogeneous systems (n* Þ0, u* Þ0) and
the impurity fixed point (n* Þ0, u* Þ0), which determines
the new critical properties of disordered magnets. The im
rity fixed point is stable only forn51, while for n>2 the
presence of disorder associated with the presence of the
zen impurities is not important for the critical behavior
magnets. The impurity fixed point point for the thre
dimensional Ising model in the three-loop approximation
given by the valuesn* 52.256938,u* 520.728168.

Substituting the values of the coupling constants a
fixed point into the scaling functiongl(n,u) allows us to
determine the dynamical critical exponentz, characterizing
the critical slowing down of relaxation processes,

z521gl~n* ,u* !. ~11!

But the series expansion ofgl(n* ,u* ) in powers ofn* and
u* with d53 is, in the best case, asymptotically converge
and to obtain reasonable values it cannot be dire
summed. We summed it by the generalized Pade´–Borel
method, which consists of applying to the series the Bo
transformation

gl~n,u!5(
i , j

g i j n
iuj5E

0

`

e2tGl~nt,ut!dt,

Gl~x,y!5(
i , j

g i j

~ i 1 j !!
xiyj , ~12!

and then using the Pade´–Chisholm approximants

@M ,N/K,L#5(
i 50

M

(
j 50

N

ai j n
iuj S (

p50

K

(
q50

L

bpqn
puqD 21

.
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The expansion obtained forgl(n,u) in powers ofn andu in
the three-loop approximation makes it possible to use
proximants of the form@1,1/1,1# and@2,2/1,1#. The applica-
tion of the approximants@1,1/1,1# corresponds to an earlie
description12 of the critical dynamics of disordered magne
in the two-loop approximation and gives the value of t
dynamical exponentzimp

(2) 52.169849. The approximant
@2,2/1,1# make it possible to obtain the exponentz in the
form

z521
a1u

b
1

b21

b2 ~a2u21a3un1a4n2!1
2b22b11

b3

3~a5u2n1a6un2!2
1

b Fa1u1
1

b
~a2u21a3un1a4n2!

1
1

b2 ~a5u2n1a6un2!G
2

F0~1,1,b!, ~13!

where2F0(1,1,b) is the confluent hypergeometric functio
while the functionsa i and b can be calculated from th
following relations:

a15g1,0, a25
g2,0

2
2

g1,0g3,0

3g2,0
,

a35
g1,1

2
2

g1,0g0.3

3g0,2
, a45

g0,2

2
,

a55
g2,1

6
2

g1,1g3,0

6g2,0
2

g2,0g0,3

6g0,2
,

a65
g1,2

6
2

g1,1g0,3

6g0,2
2

g0,2g3,0

6g2,0
,

b5b1u1b2n,

b152
g3,0

3g2,0
, b252

g0,3

3g0,2
.

The use of the coupling constants at the impurity fix
point n* 52.256938 andu* 520.728168 gives the follow-
ing value for the dynamical exponent:

zimp
~3! 52.165319. ~14!

The small change in the value of the exponentzimp calculated
in the three- and two-loop approximations shows that high
order corrections will give only very small changes. The c
culations performed in Ref. 12 on the basis of the«-
expansion in the two-loop approximation gave at the sa
time the valuezimp

(2) 52.336, which substantiates the need
use the renormalization-group procedure directly withd53
to describe the critical behavior of dilute magnets.

In Ref. 13 we performed a calculation of the dynamic
critical exponent for the homogeneous three- and tw
dimensional ferromagnetic systems in the four-loop appro
mation on the basis of the Ginzburg–Landau–Wilson
namical relaxation model. Specifically, for the thre
dimensional Ising model the valuezpure

(4) 52.017 was obtained
for the dynamical exponent using the Pade´–Borel summation
technique. The large numerical differences between the
ues of the dynamical exponent for homogeneous and d
p-

r-
-

e

l
-
i-
-

l-
te

Ising models make it possible to determine the effect of i
purities on the dynamical critical behavior both in real phy
cal experiments and in computer experiments using Mo
Carlo methods.

Let us compare with the results of computer modeling
the dynamic critical behavior of the disordered Ising mod
the value obtained for the dynamical exponentzimp

(3) .14–16 In
Refs. 14 and 15 computer modeling of the critical relaxat
of magnetization in a system with dimensions 483 and spin
concentration 0.4<p<1 was performed. The Monte Carl
method combined with the dynamical renormalization-gro
method17 was used to determine the dynamical critical exp
nent z. For homogeneous and weakly disordered syste
with p50.95 and 0.8, the following values were obtained f
the exponents:z(1.0)51.9760.08, z(0.95)52.1960.07,
and z(0.8)52.2060.08, which are in good agreement wi
our computational results. In Ref. 16 the values of the ex
nent z were obtained on the basis of an analysis of
asymptotic properties of the dynamical autocorrelation fu
tion for a system in a state of equilibrium and demonstrat
strong fluctuations of the magnetization. Thus, the followi
values were obtained:z(1.0)52.09560.008 for a uniform
system, z(0.95)52.1660.01, z(0.9)52.23260.004, and
z(0.8)52.3860.01 for weakly disordered systems, an
z(0.6)52.9360.03 with p50.6. Adhering to the concep
that the fixed point of the critical behavior of weakly diso
dered systems, which does not depend on the impurity c
centration, is also a fixed point for any impurity concentr
tion, in Ref. 16 the asymptotic value of the dynamic
exponent was estimated to bez52.460.1. The value of the
exponentz obtained in Ref. 16 for a homogeneous syste
strongly conflicts with the results of the field-theoretic a
proach, while forp50.95 the agreement between the valu
is good. Our point of view concerning the universality of th
critical behavior of disordered systems was stated in Refs
and 15, where we suggested that the universal critical beh
ior of weakly disordered systems be determined from
analogous behavior for strongly disordered systems and
advanced the hypothesis of step universality of critical ex
nents for three-dimensional disordered systems.

The prediction of the theory as to the effect of impuriti
on the dynamical critical behavior of magnets~higher value
of zimp(d53) compared withzpure(d53)) can be detected in
a number of experimental methods: inelastic neut
scattering—the linewidth vw}uT2Tcuzn at q50 and
vw}qz at T5Tc ; ESR and NMR magnetic resonance—t
width of the resonance lineDv}uT2Tcu(d221h2z)n, where
h is the Fisher exponent; measuring the dynamical susce
bility for a high-frequency external magnetic fieldx(v)
}v2g/zn at T5Tc , whereg is the susceptibility exponent
ultrasonic experiments, where the sound absorption co
cient a(v)}uT2Tcu2(a1zn)w2g(v/uT2Tcuzn), the sound
dispersionC2(v)2C2(0)}uT2Tcu2a f (v/uT2Tcuzn). Un-
fortunately, we know of no works where an experimen
investigation of the dynamical critical behavior of weak
dilute Ising-like magnets was performed.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fu
damental Research under Grant No. 97-02-16124.
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The sufficient conditions for the formation of a dipole-exchange generalized surface spin wave
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form of the high-frequency magnetic susceptibility tensor. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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The development of high-quality sources of coher
optical-range electromagnetic radiation has made opt
spectroscopy one of the most promising methods for stu
ing the critical dynamics of condensed media near the sta
ity boundaries of the thermodynamic state und
examination,1 including near spin-orientational phase tran
tions ~SOPTs!. However, in the case of optically opaque m
terials, the study of light scattering by crystral surface ex
tations whose dynamical characteristics vary substanti
near the phase transition under study takes on special sig
cance. This concerns first of all surface acoustic wa
~SAWs!, among which first and foremost are Rayleigh-ty
SAWs, Love waves, and Gulyaev–Blyushte�n waves. In Ref.
2 it is shown that analysis of the conditions for Rayleig
wave propagation likewise can also be an effective tool
studying the critical spin dynamics at SOPTs in the case
magnetic phase transitions. Specifically, the conditions un
which a sharp decrease of velocity~right down to zero on the
line of second-order SOPTs itself! and an increase of th
damping of a Rayleigh-type surface acoustic wave~SAW!
occur at a mechanically free boundary of a magnet nea
proper ferroelastic SOPT were found in Ref. 2. This requi
that the propagation direction of a SAW in the plane of t
crystal boundary coincide with the directions ink space
which, for the SOPT under study in an unbounded mag
correspond to anomalously diverging critical fluctuations
is easy to show that the other types of SAWs listed ab
will also possess similar anomalies in the dynamical cha
teristics near second-order SOPTs. However, the prac
use of the anomalies, indicated in Ref. 2, of the dynam
characteristics of SAWs near SOPTs shows a number of
stantial limitations in an entire series of cases. In the fi
place, most SOPTs by far are dipole-active,3 and therefore
the above-listed effects in the SAW spectrum can be ef
tively suppressed by a magnetic-dipole~or magnetoelectric!
interaction. In the second place, the geometry of a spe
sample can be such that the propagating SAW will not so
near the SOPT of interest. In the third place, as shown
Ref. 4, some SOPTs are not proper ferroelastic transit
and therefore the anomalies found in Ref. 2 in the dynam
of surface phonons will not occur in them for any relati
orientations of the equilibrium order parameter vector,
vector normal to the surface of the sample, and the propa
tion vector of any of the above-indicated types of SAW
1381063-7834/98/40(8)/5/$15.00
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Finally, the elastic boundary conditions can differ so mu
from the conditions on a mechanically free boundary o
crystal ~for example, rigid clamping of the surface! that
propagation of all of the above-listed types of SAWs will,
principle, become impossible.5 On this basis it is of specia
interest to investigate surface spin waves~SSWs! that soften
near second-order SOPTs. In the case of magnetic-dip
active spin oscillations such excitations can beH-type sur-
face magnetic polaritons, whose short-wavelength limit
surface magnetostatic spin waves~MSWs!.6 The number of
works devoted to the investigation of these excitatio
in different multisublattice magnetic structures~and, first
and foremost, antiferromagnetic! is now increasing
unabatedly.7–10 The interest in these magnetic objects is d
not only to the technological progress made in prepar
high-quality antiferromagnetic crystals but also the fact t
magnetic superlattices of the type ferromagnet — nonm
netic metal, which are now being intensively investigated
the case of antiferromagnetic coupling between the lay
can also be described in the effective-medium approxima
by the indicated model of an antiferromagnet.11,12The theory
of surface MSWs in a model of a semibounded antiferrom
net was first developed in Refs. 13–15. Specifically, it f
lows from this model that if an antiferromagnetic cryst
with spatially uniform magnetic ordering is located in a
external magnetic fieldH, then surface MSWs are not rea
ized either in the polar magnetooptic configurati
(H i n 'k') or in the longitudinal magnetooptic configura
tion (n 'H i k'). Heren is the normal to the interface o
the magnetic and nonmagnetic media, whilek' is the wave
vector of the surface MSW. In the special case that the
ternal magnetic fieldH50, a necessary condition for th

existence of a surface MSW is that the relationsnm̂n,0 and

k'm̂k',0, wherem̂ is the magnetic susceptibility tensor o
the antiferromagnet under study, must be satisfied simu
neously. Finally, in the case of a transverse magnetoo
configuration (n 'H 'k') the frequency of the surfac
MSW formed in a two-sublattice antiferromagnet~AFM! lies
between the uniform AFMR frequencies.13–15 Thus, when
the nonuniform exchange interaction is taken into accou
surface excitations of this type~just as their analog Damon–
Eshbach waves in a ferromagnet! become pseudosurface o
leaky surface spin waves. At the same time, it was indica
9 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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first in Ref. 16 that as a result of hybridization of th
magnetic-dipole and exchange mechanisms of the spin-
interaction, the formation of a dipole-exchange SSW is p
sible near the surface of a magnet. As an example, a s
bounded easy-axis ferromagnet with easy axisOZin was
studied in Ref. 16. A similar magnon-localization mech
nism was investigated in Ref. 17 for an easy-axis AFM un
the assumption that the equilibrium orientation of the an
ferromagnetism vector is perpendicular to the interface of
magnetic and nonmagnetic media. Thus far, however,
question important for the optical spectroscopy of SOPTs
opaque magnets of a criterion which the dipole-excha
spectrum of the soft magnon mode of an unbounded ma
must satisfy so that the formation of a generalized dipo
exchange SSW which softens near the SOPT under s
would be possible at the interface of magnetic and nonm
netic media has remained unresolved. The objective of
present paper is to determine this criterion.

The paper consists of several sections. The general
mulation of the dipole-exchange boundary-value problem
a two-sublattice model of an orthorhombic AFM occupyi
a half-space on whose surface the spins are completely
is given in Sec. 1. The analysis is performed for a qu
general form of the magnetic susceptibility tensor of
orthorhombic AFM, characteristic, specifically, for a
uniaxial magnetic structures, both even and odd relative
the principal axis. On this basis the conditions determin
the character of the localization of dipole-exchange spin
cillations near an interface of magnetic and nonmagnetic
dia are obtained in Sec. 2. The dispersion relation for a g
eralized dipole-exchange SSW which travels along
surface of the interface and softens near a second-o
SOPT is also found and investigated in this section. A cr
rion for the formation of a generalized dipole-exchange SS
whose frequency softens near the second-order SOPT u
study is proposed in Sec. 3, using the results obtained in
preceding sections. The relations obtained are specified
the case of a Morin-type phase transition in an easy-a
antiferromagnet~EA-AFM! in a magnetic fieldH perpen-
dicular to the easy axis.

1. BASIC RELATIONS

As an example of a magnetic medium we shall consi
a model of an exchange-collinear two-sublattice AFM. As
well known, the dipole-exchange dynamics of such a
namical system is described by a closed system of equat
consisting of the Landau–Lifshitz equations for the fer
and antiferromagnetism vectors (m and l) and the equations
of magnetostatics. Assuming that the uniformly magnetiz
AFM medium occupies the half-spacen,0 with normaln to
the interface of the magnetic and nonmagnetic media (n is
the running coordinate along the directionn), this system of
dynamical equations must be supplemented by approp
boundary conditions. In the present case we shall ass
that the spins at the AFM surfacen50 are free,m̃ and l̃
describe small deviations of the ferromagnetism and anti
romagnetism vectors from the equilibrium orientations
in
-
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]m̃

]n
5

] l̃

]n
50, ~1!

and, in addition, a standard system of electrodynamic bou
ary conditions for the normal component of the magne
induction vectorBm(B) and the tangential component of th
magnetic fieldHm(H) of the magnetic~nonmagnetic! me-
dium must be imposed:

B–n5Bm•n, H3n5Hm3n, n50. ~2!

Since the objective of the present paper is to analyze
conditions under which surface dipole-exchange magn
are formed, it will be assumed below that, together with
relations~1! and~2!, the following conditions are also satis
fied (wm(w) is the magnetostatic potential in the magne
~nonmagnetic! medium!

um̃u,wm ,u l̃ u→0, n→2`,

w→0, n→`. ~3!

As an example, in the present paper we shall analyze
dipole-exchange spin dynamics of two-sublattice AFMs su
that the branches of the spectrum in the model of an
bounded magnet can be divided, according to the type
their excitation by a microwave fieldh, into quasiferromag-
netic (h'H, vF) and quasiantiferromagnetic (h iH, vAF).18

If terms no higher than second order in the components
the magnetization vectors of the sublatticesM1,2 (uM1

u5uM2u5M0) are retained in the magnetic energy, then
the case when the external magnetic fieldHi M i OX
(m5„M11M2)/2M0) while the antiferromagnetism vecto
li OY ( l5„M12M2)/2M0), the structure of the high-
frequency magnetic susceptibility tensorx̂(v,k) taking ac-
count of the nonuniform exchange interaction can be rep
sented in the form (c — phase velocity of the spin waves
x0 — static magnetic susceptibility!

xxx5x0

vAF
2 1c2k2

vAF
2 1c2k22v2

,

xyz52xzy5x0

iv* v

vF
21c2k22v2

,

xyy5x0

v
*
2

vF
21c2k22v2

,

xzz5x0

vF
21c2k2

vF
21c2k22v2

,

xxy5xxz5xyx5xzx50. ~4!

As shown in Refs. 18 and 19, a weak orthorhombic fer
magnet, whose different special cases are all uniaxial st
tures, both even and odd relative to the principal axis, is s
a magnet. Specifically, a similar structure ofx̂(v,k) occurs
in the spin-flop phase of an EA-AFM in a magnetic fieldH
directed along the easy axis, in an EP-AFM in the case
H is collinear or perpendicular to the hard axis, in the case
a Morin-type phase transition, and so on. For the unboun
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model of an AFM the expression corresponding to~4! for the
spectrum of normal dipole-exchange spin waves can be
resented in the form

k41Ak21B50, ~5!

A5~vF
21vAF

2 22v21ÃF1B̃AF!c22,

B5~~vF
22v2!~vAF

2 2v2!1ÃF~vAF
2 2v2!

1B̃AF~vF
22v2!!c24,

C5114px0S kx
2

k2
1

kz
2

k2D , B̃AF5S 4pv2
kx

2

k2D C21,

ÃF54pv
*
2 S ky

2

k2
1

ky
2

k2D C21.

In summary, for the model~4! considered here for an
AFM, neglecting the boundary conditions, the isofrequen
surface of normal dipole-exchange spin oscillations~5! as a
function of the frequencyv consists of one (vAF.v.vF or
vF.v.vAF) or two (v.vF , vAF) concavities.

2. DIPOLE-EXCHANGE MECHANISM OF LOCALIZING OF A
SOFT MAGNON MODE AT THE INTERFACE OF
MAGNETIC AND NONMAGNETIC MEDIA

Since here we are studying the spin dynamics of m
nets near SOPTs of a soft magnon mode type, to simplify
analytical calculations we shall confine ourselves below
the analysis of Eq.~5! under the assumption that there is
strong inequality between the frequenciesvF andvAF of the
quasiferromagnetic and quasiantiferromagnetic, respectiv
AFMR modes of an unbounded AFM. On this basis we n
glect the indirect coupling via the magnetic-dipole field b
tween the high- and low-frequency modes of the spin-w
spectrum of the AFM under study. Such an approximat
will make it possible to study generalized SSWs, which ar
result of the dipole-exchange mechanism of coupling n
the crystal surface only of the type of normal spin oscil
tions of an unbounded magnet that corresponds to a
magnon mode~quasiferromagnetic or quasiantiferroma
netic!.

As result, the characteristic equation following from E
~5! for solving the boundary-value problem~1! and ~2! will
be quadratic inq252(k–n)2. In this case, the structure o
for example, the amplitude of the magnetostatic potentialwm

in the magnet in a direction along the normal to the interfa
can be represented in the form (A1,2 — independent con-
stants!

wm5A1exp~ ivt2q1n!1A2exp~ ivt2q2n!. ~6!

It follows from Eq.~5! that forkP XZ, in both the cases
vF!vAF andvF@vAF , the form of the equation determin
ing the form of the section of the isofrequency surface fo
normal dipole-exchange spin wave that softens near a S
irrespective of its type of excitation by the microwave fie
~ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic! can be represented i
the form ~at the point of the second-order SOPTv050)
p-

y

-
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ly,
-
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-
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.
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a
T

k25v2~114px0sin2q!2v0
2 , k25kx

21kz
2 . ~7!

In the case of a soft quasiantiferromagnetic modev0

5vAF and sin2q[kz
2/k2, while for a soft quasiferromagneti

modev05vF and sin2q[kx
2/k2.

It also follows from Eq.~5! that in the caseuHu50 the
section of the isofrequency curve for a soft quasiferrom
netic mode also occurs forkPYZ:k25v2(114px0(kz

2/
k2))21. The necessary conditions under which, for a giv
excitation frequencyv and wave numberk' of the spin os-
cillations, localization of a soft dipole-exchange spin wa
with the dispersion law~7! is possible near the interface o
magnetic and nonmagnetic media, can be determined
the aid of Eqs.~6! and ~7!. Analysis shows that forni OY
v0[vAF (vAF!vF), while for n iOZ v0[vF (vAF

@vF): condensation of a volume dipole-exchange soft m
non mode into a bipartite SSW withq1,2

2 .0 occurs only for
v andk' satisfying the condition

v2,
v0

21c2k'
2

114px0
. ~8!

Dipole-exchange SSWs of a similar type are also p
sible in the case that withn i OZ v0[vAF (vAF!vF) and
with n i OY v0[vF (vAF@vF) v andk' lie in the interval

v0
21c2k'

2 ,v2,v1
2 ~k'!,k'.k* ,

v2,v2
2 ~k'!, v6

2 [N16~N1
22N2!1/2,

N1[
2c2k'

2 4px01v0
2~114px0!

~114px!2
,

N2[
v0

4

~114px0!2
. ~9!

However, in contrast to Eq.~8!, in the same geometry for
mation of a bipartite generalized dipole-exchange SS
(Re q1,2

2 Þ0, Im q1,2
2 Þ0)

v2
2 ,v2,v1

2 ~10!

at the interface of the magnetic and nonmagnetic medi
also possible. The condition for the system~1!–~3! to have a
nontrivial solution for the amplitudes of the partial wav
A1,2 ~6! is sufficient for the existence of a dipole-exchan
SSW, propagating along the free surface of a semiinfin
AFM, with a prescribed direction of the wave vectork of the
magnetic oscillations in the plane of the boundary. In t
case~7! a calculation ofn shows that forkPXZ with n i OX
(vF!vAF) or niOZ (vF@vAF) the corresponding disper
sion equation for the spectrum of a dipole-exchange S
that softens near a volume SOPT can be represented in
form

~q11q21k'!q1q21k'~q1
21q2

2!5k'
3 ,

q1,2
2 5

P1

2
6S S P1

2 D 2

2P2D 1/2

,

P15
2c2k'

2 1v0
22v2~114px0!

c2
,
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P25k'
2

c2k'
2 1v0

22v2

c2
. ~11!

As follows from Eq.~8!, this type of SSW is not realized
either in a strictly magnetostatic approximation (c→0) or in
a strictly exchange approximation~formally in Eqs.~7! and
~8! the term with 4p must be neglected!.

The character of the localization, at the interface of m
netic and nonmagnetic media, of the solution found can
analyzed with the aid of Eqs.~6! and ~8!–~10!. It is not
difficult to show that fork',k* the propagating dipole
exchange SSW~11! is a generalized type of SSW, i.e., for
Re q1,2

2 Þ0, Im q1,2
2 Þ0. For k'5k* this type of localized

spin-wave excitation of a semibounded AFM smooth
passes into a bipartite dipole-exchange SSW withq1,2

2 .0.
Herek* is determined from Eq.~10! with the condition

v1~k* !5v. ~12!

Using Eq. ~11!, it is possible to obtain in the short
wavelength limit (k'@k** , k

**
2 [v0

24px0 /(124px0)) in
an explicit form the dispersion law for dipole-exchange SS
~11! with q1,2

2 .0, if it is assumed that the relation 4px0

!1 is satisfied. In this case

v2'v0
21c2k'

2 2
~4px0!2~v0

21c2k'
2 !

4k'
4

. ~13!

3. CRITERION FOR THE FORMATION OF DIPOLE-
EXCHANGE GENERALIZED SSWS

It is of unquestionable interest to indicate a criterion
whose basis the conditions under which the formation o
generalized dipole-exchange SSW, that softens near the
ume SOPT under study, is possible, along a chosen direc
of propagationk' at the interface of magnetic and nonma
netic media, can be determined by analyzing the characte
the isofrequency surface of a soft magnon mode of an
bounded magnet. For this, let us consider the section o
isofrequency surface of a soft magnon mode of an
bounded magnet by a plane determined by the normaln to
the interface of the magnetic and nonmagnetic media and
direction of propagationk' of the SSW under study. Analy
sis of Eq.~7! shows that fork',k* under the condition

v2,
v0

2

124px0
~14!

a region with maximum negative curvature forms on the s
tion of the isofrequency surface of the soft magnon mode~7!
along the direction of the generalized SSW found above

As a result, comparing the conditions found above
the existence of a dipole-exchange generalized SSW~11! and
the relation~14! it can be concluded that, a sufficient cond
tion for the formation on the surface of an unbounded m
net, with the system of boundary conditoins~1!–~13! of a
generalized dipole-exchange SSW that softens near
boundary of the SOPT under study, is the presence o
corresponding section of the isofrequency surface of the s
-
e

a
ol-
on

of
n-
n
-

he

-

r

-

he
a

lf-

magnon mode of an unbounded magnet of a section w
maximum negative curvature along the propagation direc
of the SSW.

As an example, let us consider the expression for
spectrum of a soft magnon modev0 in the case of a phas
transition of an EA-AFM in a magnetic field perpendicular
the easy axis~Morin-type phase transition!.3 The density of
the thermodynamic potential in this case can be represe
in the form

W5
d

2
m21

a

2
~¹ l!22

b

2
l z
21

b2

4
l z
42d~mxl y2myl x!2M–H,

~15!

whered anda are, respectively, the uniform and nonunifor
exchange interaction constants,b and b2 are the uniaxial
magnetic anisotropy constants, andd is the Dzyaloshinski�
interaction constant. The presence of an external magn
field H i OX leads to the possibility of a SOPT from a
antiferromagnetic state (liOZ) into a weakly ferromagnetic
state (l i OY, m iOX). The Morin-type SOPT can be
first-order phase transition forH,H* , T,T* , which for

H* [
8uK2u
M*

, K1~T* !28uK2u50,

K1[
d22bd

2d
, M* [

2d

d
, K2[2

2b2

2
~16!

becomes a second-order phase transition.3 Analysis of Eq.
~15! shows that in both phases the structure of the hi
frequency magnetic susceptibility tensorx̂(v, k… is identical
to Eqs.~4!. In the present case the soft magnon mode i
quasiantiferromagnetic mode of the spin-wave spectrum
the antiferromagnet~15! under study. The dispersion law o
the mode is determined by the following expression@g —
gyromagnetic ratio,c25g2M0

2da — phase velocity of spin
waves in Eqs.~4! in the model~15!#:

v0
25g2sin q~2K1 cosq14K2 sin2q cosq1M* H !.

~17!

Since in the canted phasel y,zÞ0 the equation for the
angleq in Eq. ~17! is determined by the relation

cos3q23p cosq12q50,

3p[
12K1

2uK2u
, 2q[

M* H

4uK2u
, ~18!

it is easy to see that the frequency of the soft magnon m
~17! decreases to zero~in the model under consideration! not
only on the second-order phase transition line

2K11M* H50, ~19!

but also as the critical point~16! is approached along th
first-order SOPT line. As follows from the calculations pr
sented above, these same features will also be observe
the type of generalized dipole-exchange SSW~11! found
above withn i OZ (kPXZ). It is easy to show that surfac
magnetostatic spin waves, similar to those studied in R
13 –15 and softening near the type of SOPT under study
not materialize in the geometry under study.
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We note that the above-studied dipole-exchange typ
generalized SSWs does not materialize in the case tha
surface of a magnet with completely free spins is metalliz
or in the absence of metallization the spins on the surfac
the magnet are pinned.

Thus, a sufficient criterion, under which a generaliz
dipole-exchange surface spin wave, which softens nea
second-order SOPT and whose polarization is identica
that of a volume soft magnon mode, forms on a nonme
lized surface of a magnet with free spins, has been form
lated on the basis of an analysis of the form of the isof
quency surface of a soft magnon mode of the spectrum
normal spin oscillations of an unbounded orthorhom
AFM whose high-frequency magnetic susceptibility tens
satisfies Eqs.~4!.
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It has been shown by using the statistical approach that the angular dependence of intensityI (u)
in multiple small-angle light scattering can be described by Le´vy’s universal distribution
functions. The fundamental property of the stability of these distributions permits one to extract
information on the characteristics of fractal media as complete as it is possible in the
simple single-scattering case. In particular, an analysis of the polarization characteristics ofI (u)
in disordered PST reveals that the surface fractals observed in these crystals are of the
heterophase rather than domain origin. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~98!02808-1#
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The idea of a possible existence of percolation-type p
cesses in ferroelectrics undergoing diffuse phase transit
obtained supportive evidence from small-angle scatte
~SAS! experiments performed on a number of crystals.1–4

The existence of percolation processes accompanied
growth in size of ~optical! inhomogeneities is argued fo
qualitatively by the very observation of sharp peaks in S
intensity within narrow temperature intervals. To obta
quantitative information on the character of evolution of t
internal, spatially inhomogeneous structure in crystals hav
diffuse phase transitions, one has to develop, however
appropriate optical model of the inhomogeneous med
and to compare experimental data on the SAS intensity w
results obtained within some approximate analytical sche
of scattering calculations. It is well known that the simple
of them~and the most convenient for extracting informati
about a scattering medium! is the single-scattering~Born or
Rayleigh! approximation, where the scattered intensity
proportional to the Fourier transform of the pair-correlati
function of dielectric permittivity. This approximation re
quires, however, measurements on fairly thin samples, wi
thicknessL less than the light mean-free pathl 1, which re-
grettably entails low intensity of the detected scattered ra
tion. It was shown5 that in actual lead scandotantalate~PST!
and lead magnoniobate~PMN! samples the angular depe
dence of the anomalous contribution to SAS intensity
haves asI (u);u2a, with a53.2 and 3.35, respectively
and, thus, falls off rapidly with increasing scattering angleu.
Therefore reliable isolation of this contribution from bac
ground scattering can be done only for anglesu,10° ~PST!
andu,1.5° ~PMN!. On the other hand, the need of exclu
ing the central~unscattered! beam restricts the minimum
angle as well,umin

0 ;2082308. It would therefore be difficult
to use for studying the angular dependence samples sub
tially thinner than the ones employed in Ref. 1 (;1 mm!.

In principle, the small spatial scale of measured char
teristics is typical of most experiments undertaken in stud
of fractal media within any one scattering technique~be it
light, neutrons, or x-rays!. It is essential to know, however
whether we deal with single scattering, where a power-
1391063-7834/98/40(8)/4/$15.00
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asymptotic behavior forI (u) would provide evidence for the
existence of a fractal structure in a medium~with a Hausdorf
dimensiondf5a for a,3 or ds562a for a.3), or with a
multiple process, in which case analysis of SAS experim
tal data on a log-log scale is, generally speaking, insufficie
because in a fractal mediumI (u) is no longer described by a
simple power law. Multiple scattering introduces complic
tions into the analysis not only of the shape ofI (u), which
yields information on characteristic spatial scales of the s
tering medium, but of the polarization characteristics of sc
tered light as well, because one will now have to allow f
possible manifestations of the mutual mode transformatio
a vector light field6 ~in the case of tensor fluctuations of th
dielectric permittivity in the medium!. Therefore interpreta-
tion of experimental SAS data obtained on relatively thi
samples~where one succeeds in isolating the anomalous c
tribution within a broader range of scattering angles! would
require a separate discussion.

This work proposes a statistical approach for the analy
of multiple light scattering in a fractal medium, which pe
mits one to understand better what characteristics of the
dium can be derived from the angular dependence of
SAS intensity. The conclusions drawn from this general
proach are applicable to treatment of SAS data obtained
PST and PMN crystals. Besides, an analysis of the polar
tion characteristics measured in PST crystals permitted u
decide on the heterophase~rather than purely domain-type!
origin of small-angle scattering and, in this way, to provide
partial answer to the question5 concerning the physical na
ture of the surface fractals responsible for the scattering
light.

Because interaction of radiation with most condens
inhomogeneous media is a weak effect, so that the mean
path of light l 1 ~as well as of neutrons, e.g., for therm
neutronsl 1;1 mm) is usually large compared to the samp
thickness, it turns out that the scattering intensity can
analyzed in the single-scattering approximation, whose cr
sections(u) is calculated in the Born or eikonal approxim
tions ~for the phase shiftD«kR0!1 or @1, respectively!.
This does not naturally entail any considerations of statist
4 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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character, and the specific features of treatment of scatte
data obtained in a fractal medium become manifest only
the need of taking properly into account the finite scale
terval within which it exists (r min,r !Rmax).

7

Nevertheless, multiple scattering is possible in ferroel
trics having a diffuse phase transition. This is evidenced b
by indirect theoretical estimates ofl 1 and by the fact that
small-angle scattering in thick and thin samples differs c
siderably in polarization characteristics8.

Operation in the multiple-scattering mode makes p
sible ~and convenient! application of the statistical approac
to SAS data. It may be appropriate to illustrate it first
terms of a simplified scalar-wave model. Note that we
dealing here with small-angle scattering, and it remains sm
angle as long as the sample thicknessL! l tr , wherel tr is the
transport length. The latter can be estimated readily from
condition of small scattering into the backward hemisphe9

l tr
215s tr5E

0

2p

dwE
p/2

p

sin us~u!du. ~1!

Definition ~1! is essentially equivalent to the definitionl tr
21

5^s(u)(12cosu)& used in transport theory.
For isotropic fractal media withs(u)}u2a ~for umin

!u!umax, umin51/kRmax, umax51/kRmin , k52p/l
@1/Rmin), Eq. ~1! reduces to a simple expression relatingl tr

to l 1:

l tr5 l 1~umin!
22a@ l 1 . ~2!

For sample thicknessesl 1!L! l tr , scattering remains
small angle, and, because the scattered waves are incoh
it can be identified with a Markovian random process,
which the coordinatez along the axis of the incident beam
plays the part of time. The probability density for light to b
scattered through a given angleu in any scattering even
coincides with the optical indicatrix of scatteringw(u)
5s(u)/s tot , where s tot5*s(u)dV is the total single-
scattering cross sections tot}umin

22a . The individual scattering
events are statistically independent because, in media tha
macroscopically~i.e., on average! isotropic, the scattering
cross sections(u) depends only on the scattering angleu
5u inc2uscat. The total~observed! scattering angleQN is a
vector sum of allN single-scattering anglesu i

QN5(
i 51

N

ui , ~3!

where the number of small-angle scattering eventsN5L/ l 1

@1, and the SAS intensityI (u) coincides with the distribu-
tion function of the sum~3! of independent random variable
with the same distributionw(u);u2a. Thus the problem of
determining the angular relationI (u) under small-angle scat
tering conditions (N@1) turns out to be equivalent to th
classical statistical problem of the limiting behavior of e
pansion~3!. It was solved by P. Levy, who showed that th
distribution function of expansion~3!, Pa(Q), is a stable
distribution, whose attraction basin is fully determined by t
exponenta of the functionw(u). Prior to writing out the
expression forPa(Q), it would, however, be expedient t
understand the behavior of expansion~3! on a qualitative
ng
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level. To do this, estimate the number of scattering eventN
among which one would find with a probabilityw;1 an
angle greater than a given one (u5u* ):

w5NE
u
*

`

w~u!udu5LE
u
*

`

s~u!udu'L/ l 1u
*
22a'1 .

~4!

The latter approximate equality in~4! may be considered
also as an estimate of the maximum possible scattering a
realized inN events, so that one may use in estimating
typical value of sum~3!, u typ, the functionw(u) truncated at
u.u* ;L1/(a22):

QN
typ.FNE

umin

u
* u2w~u!uduG1/2

.@LL
42a
a22#1/25L

1
a22.u* ~L !. ~5!

We readily see that, first, for 2,a,4 the behavior of ex-
pansion~3! is in accord with the law of anomalous diffusio
(uN

typ}N1/(a22).N1/2) and, second, for largeN sum ~3! be-
haves as one~the largest! term @compare with~4!#. The latter
property is in a striking contrast to the behavior of additi
random quantities obeying Gaussian statistics, where the
havior of a sum is determined by a large number of con
butions, and the probability for a term to be of the order
the total sum tends asymptotically to zero. In the case
multiple small-angle scatteringI (u) will be described by a
normal distribution only for scattering indicatricesw(u)
which decrease rapidly with increasingu ~for a.4), while
in the 2,a,4 case we come forI (u), in accordance with
Eq. ~5!, to two-dimensional symmetric distribution function
of Lévy10 I (u)5Pa(u):

Pa~u!5
1

~2p!2 E exp~ iku2bukua22!d2k, ~6!

whereb is a normalization constant.
As follows from Eq.~6!, the wings ofPa(u) follow for

u@u typ the power-law asymptotic behaviorw(u)}u2a, a
point that demonstrates the Levy distribution-function stab
ity, whose origin was illustrated by estimates~4! and ~5!.
The fundamental property of stability of the Levy distrib
tions makes it in principle possible to determine the indexa
~and, hence, the Hausdorf fractal dimension of a mediu!
from data on the angular dependenceI (u) for u@u typ. Tak-
ing into account the anomalous character of light diffusio
Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and~5! permit us to derive the following rela
tion for u typ:

u typ.umin~L/ l 1!
1

a225~L/ l tr!
1

a22, ~7!

whence one immediately sees that the typical scatte
angle remains small up to sample thicknesses of the orde
l tr , which makes the above statistical description se
consistent.

When processing experimental data one naturally can
know in advance whether the scattering from inhomoge
ities is of a diffraction nature or refraction is dominant. It
therefore essential to establish the exact conditions of ap
cability of Eq. ~6! to analysis of the angular dependen
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I (u). A number of works dealing with multiple small-ang
scattering proposedRmax! l 1 as the necessary condition
This condition may serve as a revealing starting point i
standard derivation of the transport equation whose trans
mation to the Focker–Planck differential equation sugge
an analogy between scattering and normal diffusion. Nev
theless, the statistical approach is based directly on the w
rather than transport equation. In the approximation o
Markovian process~i.e., the approximation where inhomog
neities of a medium in the direction of wave propagation
assumed to bed correlated!, this equation permits one t
derive coupled equations for scattered wave-field correla
without presenting this field in the form of a Born perturb
tive expansion and, accordingly, without invoking any d
gram summation procedure. In particular, the solution to
equation for the second-order pair-coherence func
G(r,z) in the case of a plane incident wave can be writte9

G~r,z!5I 0 exp@2pk2zH~r!#,

H~r!5
1

2 E @12cos~q'r!#G«~q',0!d2q' , ~8!

whereG«(q) is the Fourier transform of the pair correlatio
function of the dielectric permittivity of a medium. The con
dition of applicability of the above description of multipl
light scattering can be formulated9 in the form of an inequal-
ity for solution ~8!:

l
] ln G

]r
!1 , ~9!

which, in contrast to the condition of applicability of th
Markovian approximation to calculation of the mean wa
field, does not contain any restrictions on the mean-free p
l 1, because the small-angle region does not contribute
H(r). For power-law correlatorsG«(q);q2a, the case of
interest to us here, condition~9! can be presented as

krcoh~L !.~ l tr /L !
1

a22 @1 ,

k2zH@rcoh~z!#.1 , ~10!

where the second equality may serve as a definition of
wave-field coherence lengthrcoh. The first equality in Eq.
~10! shows that the Markovian approximation is valid f
analysis of small-angle light scattering in isotropic frac
media for sample thicknessesL! l tr , i.e., actually within the
total small-angle region. Note that in the case of power-l
dielectric-permittivity correlators Eq.~8! can be obtained al
ready within the eikonal approximation.11 The latter cannot,
however, in contrast to the Markovian approximation,
considered a priori valid for description of small-angle lig
scattering for allL, l tr , because it disregards completely t
diffraction effects. On the other hand, Eq.~8! is obtained also
from the equation of transport of small-angle scattered ra
tion, which can be derived, however, only under the con
tion of weak scattering,Rmax! l 1.9,12 As shown above, this
additional condition is unnecessary.

If the coherence function~8! is known, one can readily
find the angular dependence of the SAS intensityI (u):
a
r-
ts
r-
ve
a
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to

e
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I ~uÞ0!.
k2S'

4p2R2 E d2r exp~2 ikr!G~r,L !, ~11!

where S' is the sample area, andR is the distance to the
sample. For isotropic fractal media this angular depende
coincides with the Le´vy distribution function~6!.

Let us turn now to data on small-angle light scattering
ferroelectrics with a diffuse PT. As follows from the abov
general statistical treatment of the SAS process, for sca
ing angles u.u typ.umin(L/ l 1)1/(a22) the angular depen
denceI (u) retains its power-law behavior in multiple sca
tering as well. It appears thus correct, as well as conveni
to measure the angular dependence of intensity on relati
thick samples, provided the observed scattering retains
small-angle pattern~i.e., L! l tr). Accordingly, our earlier
conclusions4,5 on the fractal character of the spatial structu
in PST crystals may be considered reliably substantiated

At the same time SAS polarization measurements
also yield valuable information on the symmetry propert
of fluctuations in the dielectric permittivity of fractal struc
tures in ferroelectrics with a diffuse PT. Similar to the ana
sis of spatial characteristics of a medium, the optimu
method of treatment of polarization data becomes obvio
even in the presence of multiple light scattering, if one tak
into account the following consequence of the statistical
proach developed above, namely, that foru.u typ small-
angle scattering occurs only in rare single-scattering eve
Hence the polarization dependence in this region ofu angles
can be analyzed in the Born scattering approximation:

I ~q!5I 0k4H Gs~ uqu!d i j dkm1Gt~ uqu!

3Fd ikd jm1d imdk j2
2

3
d i j dkmG J t i

i tk
i t j

stm
s , ~12!

where t i and ts are the polarization vectors of the incide
and scattered light, respectively. Equation~12! takes into ac-
count that analysis of small-angle scattering~i.e., for
q→0) in a macroisotropic optical medium involves only tw
independent functions,Gs(uqu) andGt(uqu), which describe
scattering from scalar and tensor fluctuations of dielec
permittivity, respectively:

Gs~ uqu!5
1

4
^TrD«~q!TrD«~2q!&,

Gt~ uqu!5^devD«~q!devD«~2q!&,

devD«5D« ik2
1

3
d ikTrD«,

D« ik
~g!~r !5aiklmPl

~g!~r !Pm
~g!~r !. ~13!

The superscriptg in the last equality in~13! identifies a point
in the sample with a (g)-domain polar state. Because th
ferroelectric PT in PST crystals occurs from the paraelec
cubic to rhombohedral phase, the polarization vectors of
ferent domains have the following structure:P(g)5(61,
61,61)P0 ,g51, . . . ,8.
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We measured the polarization characteristics of SAS
tensity on thin PST samples~degree of orderings50.95,
Tc538 °C, sample thicknessL5200mm), where the SAS
intensity I (u) retains its power-law behavior down to th
smallest allowable anglesumin

0 5208 ~Ref. 5!.
Figure 1 presents an experimentalI (u) relation (w is the

angle betweent i and ts). We readily see that anomalou
small-angle scattering cannot be assigned to a single-p
polar state with microdomain structure. Indeed, in the la
case only fluctuationsD« ik with iÞk would be nonzero
~and, hence,Gs50), and one would haveI (w);(111/

FIG. 1. Polarization dependence of small-angle light-scattering inten
I (u) in a PST crystal obtained at the temperature of the anomalous p
Scattering angleu5308.
-

se
r

3cos2w), which is obviously at odds with the observed d
pendence onw. The contribution of scalar fluctuations t
scattering appears only in the case of a heterogeneous
dium, where polar clusters of the low-temperature phase
exist with regions of the cubic phase.

Thus the polarization dependence ofI (w) obtained ar-
gues convincingly for the existence in PST crystals of suc
heterophase structure. The contribution of domain walls
SAS at the scattering angleu5308 used in our measure
ments is insignificant, which is apparently associated w
the fairly small size of the domains at temperatures close
the position of the SAS peak (Tc538 °C).

We note in conclusion that the possibility of an adequ
description of the polarization dependence ofI (w) within the
Born approximation, as well as the fact that angular m
surements of the SAS intensityI (w) yield for the character-
istic angleQ a value less thanQmin;208, suggest that the
mean free path of light in PST crystals withs50.95 and
Tc538 °C is of the order of~or greater than! 200mm.

Support of the Russian Fund for Fundamental Resea
~Grants 96-02-16958 and 96-02-16893! is gratefully ac-
knowledged.
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Dielectric relaxation in deuterated triglycine sulfate crystals
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A study has been made of the slow relaxation of the dielectric permittivity of deuterated
triglycine sulfate~DTGS! initiated by application of a dc electric field. The field and temperature
dependences of the relaxation time associated with domain-wall motion were obtained. The
effect of the internal electric field on relaxation processes is seen in different behavior of the field
and temperature dependences under different orientations of the external field. The existence
in DTGS crystals of two temperature regions of domain-structure rearrangement lying 7–8 and
15–18 °C below the Curie point has been established. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7834~98!02908-6#
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The behavior of the domain structure of ferroelectrics
applied electric fields is most frequently studied by vario
indirect methods, because they provide information on
dynamics of the associated processes not only in near-su
layers but in the bulk of the sample as well. Among su
methods are, in particular, the relaxation techniques, wh
permit one to extract the dynamic properties of the dom
structure of a crystal from the evolution of various mac
scopic parameters~dielectric permittivity, pyroelectric coef-
ficient, loss tangent etc.!. The relaxation properties of th
domain structure have thus far been studied in most deta
TGS crystals, both nominally pure1–3 and containing defects
of various origin4,5. Despite the considerable interest in de
terated TGS~DTGS!, both of a purely scientific and applie
nature, information on the dynamic properties of its dom
structure is very scarce, and the relaxation characteris
have not been investigated at all.

This work reports a study of the relaxation behavior
DGTS domain structure made by measuring the evolution
time of the low-frequency dielectric permittivity«. The re-
laxation process was initiated by application of a dc elec
field E5 .

1. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The DGTS samples were 0.08-cm thick polar-cut pla
1 cm2 in area, with silver electrodes deposited in vacuu
The dielectric hysteresis loops measured on all samples a
Hz yielded the temperature dependence of the coercive,Ec ,
and internal,Ei , fields, which atT525 °C were found to be
respectively, 270–300 and 40–50 V/cm.

The phase-transition temperatureTc was determined
from the maximum of the dielectric permittivity measured
the bridge technique at 1.592 kHz in an ac electric field
amplitudeE0>3.7 V/cm. The values ofTc were found to lie
within the interval 57–59 °C for all the samples selecte
which yields ;80% for the degree of deuteration of th
samples under study.

The relaxation time dependences of the capacitance~di-
electric permittivity! were measured under polarizatio
1391063-7834/98/40(8)/4/$15.00
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switching of the sample with a dc electric field~Fig. 1!.
When the external electric-field polarity is reversed, one
serves a nonmonotonic behavior of the capacitance in ti
which first grows and reaches a maximum valueC0 corre-
sponding to the depolarized state of the sample, to decr
subsequently to a steady-state levelC` . The falling-off por-
tion of the C(t) dependence displays the transition of t
sample to the single-domain state with oppositely direc
polarization. At each temperature, from room level to t
Curie pointTc , the dc electric field applied to the samp

FIG. 1. Schematic presentation of theC(t) relation under consecutive po
larization reversal with a dc electric fieldE5 . 1 — E5↑↑Ei , 2 —
E5↑↓Ei .
8 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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was given in fractions ofEc . This technique ensures a co
stant initial state of the crystal, which is the state of ma
mum depolarization.

The falling-off parts of the experimentalC(t) curves
were fitted with exponential functions of the type1

C~ t !5C`1~C02C`!exp~2t/t!, ~1!

where C0 is the initial capacitance,C` is the steady-state
capacitance,t is the relaxation time, andC(t) is the capaci-
tance at timet.

The validity of this selection of the fitting functions wa
seen from the quasi-linear behavior of thef (t) relation

f ~ t !5 ln$@C02C`#/@C~ t !2C`#%5t/t. ~2!

The slope of the quasi-linear portions of thef (t) rela-
tions yielded the relaxation time for different polarizin
fields in the 0.5–2.0Ec range and different temperature
from 20 °C to the Curie point.

2. RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS

Figure 2 presents typical dependences of the capacit
of a DTGS sample on time measured under polarization
versal for two different directions of the applied fieldE5 .
We readily see that for one direction of fieldE5 the initial
capacitanceC01 is larger than that for the other,C02, and
conversely, the steady-state valueC`1 is smaller thanC`2.
This situation is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.

This difference can be due to the internal field, which
different directions of the external field may either favor r
laxation or inhibit it. Thus curve1 in Fig. 2 corresponds to
the external field aligned with the internal field, and for cur
2 the external and internal fields are antiparallel.

The relaxation processes initiated by reversal of the s
of field E5 occur in parallel with the crystal being switche

FIG. 2. C(t) relation for a DTGS crystal sample.1 — E5↑↑Ei , 2 —
E5↑↓Ei . T535 °C, E551.5Ec .
-

ce
e-

r
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n

over from one polarization state to the other, with the opp
site direction of polarization. Therefore the experimenta
observedC(t) relations reflect actually the dynamics of th
crystal’s domain structure under polarization reversal, a
hence, they should display the various stages of this proc6

with their characteristic times~initial nucleation with t1,
end-face growth of nuclei witht2, lateral motion of domain
walls with t3, and domain coalescence witht4), although
these stages do not have distinct boundaries in time.

Obviously enough, the rapid increase ofC ~on the time
scale of about 5 s! observed following the field reversal~Fig.
1! is due primarily to the first two switching stages, aft
which the crystal transfers to a depolarized polydomain s
with the largest number of domain walls possible in the
conditions. This portion of the experimental curves was
studied in this work because of its short duration and
correspondingly large measurement errors.

Fitting Eq. ~2! to the falling-off branches of the exper
mental relaxation curvesC(t) reveals clearly two quasi
linear portions~Fig. 3!, which correspond apparently to th
third and fourth stages of the switching process character
by the relaxation timest3 andt4.t3. These portions are o
major interest, because, while they both are connected
the lateral motion of domain walls, in the second of the
interaction between neighboring walls becomes essent6

The fact that the intermediate part in theC(t) relation, as
seen from Fig. 3, cannot be described by a single relaxa
time probably indicates a change from one polarization
versal stage to another, accompanied by a gradual onse
enhancement of interaction between domain walls.

Figure 4 plots the relaxation timet3(E5) for two differ-
ent directions of the polarizing field. One clearly sees that
characteristic relaxation times in the case where the app
field is parallel to the internal field~curve1! are shorter than
those observed under switching in the opposite direct
~curve 2!. In weak fields (E5,Ec), the behavior of the
t3(E5) relations is qualitatively different. Curve1 exhibits
in this field interval a portion with saturation, and the rela

FIG. 3. f (t)5 ln$@C02C`#/@C(t)2C`#% for two directions of theE5 field:
1 — E5↑↑Ei , 2 — E5↑↓Ei . T546 °C, E551.5Ec .
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ation time observed in these conditions remains finite e
for E5>0, which permits one to consider this value oft3 as
the relaxation time characteristic of spontaneous switchin
the sample induced by the internal field. Curve2 exhibits
typically a rapid increase oft3 in weak fields, which evi-
dences strongly inhibited polarization with the applied fie
antiparallel to the internal one.

The field dependences of the relaxation timet4 are plot-
ted in Fig. 5. In contrast to thet3(E5) relations, thet4(E5)
curves obtained for oppositely oriented external fields
seen to behave qualitatively in a similar way throughout
switching field range studied. Thet4(E5) relations are char-
acterized by an increase of relaxation time in both weak
strong fields. Whereas in the weak-field region the incre
of t4 can be readily explained and is in agreement with

FIG. 4. Field dependences of relaxation timet3 for two directions of theE5

field: 1 — E5↑↑Ei , 2 — E5↑↓Ei . T533.4 °C.

FIG. 5. Field dependences of relaxation timet4 for two directions of theE5

field: 1 — E5↑↑Ei , 2 — E5↑↓Ei . T552 °C.
n

of

e
e
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e

behavior of the field dependences of the TGS relaxat
time, the increase oft4 at high fields suggests that the inte
action between domain walls setting in in this stage of
relaxation process inhibits total transfer of the crystal to
single-domain state, as a result of which the characteri
duration of the process increases.

The temperature dependences of the relaxation timet3

andt4 obtained in the experiment are shown, respectively
Figs. 6 and 7. We see that these relations are essen
nonmonotonic and cannot be fitted by the Arrhenius la
These t(T) relations exhibit two regions of anomalou
growth of the relaxation time, which lie below the Cur
point by 7–8 and 15–18 °C, respectively. Such dependen

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of relaxation timet3 for two directions of
the E55Ec field: 1 — E5↑↑Ei , 2 — E5↑↓Ei .

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of relaxation timet4 for two directions of
the E552Ec field: 1 — E5↑↑Ei , 2 — E5↑↓Ei .
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observed on TGS crystals are attributed to the existenc
temperature regions within which the domain structure of
crystal undergoes rearrangement. Our results suggest
such regions of spontaneous domain-structure rearrange
exist in DTGS too, although here they are displaced tow
higher temperatures by 8–10 °C because of the protons
ing replaced by the heavier and less mobile deuterons.

The presence of the internal field manifests itself also
the temperature behavior oft, where it is seen in differen
absolute values oft measured at the same temperatu
for different directions of the applied switching field~Figs. 6
and 7!.

3. INTERNAL FIELD IN DTGS CRYSTALS

DTGS crystals studied in this work represent a syst
with mixed deuteron-proton bonds, because only 80–90%
protons are replaced by deuterons. Thus the crystal has
fast hydrogen bonds, which are capable of responding
idly to an external field, with protons in the double potent
well, and more sluggish deuteron bonds. One may cons
the glycine complexes with unsubstituted protons as defe
which create in the crystal an internal bias field producin
certain influence on its properties.

Our measurements showed that this field is not la
~40–50 V/cm! and is practically temperature independe
of
e
hat
ent
d
e-

n

e

of
oth
p-
l
er
ts,
a

e
t

throughout the temperature interval studied. Annealing
samples at 110 °C for one hour does not result in disapp
ance ofEi and even in a noticeable change of its magnitu

It may be conjectured that bonds with protons, which a
the lighter mediators, experience the strongest influence
the external electric field. As a result, the glycine complex
with unsubstituted protons play in the DTGS crystals stud
the part of low-energy nucleation centers, where new
mains appear under polarization reversal.

To sum up, the problem of the nature and properties
the internal field in crystals with mixed proton-deutero
bonds is of significant interest and deserves both experim
tal and theoretical investigation.
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The phase transitionsPm3m�P4mm and domain-structure formation in 5–500mm isometric
PbTiO3 crystals were investigated. The phase transition is characterized by a high rate
and by the formation of a single flat interphase boundary$023%. A size effect was observed: In
crystals smaller than a critical size~about 20mm!, formation of 90° domains stops and,
in agreement with a phenomenological theory, the temperature hysteresis of the phase transition
doubles. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!03008-1#
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The characteristic features of first-order phase transiti
and of the domain structure formed as a result of such t
sitions largely determine the characteristic physical prop
ties of ferroelectric crystals. For this reason their investi
tion has become of paramount importance in the physic
phase transitions and in ferroelectric materials science.
shown in Refs. 1–3, in investigations of extended pla
shaped PbTiO3 crystals these features are determined by
values of a number of factors at the phase-transition temp
ture: 1! internal factors~the jumpDPS in the spontaneous
polarization and the accompanying jumps in the electric fi
~depolarization field!, the spontaneous deformation, the
tent heat of the transition, and the density of free cha
carriers! and 2! external factors~rate of change and gradien
of the temperature near a phase transition!.

Our objective in the present work was to investigate
effect of still another internal factor~crystal size! and exter-
nal factor~zero-gradient heating and cooling of a crystal ne
a phase transition! on the phase transitions and domain stru
ture of isometric PbTiO3 crystals.

1. PRODUCTION AND INVESTIGATION OF THE CRYSTALS

The objects of our investigations were isometric PbTi3

crystals with edge length ranging from 5 to 50mm. The crys-
tals were obtained by the crucibleless method. A homo
neous mixture of PbTiO3 and PbO was pressed into a 25 m
in diameter and 5 mm high disk and held for 24 h at 850
After cooling, the agglomerate was ground and PbO w
dissolved in a 5% water solution of acetic acid at 80 °C. T
crystals obtained in this manner are shown in Fig. 1. Th
are transparent and have a pale-yellow color, their cell
rameters area53.896310210 m, c54.136310210 m, and
c/a51.062, and the temperature of the phase transi
P4mm→Pm3m is Tc54922494 °C, in agreement with ex
isting data. A polarizing microscope, a thermal chamber w
1401063-7834/98/40(8)/2/$15.00
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an optical channel, and a video camera were used to in
tigate the phase transitions and the process leading to
formation of domain structure. The temperature interval
the thermal chamber was 18–600 °C; the heating and c
ing rates 0.01–0.5 °C•s21 were regulated automatically. Fo
the investigations, 10–15 well-faceted crystals were pla
into the thermal chamber, heated above the temperatureTc ,
and then cooled. The phase transition was registered with
video camera.

Direct observations of the phase transitions and the
mation of domain structure under isothermal conditions a
frame-by-frame examination of the video film showed th
the phase transitions in the crystals occur with the format
of one flat interphase boundary$023%. We investigated such
a transition in plate-shaped crystals in Refs. 1–3, wher
was established that the domain structure is formed on
interphase boundary as a superposition of layered regular
domains with alternating layers of thicknessd1 and d2,
whered11d25427 mm. The hysteresis of the phase tra
sition in such crystals did not exceed 7 °C. In the pres
work, we established that these features of the phase tra

FIG. 1. Isometric PbTiO3 crystals (3400).
2 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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tion are characteristic for crystals larger than a critical si
equal to 15–20mm. As crystal size decreases and a
proaches the critical size~about 20mm! the 90° domains
formed during the phase transition vanish on completion
the transition. This attests to a loss of stability by the crys
as a result of the fact that the crystal edge becomes of
same order of magnitude asd11d2. In crystals smaller than
the critical size 90° domains do not arise at all. Crystal s
has no effect on the formation of 180° domain structure. I
significant that in crystals smaller than the critical size~less
than 15mm! the hysteresis of the phase transition reac
14–17 °C.

2. DISCUSSION

Our results are in agreement with the thermodynam
theory of ferroelectric phase transitions that takes accoun
the influence of the relaxation of internal mechanical stres
on a phase transition.4,5 Internal mechanical stresses, whic
unavoidably accompany the formation of nuclei of a n
phase, are taken into account by introducing an effec
electrostriction parameterd. The relaxation of the interna
mechanical stresses will be most complete in the case w
the phase transition proceeds by means of the appear
and development of a single nucleus of a new phase, w
the interphase boundary is~on the average over 90° domain!
a plane of zero deformation~so-called optimal twinning!.

In PbTiO3 the $023% plane is the zero-deformation plan
accompanying a phase transition. Under conditions of o
mal twinning in PbTiO3 90° domains form every time, while
the parameterd is minimum. In the absence of 90° domain
the internal mechanical stresses build up on the interph
boundary with indices$023%; this increases the parameterd
by 3 to 4 orders of magnitude as compared with the m
mum value.3–5 The magnitude of the hysteresis of the pha
transition is determined by the expression4
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DT523d~b11d!/4a0g1 , ~1!

wherea0 , b1, andg1 are coefficients in the expansion of th
thermodynamic potential in a series in powers of the po
ization. For PbTiO3, in the absence of 90° twinning
d532.23106 J•m5

•C24 ~taken from Table 1.3 of Ref. 3!.
Near the phase-transition temperaturea053.333105 J•m
•C2

•K21, b15253108 J•m5
•C24, g151.231010 J•m9

•C26 ~data from Table 1.1 of Ref. 3!. A calculation per-
formed using Eq.~1! and these data givesDT'19 °C,
which is close to the experimental values~14–17 °C!.

As DT increases, the phase-transition rate increases,
result of which minimization of the depolarization field
accomplished by 180°-domain formation with no screen
of Ps , since, despite the high density of free charge carr
at the phase-transition temperature, there is not enough
for complete screening ofPS to occur in the PbTiO3 crystal.
The vanishing of 90° domains after the completion of t
phase transition in crystals larger than a critical size can
explained by the small area of the 90°-domain walls, ina
equate for stabilizing the walls at dislocations.6

1E. G. Fesenko, V. G. Gavrilyachenko, A. F. Semenchev, and S. M. Y
tova, Fiz. Tverd. Tela~Leningrad! 27, 1194~1985! @Sov. Phys. Solid State
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2E. G. Fesenko, U. G. Gavrilyachenko, and A. F. Semenchev, Ferroe
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4A. V. Turik, A. I. Chernobabov, and V. Yu. Topolov, Fiz. Tverd. Tel
~Leningrad! 25, 2839~1983! @Sov. Phys. Solid State25, 1640~1983!#.

5A. V. Turik, A. I. Chernobabov, and V. Yu. Topolov, Fiz. Tverd. Tel
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Energetics of the thermoelastic effect in solids
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The dependence of the temperature on the external adiabatic deformation is determined for a one-
dimensional model of a solid — chains of atoms with an anharmonic interaction. The
resulting dependences of the average kinetic and potential components of the internal energy on
this deformation are compared with a model of adiabatic loading of a single oscillator.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!03108-6#
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The thermoelastic effect consists in a change in the t
perature of a solid under elastic adiabatic loading. Whe
solid with a positive thermal expansion coefficient
stretched, the temperature decreases, and when such a
is compressed the temperature increases. A good approx
tion in describing the thermoelastic effect is Kelvin
relation1,2

DT

T
52

a

C
s, ~1!

where T and DT are, respectively, the temperature of t
body and the change in temperature under a load,s is the
stress,a is the linear thermal expansion coefficient, andC is
the specific heat~per unit volume!. The presence of the ther
mal expansion coefficient in Eq.~1! indicates that this effec
is due to the anharmonicity of the interatomic interaction

The energetics of the thermoelastic effect exhibit int
esting features. For example, when a body is compressed
its temperature increases, the increase (CDT) in the thermal
energy of the body is an order of magnitude larger~for small
loads! than the measured work of deformation.3 This fact, as
well as the decrease in the thermal energy of a body~de-
crease of the temperature! on stretching, when work is als
performed on the body, make it desirable to perform a
tailed investigation of the energetics of the thermoelastic
fect.

1. ANALYTICAL ANALYSIS

We shall analyze the energetics of the thermoelastic
fect for the example of a one-dimensional chain of atom

Since the deformations considered are small, it is su
cient to give the interatomic interaction in the form of
potential with cubic anharmonicity

w~x!5
f

2
x22

g

3
x3, ~2!
1401063-7834/98/40(8)/3/$15.00
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where the dynamical variablex5r 2r 0, and r 0 is the coor-
dinate of the well bottom, equal to the equilibrium inte
atomic distancea at the mechanical limit.

The self-consistent Einstein approximation can be u
to calculate the thermodynamic characteristics.4 Then the
free energy per atom of a chain ofN@1 atoms, taking ac-
count only of the nearest neighbors, has the form5

F52
kT

2
1kT ln

\

2kT
Af

m
1c~Da!, ~3!

wherec(x) is the softened pair-interaction potential,f is the
force constant determined from the self-consistency con
tion, Da5a« is the average displacement of an atom fro
the position of equilibrium, and« is the relative deformation
of the bonds.

On scales much larger thankT/f, which is the mean-
square vibrational amplitude of the atoms, long-wavelen
expansions are valid for the potentialc and the force con-
stantf:5

c~x!'
kT

2
1w~x!1O~w IV/w9!,

f~x!'2w9~x!1O~w IV/w9!. ~4!

Then, for the main thermodynamic functions of the intern
energy, stress tensor, and entropy

w5F1TS, s5
]F

]«
, S52S ]F

]TD
«

we obtain

w5kT1w~Da!, P52
1

a2 Fw81
1

2
kT

w-
w9 G ,

S5kS 12 ln
\

2kT
Af

mD . ~5!
4 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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The stress tensor in the one-dimensional case reduces t
pressureP. A characteristic feature of the internal energyw
is that it is additive with respect to two physical componen
the thermal energy and the interaction potential energy. S
an expression is exact for a cubic pair-interaction poten
A characteristic feature of the pressure in the system is
additivity with respect to the same two components: a pot
tial component, reflecting elasticity, and a thermal com
nent, associated with the entropy force of the thermal p
sure.

Let us now examine the adiabatic deformation of a o
dimensional chain of atoms at constant entropy. The bas
the energetics, considered here, of adiabatic deformatio
the law of conservation of energy, which in the present c
has the form of the first law of thermodynamics

dQ[TdS5dw1Pa3d«50. ~6!

For finite changes of the quantities the expression~6! must
be integrated between the initial and final states. The in
state is the state of thermodynamic equilibrium with te
perature T1 and the corresponding thermal deformati
«1.gkT1 /a f2.6 The final state produced by the external d
formation is characterized by the temperatureT2 and defor-
mation«2 , which in the general case can be represented

«25«11« f . ~7!

The expression~7! determines the mechanical deformati
« f in an adiabatic process.

Integrating Eq.~6!, we obtain

kDT1Dw52a3E
«1

«2
P~«,T!d«

5aE
«1

«2S w8~«!1
kTw-

w9 Dd«5Dw1kT ln Af2

f1
.

~8!

The left-hand side of Eq.~8! is the internal-energy change
consisting of thermal and potential parts, in the adiaba
process. The right-hand side is the work of deformation, li
wise consisting of two parts: mechanical, compensating
actly the change in the potential part of the internal ener
and entropic, which is the work performed by the therm
pressure. The force constants appearing in Eq.~8! can be
found from Eq.~4!.

A specific feature of a heated anharmonic body is
thermal expansion of the bonds, in which is manifested
balance of forces in the position of thermodynamic equil
rium, where the thermal pressure force is balanced by
elasticity of the bonds. External deformation results in ad
tional stretching of the bonds, and the entropic force of
thermal pressure performs additional work on this displa
ment up to establishment of a new position of equilibrium

For small changes of the state we find from Eq.~8! to
first order in the anharmonic force constant

DT

T1
52

ga« f

f
. ~9!
the
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This expressions corresponds to the thermoelastic effe
the change in temperature under adiabatic deformation.
expression~9! can be easily reduced to the Kelvin relatio
~1!.7 In the form~9!, however, this expression combined wi
Eq. ~5! for w makes it possible to analyze the behavior of t
internal energy in an adiabatic deformation process.

Let us rewrite the expression~5! for the internal energy
in the form

w5
1

2
kT1

1

2
kT1w~Da!. ~10!

Here the first term is the average kinetic energyEk per de-
gree of freedom, while the last two terms are the aver
potential energyEp ~by definition, the internal energy is th
ensemble-averaged total energy of the system minus its m
roscopic motion and the result of the action of the exter
forces!. Using Eq.~9!, we find for these components for th
final state to first order ing

Ek~« f !5E1S 12
ga« f

f D ,

Ep~« f !5E1S 11
ga« f

f D1w~a« f !, ~11!

whereE15(1/2)kT1 .
In the initial state we have from Eq.~10!

Ek5E1 , Ep5E11w~a«1!5E112
g2

f 3 E1
2 . ~12!

The expression forEp differs from Eq. ~11! by the term
quadratic ing. When it is taken into account, the avera
potential and kinetic components in Eq.~12! differ from one
another. This corresponds to violation of the virial theore
in anharmonic systems. It can be shown, by means of
complicated but tedious calculations, that the rest of the c
rections in Eq.~11! which are of second order ing are qua-
dratic in the force and are of no consequence in the cas
small loads, with which we shall be concerned below. The
fore the expression~11! under small loads can be assumed
equal

Ek~« f !5E1S 12
ga« f

f D ,

Ep~« f !5E1S 112
g2

f 3 E11
ga« f

f D1w~a« f !. ~13!

These energy functions can be traced in the mechanic
adiabatic loading of an anharmonic oscillator, proposed
Ref. 8.

2. COMPARISON WITH ADIABATIC LOADING OF A SINGLE
OSCILLATOR

The foregoing construction of the thermodynamics o
chain of atoms employed the self-consistent Einstein mo
In this model, which is based on the variational theorem
statistical physics, the free energy of a system is calcula
starting from an ensemble of oscillators. For this reason,
of interest to compare the results obtained here with the
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sults obtained by numerical averaging in the model of ad
batic loading of a single oscillator.8 This is especially impor-
tant since we are dealing with time averages in a mechan
model, whereas in the thermodynamic model we are dea
with ensemble averages~ergodic hypothesis!. Since the in-
ternal energy and its components~13! permit a mechanical
analogy, it is natural to use these quantities for compariso

In the mechanical model8 an anharmonic oscillator with
energyE050.2D, where the dissociation energy of the o
cillator ~2! D5 f 3/6g2, was loaded slowly with an increasin
external force. After the system arrived in the final state, ti
averages of the kinetic and potential components of its
ergy were obtained for different values of this force. The
quantities can be compared with the values calculated fr
Eqs.~13!.

For this, it is necessary to convert the deformation en
ing in Eq. ~13! to the external loadF52Pa2 in the final
loaded state. It can be shown that to first order in the anh
monicity this relation is expressed by a nonlinear elastic
law F5 f a« f2g(a« f)

2. For the loads considered below th
contribution of the nonlinear term in this dependence to
energy does not exceed several percent, so that we sha
glect it. The thermodynamic and mechanical energy para
eters are compared in Fig. 1. The energies are measure
units of the dissociation energyD and the force is measure
in units of the ultimate strengthFm5 f 2/4g. The agreement
between these data is seen to be completely satisfactory.
discrepancies~especially in the stretching region! are appar-
ently mainly due to the force corrections to Eq.~13! which
are quadratic in the anharmonic constantg.

The difference of the average potential and kinetic co
ponents from one another expresses the deviation of the
harmonic system from the virial theorem. In the absence

FIG. 1. Comparison of the analytical force dependences of the energy~solid
lines! and the numerical results~dots!. 1—Average kinetic energy,2—
average potential energy.
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an external load the internal energy, according to Eq.~12!,
equals

E05E1S 21
E1

3D D ,

whence

Ek[E1>
1

2
E0S 12

E0

12D D ,

Ep>
1

2
E0S 11

E0

12D D . ~14!

The energies from Eqs.~14! are presented in Table I togethe
with the values obtained numerically for a mechanical s
tem.

Therefore good agreement with the mechanical calcu
tion is observed here as well.

The result of this work is a detailing of the energetics
an adiabatically loaded anharmonic solid. Equations w
obtained for the deformation dependences of the average
netic and potential components of the internal energy. Th
dependences agree well with the numerical mechan
model and graphically illustrate the breakdown of the vir
theorem, as is characteristic for an anharmonic system wi
nonuniform potential energy function. The changes in
kinetic and potential components explain the interesting
ergetics of the thermoelastic effect.

This work was performed under the financial support
the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project code
96-03-32467a!.
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TABLE I.

Quantity Eq.~14! Mechanical system

Ek /D 0.09833 0.09821
Ep /D 0.10167 0.10172
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An experimental Debye-Scherrer study of structural features of gallium in porous glass with pore
diameterd54 nm is reported. Gallium structures different from the known bulk
modifications have been discovered. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~98!03208-0#
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Porous glasses loaded by various materials have b
recently attracting considerable interest. The properties
geometrically confined substances can differ substanti
from those of bulk samples. For instance, water freeze
porous glass in cubic structure different from the conv
tional hexagonal bulk modification, as indicated by neutr
diffraction studies of glass with a pore diameter of 5 nm1

Solid deuterium in porous glass likewise does not resem
in structure the bulk form.2 Therefore investigation of the
structure of gallium in porous glass is of particular sign
cance because, even in the bulk state, it exhibits a numb
specific structural properties. It is known, for instance, t
bulk pure gallium crystallizes in a number of modificatio
differing notably from one another.3

The sample under study was prepared of glass obta
by thermal treatment of a sodium borosilicate system, wh
was subsequently subjected to acid attack.4 The glasses were
tested by mercury porometry and electron microscopy. T
pore diameterd54 nm, the pore volume was 0.15 cm3/g.
Liquid gallium was injected into porous glass at a pressure
9 kbar. The pore volume filling was about 90%.

The structural features of solid gallium in porous gla
were studied by the Debye-Scherrer method5 within the 4.5–
300 K range using Cu Ka radiation. The results of the stud
ies are presented schematically in Figs. 1–4. As evident f
the experimental data, solid gallium crystallizes in pores
three different modifications. The structure labeled 1 for
in the sample cooled from room temperature to 250 K~Fig.
1! and is present in all Debye patterns without any exclus
~note that gallium filling the pores at room temperature is
the liquid state!. As the temperature is lowered down to 15
K, one observes superposition of another structure label
~Fig. 2!. After the sample was warmed toT5300 K and
cooled again to 200 K, another modification~structure 3!,
differing from the first two, is seen against the background
1401063-7834/98/40(8)/2/$15.00
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structure 1~Fig. 3!. The Debye pattern of the sample aga
cooled to 150 K contains all three structures~Fig. 4!. At
other temperatures one observed various combinations o
first and the other two structures.

We have succeeded in deciphering structure 1 us
Hell’s curves5. It exhibits a tetragonal bcc lattice witha5b
50.325 nm andc50.495 nm, and differs from the know
modifications of bulk gallium. Note that the bulk gallium
modification forming at pressures above 3.0 GPa has tet
onal bcc lattice witha5b50.2813 nm andc50.4458 nm.3

The large difference between the lattice parameters does

FIG. 1. Debye pattern for gallium in porous glass withd54 nm; structure1,
T5250 K.
7 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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however, permit us to consider these structures to be ide
cal.

Structure 2 contains lines belonging to thea modifica-
tion of bulk gallium. The absence of somea-Ga reflections
is possibly due to bulk gallium having graphite-like lattice6

and therefore it possibly has atomic planes which are bon
weaker than atoms in the plane itself. Hence these pla

FIG. 2. Debye pattern for gallium in porous glass withd54 nm; structures
1 and2, T5150 K.

FIG. 3. Debye pattern for gallium in porous glass withd54 nm; structures
1 and3, T5200 K.
ti-

ed
es

can, in principle, shift in porous glass, which may ma
some reflections forbidden while allowing others.7 Thus
structure 2 is possibly a disordereda modification in which
bulk gallium can crystallize under normal conditions.

Structure 3 has a lower symmetry, which makes its
signment considerably more difficult. One can, howev
maintain with confidence that the corresponding lines fit
none of the known modifications of bulk gallium.

In this way, our x-ray diffraction studies of solid gallium
loaded in porous glass indicate a possibility of formation
porous glass of gallium structures different from the bu
modifications, and of a structure representing a disorderea
modification of bulk gallium.
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FIG. 4. Debye pattern for gallium in porous glass withd54 nm; structures
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Quantum corrections to 2 D hole conductivity in a quantum well on Te „101̄0…
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The anomalous positive magnetoresistance of a two-dimensional~2D! layer on Te(101̄0) is
analyzed, and it is shown that this phenomenon can be described within the weak localization
theory taking into account the specific features of the band spectrum symmetry of a 2D
layer on this tellurium surface and the associated peculiarities in the phase relaxation processes,
as well as the existence of several 2D subbands. The main parameters of the theory have
been determined, and it has been found that this orientation of the 2D layer is characterized by
an extremely high probability of intersubband transitions in elastic scattering, which
makes this case qualitatively different from the 2D hole system on the~0001! surface studied
previously. The phenomenon is attributed to the difference in the character of electronic
states between these crystal interfaces, namely, dangling covalent bonds in the chains making up
the tellurium crystal on the~0001! surface, and the disruption of the weaker interchain Van
der Waals bonds on the (1010̄) face representing the cleavage surface. A conclusion is drawn that
the wave-state phase-relaxation time in inelastic processes is dominated by electron-electron
scattering. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!03308-5#
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The need to introduce quantum corrections to the c
ductivity of two-dimensional~2D! hole carriers on a tellu-
rium surface was first demonstrated in a study of galva
magnetic properties of the accumulation layer on Te~0001!.1

This effect was revealed as an anomalous magnetoresis
~AMR!, whose sign and behavior varied with temperatu
and 2D-hole concentration. The experimental results w
quantitatively interpreted in terms of the weak localizati
theory for noninteracting particles, which was modified
inclusion of the specific features of the tellurium valenc
band energy spectrum~lifted spin degeneracy, many-valle
character, trigonal distortion of the spectrum!.1,2 Positive
AMR was later found in studies of the accumulation layer

the (101̄0) surface, which is parallel to the twofold (x) and
threefold (z) axes.3,4 This phenomenon was also described
terms of phenomenological theory of weak localization, b
without taking into account the real symmetry of the 2D-hole
Fermi surface on this plane; in particular, the spectrum w
assumed not to be trigonally distorted.

A microscopic theory of the effect of weak localizatio
of 2D holes in tellurium, which are localized at the princip
crystallographic planes~0001!, (1̄21̄0), and (101̄0), has re-
cently been developed. This theory takes into account b
the real anisotropic band structure of tellurium and the
pendence of the 2D-hole dispersion on surface orientatio
and the dependence of the scattering matrix element on
initial and final quasi-momenta of the holes.5,6 The specific
features of weak localization due to the presence in the qu
tum well of more than one quantized subbands were a
considered.

The present communication reports a study of AMR
the Te(101̄0) surface and compares its results with the we
localization theory developed for this orientation. This ana
1401063-7834/98/40(8)/4/$15.00
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sis makes use of the 2D-hole characteristics found from mea
surements of the monotonic and oscillatory components
the resistance and Hall effect in a 2D layer @the
Shubnikov–de Haas~SH! effect# within a broad magnetic-
field range.7

1. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The samples were cleaved along theC3 axis from a tel-
lurium single crystal of record-high purity (1013 cm23 at
77 K! and represented rectangular plates 0.1–0.4 mm th
with the broad face being the cleavage plane (1010̄). The
accumulation layer on the broad face was produced by tr
ing it with a polishing etch by the technique1 employed for
the ~0001! surface.

Figure 1 displays magnetoresistance measureme
Dr/r0 , for a sample with an accumulation layer on th
(101̄0) surface in magnetic fields of up to 100 kOe. T
oscillatory behavior ofDr(H)/r0 ~the SH effect! indicates
the 2D-hole gas to be degenerate. An analysis7 of the behav-
ior of Dr(H)/r0 made within a broad range of magnet
fields permitted one to find such characteristics as the n
ber of 2D subbands in the accumulation layer~two!, the con-
centration of the 2D holes in each subbandpl and their mo-
bility mzz

l ~see Table I!.
The inset to Fig. 1 shows on an enlarged scale the in

portion of this relation. In the weak magnetic-field doma
the Dr(H)/r0 relation is seen to follow an anomalous b
havior typical of the weak localization effect, namely,
strong, close-to-linear increase starting in a magnetic field
the order of 20 Oe.

Figure 2 shows theDs(H) relation in the AMR region
obtained at different temperatures.
9 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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2. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A. The 2D-hole dispersion law for the „101̄0… surface

In tellurium, the extrema of the valence and conduct
bands are located at theM and P corners of the Brillouin
zone connected only through the time inversion operation
three dimensions, the dispersion relation for the upper
lence band can be presented in the form~to within terms of
orderk3):8

E5Avkz
21Bv~kx

21ky
2!2~D21b2kz

2!1/2

1D1
1

2
g3~k1

3 1k2
3 !, ~1!

wherek65kx6 iky . The constantg3 has opposite signs fo
the M and P extrema. The parameters entering Eq.~1! are
such that the valence-band spectrum has a shallow sa
point separated byE052.3 meV from the band top. Th
two-band model taking into accountkp interaction of the
two upper valence subbands with the conduction band

FIG. 1. Magnetic-field dependence of magnetoresistanceDr(H)/r0 of a

tellurium sample with accumulation layer on the (1010̄) surface for
T51.3 K. The inset shows the initial portion of theDr(H)/r0 relation. An
anomalously fast increase of the resistance nearH50 is evident.

TABLE I. Characteristics of 2D holes in the accumulation layer o

Te(101̄0).

Quantum-
subband
number.

r l ,
1012 cm22

mzz
l ,

103 cm2/V•s
V l ,

1013 eV21
Dzz

l ,
cm2/s

(t0
0) l ,

10213 s

0 4.0 5.5 3.66 600.8 4.44
1 0.54 12.0 8.54 75.85 24.4
n

In
a-

dle

d

the lower valence subband permits one to relate the par
eters entering Eq.~1! to the band gapEg and the valence-
band spin-orbit splittingD1 .5,6

When confined along they axis in a potential well on the
Te(101̄0) surface, 2D holes in a quantized subband wit
index l obey the following dispersion relation6

El~kx ,kz!5Avkz
21Bvkx

22~D21b2kz
2!1/2

1D1g3kx~kx
223^ky

2&!, ~2!

where^ky
2& is a function depending on potential well sha

and the quantized level numberl .
According to Eq.~2!, the 2D-hole Fermi surface at low

energies represents two closely lying ellipses which join
EF5E0 to acquire a dumbbell shape asEF continues to in-
crease. As seen from Eq.~2!, the trigonal distortion of Fermi
trajectories, which was disregarded in Ref. 3, is retained
the 2D layer on Te(101̄0).

The presence of a saddle point in the spectrum res
not only in a strong anisotropy of the 2D-hole effective mass,
which varies with Fermi energy, but also in an unusual d
pendence of the density of 2D-hole states on energy,V(E),
shown in Fig. 3 over a broader concentration range than
is done in Refs. 5 and 6. The increase in the density of st
observed to occur as one approaches the saddle-point en
increases the contribution to transport effects of quanti
subbands with Fermi energies close to the energyE0 , where
the number of free carriers is comparatively small.

FIG. 2. Magnetic-field dependence of the conductivityDs(H) of a tellu-

rium sample with accumulation layer on the (1010̄) surface obtained at
different temperatures. The conductivity is reduced to unit area. The ori
of the curves are displaced. Solid line: experiment, open circles: calcula
T(K): 1—1.35,2—1.67,3—1.86,4—2.4, 5—3.2, 6—4.2. The inset shows
the temperature behavior of parameterHw . Filled squares—experiment
solid line—theoretical fit.
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B. Weak-localization effect on Te „101̄0…. The case of strong
effective-mass anisotropy and of several quantized
subbands

After taking into account the anisotropic properties
the diffusion coefficient, weak-localization theory of noni
teracting particles yields the following standard express
for the dependence of the 2D-hole conductivity on Te(1010̄)
on magnetic field5,6

Ds i i ~H !5s0H f 2S H

Hw1Hv1Hg
D1

1

2
f 2S H

Hw12Hv
D

2
1

2
f 2S H

Hw
D J , ~3!

where s05(Dii /D̄)e2/2p2\, f 2(x)5 ln x1C( 1
211/x), and

C is the digamma function. The characteristic magne
fields Hw , Hv , and Hg entering Eq.~3! are related to the
corresponding phase relaxation timestw , tv , andtg through

Ha5
\c

4eD̄ta

, ~4!

wherea5w,v,g; D̄5(DzzDxx)
1/2 is the direction-averaged

mass-diffusion coefficient,tw is the wave-state phase
relaxation time under inelastic scattering, andtv andtg are
the elastic-scattering phase-relaxation times for inter- and
travalley transitions, respectively. The latter is inversely p
portional to the parameterg3 describing the ‘‘trigonal distor-
tion’’ of 2D-hole Fermi trajectories on the Te(1010̄) surface.

The relation between the diffusion-coefficient tens
componentsDzz and Dxx and the microscopic paramete
entering the matrix Hamiltonian in the effective-mass a
proximation is given in Refs. 5 and 6 for the case of scat
ing from a short-range potential. The Einstein relation
degenerate electron gas

Dii 5pm i i /eV, ~5!

FIG. 3. Calculated dependences of the density of statesV at Fermi level and

of the quantity 1/tg on 2D-hole concentration on the Te(1010̄) surface.
1—a plot of V•4pBv , 2—a plot of 1/tg g3

2 100/t0
0(Av /D)3.
f

n

c

n-
-

r

-
r-
r

was used to find the dependence of the mobility tensor c
ponentsmxx andmzz on the 2D-hole concentration.

Equation ~3! describes the weak-localization effect fo
the case of only one 2D subband existing in the 2D layer. If
more than one 2D subband is present, one has to take in
account the probability of intersubband transitions. If the
tersubband transition time within each valley is substantia
shorter than the times determining the characteristic m
netic fieldsHw , Hv , andHg , the contributions due to all 2D
subbands are averaged proportionally to the density of st
at the Fermi levelV l . In doing this, all parameters in Eqs
~3! and ~4! should be replaced with their averages6

Dii 5

(
l
Dii

l V l

(
l
V l

, D̄5

(
l
D̄ l i i V l

(
l
V l

,
1

t i
5

(
l
~1/t i

l !V l

(
l
V l

. ~6!

Note that Eq.~3! is valid as long as the characteristic ma
netic fieldsHw do not exceedH tr5\c/4eD̄tp , wheretp is
the momentum relaxation time. While in magnetic fiel
H;H tr the weak-localization phenomenon is retained,
does not have a diffusion character.

C. Analysis of experimental results

By combining the theoretical relations shown in Fig.
with the experimental values of the concentrationpl andmzz

l

of 2D holes in each of the subbands~Table I! one can find a
number of characteristics used in the weak-localizat
theory. These are the density of statesV l , the diffusion co-
efficient at Fermi levelDzz

l , and the parameter (t0
0) l , which

determines the time between elastic collisions and is equa
order of magnitude to the momentum relaxation timet0

~Table I!. Knowing the calculated ratiomzz
l /mxx

l ~see Refs. 5
and 6!, one can now transfer, using relations~6!, from the
characteristics of individual 2D subbands to the average
parameters entering Eqs.~3! and ~4!.

A comparison of experimentalDs(H) relations with Eq.
~3! made possible determination, without the inclusion
diffusion-coefficient anisotropy, of the parameterHw respon-
sible for the positive AMR, namely, the third term in Eq.~3!:
Hw(1.3 K)510 Oe. As for the other two terms in Eq.~3!,
they become significant in magnetic fields above 300 O
This means thatHw12Hv'Hw1Hv1Hg.300 Oe. On the
other hand, using curve1 in Fig. 1 in Ref. 6, the above
characteristics of the 2D holes, and the known coefficien
g352310220 meV•cm3 ~see, e.g., Ref. 1!, one can estimate
tg and, accordingly,Hg : tg>10212 s, and Hg>20 Oe.
Whence it follows that

Hv.Hw ,Hg , ~7!

with Hv.300 Oe. Using Eq.~4!, one can also estimate th
characteristic phase relaxation timestw andtv . One comes
to

tw;tg.tp ,tv,

which means that for 2D holes on this surfacetp;tv .
Strictly speaking, in this case the diffusion approximati
used by us is invalid for description of weak localization.
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can be shown, however, that becausetw@tp ,tv , the largest
contribution toDs(H) is due only to the cooperon, which i
antisymmetric under valley interchange. Its contribution
conductivity is described by the third term in Eq.~3!, which
contains onlyHw ~or tw) as a parameter. This means th
when comparing Eq.~3! with experiment, one should retai
in it only the term2 1

2 f 2 H/Hw , and consider magnetic field
,300 Oe. As seen from the plots in Fig. 2, such a desc
tion does indeed produce a quantitative agreement of ca
lated relations with experiment in the weak magnetic-fi
domain~up to ;400 Oe). The contribution due to classic
magnetoresistance was taken into account, as in Ref. 1
introducing an additional termbH2. This approximation
showed that parameterHw decreases with decreasing tem
perature. The values ofHw for various temperatures are pr
sented in the inset to Fig. 2. While theHw(T) relation can be
fit with a straight line, approximation of the form

Hw5AwT1BwT2 ~8!

appears physically more validated. A least-squares fit
yields Aw59.66 Oe/K, andBw52.7 Oe/K2. Figure 4 dis-
plays the phase relaxation timestw(T), which were calcu-
lated using experimental data onHw , relations~4! and ~6!,
and the values of the diffusion coefficient listed in Table
The line in Fig. 4 is a plot of the relation derived from
Eq. ~8!

1/tw51.5831011T10.4531011T2~s21!. ~9!

The pattern of thetw(T) relation indicates that the phas
relaxation of the hole wave state is dominated by electr
electron interaction~see, e.g., Ref. 9!. The first term here can
be associated with the temperature dependence of

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the phase relaxation timetw . Filled
triangles—experiment, solid line—theoretical fit.
t

-
u-

by

g
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-

he

phase relaxation time due to carrier interaction with Nyqu
fluctuations: (1/tw) > (1/tw

(N)) 5 T(ps0 /sh)(k/\)ln(sh/
2ps0).9 A calculation made using the 2D-hole parameters
given in Table I yields (1/tw

(N))>(T/1K)31010 s21, which
agrees quantitatively with the experimental value.

In stronger magnetic fields, the experimental values
Ds(H) were found to be higher than the calculated on
because of the contribution to the weak-localization eff
due to scattering involving elastic transitions, which, wh
occurring in a magnetic field, result in a decrease of
magnetoresistance.

To conclude, application of microscopic theory of we
localization5,6 to the positive AMR effect in a 2D layer on
Te(101̄0) has revealed an extremely high probability of i
tersubband transitions under elastic scattering of 2D holes,
which makes this case qualitatively different from that of
system of 2D holes on the~0001! surface studied earlier
Assuming the scattering to occur primarily from surfa
roughness, it appears reasonable to relate the above d
ence to different character of the electronic states on th
surfaces, namely, unsaturated covalent bonds on the~0001!
surface, which terminate the chains making up the telluri
crystal, and disrupted weaker van der Waals bonds coup
the chains on the (1010̄) surface, which is the cleavage su
face.
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Polarization spectra of excitonic luminescence of bare ZnCdSe/ZnSe quantum wires
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Linearly polarized luminescence spectra of bare~unburied! semiconductor structures with ZnCdSe/
ZnSe quantum wires, obtained by reactive ion etching, were investigated. It was found that,
regardless of the orientation of the linear polarization of the exciting light, the luminescence
radiation of the quantum wires is polarized parallel to the axis of the wires, while the
radiation of the buffer layer of the isotropic ZnSe barrier material is oriented perpendicular to the
axis of the wires. The polarization features found are due to the modification of the modes
of the electromagnetic field near open quantum wires, which occurs as a result of the presence of
the vertical interfaces between media with strongly different permittivities. It was also found
that, when linearly polarized excitation is used, the alignment of exciton dipole moments strongly
influences the polarization properties of the luminescence. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7834~98!03408-X#
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The most direct method to obtain quantum wires~QWs!
is etching, through one-dimensional masks, of tw
dimensional quantum objects placed in the immdediate
cinity of the surface. If etching is not accompanied by su
sequent burial, then a characteristic feature of the resul
bare QWs is the presence of semiconductor/vacuum in
faces at their side walls. As a reslt of the large differen
arising in this case between the permittivities of the semic
ductor («;10) and the surrounding medium («;1), there is
a substantial difference between the values of the local e
tric field components inside the QWs that correspond to
external electromagnetic field being polarized in a direct
perpendicular or parallel to the axis of the wires. This,
turn, should produce a pronounced polarization anisotrop
the optical properties of bare QWs.1,2 The anisotropy pre-
dicted in Refs. 1 and 2 has been observed in luminesce
and Raman-scattering spectra of bare InGaAs quan
wires.3,4 The present work is devoted to the investigation
the anisotropy of the luminescence spectra of bare ZnCd
ZnSe QWs. In contrast to Refs. 3 and 4, where attention
focused mainly on the manifestation of only the anisotro
of optical-transition probabilities in the observed spectra,
also investigated, using resonance excitation, the effec
the kinetics of the spatial-energy relaxation on the polari
tion properties of the luminescence of bare QWs. Moreov
we also investigated the substantial anisotropy, which
observed, of the radiation of the isotropic buffer-barrier-lay
material~ZnSe!. It was shown that it is due to the anisotrop
of the absorption of light passing through the etched surf
region.
1411063-7834/98/40(8)/4/$15.00
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1. EXPERIMENT

The samples with quantum wires were prepared by
terference lithography, followed by reactive ionic etching5 of
the initial structures, prepared by the MBE method, w
single Zn12xCdxSe ~5 nm! quantum wells located betwee
the layers of the ZnSe barrier material. Two starting str
tures were used. In the type-I structure the top ZnSe la
was 60 nm thick, the buffer layer between the GaAs s
strate and the quantum well was 400 nm thick, and the
concentrationx50.13. In the type-II structure the ZnSe lay
thicknesses were much smaller~the top layer 25 nm, the
buffer layer 20 nm!, while the Cd concentrationx50.16.
Etching was performed to a depth of the order of 60–1
nm. In the type-II samples this led to complete etching of
A2B6 materials, as a result of which these samples consi
of ZnSe strips, located directly on the GaAs substrate
insulated from the another, with the QWs located appro
mately at the center of the strips. The structures obtaine
a result of etching remained unburied. The transverse w
of the QWs varied in the range 50–100 nm. Since the res
obtained on samples with different geometric parame
were essentially identical to one another, in what follows
type-I samples are represented by the results obtained
sample with a 80-nm-wide quantum well and a 100-nm-de
etched part, while the type-II samples are represented b
sample with a 70-nm-wide QW and 70-nm-high column w
a QW.

The photoluminescence~PL! spectra were investigate
with excitation by the 441.6 nm line of a He–Cd las
(T577 K). Excitation and detection were performed in li
ear polarization parallel or perpendicular to the axis of
wires.
3 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Figure 1 shows the PL spectra of the type-I sample w
the polarization of the exciting light oriented parall
(EexiZ) ~a! and perpendicular (Eex'Z) ~b! to the axis of the
QWs. The spectra1 correspond to detection of radiatio
components linearly polarized parallel to the axis of t
wires, while the spectra2 correspond to detection of radia
tion components perpendicular to the axis of the wires. T
spectra3 are the spectra of the degree of linear polarizati
which were determined as

r5
I iZ2I'Z

I iZ1I'Z
, ~1!

where I iZ (I'Z) is the intensity of the radiation with polar
ization parallel~perpendicular! to the axis of the wires. A
measurement in accordance with Eq.~1! signifies a measure
ment of the degree of polarization relative to the axisZ of
the wires. Positive values ofr correspond to the lumines

FIG. 1. Luminescence and degree of polarization spectra obtained f
type-I sample with polarization of the exciting light parallel~a! and perpen-
dicular ~b! to the axis of the wires.1, 2 — Luminescence spectra with th
radiation polarized parallel and perpendicular to the axis of the wires,
spectively;3 — degreer of polarization of the spectra.
h

e
,

cence being polarized mainly along the axis of the wir
while negative values correspond to radiation being po
ized perpendicular to the axis of the wires.

The short-wavelength line near 446 nm in Fig. 1 cor
sponds to radiation of the ZnSe barrier material. The lo
wavelength line corresponds to radiation of the ZnCd
wires. It is evident from Fig. 1 that in type-I samples th
radiation of the wires is polarized parallel to the axis of t
wires irrespective of the polarization of the exciting ligh
while the barrier radiation is polarized perpendicular to t
axis of the wires~the same polarization ratio is observed wi
unpolarized excitation!. In type-II samples the QW radiation
is likewise polarized along the axis of the wires for bo
polarizations of the exciting light. We were not able to dete
barrier luminescence in type-II samples. This is evidentl
consequence of efficient trapping of carriers from the bar
into a wire.

In type-I samples the ZnSe buffer-layer thickness is v
large, as a result of which the interior regions of this lay
should make the main contribution to the barrier lumine
cence. The buffer layer is an isotropic material~in the plane
of the layer!, and its radiation~at least the radiation emergin
perpendicular to the layer! seemingly should not be polar
ized. To determine the reasons for the appearance of a n
tive degree of polarization of the barrier we performed t
following experiment. In a type-I sample we investigated t
dependence of the intensity of the impurity luminescence
the ZnSe buffer layer (lmax;550 nm) on the polarization o
the exciting light~excitation was likewise performed by th
441.6 nm!. It was found that in the case of excitation pola
ization along the axis of the wires the intensity of this band
approximately 1.4 times less than that of the radiation co
sponding to perpendicular excitation polarization~when
measuring the intensity ratio we took account of the diff
ence in the reflection coefficients for the two polarizations
the exciting light!. Since the ZnSe buffer layer is an isotrop
material and the observed dependence on the excitation
larization cannot be due to absorption anisotropy in
buffer layer itself, the results obtained indicate a polarizat
anisotropy of absorption of the exciting light passing throu
the ZnCdSe/ZnSe surface lattice. The passage of initially
polarized isotropic radiation, formed in the interior of th
buffer layer, through the same lattice in the opposite dir
tion ~out of the crystal! evidently results in the appearance
a negative degree of polarization of the observed barrier
minescence.

In contrast to the sign of the degree of polarization, t
magnitude and spectral dependence of the degree of p
ization for the two excitation polarizations differ appreciab
from one another. This difference increases substantiall
type-II samples. This is clearly seen in Fig. 2, where t
degree of polarization spectra, obtained with parallel~spec-
trum 2! and perpendicular~spectrum3! polarizations of the
exciting light, are compared with the luminescence spectr
~1! for type-II samples. The degree of polarization at t
maximum of the luminescence lines for parallel excitati
polarization (r i) is approximately the same in the two type
of samples; at the same time, it is appreciably greater t
the degree of polarization corresponding to perpendicular

a

-
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citation (r'). For type-II samples this excess of the degr
of polarization is much larger andr' is approximately five
times smaller thanr i . The change inr over the contour of
the luminescence lines also attracts attention. In typ
samples~Fig. 1!, in which the degree of polarization spect
were measured more reliably~the signal/noise ratio was be
ter!, a clear increase inr is observed as the distance from t
center of the line in the direction of lower and higher en
gies increases. The results presented show that the degr
polarization of the QW radiation depends on both the po
ization of the exciting light and the type of sample. Since
our samples the geometric parameters that according to R
1–4 determine the degree of polarization are approxima
the same, the results obtained indicate the existence of
ferent factors which affect the polarization of the QW rad
tion.

2. DISCUSSION

Inside a bare wire, the intensities of the local elect
fields, corresponding toEiZ polarization of the externa
electromagnetic radiation, are much larger than the inte
ties of the local fields forE'Z polarization.1,2 It should be
noted that this is actually a consequence of Maxwe
boundary conditions. The tangential~parallel to the interface
and therefore the axis of the wires! components of the elec
tric vector must be the same on both sides of the interf
(Ei15Ei2). The normal~perpendicular! components are re
lated as«1E'15«2E'2. As a result, since«151 in vacuum,
the perpendicular component of the electric field at the in
face on the QW side is«2 (;10) times less than the extern
electric field. The variation of the local fields at the interfac
naturally, result in variation of the local electric fields on t
average over the entire profile of a QW. Since the ma
elements of the optical transitions are proportional to
scalar product of the intensity of the local electric field a
the interband dipole moment, the optical transition probab
ties ~whose values are obtained after averaging over
electron-hole wave functions! for light polarization along a
quantum wire are much higher than the corresponding p

FIG. 2. Luminescence spectrum of a type-II sample~1! as well as degree of
polarization spectra obtained with the exciting light polarized parallel~2!
and perpendicular~3! to the axis of the wires.
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abilities for perpendicular polarization.1,2 This difference
should lead to a strong polarization of luminescence alo
the axis of bare wires.3 The maximum values (;0.5) of the
degree of polarization of the QW luminescence line in o
case equal the experimental and theoretical values of the
gree of polarization of the luminescence which were o
tained in Ref. 3. This is entirely natural, since the geome
parameters and permittivity values in our bare wires are
proximately the same as the corresponding values for
wires investigated in Refs. 3 and 4.

The observed anisotropy of photoexcitation of the Zn
buffer layer is essentially a direct proof of the fact that wh
light passes through a bare surface grating, the absorp
coefficient for light polarized along the axis of the wires
much larger than the corresponding coefficient for perp
dicular polarization.1,2 The frequency of the exciting line
which we used virtually coincides with the position of th
absorption line of then52 excitonic state of the ZnSe ma
terial. This circumstance as well as the fact that the bar
material in the etched part of ZnSe, just as the QW mate
lies in the region characterized by the presence of vert
semiconductor/vacuum interfaces attest to the fact that
anisotropic absorption of the exciting light is due to anis
tropic excitonic absorption in the etched part of ZnSe, sin
its thickness is almost an order of magnitude larger than
thickness of the quantum well. As a result of the action
this anisotropic absorption, the barrier radiation, which is
itself unpolarized and formed mainly by the interior volum
of the buffer layer, after passing through the surface la
becomes polarized perpendicular to the axis of the wires
account of the fact that the light component polarized alo
the axis of the wires is absorbed more efficiently.

In the general case the ratio of the intensity of the rad
tion with parallel and perpendicular polarizations depen
not only on the probabilityW of the corresponding optica
transitions but also on the population (N) of the excitonic
states with the corresponding dipole moments

I i

I'

5
Wi

W'

Ni

N'

. ~2!

In the case of linearly polarized exciting light and th
resonance excitation which we used, a population differe
can arise as a result of alignment of the dipole moments
the excitons~see, for example, Refs. 6 and 7!.

The maximum degree of alignment of excitons, whi
arises with the absorption of light as the energy relaxes,
creases as the number of scatterings by phonons increas6,7

This is evidently the reason for the pronounced decrease
served withEiZ in the degree of polarization of excitons a
the line center is approached from the high-energy side.
maximum of the QW luminescence line atT577 K approxi-
mately corresponds to the bottom of the band of the gro
excitonic state of the QWs. Excitons which have reached
band bottom undergo the largest number of scatterings o
their lifetime, and the maximum degree of polarization
characteristic for them7 (Ni maximally approachesN'). The
observed increase in the degree of polarization on the lo
wavelength edge of the luminescence line is apparently
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to trapping of aligned excitons with high energy in a state
localized excitons~in the case of scattering by, for exampl
LO phonons!.

In the case of perpendicular polarization of the exciti
light Eex'Z absorption directly in the quantum wire materi
is weak, and in type-I samples most of the exciting light
absorbed in the interior of the ZnSe buffer layer. As a res
the QW radiation is formed largely on account of recom
nation of excitons which arise as a result of trapping in
QWs of thermalized carriers and excitons from the bar
material. It is natural to infer that in this case the fraction
aligned excitons is very low (N''Ni) and the polarization
of the radiation is determined mainly by the ratio of t
optical transition probabilities. In type-II samples the thic
ness of the buffer layer is very small, and the relative c
tribution made to the QW luminescence by excitons form
directly in the wire material and subjected to alignment
creases substantially; moreover, excitons arising as a re
of trapping from barrier regions directly adjacent to a w
likewise can be partially aligned. For this reason, in the c
Eex'Z the dipole moments of an appreciable fraction of t
excitons are aligned along the excitation polarization, and
population difference (N'.Ni) compensates to a large d
gree the difference of the optical transition probabilities, a
result of which the degree of polarization relative to the a
of the wires is very low.

In the caseEexiZ the absorption coefficient in a wire an
in the barrier regions adjacent to it is much larger than in
case ofEex'Z polarization. As a result, the fraction of th
excitons aligned parallel to the wires is much grea
(Ni.N') and, naturally, the degree of polarization is high
than the values which are characteristic for unpolarized
citon, in which caseNi5N' .

Our investigations have shown that the luminescence
diation of quantum wires is polarized parallel and the bar
f
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radiation is polarized perpendicular to the axis of the wir
The observed features are due to modification of the mo
of the electromagnetic field as a result of the presence
vertical interfaces between media with strongly different p
mittivities. Polarization of the quantum wires along the ax
arises because the probability of radiative transitions for p
allel polarization is much higher than the correspond
probabilities for perpendicular polarization. The high abso
tion probability for parallel polarization in bare wires lead
to the fact that the initially unpolarized barrier luminescen
radiation formed in the interior of the buffer layer acquires
perpendicular polarization after passing through the surf
region with bare wires. It was also found that in the case
the excitation mechanism employed the alignment of exci
dipole moments has a large effect on the polarization pr
erties.
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Comparative analysis of Bragg and Laue diffraction from CdF 2–CaF2 superlattices
on Si „111…
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Short-period superlattices~SL! with periods from 7 to 22 nm were grown by MBE in the
CdF2–CaF2 system on Si~111!. X-ray diffraction measurements of these structures in various
reflection and transmission geometries demonstrate the possibility of producing such
objects with a high crystal perfection. Specific features of diffraction from an SL with layers
possessing substantially different diffracting abilities and strains of opposite signs with
respect to the substrate are considered. The main parameters of the grown SLs have been obtained
by simulation in semikinematic approximation. The applicability of the model of a perfect
SL to objects with structural defects has been demonstrated. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7834~98!03508-4#
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X-ray-diffraction-based determination of the structu
parameters of superlattices~SL! makes use in most cases
the symmetric or asymmetric Bragg geometry.1–4 Other ar-
rangements employ small-angle scattering,4,5 grazing-
incidence diffraction,6 and tilted-sample symmetri
reflection.7 A possibility of obtaining diffraction patterns
from an SL in symmetric Laue geometry has also be
demonstrated.8 This work presents a more comprehens
analysis of diffraction-curve shape and of the effect on it
SL structural parameters in various coplanar diffraction
rangements.

The SLs chosen for the study were CaF2/CdF2 fluorides
on a Si~111! substrate. The possibility of epitaxial growth o
such structures, as well as their high crystal perfection, h
recently been demonstrated.8,9 Both these compounds hav
the fluoride fcc structure. The substantial difference betw
the scattering factors of Cd and Ca atoms makes such S
convenient subject for diffraction studies. Producing str
turally perfect SLs in this system is possible because
lattice constants of both fluorides are close to that of
silicon lattice. Indeed, at room temperature the lattice par
eter of CdF2 is by 0.78% smaller, and that of CaF2, by 0.6%
larger than that of silicon.

1. BRAGG AND LAUE DIFFRACTION FROM AN SL.
THEORY

Diffraction from SLs whose total thickness is less th
the extinction length can be considered in terms of the se
kinematic approximation.10 This approximation takes into
account coherent interaction of waves reflected from the s
strate and the SL, so that the total reflectivity can be writ

R5uA11ASLe
22p iH zdu2. ~1!

The scattering amplitude from the substrate (A0) is calcu-
lated using the dynamic theory, and that from the epitax
1411063-7834/98/40(8)/6/$15.00
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layer (ASL), by the kinematic theory. Hered is the interpla-
nar spacing at the interface, andHz is the projection of the
diffraction vector on the surface normal.

By kinematic theory, the amplitude of reflection from
an SL

ASL5 iF SL

sin~mF!

sin~F!
ei ~y2 f 1!z1, ~2!

where the scattering ability for an SL consisting of two a
ternating layers

FSL5sin@~y2 f 1!z1#
K1

y2 f 1

1sin@~y2 f 2!z2#
K2

y2 f 2
exp~ iF!, ~3!

F5~y2 f 1!z11~y2 f 2!z2 .

Here y is a reduced angular variable characterizing the
viation from the substrate reflection center

y5
Du sin~2u!

uxHu A g0

ugHu
, ~4!

whereg0 and gH are the direction cosines of the angles
incidence and reflection, respectively. The quantitiesf 1 and
f 2 express the reduced angular difference between the re
tion centers of layers 1 and 2 and of the substrate. For u
laxed layers, where the only nonzero strain componen
«zz, which is equal to the relative difference between t
interplanar spacings of the layers and of the substrate a
the normal,

f i52«zz

~gH2g0!gH

uxHu A g0

ugHu
, ~5!

z1 andz2 are the reduced thicknesses of layers 1 and 2 r
tive to the substrate extinction length
7 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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zi5
ptuxHu

lAg0ugHu
, ~6!

K1 andK2 are the ratios of the structural factors of the laye
to that of the substrate,m is the number of periods in the SL
anduxHu is the Fourier component of polarizability, which
proportional to the structural factor.

The appearance of satellites is known to be due to p
odic variation of the SL parameters in depth. In actual fa
we have here two periodically varying quantities, name
strain~expressed throughf ) and scattering ability~structure
factor F). They both have the same period and are de
mined by the composition of the SL layers. There is, ho
ever, a substantial difference too. The quantityF is directly
connected to the electron density, and for identical la
structure it is determined by the atomic numbers of the ato
contained in the layers. By Vegard’s law, the strain profile
basically determined by composition as well, but it depen
also on the distribution of tangential strains in the SL, wh
give rise to additional strains in the layers. The satellite
tensity is affected also by possible presence of structural
fects, but their distribution is most likely not periodic, an
can be taken into account by introducing the static Deby
Waller factor.

The influence of strain on the diffraction pattern is d
termined by parameterB,

B5D f
z1z2

z11z2
52D«zz

p

l

t1t2

t11t2

~gH2g0!gH

ugHu
, ~7!

whereD«zz is the difference between the strains in the tw
SL layers.1 For D«zz50, satellites will appear if the layer
have different scattering abilities.

The diffraction curve yields directly two SL characteri
tics: the periodT from the satellite separationD, and the
average interplanar spacing^«zz& from the angular position
of the zero satellite with respect to the substrate reflec
peak. For an ideal SL made up of layers of stoichiome
composition with known lattice parametersa and elastic
properties, this is sufficient to calculate the thicknesses of
two layers

T5t11t25
lugHu

D sin~2QB!
, ~8!

^«zz&5

S Da

a D
1

t1~11p1!1S Da

a D
2

t2~11p2!

t11t2
, ~9!

wherep1 andp2 are the Poisson coefficients.
In reciprocal space, the diffraction intensity for unr

laxed SLs is distributed along the crystal surface normal w
additional centers representing satellites, whose separati
proportional to the SL period. These satellites lie on the sa
line with the reciprocal lattice point of the substrate for t
given reflection. In a general case, an epitaxial layer is ch
acterized by an average distortion tensorei j 5v i j 1« i j ,
which includes strains« i j and rotationsv i j . For coherent
structures grown on high-symmetry surfaces, only the«zz

component is nonzero, and therefore strain affects only
s

ri-
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flections with a nonzero componentHz . In the symmetric
Bragg geometry, whereHz5Hz, the diffraction curves de-
pend both on strain distribution and on the structural fac
The intensity in the scattering plane is distributed along
diffraction vector, and the curve with the satellites can
measured both in the conventional double-crystal arran
ment and byu – 2u scanning with an analyzer~Fig. 1a!. In
Eq. ~5! we shall have to setgH52g0 . Transition to asym-
metric Bragg diffraction may change the satellite intens
ratio, because the strain-induced contributionB is propor-
tional to (g01ugHu). It does not, however, depend on th
sign of the asymmetry, and the corresponding double-cry
curves measured for the cases of (g0,ugHu) and (g0

.ugHu) differ only in angular scale and are identical in th
satellite intensity ratios.

In Laue geometry (gH.0), the strain contribution can
reverse its sign depending on that of the asymmetry. Th
fore as one goes from one asymmetry case to another
satellites reverse their sequence~Fig. 1d!. In a symmetric
Laue arrangement,f 15 f 250 andB50 for unrelaxed SLs,
so that strain cannot affect the diffraction pattern at all,
though the latter should nevertheless contain satellites o
nating from the difference between the structural factors
the two SL layers~Fig. 1c!. The intensity of each satellite
can in this case be written

r n5m2
sin2~ynZ1!

yn
2

~K12K2!2

~K11K2!2 , ~10!

whereyn is the angular position of thenth satellite. Note that
the curve with the satellites is measured in the direction p
pendicular to the diffraction vector, i.e., byv scanning.

2. SAMPLES AND MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

The SLs studied in this work were MBE grown in th
CdF2/CaF2 system.9 The high molecular binding energy o
these fluorides accounts for the molecular character of t
sublimation and permits one to simplify considerably t
growth technology.

We used for substrates 350-mm thick silicon plates cut in
the ~111! plane with misorientation not in excess of 10 ar
min. The substrates were chemically treated with subseq
high-temperature cleaning in vacuum. The cleanness of
silicon surface was established from the presence of
737 superstructure in LEED patterns. To improve the cr

FIG. 1. Schematic of different x-ray measurement geometries: symm
and asymmetric Bragg~a and b!, symmetric and asymmetric Laue~c and d!.
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talline quality of the structures, a calcium-fluoride buff
layer was deposited on the cleaned silicon surface by
two-temperature technique11 before the SL growth. The SL
growth temperature did not exceed 100 °C. To improve
heterointerface smoothness, the growth was interrupted
deposition of each new CaF2 layer for two to five min. The
fluoride growth rate, calibrated by measuring interferen
patterns produced by a He–Ne laser, was a few monola
per min.

The x-ray diffraction measurements were made on
triple-crystal diffractometer with CuKa radiation, using the
111 and 222 symmetric and the 422 asymmetric Bragg
flections. Laue diffraction was measured for the 220~sym-
metric! and 111 and 311~asymmetric! reflections with
Mo Ka radiation. Perfect Si~111! single crystals served as
monochromator and an analyzer in the Bragg geometry.
Laue diffraction, a Ge~111! crystal was used as monochr
mator, with a narrow slit at the detector playing the part
analyzer. All asymmetric reflections were measured in a tw
crystal arrangement with the counter window open. T
resolution of the three-crystal arrangement was 7 arcsec,
that with the slit analyzer, 56 arcsec.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND SIMULATION OF
DIFFRACTION CURVES

Figure 2 presents experimental curves for the 111, 2

FIG. 2. Experimental and calculated curves for structure 117:~a! 111 and
~b! 222 reflections in symmetric Bragg geometry, and~c! 422 reflection in
asymmetric Bragg geometry.
e
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and 422 Bragg reflections obtained on sample 117 wit
short-period SL. The presence on each of them of sev
satellites implies good SL periodicity. The periods deriv
from these three curves coincide to better than 1%. In
111 reflection curve, the zero satellite of the SL cannot
resolved from the substrate maximum, and therefore in or
to improve the accuracy of determination of the avera
strain ^«zz&, it was extracted from second-order reflectio
curves. Irrespective of the actual reflection type, CdF2 layers
exhibit a larger scattering ability than CaF2, which accounts
for the considerably higher intensity of the satellites on
large-angle side in all diffraction curves. Because the str
parameterB, which increases with increasing reflection o
der, becomes larger than one for the 222 and 422 reflect
even for a short-period SL, the zero satellite is comparabl
the (11) one. The diffraction curves measured for the 4
asymmetric reflection exhibit only SL peaks~Fig. 2c!. This
can be assigned to the CaF2/Si~111! interface being of the B
type, where the film lattice is turned through 180° with r
spect to the interface normal.11

Figure 3 shows the same set of diffraction curves o
tained for sample 126 with a noticeably larger~by 2.5 times!
SL period. They also reveal distinct satellites up to14 or-
der. Because the period and, hence, parameterB are larger in
this case than those for the preceding sample~for approxi-
mately the same layer thicknesses!, these curves exhibi

FIG. 3. Experimental and calculated curves for structure 126:~a! 111 and
~b! 222 reflections in symmetric Bragg geometry, and~c! 422 reflection in
asymmetric Bragg geometry.
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characteristic differences from those displayed in Fig. 2.
particular, the zero satellite in the 222 and 422 reflection
practically suppressed, so that the concept of the SL be
one layer with an average lattice constant has no more
meaning. Similar curves were obtained also for oth
samples. The SL structural parameters derived directly fr
diffraction curves are listed in Table I.

The calculated curves are presented together with
diffractograms. The parameters inserted in the calculati
were as follows: average reduced strainf , scattering ability
~structure factor! F, and the thickness of each SL layer. B
cause the satellites in the experimental curves were foun
be broadened substantially, we took the satellite height r
in the experimental and calculated curves as a criterion
parameter fitting. Because the SL period is determined
ambiguously from x-ray measurements, the main varia
parameter was the thickness ratio of the calcium and c
mium fluoride layers~t1 and t2 , respectively! for a fixed
periodT. The thickness of the buffer layer was assumed
be proportional to that of the CaF2 layer in the SL derived
from the actual growth regime. When the calculated and
perimental curves were considered to fit poorly, transit
layers with thicknessestA and tB and average values of th
strain and scattering factors were introduced as additio
parameters. All calculations were performed under the
sumption of the layers being in registry with one anoth
Table II presents the parameters corresponding to the ca
lated curves which fit most closely to the experimental on
Most of the calculated parameters are close to those expe
from the technological conditions. The deviations observ
to exist for some SLs~see Table II! may be explained as du
to the fact that the above-mentioned deposition-rate cali
tion, which usually provided an accuracy within 10%, w
not performed for each structure in order to cut expenditu

The (21) and (11) satellites are observed in the e
perimentalv curves of the 220 symmetric Laue reflection f

TABLE I. Results of x-ray diffraction measurements.

111 ~Bragg! 220 ~Laue!

Sample
No. «zz•1023 T, nm Wu Wu22u T, nm Wu Wu22u

117 23.25 6.84 139 2409 6.9 3909 509
126 23.25 17.5 400– 209 2409 17.6 5309 809
156 21.95 21.9 12209 1859 22.0 1909 7609
211 21.4 16.9 400– 409 1909
237 22.92 15.8 2409 809

TABLE II. Structure parameters derived from numerical simulation.

Sample
No.

Number of
periods

t1 /t2 , nm
~Technol.!

t1 /t2 , nm
~Calc.! tA , nm tB , nm

117 15 3.1/3.1 3.13/3.73 0.97 0.22
126 5 9.4/9.4 8.53/8.97 0.00 0.00
156 5 9.4/9.4 11.91/9.99 0.00 0.00
211 6 10.0/7.5 9.33/7.57 0.00 0.00
237 24 10.0/7.5 7.89/7.92 0.89 0.59
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all the samples studied~such a curve is exemplified in Fig.
for sample 156, whose layers had different thicknesses!. As
predicted by theory, they flank symmetrically the Si ma
mum. Their separation can be used to derive from the
pressionT5l/(D sin uB) the SL period, which is in a good
agreement with the values obtained from the Bragg cur
~see Table I!. The satellites coincide in position on the 2u
scale with the Si peak, which implies the absence of
relaxation component in the strain~«zz50 within experimen-
tal error!.

The curves of the 111 and 113 asymmetric Laue refl
tions ~Fig. 5! having different directions of asymmetry an
approximately equal strain parametersB show graphically
how the satellites switch places as the geometry chan
from g0.ugHu in the first case tog0,ugHu in the second.
This feature of the diffraction curves can be explained by
fact that the main contribution to the difference between
diffraction conditions for the two SL layers is due not to th
difference between the interplanar spacingsd but rather to
different inclination of the reflecting planes in CaF2 and
CdF2, which are coherently related to the substrate.

FIG. 4. 220 symmetric Laue reflection for sample 156.

FIG. 5. Asymmetric Laue reflections 111~a! and 311~b! for sample 117.
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4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

As already mentioned, the parameters of an ideal
with layers of stoichiometric composition can be determin
directly from a diffraction curve. The curves calculated usi
these parameters disagreed noticeably, however, with the
periment. The lattice parameters of CaF2 and CdF2 and the
Poisson coefficients calculated for the~111! planes from
elastic constants@p(CaF2)50.96 andp(CdF2)51.35] were
matched with x-ray diffraction measurements made on e
taxial layers12 ~which were thicker, however, than the perio
of our SLs!, and we had no grounds for questioning the
Therefore when simulating diffraction curves within a tw
layer system the thicknesses could be varied only within
error with which ^«zz& was measured. Even if we take a
overestimated valued^«zz&'61023, this corresponds to a
change ina5t1 /t2 of 60.3. Only by introducing transition
layers could one in some cases~see Table II! obtain the
required satellite-height ratio with the mean value^«& left
unchanged. These thicknesses, lying within two to th
monolayers, have the meaning of effective depth of mut
penetration of the SL layers into one another, which in o
case could be due to roughness of the inner interfaces~there
is no interdiffusion at the heterointerfaces because of the
growth temperatures!. Note that the SLs with transition lay
ers ~samples 117 and 237! contain a noticeably larger num
ber of periods compared to the other samples studied.

Obviously enough, the mean strain can be related
elastic strain relaxation as well. Two mechanisms can
conceived here, which involve formation of a dislocati
network at the substrate-SL heterointerface or relaxation
tween the SL layers. In both cases, however, the chang
the average SL interplanar spacing is small. In the first c
total relaxation would give rise to a jump in tangential mis
at the heteroboundary of«zz52931024 for equal thick-
nesses of the two layers, and to a change in the normal c
ponent^«zz& ranging from23.2531023 ~for an unrelaxed
SL! to 22.2531023. In the second case, total relaxation
all SL layers would makê«zz& equal to the average misfit o
20.931023.

Measurements made in symmetric Laue geometry y
for the tangential misfit̂«xx&50, but the measurement erro
was here6331024. Thus we cannot exclude the existen
of relaxation of up to 30%. Relaxation by the first mech
nism, however, would not result in a noticeable change in
satellite intensity ratio. The latter is dominated by the diffe
ence in strains between the two layers,D^«zz&, and this
quantity is practically unaffected by relaxation~from
23.0131022 for an elastically stressed SL to22.97
31022 for 100% relaxation!. Therefore even assuming som
relaxation to occur at the heteroboundary, the SL parame
obtained in simulation~Table II! should be considered a
reliable enough.

Structural distortions produce some satellite broaden
in experimental curves and, therefore, one could hardly
pect full agreement with the calculations. The satellite pe
intensity ratio used by us as a fitting criterion can be justifi
only if all satellites are broadened by structural imperfectio
in the same way and if no intensity redistribution occurs
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these conditions between the satellites. This assumes, i
turn, the absence of noticeable regular variation of the de
structure across the SL, as well as of any irregular fluct
tions in the layer periodicity and thickness. The latter a
known1 to result in attenuation of satellites, which is mo
pronounced in higher orders of diffraction, as well as in t
onset of diffuse scattering. Our calculations, howev
yielded high-order satellite intensities that were quite f
quently below the experimental values~Fig. 3a!. Thus this
discrepancy cannot be accounted for by fluctuations in p
odicity.

One of the criteria by which one could judge the reliab
ity of the SL characteristics thus obtained may be the co
patibility of the results derived for different reflections, b
cause they exhibit different sensitivities toward t
parameters describing a superlattice. The 222 reflection
the fluoride lattice belongs to the so-called ‘‘difference’’ r
flections, the value ofF(222) for CaF2 is very small, and
therefore scattering in the SL occurs practically only fro
the CdF2 layers. As a result, the shape of the diffractio
curve does not depend on the scattering factors~the latter
affect only the integrated intensity! and is determined solely
by strain and the layer thickness. On the other hand,
strain-induced contribution to the asymmetric Laue refl
tions 111 and 311 is substantially smaller than that in
Bragg geometry, and the satellite height ratio is essenti
dependent on the distribution of scattering ability over t
period. These reflections can be used to fit the calculate
experimental curves with a minimum set of paramete
which improves the reliability of measurements.

Our fitting did not require considerable variation of th
scattering abilities, which attests to a good crystallinity of t
SL layers, and the static Debye–Waller factor can be se
one.

Structural perfection of the SLs studied can be estima
from the v scanning curves in symmetric Bragg geomet
The best was found to be sample 117 with a short-period
for which the curves~see inset in Fig. 2a! are only 4 arcsec
broader than those for the Si substrate. The satellite widt
the v scan of the symmetric Laue reflection for the sam
sample is in agreement with the total SL thickness. The ot
SLs show noticeable satellite broadening in both the tra
verse and longitudinal directions relative to thez normal.
Note that the Braggv curves exhibit a complex shape wit
two superimposed maxima, the broader one serving as a
estal for the more narrow one atop~for sample 156 shown in
the inset in Fig. 3a and 211!. This shape, characteristic o
curves obtained from very thin layers, indicates most f
quently the existence of strongly strained, nonoverlapp
layers. In this case, the reflection curves are the resul
summation of coherent scattering from an unstrained reg
and of incoherent one, from a strongly distorted region.13,14

Assuming the maximum allowable extent of relaxation~see
above! at the heteroboundary («xx<331024), it will corre-
spond to a line-dislocation network density of the order
104 cm21. This yields about 1mm for the average distanc
between dislocation lines, which is considerably in excess
the total SL width~0.1–0.4mm!. Theoretical consideration
of diffraction from thin layers with dislocation networks hav
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ing the above dimensions yields for thev curves a shape
close to that measured by us.14 It was shown also14 that the
shape ofv curves is much more sensitive to the onset
relaxation~formation of relaxation-induced defects! than the
tangential misfit. It should be pointed out that the extent
which calculations fit an experimental curve does not dep
on the shape and width of thev curves. For instance, a goo
fit was obtained for sample 156 which exhibited the broad
v curve possible of a close to Gaussian shape. This supp
our conclusion that relaxation at the lower heterobound
affects only weakly the satellite intensity ratio and the re
ability of the SL parameters obtained by us.

In Laue geometry, structural perfection can be be
characterized by the angular width of theu-2u curve. If an
SL contains structural defects, theu-2u curve can be broad
ened due to local fluctuations in«xx and to the coherent
scattering regions being limited in thex direction. As evident
from Table I, for sample 117 the value ofWu-2u is equal to
the angular resolution of the counter slit, while for the oth
samples it is larger. Note also that when going over from
Bragg to Laue geometry with rotation of the diffraction ve
tor through 90° we change the direction of the local miso
entations, because they act on thev scan curves~perpendicu-
lar to theH vector!. In the Bragg case, this is thex direction.
In the case of a symmetric Laue reflection, thev curves are
measured in thez direction, and the reflection width in thex
direction is free of their influence. Therefore the consid
ably smaller width of theu-2u curves sensitive to defect
which is observed in transmission geometry compared to
v curves in the Bragg case lends itself to a simple interp
tation.

While, generally speaking, the presence of defects in
SLs is connected with stress relaxation, we have here m
likely the initial stage of relaxation at the lower heteroboun
ary. As for the possibility of relaxation between the ind
vidual layers in an SL, it can be formally taken into accou
by variation of the strain parametersf 1 and f 2 ; this should
change their difference~the value ofB) and, hence, the sat
ellite height ratio. The absence of such relaxation in our c
is evidenced by the compatibility of the parameters obtai
for various reflections. The most convincing argument
this is, however, that the curves of the 422 asymmetric Br
reflection obtained for theg0,ugHu andg0.ugHu cases are
identical. An analysis shows that this identity should fail f
D«xxÞ0. As seen from Figs. 2c and 3c, the satellites
small-period sample No. 117 as in SL with the large-per
~sample 126! coincide well in height when matched on th
angular scale. The satellites present in the curves meas
for g0.ugHu are more poorly resolved, because they exte
over a smaller angular interval for the same broaden
~caused by structural defects!.

By studying an SL in different diffraction geometrie
one can make determination of its structural parameters m
reliably. Two factors are of particular importance in this r
spect. First, Laue geometry offers a possibility of reduc
considerably or even excluding the effect of strain altoget
and, thus, of obtaining only the distribution of effective sc
tering ability. Note that, in contrast to small-angle scatter
~which yields the same characteristics!, it includes also the
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static Debye–Waller factor, i.e., information on the structu
perfection of layers. Second, the presence of asymmetric
flections with different sensitivity to relaxation permits on
to reveal the existence of the latter and its influence on
diffraction pattern.

To conclude, we have considered specific features
diffraction from SLs with layers having misfits of opposi
signs with respect to the substrate and essentially diffe
diffracting abilities in the symmetric and asymmetric refle
tion and transmission geometries. Diffraction curves o
tained experimentally in different geometries from a set
samples with CaF2/CdF2 superlattices on Si having differen
periods were presented. Reflection curves were simula
and their fitting to experimental curves permitted determi
tion of the SL parameters, namely, of the period, strai
scattering abilities, and thicknesses of the layers. The
sence of relaxation between individual layers in the samp
studied was shown. The SLs were demonstrated to ha
regular periodicity. The shape and halfwidth of the diffra
tion maxima were used to estimate the structural perfec
of the SL layers, and an analysis revealed the presenc
both fairly perfect ~short-period SLs! and more defective
samples, which produce satellites broadened in the direc
perpendicular to the diffraction vector. The perfect-SL mod
was shown to be applicable to obtaining structural para
eters of superlattices which have structural defects and
hibit broadened satellites in diffraction curves.
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Topographic study by scanning-tunneling microscopy of a two-dimensional graphite
film on Re „101̄0…

L. N. Bolotov, Z. Vakar, N. R. Gall’, I. V. Makarenko, E. V. Rut’kov, A. N. Titkov,
A. Ya. Tontegode, and M. M. Usufov
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~Submitted January 19, 1998!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 1570–1573~August 1998!

Two-dimensional graphite films on Re(1010̄) were produced in ultrahigh vacuum by adsorption
of benzene vapor on the metal heated toT51800 K. High-resolution Auger spectroscopy
used for the film characterization showed the film indeed to have graphitic structure and monolayer
thickness. The surface topography was studied in air by scanning-tunneling microscopy. The
monolayer thickness was confirmed, and it was shown that a two-dimensional graphite film has a
complex topography featuring numerous hillocks with linear dimensions of;3000 Å and
height differences of;300 Å, while retaining graphitic structure on the atomic scale. The lack
of planarity of such a film at room temperature is considered to be due to deformation
occurring under cooling from the temperature of formation down to 300 K, which is caused by
the difference in thermal expansion coefficients between the graphite sheet and rhenium.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!03608-9#
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Two-dimensional graphite films on metals are rema
able objects because they exhibit chemical bonding cha
teristic of two-dimensional crystals.1 In their physicochemi-
cal properties, 2D graphite films resemble 2D layers mak
up layered single-crystal graphite. As a result of valen
saturation, 2D graphite films are bonded to the surface o
by van der Waals forces, without electron exchange,2 and
they can form without being in registry with the substra
surface, which sets them apart from chemisorbed films~for
instance, metallic, semiconductor, diamond, and so on!.1

2D graphite films can be grown easily on the surface
many metals~Ir, Re, Mo, Ni, Pt, etc.! and, when formed,
change radically the surface properties of these materi1

Taking into account the influence of such films is essentia
many areas of science and technology, such as heter
neous catalysis, materials science, physics of the surface
vacuum technology. Regrettably, information on the top
raphy of 2D graphite films on metal surfaces is lacking. T
work reports a study of the topography of 2D graphite film
on Re(101̄0) made by scanning-tunneling microsco
~STM!.

1. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

We used as a substrates texturized rhenium (1010̄) rib-
bons measuring 5031.530.02 mm, which were uniform in
work function withew55.15 eV. Purification of ribbons o
impurities and aligning the desired crystallographic pla
with the surface were achieved by standard techniques.3 X-
ray diffraction showed the orientation of the (1010̄) plane
with respect to the sample surface to be correct to wit
99.9%.4

2D graphite films were obtained in ultrahigh vacuum
adsorbing benzene vapor on the heated metal.2 The film
1421063-7834/98/40(8)/4/$15.00
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growth was monitored by thermionic techniques and Aug
electron spectroscopy.3

After the completion of graphite film growth, the rhe
nium sample was removed from the vacuum chamber an
topography was studied by STM at NTP. The extremely h
adsorption passivity of 2D graphite films permits operati
with the samples in air without their damage.1 We used a
custom-made STM providing atomic resolution in studies
graphite surfaces. The atomic-scale resolution was dem
strated in surface studies of dichalcogenides of transi
metals,5 and nearly atomic one, in an investigation of sing
crystal silicon surfaces.6

2. GROWTH AND CHARACTERIZATION OF 2D GRAPHITE
FILMS

Interaction of carbon with the Re(1010̄) surface was ex-
amined in detail in Refs. 3 and 4. For this film to form, th
bulk of rhenium has first to be saturated with carbon. To
this, rhenium heated toTC51800 K was exposed to benzen
vapor at 131025 Torr; benzene molecules striking th
heated metal break up, the hydrogen desorbs and is pum
out, and carbon atoms dissolve in the bulk of the sam
forming a Re–C solid solution. The surface is coated in th
conditions by chemisorbed carbon9gas9 with concentration
NC51.431015 at/cm2. The high deposition temperatures f
vor fast diffusion of carbon into the metal, and the thin ri
bons permitted one to saturate the bulk of the sample w
carbon in;30 min. In the final stage of carbon saturatio
the carbon surface density increases and atNC52
31015 at/cm2 two-dimensional graphite islands are nucl
ated. As carbon continues to arrive, the islands grow in a
and coalesce to form a continuous 2D graphite film wh
has a uniform work function.
3 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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There is ample experimental evidence in support of
carbon films prepared in this way being indeed tw
dimensional and having graphitic structure.3 We shall
present here only three of these arguments.

1! High-resolution carbon Auger spectra exhibit a typ
cal graphitic shape4, which differs from those obtained from
the other chemical forms of surface carbon~surface and bulk
carbides, diamond, amorphous carbon!;

2! The experimental attenuation of the rhenium Aug
peak atE5176 eV by a factor 1.6 is in a good agreeme
with the attenuation~1.8 times! calculated3,4 for this film;

3! The 2D graphite films are uniform in work functio
and haveew54.45 eV, which coincides to within 0.05 eV
with that of the basal plane of single-crystal graphite.

It was shown3,4 that, if conditions 2! and 3! are both
upheld, the graphite film is uniform and has monolay
thickness. It should be pointed out that the method itself u
here to prepare 2D graphite films can produce only o
graphite layer, because benzene molecules striking
valence-saturated graphite layer desorb rather than brea
up. Carbon does not build up any more, and the film does
continue to grow beyond the one-layer thickness.

Probing 2D graphite films with CsCl molecules, whic
dissociate effectively on surface areas coated by nongrap
carbon or on clean metal, shows that surface defects am
to <1022% of the total surface area. This part of the surfa
area can be identified with the background dissociation
CsCl molecules at defects in the edges of graphite isla
which merge when forming a monolayer film~on the islands
themselves, there is no CsCl dissociation2!.

3. BEHAVIOR OF 2D GRAPHITE FILMS UNDER VARIATION
OF SAMPLE TEMPERATURE

Two-dimensional graphite films on refractory meta
form at medium and high temperatures, 900–1800 K,
pending on the nature of the metal. Heating a rheni
sample saturated with carbon atTC51800 K up to 1900 K
results in a complete destruction of the graphite layer, w
only chemisorbed ‘‘gas’’ remaining on the surface. Tran
tion from 1900 to 1800 K restores the 2D graphite film, a
further decrease of temperature to 1700–1100 K gives ris
growth of a graphite film, tens of monolayers thick, from t
carbon precipitating from the supersaturated Re–C s
solution.3,4 For T,1000 K, no bulk diffusion occurs. A 2D
graphite film formed at a high temperature can be rea
preserved by cooling the sample rapidly to room tempe
ture, simply by turning off the ribbon heater current. That t
film remained intact under fast cooling is confirmed by t
unchanged carbon Auger-signal intensity and by attenua
of the rhenium Auger signal by 1.6 times.

4. SURFACE TOPOGRAPHY OF 2D GRAPHITE FILMS

Figure 1a presents a typical STM image of the surface
a 2D graphite film on rhenium recorded at constant tunne
current. The film is unexpectedly not at all plain, and
surface abounds in hillocks. This pattern is in no way a
flection of nonuniformities on the metal substrate; inde
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STM images show the metal surface to be very smooth w
a characteristic size of nonuniformities;15 Å.

Figure 1b displays a cross section of the STM image
Fig. 1a cut perpendicular to sample surface. We see tha
hillocks are typically;250023500 Å at the base, and the
height is;2502350 Å. An increase of STM resolution a
the expense of reduced scan area revealed the surface of
hillock to be likewise warped, with an average difference
height of 20–30 Å.

The tops of individual hillocks were studied in the co
stant tunneling-gap mode, which provides better spatial re
lution. The surface of the hillocks was found to have

FIG. 1. ~a! STM image of topography of a graphite film on a rheniu
substrate. Tip potentialUt52100 mV, tunneling currentI t540 pA; ~b!
Cross-section profile in the plane passing through the two points ident
by arrows in Fig. 1a;~c! STM image of a part of the surface measurin
20326 Å at the top of a hillock. The bright-to-dark transition corresponds
a height difference of;2 Å. The white hexagons in the figure show sch
matically the crystal structure of a graphite layer.
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clearly pronounced graphitic structure~Fig. 1c!. The STM
image exhibits distinct hexagons corresponding to the h
agonal carbon-atom arrangement in the graphite-layer lat
which differentiates this pattern from the reference obtain
on single-crystal graphite. In our opinion, this reflects t
equivalence of all carbon atoms in a 2D graphite film~in
single-crystal graphite, there is no such equivalence bec
of the effect of the subsurface layer!. This observation may
be considered as a direct proof that the 2D graphite film
indeed a monolayer.

5. DISCUSSION

Our previous studies1,2 provide conclusive evidence tha
a two-dimensional graphite layer is bonded to the surface
a metal, in particular, of rhenium only through weak van d
Waals forces, while within the film, the carbon atoms a
held together by strong covalent bonding, so that;9 eV
have to be expended to remove one carbon atom from
graphite sheet.2 As for the graphite island edges, they a
valence unsaturated and form strong bonding to m
atoms.2 Thus the 2D graphite film acts like a 2D graphi
single crystal adsorbed on the metal surface.

We associate the complex topography of the grap
film shown in Fig. 1a with the effects of cooling a film
grown on a metal at a high temperature. Indeed, the ther
expansion coefficients of graphite and of the metal subst
differ significantly, and the temperature difference is lar
since a 2D graphite film forms at 1800 K, while STM imag
were obtained at 300 K.

When cooled, the metal shrinks more than the grap
film does because of the difference in their thermal exp
sion coefficients. This may result in breaking of the we
van der Waals bonds, whereas chemisorption will contin
to bond the island edges to the metal surface. As for
graphite layer itself, which consists of strongly bound carb
atoms, it apparently cannot break up and retains its struc
Nevertheless it bends, and the observed pattern is actu
the consequence of such deformation. The bending is see
be quite large; indeed, the cross section of the film show
Fig. 1b suggests that it rises above the metal surface by
dreds of Å.

Let us estimate the magnitude of the expected eff
Figure 2 displays schematically the graphite island on
metal surface. The island was grown atTC51800 K ~Fig.
2a! and cooled down toT5300 K ~Fig. 2b!. The thermal
expansion coefficient of graphite in the plane perpendicu
to the c axis, i.e. in the layer plane, varies from;1.22
31026 K21 at T5300 K to20.0231026 K21 at T5650 K
and21.531026 K21 at T51800 K,7 which is about an or-
der of magnitude smaller than that for metals~including rhe-
nium! within the same temperature range. Therefore we s
neglect in our calculation the expansion of the graphite lay

The (101̄0) plane emerging onto the surface of the rh
nium substrate is parallel to thec axis of the hexagonal rhe
nium lattice. Reference data reveal a considerable anisot
in the thermal expansion coefficient, viz. it differs along t
@0001# and@121̄0# directions~i.e., parallel and perpendicula
to thec axis! by a factor 2.5.7 Because both directions lie o
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the face we are studying, we took for the thermal expans
coefficient its average value, as this is proposed in Ref
and, taking into account the growth ofa at high tempera-
tures, we setaRe5731026 K21.

Let L1 be the length of the part of the substrate und
lying the graphite island at the temperature of its format
~Fig. 2a!. The island edges are bound strongly to the s
strate by chemisorption and, apparently, are pinned to
face defects~atomic steps, the points where dislocatio
emerge on the surface, subgrain boundaries etc.!. When
cooled byDT, the length of the graphite island remains u
changed to a first approximation, whereas that of the pe
nent part of the substrate will decrease to

L25L1~11aReDT!21.

AssumingDT51500 K, andaRe5731026 K21, we readily
calculate the relative elongation of the graphite island co
pared to the substrate:

~L12L2!/L15aReDT;102251%.

Let us estimate the height to which this will raise th
island above the substrate. We calculate this rise by
Pythagorean theorem taking one half of the island length
the hypotenuse, and one half of the substrate length, for
cathetus~leg! of the corresponding right triangle. As see
from Fig. 1b, the measured island diameter is typica
;250023500 Å. Taking into account the shortening of th
substrate by 1%, this yields for the riseh53502500 Å. The
experimentally determined heights~see Fig. 1b! lie within
the interval 250–350 Å, which is in a good agreement w
the above estimate.

To conclude, our studies show that 2D graphite film
formed on rhenium at high temperatures and cooled to ro
temperature have essentially nonplanar, hillocky surf
structure and strictly monolayer thickness. The film is d
formed by the stresses associated with considerable di
ences in the thermal expansion coefficients of the grap
layer and the metal substrate. The strong bonding am
carbon atoms within the graphite layer and the very we

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of a graphite island formed on an ato
step of the rhenium surface when the sample temperature was changed
1800 K ~a! to 300 K ~b!. Vertical shading — two-dimensional graphite film
slanted shading — Re substrate with the atomic step.
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bonding ~van der Waals forces! to the metal surface favo
deformation of the graphite layer without its destruction. It
reasonable to assume that the layer deformation will be c
siderably smaller for metals requiring low temperatures
2D graphite film formation@for instance, for Ni,TC5850 K
~Ref. 9!#.
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